
FOR ENGINEERS AND ENGINEERING MANAGERS 

LSI changes computer design. 
Economical memory-module size 
is shrinking, cycle times are being 
slashed. Future cost cuts may 
permit use of active read-only 
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memory in central controls, lower 
field repair expense. For details 
on coming changes, on CAD, 
high-speed logic, and a vendor's 
point of view, turn to page Cl 



New hp 1802A 3.5 ns, 100 MHz Plug-In 

Now ... Stop, Store, Vary Display Time 
of 100 MHz Traces-
Without Capacitive Distortion 
The new hp 100 MHz, 3.5 ns plug-in is designed expressly to eliminate 
the effect of input capacitance-the big problem in making high 
frequency, real time measurements. Because the capacitance is too 
low to be measured, hp specifies the dual-channel 1802A/181A as 
having a low reflection ( <0.13) and an extremely low SWR of 1.35: 1 
at 100 MHz, 10 mV /cm sensitivity (1.1: 1 at all other deflection factors) . 

For the first time, you can use a real time scope-the hp 181A 
Variable Persistence and Storage Scope and the 1802A plug-in-
to measure nanosecond rise times and high frequencies over a wide 
range of source impedances-and stop, store, or vary display time 
of your traces! You can observe your signal with 10 mV/cm sensitivity
without capacitive distortion and without capacitive disturbance of 
your circuit under test. You can capture and hold high frequency 
single shot phenomena-or look at low rep rate fast risetime pulses. 

With the 50Q impedance in the 181/1802A system, you have a 
near-perfect termination for your 50Q systems-regardless of your 
signal frequencies. To cover 90% of your high frequency real time 
measurements, optional hp resistive dividers increase resistance 
5, 10, 50 or lOOX with only 0. 7 pF capacitance. 

For still more input resistance, the new hp 1123A 100 kQ Active 
Probe has only 3.5 pF capacitance. Combine the active probe and 
its set of XlO or XlOO matched resistive dividers and you reduce 
the capacitance of the active probe system to 3 pF. 

Why all the fuss over providing the lowest 
possible capacitance for measuring nanosecond 

rise times and high frequencies? 

If you are making high frequency cw measurements, 
capacitance not only loads your circuit under test, 
it also causes phase shift. 

If you're looking at pulses, capacitance attenuates 
rise time. Rise time displayed on an oscilloscope 

A 
POSITION 

is basically the result of the relationship of source 
impedance-and the capacitance of the signal 
sources, the capacitance of the probe, and the 
capacitance of the scope. 

UN CAL 
Figure it out for yourself! Rise time is the square 

root of the sum of the squares of the rise times 
of your signal source, and probe, and scope. Or, use 
the new hp measurement error calculator. 

Get the full story on the new hp 1802A-and your 
free measurement error calculator-from your 
nearest hp field engineer. Or, write to Hewlett
Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304. 
Europe : 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva. 

Price: hp 180 (conventional display) Scope 
System with 100 MHz capability, $2500; hp 181A 
(variable persistence and storage) with 100 MHz, 

:::::::.~::~'. _,,:.. _ - ·_,. -· $3150 ; hp 1802A 
amplifier plug-in alone, 
$1200; hp 1123A 
Active Probe, $325. 
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This New Pulse Generator Speaks for Itself 

0.2Hz-to-20MHz 
PRF 

SINGLE-PULSE 
OUTPUT 

SQUARE-WAVE 
OUTPUT 

GATING 

25 ns-to-2.5s 
DURATION 

10-VO LT OUTPUT 
ACROSS 50n 

(independent control 
of+ and - pulses) 

±1-VOL TDC OFFSET 
(independent control of 

+and - pulses) 

5-ns 
RISE/FALL TIME 

+AND
GROUND-BASED PULSES 

And It SHOUTS its price: $395. 

Need we say more? 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 2 

For complete information, write General 
Radio Company, West Concord, 
Massachusetts 01781; telephone (617) 
369-4400. In Eu rope: Postfach 124, 
CH8034 Zurich 34, Switzerland. 

GENERAL RADIO 
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II you don't know the µA709 has been replaced, 
we have a little surprise lor you: The µA741. 

The µ A741 is the only monolithic operational amplifier that has 
frequency compensation built right on the chip. It's a pin-for
pin replacement for the µA709. 
An improvement in pertormance 
without an increase in price: 

Differential Input Voltage . . . . . . . . . . . .±30V min. 

Offset Current . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200nA max. 

Offset Voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5mW max. 

Input Resistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300k min. 

Output Swing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .±12V min. 

Power Dissipation . . . . . . 5mW with ±5V supplies typ. 

No latch-up when the common mode range is exceeded. 

Package .. .. . ... ...... .. .. hermetic DIP 

Order Number. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U6E7741393 

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.25 (100 up) 

The µ A741 is a key member of 
Fairchild's family of Second 
Generation linear integrated 
circuits. Basic building blocks 

uA741 
FREOUENCY 
COMPENSATED 
OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIER 

Tl'9,.A7411t•_,,,. _ _..........., ...... .......... 
~_.io...tr .... _ ...... ,... 
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for virtually any linear applica- --·-·----- RR1 ---- -----·-·-

tion. New devices with better component matching, better 
specifications, increased chip size and higher complexities. 
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Other members of the 
family include the 
highly versatile l1A723 
Precision Voltage 
Regulator, l1A727 
Temperature-con
trolled Differential 
Preamp, l1 A733 Wide 

' I ' 

-------

Band D ifferentia I Amp- Unity gain amplifier bui lt with µA709. Unity gain ampl ifier bui lt with µA741. 

lifier and the l1 A722 MSI Programmable D/A-A/D Converter 
Current Source. o Compare our Second Generation Li nears with 
any Linear ICs on the Market. You'll find there's a big difference 
between price/performance and price-per-product. o Write for 
detailed specs on the entire linear family. 

FAIRCHILCJ 

Fairchild Semiconductor o A Division of sEM1coNoucToR 

Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation o 313 Fairchild Dr. 
Mountain View, Ca I if. 94040 o ( 4l5) 962-5011 o lWX: 910-379-6435 
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esove 
to.get it. 

Most of the synchros and resolvers de
scribed in this new 32-page brochure are 
standard only in the sense that they are 
readily available at competitive prices. 
Any of the "standard" units can be quickly 
modified to suit your particular needs, 
providing thousands of opportunities for 
you to resolve your problems. 

These components reflect the highest 
order of precision in design, construction 
and performance· and are backed by 
twenty years of Kearfott engineering and 
production experience. 

We don't think you'll find anyone that 

6 

offers a wider variety than 
we do. To emphasize the point, our 
catalog covers: Synchros, sizes 5 to 25; 
resolvers, sizes 5 to 28; winding com
pensated resolvers; resolver-amplifier 
combinations; multispeed units; tran
so Ive rs; tandem synchros; custom
engineered units such as geared and 
gearhead synchros; rotary transformers; 
goniometers; phase shifters; etc. 

Order the catalog. It's loaded with 
diagrams, dimensional data, electrical 
characteristics and application data. 
There's even a section on design basics. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 5 

Write today to: Kearfott Products Di
vision, General Precision Systems Inc., 
Kearfott Group, 1150 McBride Ave., Little 
Falls, New Jersey 07424. Dept. 3-1450. 

KEARFOTT PRODUCTS DIVISION 
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE SINGER COMPANY 
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Looking for Fast, High Volume 
AC and DC Calibration Capability? 
Whenever and wherever you need 
precision, high volume calibration 
capability for your calibration labora
tory, production line, maintenance 
testing shop - Hewlett-Packard has 
an instrument that specifically meets 
your requirements. 

Two of these instruments-design
ed specifically to meet high accuracy 
and high volume calibration needs
are the hp 7408 for DC and the hp 
745A for AC. With either instrument, 
you press a button, turn a dial and you 
have an instant voltage reference! 

High Resolution DC Calibration. 
The hp 7408 DC Standard/Differen
tial Voltmeter delivers output voltage 
to 1000 V with six digit resolution in 
discrete steps of 1 ppm of range. Ac
curacy of ± (0.002% of setting 
+0.0004% of range) extends over 30 
days. 

ELECTRON IC D ESIGN 24. November 21, 1968 

As a differential voltmeter, the 
7408 measures voltage to 1000 Vdc 
with an input resistance of> 10100, 
independent of null condition. Ac
curacy is ±(0.005% of reading 
+0.0004% of range +lµV). 

The 7408 is also a precision de 
amplifier and high impedance volt
meter, and can be used to drive a 
recorder. 

Fast, Accurate AC Calibration-Cut 
your ac calibration time in half with 
the state-of-the-art hp 745A AC Cali
brator-an excellent choice for pro-

duction line calibration and maine
nance testing. 

The 745A has a calibrated output 
voltage with ±0.02%accuracy. ltalso 
has a six-digit readout, pushbutton 
ranging and a continuously adjust
ablefrequencyfrom 10 Hz to 110 kHz. 

Eliminate tedious error calcula
tions with the exclusive 745A direct 
reading percent error scale. 

Getfull specifications on these and 
other calibration instruments from 
your hp field engineer. Or, write to 
Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, Califor
nia 94304. Europe: 54 Route des 
Acacias, Geneva. Price, 7 408, $2350; 
7 45A, $4500. 

098/ 18 1 
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(and read about the world's fastest IC adder.) 

Signetics announces a no-kidding leadership device: 
the 8260 Arithmetic Logic Element, latest addition 
to our DCL family. 

The 8260, now available in volume, is a mono
lithic gate array incorporating four full adders 
structured in a look-ahead mode. The device may 
be used as four mutually independent Exclusive
NOR or AND gates by proper addressing of the 
inhibit lines. Here is a device which in typical ap
plication increases speed three to four times, greatly 
reduces package count and appreciably lowers 
over-all system costs. 

As a four-bit odder, the 8260 permits parallel 
addition of four sets of data and features simul
taneous !look ahead) carry on each bit within the 
package. Extension of the look-ahead feature for 
16 bits or more is facilitated by the 8261 Fast Corry 

24-bit Fast Adder System; 9 packages; minimum 
external connections. 

Package Count Addition Total 

Quad 2-lnput 
Time Addition Time 

per Bit Input to Output 
No. of Bits 8260 8261 NANO Gates (nsJ (nsJ 

16 4 1 - 3.3 52 

24 6 3 - 3.3 52 

32 8 3 - 2.0 64 

48 12 6 1 1.3 64 

64 16 7 1 1.2 76 

Increased speed and reduced package count for 
exceed what is attainable with any other IC family . 

Extender. 
Access to the 8260 from previous stoge(s) is 

provided through five OR-ed channels, and inhibi
tion of carry-in-data and bit-to-bit carries is ac
complished by a true (active high) logic level of 

C 1NH· 

The "carry-outs'" available ore: Internally 
Generated(~); Propogoted ((pl; and Ripple ICRl. 
This gives the 8260 complete flexibility when used 
in Ripple Corry or Anticipated Corry Adder systems. 

The 8260 is available now in 24-leod flat pok, 
-ss•c to +125°( ond0°C to +7S°C, and will 
soon be available in both full MIL and commercial 
DIPs. 

For complete information on the world"s fast
est odder write Signetics, 811 East Arques Avenue, 
Sunnyvale, California 94086. Fast! 

The 8260 Arithmetic Logic Element. 

Signetics Integrated Circuits r::I 
A SUBSIDIARY OF CORNING GLASS WORKS L.51 

SIGNETICS SALES OFFICES: Wakefield, Massachusetts (617) 245-8200; Trumbull , Connecticut (230) 268-8010; Poughkeepsie, New York (914) 471 ·3292 ; Syracuse, New York (315) 469-1072; Fort Lee, New Jersey (201) 947-9870; 
Radnor, Pennsylvania (215) 687-2660; Silver Spring, Maryland (301) 946-6030; Clearwater, Florida (813) 726-3734; Winier Park, Florida (305) 671 -5350; Dayton, Ohio (513) 433-4133; Minneapolis, Minnesota (612) 920-3256; 
Rolling Meadows, Illinois (312) 259-8300; Richardson, Texas (214) 231 -6344; Garden Grove, California (714) 636-4260; Burbank, California (213) 846-1020; Redwood City, California (415) 369-0333. 

DISTRIBUTORS: Avnet Electronics Corp., Burlington, Mass. (617) 272-3060; Cesco Electronics, ltd., Montreal, Quebec, Canada (514) 735-5511 . Compu Corporation at the following locations: Huntsville, Alabama (205) 539-8476; 
Los Angeles, California (213) 245-1172; Burlingame, California (415) 347-8244; Hamden, Connecticut (203) 288-9276; Clearwater, Florida (813) 446-2991; Orlando, Florida (305) 855-3964; Park Ridge, Illinois (312) 692-4125; 
Baltimore, Maryland (301) 484-5400; Newton Highlands, Mass. (617) 969-7140; Minneapolis, Minnesota (612) 922-7011 ; St. Louis, Missouri (314) 542-3399; Albany, New York (518) 489-7408; Endwell , New York (607) 723-8743; 
Woodbury, New York (516) 921 -9393; Fairport, New York (716) 271 -2230; Syracuse, New York (315) 471 -3356; Winston-Salem, North Carolina (919) 723-1002; Seattle, Washington °(206) 763-1711. Hamilton Electro Sales, 
Culver City, Calif. (213) 870-7171; Hamilton Electro Sales, Cherry Hill , N.J. (609) 662-9337; Hammond Electronics, Orlando, Florida (305) 241-6601 ; Kierulff Electronics, Seattle, Wash. (206) 763-1550; G. S. Marshall, San Marino, 
Calif. (213) 684-1530; Milgray-Delaware Valley, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. (215) 228-2000; Pioneer Standard Electronics, Rockville, Maryland (301) 427-3300; Schley Electronics, Watertown, Mass. (617) 926-0235; Semiconductor 
Specialists, Inc., Elmhurst, Illinois (312) 279-1000; Ttrminal-Hudson Electronics, New York, New York (212) 243-5200; Universal Electronics, Inc., Houston, Texas (713) 781 -0421 ; Wesco Electronics, Inc .. Los Angeles, Calif. (213) 
685-9525; Palo Alto, Calif. (405) 968-3475. 

DOMESTIC REPRESENTATIVES: Compar Corporation at the following locations: Scottsdale, Arizona (602) 947-4336; Denver, Colorado (303) 781-0912; Southfield, Michigan (313) 357-5369; Haddonfield, New Jersey (609) 429-1526; 
Albuquerque, New Mexico (505) 265-1020; Albany, New York (518) 489-7408; Endwell , New York (607) 723·8743; Fairport, New York (716) 271-2230; Syracuse, New York (315) 471 -3356; Rocky River, Ohio (216) 333-4120; 
Fairborn, Ohio (513) 878-2 631 ; Dallas, Texas (214) 363-1526; Houston, Texas (713) 667-3420. Ozark Electronic Marketing, Inc., St. Louis, Missouri (314) 423-7200. 

INTERNATIONAL SALES: France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Holland, Luxemburg , Spain-Sovcor E!ectronique, 11 , Chemin de Ronde, LeVesinet, (S.·&·0.) France. United Kingdom, Ireland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Switzerland, Austria, 
Portugal-Electrosil Ltd., lakeside Estate, Colnbrook-By-Pass Slough, Buckinghamshire, Great Britain. Austral ia-Carnine;, 1202 Plaza Building, Australia Square, Sydney, N.S.W. 27-4318. Canada-Corning Glass Works of Canada, ltd., 
leaside Plant, Ontario, Canada (416) 421 ·1500. lsrael-Talviton, P.O. Box 3282, Tel .Aviv, Israel 236·666. Japan-ASAHI Glass Co., ltd., Corning Products Sales Dept. No 14, 2·Chome Marunouchi, Chiyoda·ku , Tokyo, Japan 211 ·0411. 
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THE NEW RA-245 LINE TRANSMITTER 
The best IC to use at the sending end is Radiation's dielectrically isolated 
RA-245. This line transmitter converts digital voltage pulses to current 
pulses. The high speed CML circuits assure data transfer rates in excess 
of 30MHz. Power dissipation is a constant independent of data rate. 
The balanced system virtually eliminates the adverse effects of line ca
pacity. Electro-magnetic coupling and susceptibility is greatly reduced. 
RA-245 is available in both the T0-84 flatpack and the ceramic dual inline 
package. Three voltage-to-c1.1rrent converters are in each package. Power 
dissipation is negligible when converters are not being used. So use only 
one or all three. RA-245 is the Best IC for the job. 

THE NEW RA-246 LINE RECEIVER 
For best results, use Radiation's dielectrically isolated RA-246 at the 
recei.ving end . This 3-element buffer faithfully restores the current pulses 
to digital voltage pulses. The RA-246 current-to-voltage converter has 
built-in input terminations for balanced 50!1 lines. Outputs from each 
element are suitable to drive all standard saturated logic circuits (such 
as DTL, TTL, etc.). 
Like the RA-245, the RA-246 is available in both the T0-84 flatpack and 
the ceramic dual inline package. And you can use any or all of the con
verters. The Best IC for the job. 
Contact your nearest Radiation sales office for further information. Ask 
how the RA-245 can be used as a level shifter. And how to use the RA-
246 as a threshold detector. We will help you pick the Best IC for the job. 

WE MAKE THE ~"t~ \\. FOR THE JOB 

RADIATION 
INCORPORATED 

SUBSIDIARY OF HARRIS -INTERTYPE CORPORATION 
MICROELECTRONICS DIVISION 

RADIATION SALES OFFICES, P.O. Box 476. lexington. Mm. 02173.16171682-1055 • 600 Old Country Road. Garden City, N.Y.11530.1516)747-3730 • 2600 Virginia Avenue N.W .• Washington. O.C. 20037.1202) 337-4914 • 6151 
W. Century Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90045.1213) 670-5432 • P.O. Box 37. Melbourne. Florida 32901.1305) 727-5430 • International Sales, Marketing Department. P.O. Box 37. Melbourne, Florida 32901. 13051727-5412 
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• • ropens1ty or ens1ty 
or: C. I. capacitors cut another space problem 

down to size 

Enlarged approximately 1V2 times 

When you convince more than 30 dis
crete components, including 10 elec
trolytic capacitors ranging from 0.01 
to 2 .2 mfd., to huddle together in a 
space somewhat smaller than 1 / 20 of 
a cubic inch, you've got yourself some 
pretty high-density packaging. 

everybody knows, C.I. makes the 
smallest, most dependable solid tan
talum capacitors available . .. any
where. Results : No capacitor failures, 
no leakage problems, excellent per
formance. 

The Minitan® Cordwood Series used 
in this application were specifically de
signed for miniature equipment. They 
are available in five different case 
sizes from 1/s " to 11<1 " in length, with 
radial or axial leads, and capacitance 
values up to 4 7 mfd. 

Rl 

That's what engineers did at Signatron, 
Inc., Gardena, California, when they 
designed their miniature Model 2300-
EEG differential amplifier-a potted, 
high-reliability unit designed primarily 
for use in their telemetry devices for 
physiological monitoring such as I 

electro-encephalographs. 

SJ 
e>--=i + 
1.0p..F 
Pl05A 

Of course they turned to Components, 
Inc. for the capacitors because, as 

MINITAN MODULAR MINITAN CORDWOOD 
(Also available with axial leads) 

=El u y ~ =:ui 

~ F 

=EJ M p ~ ~ 

~ L B ~ =:IUl 

=::EJ s 
A I ! ! / =u:il 

J 

Performance is maximum , leakage is 
minimum, prices are optimum. Full 
reliability up to 125 °C. Non-polar 
versions available in standard capaci
tance ratings. 
C.I. ... space race ace We offer more 
subminiature case styles and ratings 
than anyone else in the business. Sam
ples, performance and reliability data, 
and application assistance are yours 
for the asking. 

First in reliability ... service ... de· 
livery. We prove it every day. 

Rl7 

am 
+ >=-<> 

1.0µ.F 
Pl05A 

~ G ~~ COMPONENTS. INC. -47 MfD @ J~ voe to 220 Mro lll1 J voe 
tCoulwood St11H 1 w11 l1blt hom 01 MfD@ !iO YOC ) 

01 hlrD @ so voe to 47 Mro @ J voe 
(Modula1 Senn 1u1tablt to 220 MfOJ 

CAPACITOR PRODUCTS 
(ACTUAL SIZE) (ACTUAL SIZE) BIDDEFORD, MAINE 04005- TEL, (207) 284-5956 - TWX 710-229-1559 
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2003 Sweep I Signal 
Generator System 

~ .. 
I l!!!I llU -: ; -· -!!!! --; .. --

r\ 
::- -~ 

V , l ; • • • 

., 
• • ti 

• • i • • • 
Totally modular in design - has 7 
plug-in sweep oscillators - plus at
tenuators, frequency markers, rate 
modulation units, display processing 
and detector plug-ins-adapts quickly 
to any application - lowers instru
ment Inventory - frequency range .02 
Hz to 1500 MHz - sweep widths to 
1500 MHz. 

SM-2000 Sweep/ Signal 
Generator 

Has 21 plug-In oscillators available -
quick adaptability to sweep or signal 
generating applications - covers 20 
Hz to 3 GHz - broad selection of 
marker types - variable sweep rate 
- CW operation. 

PD-B High Power Sweep 
Generators 

Outputs to 40 watts - leveled swept 
output up to 8 watts - frequency cov
erage from 20 to 1000 MHz - sweep 
widths to 15%-sweep or CW modes 
- blrdy frequency markers. 

HD Serles Sweep Generators 

n ":" = .. • ••• z&:-·--
Four single chassis models - 20 kHz 
to 900 MHz - continuously variable 
sweep wldths-birdy frequency mark
ing - high stability, low VSWR -
50 or 75 ohm versions. 

Attenuators - Rotary types - ranges 
to 109 dB -steps from .1 to 10 dB -
Toggle Switch models-ranges to 102 
dB - steps of .5 to 1 dB. 

Coaxial Switches - Six models - 2 
pole, 2 position - 4 pole, 2 position 
- single pole, 6 position - with or 
without DC switching - BNC, TNC, or 
N connectors. 

RF Detectors - High sensitivity-low 
VSWR - flat response - wide range 
of frequency, 1 O kHz to 3 GHz-VSWR 
less than 1.2:1. 

Clrcle No.190 on Reader Service Card 

TELONIC INSTRUMENTS 
A Division of Telonic Industries, Inc. 
60 N. First Avenue 
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107 
TEL 317 787-3231 • TWX 810 341-3202 
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Cavity Bandpau Fitters - Seven dif
- ferent series - sizes to submlnlature 
-2 to 6 sections-20 MHz to 12,000 
MHz. 

lnterdlgltal Bandp111 Fiiters- Fre
quency range 1000 MHz to 6000 MHz 
- 6 to 19 sections. 

Combllne Bandpa11 Flttera - 1.4 to 
10 GHz frequency range - two to 
eight sections - special 2.2-2.3 GHz 
telemetry version. 

Tunable Bandpau Fitters-Two series 
- full octave coverage - 48 to 4000 
MHz. 

-.:~I 

Tubular Bandpau Flttera-Avallable 
in four series - diameters from 1 Y4" 
down to Y4" - two to 12 sections -
20 MHz to 2700 MHz range. -· 
Tubular Lowpau Flttera - 20 MHz to 
3000 MHz-two to 12 sections-five 
different series. 

VSWR Instrumentation - Rho-Tector 
impedance bridges - Rho-Meter 
VSWR meter - simple, inexpensive, 
and fast VSWR measurement-swept 
or single point - VSWR to 3.0:1 - 5 
MHz to 5000 MHz. 

Circle No.191 on Reader Service Card 

TELONIC ENGINEERING 
A Division of Telonic Industries, Inc. 
21282 Laguna Canyon Road • Box 277 
Laguna Beach, Calif. 92652 
TEL 714 494-9401 • TWX 910 596-1320 
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itS a family tradition 
Ever since 1954. That's when the Hewlett-Packard 524A Elec
tronic Counter first set the industry standard for quality and 
versatility. And since then the entire counter family has gotten 
into the act-consistently offering revolutionary values. 
The tradition continues-giving you the ideal combination of 
accuracy, versatility and reliability ... at the right price! 
Look the current 5245 series family over. And join the Counter 
Revolution. 
THE 5248L/M COUNTER. The newest, "jet set" member of the 
family, this high-speed counter extends your frequency range 
to 135 MHz and, with the 5267A plug-in, gives you time interval 
resolution to 10 ns. Has all the features of the 5245L and accepts 
al l the plug-ins. ("M" version gives you rapid warm-up and even 
greater time base stability.) Great for high-speed applications 
such as wind-tunnel testing, computer switching, pulse delay, 
as well as general-purpose counting. Price: $2900. (5248M ver
sion, $3300.) 
THE 5245L COUNTER. Patriarch of the family, this highly versa
tile precision instrument measures frequency from 0 to 50 MHz, 
period , mult iple period average and frequency ratio. It has <3 
x 10-•t day time-base aging rate together with excellent short
term stability of 2 x 10- 10 rms (1 second averaging). Input im
pedance is high and constant at 1 megohm/ 25 pF on all input 
attenuator ranges , and de input coupling is usable over the entire 
frequency range. Display storage and BCD output are standard, 
instead of extra-cost options. It accepts all HP plug-in acces
sories. Price : $2480. 
THE 5245M COUNTER. The respected "uncle," this counter is 
nearly identical to the 5245L, except it has the most stable and 
spectral ly pure time-base oscillator ever built into an off-the
shelf cou nter. Aging rate is 5 x 10- 10

/ day and short term stability 
is 5 x 10- " rms (1 second averaging). With rapid warm-up, this 
cyrstal osc il lator is an excellent secondary frequency standard, 
whose S/ N ratio is typically > 87 dB. Price: $2900. 
THE M54-5245L COUNTER. The family "hero"-the military 
ruggedized version of the 5245L. Meets MIL STD-1080 section 
on moisture-proof enclosures, and MIL specs for shbck, vibra
tion, humidity, temperature and electromagnetic compatibility. 
Still basically the 5245L. Price: $2850. 
THE 5246L COUNTER. A stripped-down economy version of the 
5245L, this "cousin" has a 6-digit readout and a time-base aging 
rate of <2 parts in 10' /month. Options available are 8-digit read-

out, BCD output, and 5245L time base. It also uses all the 5245L 
plug-ins. Price: $1 800. 
THE 5247M COUNTER. This "cousin" is for rapid but accurate 
"hands-off" measurement of an extremely wide range of signals. 
It measures frequency only , direct ly to 135 MHz (to 18 GHz with 
a plug-in frequency extender), and accepts any input voltage 
between 100 mV and 10 V without trigger level adjustment. It's 
similar to the 5245Ml in ultra-stable, rapid warm-up character
istics. Price: $2950. 
THE 5244L COUNTER. This member of the fam ily is the "basic 
frame" counter. It doesn't accept plug-ins, but sports the fre
quency, ra tio and period measurement versatility of the 5245L. 
Frequency range is to 50 MHz, with standard 7-dig it readout 
and BCD output. Time-base aging rate is <2 parts in 10' / month. 
Price: $1900. 

And, of course, the"family appliances" 
- HP's extensive line of plug-ins and 
other accessories to make the 5245 
family of electronic counters the most 
flexible line of counters available in 
the industry. 

PLUG-INS TO USE WITH THESE COUNTERS: 

5256A Heterodyne Converter, 8 GHz to 18 GHz (and 1 to 200 MHz) 
$1950. ' 

5255A 

5252A 
52538 
52548 
5257A 
5258A 
5261A 
5262A 
5264A 
5265A 

5267A 

Heterodyne Converter, 3 GHz to 12.4 GHz (and 1 to 200 MHz) 
$1850. ' 
Prescaler, DC to 350 MHz, $685. 
Plug-in Converter, 50 to 512 MHz, $500. 
Plug -i n Converter, 0 .2 to 3 GHz, $825 . 
Tran sfer Oscillator, 50 MHz to 18 GHz, $2100. 
Prescaler, 1 to 200 MHz, 1 mV, $900 . 
Video Amplifier , 1 mV RMS, 10 Hz to 50 MHz, $325. 
Time I nterva I Plug-in, 100 ns reso lution, $250 . 
Preset Unit for normalized measurements, $650 . 
Digita l Voltmeter, 6-digit presentation of 10, 100 and lOOOV 
full scale, $625. 
Time Interval Plug-in, 10 ns resolution, $400. 

Nice thing about this family of counters: spare parts and service 
are available almost everywhere. So, join forces with the HP 
family, and revolutionize your own counting capabilities. 
For complete information on any or all of these counters, call 
your local HP field engineer or write Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, 
California 94304; Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva. 

02824A 

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 11 



TheMICRO SWITCH 
RFlghters 

fight interference 

For many years, MICRO SWITCH 
has been engaged in design work 
fighting radio and electromagnetic 
interference (RFI/EMI) between 
electronic equipment. Using Honey
well's RFI/EMI test facilities-the 
nation's most advanced-we have 
come up with answers unequalled 
elsewhere. 

Many of these answers are avail
able to you right off the shelf in a 

full line of stock switches that rate 
the nickname " RFighters" ! These 
RFighter switches have all been de
signed to maintain panel integrity 
and help you meet RFI attenuation 
specifications such as MIL-STD-461, 
462, and 463. In addition, we have 
developed a switch matrix which has 
been successfully tested to FED
STD-222. 

Whether it's toggles you need, 

MICRO SWITCH 
FREEPORT, ILLINOIS 61032 

A DIVISION OF HONEYWELL 

lighted pushbuttons, or basic snap
ac ti on switches, find out what 
MICRO SWITCH is doing to pro
vide RFighters that best maintain 
panel integrity. 

Most RFI/EMI problems are 
unique and require special analysis 
for proper solution. For help in de
termining which switch will best im
prove shielding in your application, 
call a Branch Office. 

HONEYWELL INTERNATl9NAL i Sales and service otfiCf'I" In a ll princlblll ci ti es of the world . Manufacturing in United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Netherlands, Germany, France, Japan. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 12 
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24 hours after 
-we hear from you, 
you'll hear from us. 
r------------------------------------------------------------1 
I I 

: I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Name 

Address 

City Sta te Zip 

College 

Degree Year 

I am interested in the following type of assignment: 

I have had professional experience in the following area(s): 

I have had a total of years' experience. 

AIRMAIL COU PON NOW TO: 

Mr. Robert A. Martin 
Head of Employment, D ept. 64 
Hughes Aerospace Divisions, 
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd., 
Culver City, California 90230 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

------- - ----- -- - - -- - ------------- - ---- - ---------------------~ 

Join the team 
that designed the 

SURVEYOR 
Opportunities for: 

Electro-Optical Engineers 
Aeronautical System Engineers 
High-Frequency Design Engineers 
Space Systems Engineers 
Guidance and Control Engineers 
Missile Systems Engineers 
Component Engineers and 
many other disciplines. 

Current projects inclti.de: 
PHOENIX, TOW, MAVERICK, 
AIM-47 A/ AIM-4D Missile 
Systems • Commercial and 
Military COMMUNICATIONS 
SATELLITES • APPLICATIONS 
TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES • 
and dozens of other important 
programs and projects. 

r------------------, 
I I 

: HUGHES: 
I I 

L------------------J 
HUGH~S AIR C RA F T COMPAN Y 

AIElt08PACE DIVISIONS 

An equal-opportunity employer 
(U.S. citizenship required) 
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What makes low-cost 
Oialigftt readouts 
sorfiliable 
and easy-to-read'l 
Reliable because of simple module construction and long life lamps. Designed 
for use. with neon or incandescent lamps to meet circuit voltage requirements. 
Easy-to-read from any viewing angle. 1" high characters are formed by unique 
patented light-gathering cells, and may be read from distances of 30 feet. Sharp 
contrast makes for easy viewing under high ambient lighting conditions. 

Dialight Readout Features 
1. Operate at low power. 

2. 6V AC-DC, 1 OV AC-DC, 14-16V AC-DC, 24-28V 
AC-DC, 150-160V DC or 110-125V AC. 

3. Non-glare viewing windows in a choice of colors. 
4. Available with RFl-EMI suppression screen. 

5. Available with universal BCD to 7 line translator driver. 
6. Can be used with integrated circuit decoder devices 
now universally available. 

7. Caption modules available; each can display 6 messages. 

Send for catalog 
Catalog-folder contains complete specifying and ordering data 
on numeric and caption modules, translator drivers, mount
ing accessories. Dialight Corporation, 60 Stewart Avenue, 
Brooklyn, New York 11237. Phone: (212) 497-7600. 

DIAL/GI-IT 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 14 

DT-126 

Designer's 
Datebook 

JANUARY 
S M T W T F S 

1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 8 ~ 10 11 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 31 

FEBRUARY 
S M T W T F S 

1 
2345678 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 

For further information on meet· 
ings, use Information Retrieval Card. 

Jan. 21-23 
Reliability Symposium (Chicago). 
Sponsor: J. E. Condon, Office of 
Reliability & Quality Assurance, 
NASA Hdqrs.! · Washington, D.C. 
20006 

CIRCLE NO. 401 

Jan. 23-24 
International Conference on Sys
tems Sciences (Honolulu ) . Spon
sor: IEEE; Univ. of Hawaii; F.F. 
Kuo, Dept. of EE, 2565 The Mall, 
Univ. of Hawaii , Honolulu , Ha
waii 96822 

.CIRCLE NO. 403 

Jan. 26-31 
Winter Power Meeting (New York 
City) . Sponsor: IEEE; J. W. Bean, 
American Electric P ower Service 
Corp., 2 Broadway, New York, 
N.Y. 10004 

CIRCLE NO. 404 

Jan. 28-31 
International Symposium on In
formation Theory (Ellenville, 
N.Y. ) . Sponsor: David Slepian , 
Dept. of Transportation, Wash
ington, D.C. 20006 

.CIRCLE NO. 402 

Feb. 10-11 
Transducer Conference (Washing
ton, D.C. ) . Sponsor: IEEE; H. P. 
Kalmus, Harry Diamond Labs., 
Dept. of the Army, Washington, 
;Q.C. 2.Q43.8 

CIRCLE NO. 405 

Feb. 19-21 
Solid-State Circuits Conference 
(Philadelphia) . Sponsor: IEEE; 
Univ. of Pennsylvania; L. Win
ner, 152 W. 42 St., New York, 
N.Y. 10036 

CIRCLE NO. 406 
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If Noise Is Your l/C Problem ... 
MHTL is The Economical Answer! 

A recently-expanded line of integrated logic Here are the ten devices and functions: 
circuits that provides 6-volts ( typ) noise immunity 
is now available in hermetically-sealed, dual in-line 
ceramic packages at the same price levels as 
previously-announced types in plastic. 

It's called MHTL*-for Motorola high-threshold 
logic. And, because of the six new circuits in the line 
- bringing the total to ten - the designer has much 
greater latitude in high noise-immunity system 
implementation. 

MHTL is an ideal family for use in numerical 
control, supervisory control and computer-peripheral 
equipment. It's also valuable for interfacing with dis
crete components. In addition, MHTL offers a volt
age swing of 13 V, over a wide operating temperature 
range (-30° to +75°C), high fan-out and 30 mW 
power dissipation. 

TYPE DESCRIPTION 

GATES 
MC660P Expandable Dual 4-lnput Gate (active pullup) 
MC661P Expandable Dual 4-lnput Gate (passive pullup) 
MC670P Triple 3·1nput Gate (passive pullup) 
MC671P Triple 3-lnput Gate (active pullup) 
MC668P Quad 2-lnput Gate (passive pullup) 
MC672P Quad 2-lnput Gate (active pullup) 

DRIVER 
MC662P Expandable Dual 4-lnput Line Driver 

FLIP·FLOPS 
MC663P Dual J-K Flip-Flop 
MC664P Master-Slave R-S Flip-Flop 

EXPANDER 
MC669P Dual 4-lnput Expander 

Send for our new Perpetual Data Brochure which 
contains specifications, logic diagrams and operating 
characteristics for all ten MHTL circuits. We'll also send 
you two Application Notes to help you to better under
stand the use of these superior high-noise immunity 
circuits. DO IT TODAY I *Trademark of Motorola Inc. 

MOTOROLA ln'fegra'fed Clrcui'fs 

MOTOROLA SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS INC. I P.O. BOX 20912 I PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85036 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 15 
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Here's a new digital IC 
from Sprague. The 54/74107A. 

It's a single-chip J_r. 

replacement for the 
5473/7473 dual JK 

m-s flip-flop. 

In DIP it has pin 7 GND, 
just like the rest of the Series 54/74 family. 

'"~ For existing designs, 
~ it's also offered in the "old" 
pinning in either DIP or flat pack. 

Choose 0 to +70 or -55 to +125C 

temperature range. Choose "old" o to +1oc 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Dual JK m-s Flip-Flop 

DIP DIP 
PIN 7GND PIN 11 GND 

USN-74107A USN-7473A 

or new compatible pinning. -55to+125C U$S-54107A USS-5473A 

Clock freq. 15 MHz 15MHz 

Choose Sprague for all Series 54/74. Pdiss 50 mW/ff 50 mW/ff 
Fan Out 10 10 

And coming soon: Complex-Function circuits. 

T0-88 
PIN 11 GND 

USN-7473J 

USS-5473J 

15 MHz 

50 mW/ff 

10 

To request samples, call your Sprague representative. 
For further information, write to Technical Literature 
Service, 347 Marshall St., North Aclams, Mass. 01247. SPRllGUE® 

THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

SPRAGUE WORCESTER ••• tire world's finest microcircuit facility. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 16 
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News 

New process for monolithic pnps form radi
ation-resistant, mesa-isolated circuits. P. 25 

I 
~ 

Computer-operated systems are taking over 
in the industrial control fiela. P. 30 

ICs are reducing the size of the electronic 
portion of a range radar by one-fifth. P. 32 

Also in this section: 

Ceramic filter generates color images. Page 28 

TV camera offers resolution of 2200 lines. Page 33 

News Scope, Page 21 ... Washington Report, Page 39 ... Editorial, Page 47 
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There's a new sweeping 
Sig Gen. in the · · 
100 kHz to 110 MHz league. 

It's a powerful switch-hitter. 

Digital frequency dialing accurate to 
1 % of frequency. 

0.01 % calibration check at 5 MHz 
intervals. 

Sweep speeds and triggering versatil
ity for all applications. 

Monitor frequency to 110 MHz with 
low-cost 10 MHz counter-HP 5321. 

Here's a combination signal generator I sweeper 
that'll go to bat for you in all types of lab and 
production work. Get 2-in-l instrument perform
ance in a small, lightweight package. 

You can make fast, accurate swept measurements 
with the HP 8601A. With 0.5% sweep linearity and 
1 % frequency accuracy, it's so precise you don't 
even need markers. Flatness is ±0.25 dB over the 

~--111111'!!!11~"' 3 sweep functions-full, video, sym
metrical-go from broad to narrow 
sweep with the flick of a switch. 

± 1 dB output accuracy from 13 dBm 
to -llOdBm. 

::---....._AM/ FM modulation - internal, 30% 
AM and 75 kHz deviation FM. 

full range from .1 to 110 MHz. It doubles as a 
signal generator with clean, calibrated output and 
modulation flexibility. 

Put this All-Star to work for you-$1975. Call your 
HP field engineer for complete information , or 
write Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304; 
Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, Geneva. 

HEWLETT iii PACKARD 

SWEEP SIGNAL GENERATORS 04810 
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News scone 

Electronics officials see 
expansion under Nixon 

Electronics suppliers are looking 
for increased spending for military 
and space programs once the Ad
ministration of Richar d M. N ixon 
takes over in Washington . But t he 
infusion of new Government moneY, 
will probably not be felt, they say, 
before fiscal 1971. 

T hroughout his campaign for the 
Presidency, Nixon stressed the need 
to outpace-not merely to match
the Soviet Union in mili tary 
strength and space technology. In 
weapons procurement, he called for 
expanded R&D to rebuild the na
t ion's arsenal and to guard against 
"possible breakthroughs by the 
huge Soviet research and develop
ment establishment." In space, he 
asserted on the eve of the election: 
"When I am elected, I shall see to 
it t hat America regains the lead in 
space-America will be No. 1 in 
space." 

Citing such statements, officials 
in the electronics industry are look
ing for new opportunities to grow, 
but t he budget for fiscal 1970 has 
already been drawn up in large 
part, they noted. No serious change 

is likely unti l fiscal 1971, t hey said. 
Spending for civil electronics 

should expand, too, many in the 
industry believe. They recalled a 
statement by the President-elect 
that "scientific activity cannot be 
turned on and off like a faucet." 
Increased outlays for NASA, t he 
National Science Foundation and 
the National Institutes of Health 
are expected, along with these de
velopments: 

• Increased support for elec
tronic programs to help combat 
the increasing crime rate. 

• The procurement of advanced 
systems, including data processing 
to improve the civil air transpor
tation system. 

• A vigorous R&D program to 
build up the U. S. maritime fleet. 

• The development of a new 
source of cheap nuclear energy. 

• Broadened support for a na
tional oceanographic program. 

• Expanded research to solve air 
and water pollution problems . 

One effect of the impending Re
publican takeover is already evi
dent in Washington . Thousands of 
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Sentinel antiballistic missile system was endorsed by President -elect Nixon 
early in his campaign . First of 13 sites will protect Boston. 

~INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 17 

non-Civil Service appointees in the 
Defense Dept. and other elec
tronics-related agencies are seeking 
new employment. A massive exodus 
is expected to be in fu ll swing by 
the end of the year. 

"The Nixon broom is going to 
sweep the city clean," one industry 
professional observed the day after 
election. "I've already had two calls 
this morning from Defense Dept. 
officials trying to beat the rush." 

Video-taped technical 
sessions to hit the road? 

A new way to make technical 
conference papers and panel dis
cussions ava ilable to engineers 
who are unable to attend meetings 
was initiated at the 22nd annual 
Northeast E lectronics meeting that 
was held in Boston. 

A video tape was made of the 
session dealing with electric cars. 
The tape wi ll be edited and rev iew
ed by NEREl\I officials and then, 
if it is satisfactory, made available 
for distribution. Wi ll iam Stalfors, 
project manager at Sylvania Elec
tronics Systems Div. and a member 
of the NEREM arrangements com
mittee, is enthusiastic about the 
idea but says he does not yet know 
precisely how it can be implement
ed effectively and equitably. 

Conceivably the service could be 
used to build up a traveling library 
of important technical informa
tion. The video tapes were made by 
Sylvania's Commercial Div. in Bed
ford, Mass. 

Pioneer IX transmits 
finer, faster, farther 

NASA's Pioneer IX satellite, 
which went into orbit around the 
sun on Nov. 8, is transmitting data 
two times faster, with fewer trans
mission errors, than its predeces
sors and can beam back its findings 
from distances that are 40 per cent 
greater. Credit for the improved 
performance is given to an experi
mental convolutional coder employ
ed in its data system. 

According to a NASA spokes
man, an encoder uses the signals 
furnished to each on-board sensor 
to provide proper synchronization 
with the spacecraft's digital telem
etry unit. Data from this unit are 
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News 
SCOP8coNTINUED 

processed by an on-board data sys
tem into a coded data bit stream 
for transmission to the ground. 

Launched to monitor the charac
teristics of the solar wind, inter
planetary magnetic fields, cosmic 
rays and other phenomena that 
could affect the safety of the astro
nauts now scheduled to orbit the 
moon sometime between Dec. 21 
and Dec. 26. In addition to the con
volutional coder, Pioneer IX car
ries seven other experiments. 

The Tetr-II (Test and Train
ing) satellite that rode up with 
Pioneer IX and went into earth 
orbit, is also functioning well. 
Tetr-II is simulating an earth
orbiting Apollo spacecraft to train 
the ground-based communications 
and tracking crews and equipment. 

Still making news is the Pioneer 
VI solar satellite, launched in 1965. 
For more than a week before the 
satellite passed behind the sun on 
Nov. 15, scientists at the Jet Pro
pulsion Laboratory in Pasadena 
carefully examined the frequency 
of signals returned by a trans
ponder in the satellite, for evidence 
of a spectral shift caused by the 
sun's gravitational field. If the 
shift matches that predicted by 
Einstein's general theory of rela
tivity, scientists believe they may 
be able to obtain one more empiri
cal corroboration of the theory. Un
fortunately, increased solar activity 
during the crucial period prevented 
good reception. 

Observers will, however, have 
another chance on Nov. 27 when 
the satellite emerges from behind 
the sun. 

Electronics is leading 
U.S. industry in growth 

During the past decade, the elec
tronics manufacturing industries 
registered the fastest sales and 
growth rate of any industry in the 
U. S., the Dept. of Commerce 
report states. 

In a report, "Growth Pace-Setters 
in American Industry,"-a compre
hensive study of fifty-five industrial 
frontrunners from 1958 to 1968-

22 

the Federal agency sets the growth 
rate for all U. S. manufacturing 
industries at 65 %; for the fifty
five leaders studied, the growth 
rate averaged out to 85 %. 

Leading the all-industry group, 
by far, is computer manufacturing, 
which registered a phenomenal 
511 % boost in sales during the 
decade. Computer industry sales 
grew from $1.1 billion in 1958 to 
an estimated $6.7 billion in 1968. 
The Commerce study attributes 
this $5.6 billion surge to "the in
formation revolution" with its de
mand for more efficient record 
keeping and faster data processing." 

Another · electronics industry
makers of cathode ray picture 
tubes-came in second, registering 
a growth rate of 460%, with sales 
of $159 million in 1958 and $890 
million this year. 

In fourth position is the semi
conductor manufacturing industry, 
with sales increasing from $250 
million in 1958 to a total of $962 
million in 1968. 

Copies of the report are avail
able for $1.50 each from the Super
intendent of Documents, U. S. 
Government Printing Office, Wash
ing:ton! D. C. 20402. 

$75 electronic watches 
predicted under pact 

"Within five years electronic 
watches utilizing the highly accu
rate tuning-fork principle will be 
available for $75 and up, says 
Austin T. Graves, president of 
Gruen Industries, Inc. 

The only tuning fork watch 
available today is the Accutron, 
which sells for $125 and up, made 
by Bulova Watch Co., the sole 
patent-holder for the tuning fork 
driving principle. 

The cut in price is expected to 
come from a cross-licensing agree
ment Bulova made with Ebauche, 
S. A., a Swiss holding company. 
The agreement gives manufactur
ing rights to a number of Ebauche 
member companies, one of which is 
Gruen Industries, Inc. 

The watches are expected to be 
cheaper because of the lower cost 
of skilled labor in Switzerland, the 
new competition and an expanded 
supply of watches. 

"It will be a year away," Mr. 
Graves says, "but Swiss companies 

will be mass-producing watches 
that make use of the tuning-fork 
principle. Conseq u ent 1 y these 
watches will be avai lable at prices 
.the consumer can afford." 

Connector standards 
remain doubtful 

Progress on connector standardi
zation is clearly in the eye of the 
beholder, according to divergent 
views expressed at the 1968 Annual 
Connector Symposium held in Cher
ry Hi ll, N. J. 

Speaking on the side of progress, 
the military cited evidence that 
standardization is advancing. The 
recently revised rf connector speci
fication, MIL-C-39012A, calls for 
some designs to use hardware that 
is piecewise interchangeable. In 
addition, a forthcoming military 
standard will list preferred designs 
for each connector type. The mili
tary also indicated a renewed effort 
to consolidate all simi lar specifica
tions, including those from differ
ent service branches. 

Manufacturers, however, do not 
agree with the military's concept 
of progress. They claim that the 
military actually hinders standard
ization by issuing too many specifi
cations that cause too many design 
duplications, hence customer confu
sion . Other offenders, in the eyes 
of manufacturers, are users who 
are granted numerous design devi
ations by the military. This, say 
the manufacturers,. delays stand
ardization by encouraging the pro
liferation of new and needless con
nector designs. 

Users, for the most part, agree 
with manufacturers-standardiza
tion is not really making progress. 
However, they blame both the 
manufacturers and the military . 
Manufacturers, the users say, pre
fer the certainty of a specialized 
market. The military, users go on 
to point out, issue many unneces
sary specifications because of the 
competition between the various 
military agencies. 

Clearly, the rate and extent of 
progress in standardization de
pends on the observer: who he is, 
how fast he would like it to go, and 
when he will consider it complete. 
Although the first forward steps 
have not satisfied an entire 
industry, they are a beginning. 
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How to use the Singer Model NF-105 to make 
Noise and Field Intensity Measurements 
to meet the Tri-Service Specs 
The Sin~er Model NF-105 has plug-in tuning units 
for specific bands of frequency. You can buy 
just the heads you need, add others as you need 
them. Rarely will contractual requirements for 
RFI testing make it necessary to purchase 
instrumentation that covers the entire spectrum -
14kHz to 1 GHz. This time-proven instrument, 
the most widely used in the world for RFI testing 
performs its measurements simply, accurately 
and quickly. 

1. 
In this standard noise and field 

intensity measurement, a 
Singer dipole antenna is placed 
in front of the instrument under 

test. The operator first tunes 
through the frequency band 

on the Model NF-105 to 
determine quickly what signals 

- if any - the instrument under 
test is emitting. 

When a signal is 
detected, the antenna is 
disconnected, and the 
output from an internal 
impulse generator is 
connected -to the 
receiver's antenna input. 
Depressin~ this push
button activates the 
generator for self-calibra
tion of the receiver. The 
generator produces a 
broadband highly stable 
signal at a predetermined 
amplitude for calibration. 

A brochure on 
the Model NF-
105 is now 
available. For 
your copy, 
please circle 
the Readers 
Service Card or 
write on your 
letterhead. 

3. 

4. 

After the receiver has been calibrated, the 
operator re-connects the antenna to the 
antenna input jack and reads the result directly 
on the front panel meter. The meter is 
calibrated in dB above one microvolt. 
Calibrated internal attenuators extend the 
effective dynamic range of the meter to 
100 dB. 

It is as easy and as fast as this to pull out the plug-in tuning 
units and put in others to cover additional frequency bands. 
Singer, which has been setting the standard for noise and 
field intensity measurements for 15 years, makes instrumen
tation of this type to cover the range of 20 Hz to 26.5 GHz. 
Singer also makes a complete line of accessory equipment, 
including a comprehensive set of antennas, probes, remote 
indicators and other equipment. 
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THE PANEL INSTRUMENT WITH BUILT-IN FLEXIBILITY 

NOW IN FIVE POPULAR SIZES: 
1112" (Miniature); 2V2"; 3V2''; 
4112"; & 51/2". ---

Triplett G·Series Panel Instruments offer a modern design 

that features a greater degree of flexibility and interchangeability. 

1 Two types of mounting are available-conventional flush . 

type or behind-the-panel with a bezel for modern picture window 

appearance. 2 The insert shield on the front of the meter 

can be custom painted or printed to meet customer's requirements. 

3 Triplett's famous self-shielded Bar-Ring magnet, with 

one-piece die-cast frame, in all DC and DC suspension type 

instruments. 

In five popular sizes: 5112'' DC and AC; 4'h" DC and AC; 3~" 

DC and AC; 2Y2'' DC and AC; 1Yi'' (conventional flush 

mounting only) DC and AC rectifier type. 
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New process upgrades monolithic pnps 
Glass solder, back-lapping and mesa isolation are 
combined to improve the gain, stability and speed 
Raymond D. Speer 
Microelectronics Editor 

A new approach to building both 
pnps and npns in one monolithic 
structure was announced at the 
Electron Devices Meeting in Wash
ington, D. C. 

In the process, developed at 
Fairchild Semiconductor's Research 
and Development Laboratory in 

alo Alto, Calif., two separate 
wafers are prepared, one an opti
mized pnp and the other an opti-

f mized npn. The wafers are glass
soldered together to form a mono
lithic structure, and then the pnp 
wafer is lapped down, from its 
back surface, to about 20 microns' 
thickness. The pnp devices are 
then mesa-isolated, and metaliza
tion is added for interconnections. 

"All processes," said David 
Oberlin, a member of the Fairchild 
technical staff, "are suitable for a 

P+ 

production facility." 
The high-quality pnp transistors 

made possible by this process can 
be used in push-pull output stages, 
level-shifters and positive current 
sources in op-amps. The low h1e of 
the previous lateral and triple-dif
fused pnps, the slow speed of the 
substrate pnp, and the excessive 
processing of the multiple-epitaxial 
pnp are all avoided. 

"The process is not limited to 
pnp and npn structures," Oberlin 
said. "The second wafer can be an 
MOS wafer, for instance, and the 
finished product a combination bi
polar-MOS circuit." 

The process can also be used to 
form mesa-isolated circuits for in
creased radiation-resistance. A 
dummy supporting structure is 
fused to an npn wafer, and the 
npn devices are back-lapped and 
mesa-isolated by etching. The de
vices are thus air-isolated; radia-

P Epi 

P SUBSTRATE 

1. Glass solder joins optimized npn and pop wafers face-to-face in a new 
monolithic process. The solder must be highly purified , and have a low melt
ing point to avoid damage to the monolithic circuits. 
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tion-sensitive junction isolation is 
avoided. Oberlin said he had built 
satisfactory mesa-isolated 709 op
amps with this technique. 

"This method of isolation is not 
nearly as expensive a~ dielectric 
isolation," he reported, "and the 
parasitic capacitance is lower." 

The lower capacitance makes the 
circuits attractive for high-fre
quency applications. 

Solder-glass seal the key 

The new process hinges on the 
ability to make the required glass
solder seal between the two wafers . 
After the optimized pnp and npn 
wafers have been processed sepa
rately, one is provided with a few 
aluminum bumps about 50 microns 
high, the other with matching 
etched pockets 50 microns deep. 
These are the alignment references. 
Then the glass solder is applied. 
The glass used must have a sodium 
content of less than 30 ppm to 
avoid contamination of the wafers, 
and it must have a low melting 
point-below 575 °C, Oberlin said. 

The application of the glass 
solder to the wafer is no simple 
task. The glass is pulverized, and 
a colloidal solution of the glass 
powder in an organic solvent is 
prepared. The powder is then cen
trifuged out of solution and onto 
the wafer. According to Oberlin, 
this results in a very uniform de
position at a well-controlled rate. 
The glass powder is deposited to a 
thickness of about 5 microns, and 
adheres well enough for careful 
handling. Foreign particles can be 
tolerated to a limited extent. 

The prepared wafers, one of 
them glass-coated, can be mated by 
hand or by optical ali gnment in a 
production process. They are then 
bonded under pressure and elevated 
temperature ( Fig. 1) . 

After bonding, the pnp wafer is 
lapped down to about 20 microns 
by a process that Oberlin described 
as "controllable and production
oriented." Enough p+ material is 
left to provide a buried layer. The 
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(pnps, continued) 
pnp devices are then mesa-isolated 
by su itable masking and etching. 
Metal interconnections are applied 
as a last step, with standard mask
ing and etching techniques (Fig. 
2). An equipotential ring is pro
vided around the pnp to prevent 
channeling. Circuits are diced after 
processing, just as with ordinary 
monolithics. 

Alternatives are inferior 

Other methods for making pnp 
and npn transistors in a monolithic 
structure are already in use, but 
each method has serious disadvan
tages. The lateral pnp ( Fig. 3 ) is 
directly compatible with junction 
isolation techniques, and requires 
no additional processing steps. At 
the same time that the base regions 
of the npn devices are diffused, 
two closely-spaced p-type regions 
are diffused into an isolated n
type island. One of these regions 
is used as the emitter and the other 
as the collector of the lateral pnp. 
The n-type region between the two 
is the base. Current flows laterally 
- thus the name " lateral pnp." 

The two p-type regions must not 
touch, of course. Because resolu
t ion is limi ted, the base-width must 
be quite large, and this reduces the 
gain of the "transistor. In addition, 
the series resistances of the emit
ter and collector are higher than 
those of the npn transistors. 

The lateral pnp is very surface
sensitive. The base region has a 
much larger exposed surface area 
than the vertical structure. Surface 
effects-notably fast recombination 
of carriers at the surface silicon
si licon dioxide system-result in 
low gain, and the greater exposed 
base area increases the chance of 
surface contamination. The gain, 
h10 , is therefore low for a lateral 
transistor and subject to some in
stabilit:y due to surface impurities. 

Substrate pnps a compromise 

Substrate pnps are better than 
t he lateral pnps because they do 
not have a large surface area. The 
wide base, however, makes it a 
slow transistor-! r is quite low. 
Substrate pnps are considered a 
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P SUBSTRATE 240µ. 

2. The pnp wafer is back-lapped to a thickness of about 20 microns, and indi · 
vidual devices are mesa -isolated by standard masking and etching techniques . 
Interconnection metalization is applied by standard processes through the 
oxide layer and solder, to make contact to the original wafer metalization . 
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B 

THIN FILM 
RESISTOR 

PASSIVATION 

P SUBS TR ATE 

N EPITAXIAL LAYER ___ _. 

3. Other methods tor making pnp transistors have serious disadvantages. 
Lateral pnps have low gain and are subject to contamination, and substrate 
P.nP.S tend to be slow because the base region is very wide. 

compromise between good perform
ance and low process cost. 

Triple-diffused pnp transistors, 
formed from an npn configuration 
by diffusing a p + emitter into the 
original n + emitter, have been 
proposed. This pnp configuration 
has a poor emitter efficiency, and 
thus low h1., and a collector-to-base 
breakdown of approximately 7 V. 
Steps taken to improve the effi
ciency and the breakdown voltage 
result in degradation of the npn 
transistors. This cannot be toler
ated, since the npn transistor is 
regarded as the basic building block 

of monolithic structure and npns in 
a circuit far outnumber t he pnps. 
"General practice is to optimize the 
npns," Oberlin noted. "You don't 
fuss with the pnps." 

Also discussed by Fairchild was 
a proposal for a multiple-epitaxial 
structure, but too many processing 
steps are required for this to be a 
practical approach. Oberlin esti
mates that a multiple-epi mono
lithic would require at least 20 
process steps, and perhaps 25. "If 
you do too many processing steps," 
says Oberlin, "you end up with 
silicon dust." •• 
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WEST-CAP® 
CAPACITORS 
AND FILTERS 

CERAMIC CAPACITORS 

RECTANGULAR AND 

TUBULAR STANDARDS 

CAPACITANCE VALUES 

from 5pf to 1 Oµ f 

(medium " K" dielectric) 

from 1 pf to .2µf (NPO) 

VOLTAGE: 50 to 500 voe 
TOLERANCE: down to 1 % 
TEMPERATURE RANGE: 

-55°C to 150°C 
Meets or exceeds 
MIL-C-11015, 

MIL-C-39014 

CHIPS FOR 
HYBRID CIRCUITRY 

CAPACITANCE VALUES 

from 5pf to 2µf 

(medium " K" dielectric) 
from 1 pf to .2µ f (NPO) 
VOLTAGE 50 to 500 voe 
TOLERANCE : down to 1 % 
TEMPERATURE RANGE: 

- 55° C to 150° C 

SPECIAL DESIGNS 
We invite you to consult 

with us on your special 

requirements. 

"RAP-N-FIL" CAPACITORS 

CAPACITANCE VALUES 

from .001 µ f to 12µf 
VOLTAGE: 50 to 1000 voe 
TOLERANCE: down to 1% 

MYLAR: - 55° C to 125°C 
(CMT style meets 

MIL-C-27287) 
POLYSTYRENE: 

- 55° C to 85°C 
METALIZED MYLAR: 

- 55°C to 125° C 
POLYCARBONATE: 

METALIZED 
POLYCARBONATE 

- 55°C to 125° c 

• • • 
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• 

san fernando 
electric manufacturing company 

-II 

HERMETIC CAPACITORS 

Metal case 
with compression glass seals 
APPLICABLE MIL 
SPECIFICATIONS 

MIL-C-25 
MIL-C-14157C 
MIL-C-18312 

MIL-C-19978 
Available in all capacitance 
values, voltages, and 
tolerances per applicable 
MIL specifications. 

EMR/RFI FILTERS 

RFI POWER LINE FILTERS 
Meets applicable portions 

of MIL-F-15733E. 
ATTENUATION: 100db at 

14KC up to 10GC, 30KC up 

to 1 OGC, 1 OOKC up to 
10GC. 20, 30, 50, 75, & 

100 amp ratings in single, 

dual or triple circuit 

models. 

COMMUNICATION FILTERS 
INSERTION LOSS IN THE 
PASS BAND: less than .5db 

VOLTAGE RATING: up to 

300 VAC or DC. 
MAX. OPERATING 
CURRENT: .5 amps. 

• Paper-Foil 
• Metalized Paper 

• Mylar 
• Metalized Mylar 
• Polycarbonate 
• Metalized Polycarbonate 
• Polystyrene 
• Metalized Polystyrene 

• Teflon . 
• Metalized Teflon 

San Fernando Electric Manufacturing Company 
1509 First Street, San Fernando, California 
Tel. (213) 365-9411/TWX (213) 764-5963 
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Ceramic 'filter' generates color images 
An unusual method of generat

ing color images electronically may 
lead to a var iety of new display 
devices. 

Now under development at 
Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, 
N. l\I., the electro-optical system 
converts white light into colored 
li ght by applying electrical pulses . 
to prec ise points on a thin plate of 
fe rroelectric ceramic. 

The voltages cause each of these 
tiny points or color cells to trans
mit a desired color of light, de
pend ing on the particular combina
t ion of pulses applied. 

Essentially a solid-state color 
filter , the ceramic system- in its 
present state of development-ap
pears to have two primary appli
cations. According to Sand ia, these 
are: 

• As a rapid ly changeable color 
display screen for computers and 
other electronic equi pment. 

• As a means of storin g visual 
information; for example, as an 
erasable, r eusable color slide. 

While the color CRT displays 
now ava ilable for computer use are 
relatively bulky and complex, 
Sand ia engineer s say their new 
system requires li ttle more than 
the x-y address ing equipment used 
111 black-and-white conventional 
computer displays and graphical 
recorders. Each type of informq-

tion is written on the display with 
a different voltage code, and differ
ent colors appear accordingly. 

The new concept has been dem
onstrated by various laboratory 
models. But Sandia has not, as yet, 
built a complete display that in
corporates the system. 

The first prototype device now 
being fabricated includes 100 color 
cells in a pattern that measures 
130 by 65 mils. The ceramic is two 
thousandths of an inch thick. 

Two electrodes per color cell 

l\Ietallic electrodes are vapor de
posited on each s ide of the lead 
zirconate-titanate ferroelectric ce
ramic plate to deliver the electrical 
pulses to each color cell-an area 
smaller than a pinhead, lying be
tween two electrodes. 

The ceramic with its pattern of 
electrodes is then sandwiched be
tween two thin light polarizers . 
White light shining through the 
thin sandwich emerges as dots of 
light when pulses are applied to the 
various cells. 

After the pulses have been ap
plied, each color dot remains on 
the face of the unit until it is 
r emoved by a new sequence of 
pulses . 

By applying extremely precise 
voltage pulses, the material is able 

<J 
LIGHT 

SOURCE 

PLANE-POLARIZED 
WHITE LIGHT 

to produce all first-order and sec
ond-order colors. 

In a typical system, the elec
trical code might be: green equals 
+90 V; red equals +90 V - 30 V; 
orange equals +90 V - 30 V - 30 
V, and so on . Typical switching 
time is 100 millionths of a second 
per pulse; faster switching time is 
possible with hi gher voltages. 

Color cells may be made in any 
desired s ize. As s ize increases, how
ever , greater switching voltage-30 
volts for each t housandth-of-an
inch-separation of electrodes-is 
required. 

Although the new system can 
be used to produce color displays 
for more general use-for com
puters, aircraft instrument panels, 
etc.,-Sandia eng ineers agree that 
some problems remain to be solved. 
These problems, and their contem
plated solutions, are : 

• Weakness in producing a 
sharp blue. This might be corrected 
by using a blue-rich fluorescent 
tube. 

• Inability to display black. 
This can be overcome by using a 
second ferroelectric ceramic plate 
to achieve a shutter effect. 

• "Cross-talk" between color 
cells. This can be suppressed by 
chemically altering the ceramic ; 
thus lower voltages per cell are ob
tained. • • 

CERAMIC 

ELECTRICAL FIELD 
CONTROLS DIPOLE 

ALIGNMENT 

PLANE-POLARIZED 
NARROW BAND 
COLOR LIGHT 

ELLIPTICALLY POLARIZED 
WHITE LIGHT 

CONTAINING ALL COLORS 

Pencil points to tiny color cells in Sandia Laboratories" 
ceramic filter. Voltage is applied to the small electrodes 
via the metallic strip under the pencil tip and by gold 

wires extending from the larger electrodes. Illustration 
shows how polarized white light is converted into plane· 
polarized color light. 
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For up-to-date techniques in fulfilling your silicon power 
transistor design needs, mesa construction still leads the 
way. That's right! The well-proven, well-accepted power 
mesa today fills more power sockets than any other 
approach. 

Bendix continues to provide you with an excellent range 
of these very same mesa devices. We offer a wide selection 
of standard power favorites like the 2N3055 and 2N3771. 
DTS series, too. Low-cost plastic devices are yours in our 
60-volt B-5002 series, with 14.3 watts PT at 100°C case 
temperature. Even hybrid circuit compatible 35- and 60-
volt B-5000's! Specially selected amplifier and switching 
transistors in our B-170000 and B-176000 series. All are 

B-5000 

SOAR (§afe Qperating ARea) specified. That's important. 
For when it comes to making rugged mesa power products, 
Bendix maintains its informed leadership. 

Bendix doesn't live by mesa alone. We also offer you: 
planar power devices, hybrid power circuits, state-of-the
art radiation-resistant devices and power rectifiers. 

Whether your application is military,· aerospace, com
mercial or otherwise, you can turn with confidence to 
Bendix for your silicon mesa transistor requirements. 

For application assistance or more information, contact 
the Bendix power specialist nearest you or write: Semi
conductor Division, The Bendix Corporation, Holmdel, 
New Jersey 07733. 

Electronics 

Chicago-(312) 637-692 9; Dallas-(214) 357-1972; Detroit-(313) 548-2120; East Northport, N.Y.-Harry Friedman Co. (516) 692-2839; Gfeat 
Neck, N.Y.-H. V. Sales Co. (516) HU 7 -1142; Greenwich, Conn.-(203) 869-7797; Holmdel N.J.-(201) 946-9400; Lexington, Mass.-(617) 
861 -8350; Los Angeles-(2 13) 776-4100 ; Minneapolis-(61 2) 926-4633; Orlando, Fla.-(304) 241 -6559; Rochester, N.Y.-(716) 266-5550 ; Run
nemede, N.J.-(609) 9 33-2 550; Seattle-Ray Johnston Co. , Inc. (206) LA 4-5170; Export-Cable: "Bendixint," 605 Third Avenue, New York, ( 2 12) 
~~~j~~§'. Ottawa, Ont.-Computing Devices of Canada, P.O. Box 508 (613) 8 29-1800; San Juan, Puerto Rico-Southern International Sales Co. 
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Digital process control stars at exhibition 

Versatile and more reliable systems are replacing 
old-line analog elements in industrial appications 

Jim McDermott 
East Coast Editor 

Direct digital control systems, 
with their increased reliability and 
versaiility, held the center stage at 
the 23rd annual Instrument So
ciety of America Conference and 
Exhibition in New York. 

More than 300 exhibitors, in
cluding some from Europe and 
Asia, joined in presenting a wide 
variety of measuring, analytical 
and controlling instruments. About 
half of the products displayed did 
not exist 10 years ago. 

In digital control systems, the 
computer is the controlling intelli
gence, accepting digital inputs 
from analog sensors that measure 
such quantities as temperature, 
flow, velocity, humidity, etc. 

These inputs are compared, in 
the computer, with desired system 
operating levels. The computer 
then sends out digital signals, 
which are reconverted to analogs, 
to operate valves, motors and other 
actuating elements. 

Because the sensors are almost 
universally analog devices, analog
to-digital (and digital-to-analog) 
converters are usually incorporated 
in the control system. However, the 
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trend now is to integrate these 
converters in the over-all sensor 
design. Among the examples dis
played at the four-day instrument 
exhibition were a digital pressure 
indicator developed by Consolidated 
Controls Corp. of Bethel, Conn., 
and digital temperature readouts 
by Instrulab of Dayton, Ohio. 

Peripheral devices abound 

Recognition of the emergence of 
digital control was indicated by 
many papers presented at the con
ference on digital control systems 
and by the number of computer 
and computer peripheral device 
manufacturers that entered this 
year's show for the first time. 

For example, Systems Engineer
ing Laboratories of Fort Lauder
dale, Fla., displayed its first ex
pandable digital computer data
acquisition and control system. It 
consists of the company's 810A 
Computer (described by Systems 
Engineering as the highest per
formance, 16-bit machine avail
able ), a low-to-high-level analog in
put subsystem for converting sen
sor analog data to digital for the 
computer, and other peripheral 
equipment, including an operator 

control panel. 
According to Kenneth G. Harpie, 

the company's vice president of 
operations, the rapidly expanding 
digital control market prompted it 
to enter the instrument society 
show for the first time. 

Other digital-control computer 
exhibits included a Type 16 by 
Honeywell, Inc. , Mass.; a Type 
1800 by IBM, White Plains, N.Y.; 
a PDP-8/ L by Digital Equipment 
Corp., Maynard, Mass. ; and two 
low-level data-acquisition systems 
-one with a digital computer and 
one without-by Hewlett-Packard, 
Palo Alto, Calif. 

For peripheral hardware, the 
Hickok Electrical Instrument Co., 
Cleveland, a new exhibitor, display
ed several versions of its wire-con
tact, punched-card and punched
tape readers. All are offshoots of a 
reader originallJ:: developed for 
tube testing. 

Robert Kerzman, Hickok sales 
manager, told ELECTRONIC DESIGN: 
"We feel that electronics in the 
control industry has now taken over 
solidly enough for us to partici
pate more heavily in automation 
devices, with a separate Card Read
er Division, apart from our instru
ments. This new division is tai lor
ed to development of components 
for controls in automatic ware
housing, batch-mixing processes, 
data collection, and low-cost auto-

Left: Static tape reader by Hickok 
provides 540 contacts for each pro
gram step on the tape. Above: Digital 
data logger by Solartron has a ca
pacity of 1000 channels. It responds 
to a signal of 2.5 microvolts. 
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mation, using the card as a 
memory." 

Another entry in the contact 
card-reader field, exhibiting for the 
second year at the instrument 
show, was AMP, Inc. of Harris
burg, Pa. It displayed units that 
sense the standard 80-column card. 
For process and inventory control, 
or other applications where the 
data capacity of the full 80 columns 
is not needed, the company offered 
readers that sense only the first 22 
columns of an 80-column card. 

Displays stand out 

Emphasizing the digital trend, 
numerical displays blinked and 
glowed in a variety of forms and 
colors along the exhibit aisles. Some 
were incorporated in complete in
struments, such as a digital data 
logger by Solartron of Farn
borough, Hampshire , England. 
Other displays were readouts for 
sensors or for miniature panel 
meters. Several new panel volt
meters were shown, with both digi
tal readouts and binary rear-panel 
outputs. 

But interest in other lighted in
dicators and switches, data-line 
displays and elaborate display 
panels was also high. As Curtis 
Anderson, of Transistor Electronics 
Corp., Minneapolis, put it: "This 
show has been fantastic for us. 
We've exhibited here before, but 
never had a reception like this." 
The biggest demand from potential 
customers, he explained, was for 
smaller and more compact displays. 

On the other hand, the increas
ing use of more complex process 
control systems is calling for new 
and larger colored displays. 

Despite the glamour of com
puter-controlled systems, interest 
in the fundamentals of standard 
control instrumentation is still sub
stantial. 

Today's industrial control mar
ket shows strong growth, the 
exhibitors agreed. According to the 
Instrument Society of America, 
sales have doubled from an esti
mated $2.6 billion in 1958 to $5.2 
billion this year. But the newest 
factor in the industry is the rapid 
growth of digital, computer data
acquisition and control systems, 
introduced only eight years ago. • • 
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NYT-CAP 
The better Ceramic Capacitor 
that Nytronics R&D built 
Nytronics NYT-CAP ceramic capacitors are different. They had to be, because we 
wanted to make them better. That's why we did not use the same old standard 
formula. Our R&D people developed our own new formula and methods for a better 
capacitor - and in the process they eliminated failure modes others don't even 
know exist. 

NYT-CAPS are the most perfect capacitors, designed to meet applicable require
ments of MIL-C-11015, 39014 and MIL-C-20. Outstanding Kl200 and NPO charac
teristics, superior humidity resistance, highest insulation resistance, low dissipation 
factor. 

NYT·CHIPS: Uncased for hybrid microcircuit 
applications. Series of 9 sizes with capacitance 
up to 1 micro.farad in K-1200 (Type 8) dielec
tric. NPO also available. 
DECl·CAPS: 4.7pf. to 27,000pf. in 46 off-the
shelf values. Standard molded axial lead size 
of .100 inch diameter x .250 inch length for 
high density cordwood packaging. 

electrical and environmental performance over 
the entire capacitance range. 
HY-CAPS: Newly expanded radial lead, hi
gloss, epoxy conformal coated line offers high
er capacitance density than equivalent molded 
case units, with no sacrifice in performance. 
Capacitance range of 4.7 pf. to 2.5 ufd. in 
K-1200. Also available in NPO dielectric. 
NK OS/06: Encapsulated radial lead Nyt·Cap 

MILl·CAPS: Natural outgrowth of Deci·Cap with 0.200 inch lead spacing for all values is 
molded series. lOpf. to 3.3ufd. in the 5 molded ideal for printed circuit and other automatic 
axial lead sizes of Mil-C-11015 D/208. Highest insertion applications. 

Write today for complete engineering data. 

"{f N'vl.ao,,zas" 
Essex Electronics Division 

550Springfield Ave., Berkeley Heights, N.J. 07922 • (201) 464·9300 • TWX: 710-984-7977 
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NEWS, 

ICs cut radar logic to one-tenth 
Modular design, use of IC logic, and good 
packaging make custom-built radars easy 
John F. Mason 
Military/Aerospace Editor 

Now in operation, on top of a 
9200-foot-high mountain near Ely, 
Nev., is an example of how inte
grated circuits and good packaging 
can revolutionize the precise range 
radars that track high-flying, fast
moving objects in the atmosphere 
and in space. 

Called Hair, for High Accuracy 
Instrumentation Radar, the sys
tem's electronic logic portion is ap
proximately 10 times smaller and 
lighter than that in its transistor
ized predecessor, the AN / FPQ-6, 
and in the Q-6's transportable ver
sion, the TPQ-18. The electronic 
logic and displays make the new 
radar about one-fifth the size and 
weight of these forerunners. And, 
by changing a few modules, the 
new radar can be assembled in 
enough configurations to give the 
user a product that, for all prac
tical purposes, is custom designed. 

Built by the Radio Corp. of 
America's Missile and Surface 
Radar Div., at Moorestown, N. J., 
the radar was bought by the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration to monitor tests at its 
Flight Research Range. The range 
extends from Ely to the Edwards 
Air Force Base range in California. 
In this area, NASA has tested the 
X-15 supersonic aircraft, the XB-
70 an<l lifting bodies. 

NASA's system is equipped with 
a 1-megawatt transmitter and the 
same 29-foot parabolic antenna and 
pedestal that are used on the 
FPQ-6. For other customers, the 
3-MW transmitter used on the Q-6 
is available, as are two other an
tennas with diameters of 12 feet 
and 16 feet. 

The electronic portion, which 
RCA call s Capri-for Compact, 
All-Purpose Range Instrument
consists of a console that is 96 
inches long and 72 inches high and 
weighs 4900 pounds; a transmit
ter / modulator that fits into a 
cabinet 80 inches high and 64 inch
es long, weighing 2800 pounds. A 
load center, which houses the pow
er distribution equipment, is 70 
inches high and 22 inches wide; 
it weighs 750 pounds. 

Hair's computer is the Sigma 5, 
bought by NASA from Scientific 
Data Systems, Incorporated, E l Se-

Radar on mountain top near Ely, Nev., will track planes and spacecraft for 
NASA. ICs bring size down to a fraction of its predecessor. 

gundo, California. 
One example of Capri's compact

ness is the four-in-one duties of 
the console; besides providing the 
operator a working station, the con
sole houses the system's range
tracking system, the radar receiver 
and the data-handling system. The 
TPQ-18 uses four shelters for 
these four functions. 

Standard logic cuts cost 

To simplify the construction and 
maintenance of Hair, basic build
ing-block logic circuits were de
signed and used throughout the 
system. Wiring between logic ele
ments is done by machine rather 
than by hand and is programed by . 
a computer. Corrections were made 
by hand. The result, an RCA 
spokesman says, is higher reliabili
ty and cheaper production costs. 

The C-band pulsed Hair is 
capable of tracking a six-inch 
sphere at a range of 100 nautical 
miles and of tracking a vehicle 
with a coopera.tive beacon trans
ponder at 32,000 miles . The fre
quency range is from 5450 to 5825 
MHz; pulse repetition frequency 
is 160 or 640 pulses per second; 
bandwidth is 1 to 6 Hz; and the 
receiver noise figure is 12 dB. 

Building the radar to operate at 
9200 feet above sea level caused 
sever al special problems in design. 

The thin air at this altitude 
caused arcing and corona problems 
in the transmitter. "We had to 
move terminals farther apart when 
space permitted," an RCA engineer 
said . "We changed insulation and 
we changed the characteristics of 
the terminals from pointed to 
rounded configurations. When there 
was no room to separate compo
nents that were arcing we would, 
for example, in the case of a ca
pacitor that was acting up, turn its 
terminals away from the terminal 
its was arcing to. 

"We also had to replace the metal 
clamps on standard hollow wire
wound resistors with fiber glass 
clamps." •• 
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NEWS 

TV camera offers resolution of 2200 lines 
Use of a special vidicon tube has 

enabled engineers at General Elec
tric's Space Systems Organization 
in Valley Forge, Pa., to develop a 
television camera for space work 
with a picture resolution of 2200 
TV lines per inch. Other available 
TV space cameras provide a reso
lution of only 800 lines. 

With improvements, GE engi
neers say, their camera should pro
vide 10,000 lines. 

The small, lightweight, real-time 
imaging system was developed for 
planetary exploration and earth
resources photography missions. 
The camera is being used at 
present in spacecraft training 
simulators, such as the one for the 
Apollo Lunar Module (LM ) . Pres
ent studies on the LM visual sys
tem indicate a need for 3500 TV 
lines at TV frame rates, so that 
potential hazards, such as small 
craters and rills on the lunar sur
face, can be portrayed to astro
nauts approaching for a landing. 

GE's high resolution was obtain
ed by using a Focus, Projection, 
Scan Vidicon in the camera and a 
high-resolution display tube in the 
monitor. The vidicon uses crossed 
electrostatic and electromagnetic 
fields. 

The electrostatic fields are for 
beam forming and deflection, and a 
small magnet is used for focusing. 
Because large power-consuming 
electromagnetic beam-forming coils 
are not required, the vidicon is 
small and uses a minimum of pow-

er-29 watts for the camera and 
40 for the display. 

The camera's 30-Hz frame rate 
provides a flicker-free picture. This 
is a major improvement, GE engi
neers say, over slower frame-rate 
systems, which give astronauts in a 
simulator an unrealistic picture. 

Because of the sensitivity and 
wide bandwidth of the preamps and 
amplifiers-£ eat u res that were 
critical to the achievement of a 
new level of picture resolution
modular techniques were used to re
duce electromagnetic interference. 

Experiments were carried out on 
various amplifier designs before 
the prototype components were 
selected. A flat 60-MHz video band
width with a channel gain of 89 
decibels was obtained. This gave a 
flicker-free 30 frames per second 
and the 2200 TV lines per inch. 

The need for higher resolution 
at the same or higher frame rates 
will impose requirements for 100-
and 300-MHz bandwidth amplifiers. 
These are under study at GE's 
laboratories in Valley Forge. 

Other applications foreseen by 
the company for the new vidicon 
TV imaging system include closed
circuit TV for manned spacecraft 
operations; controls for remote 
manipulators; visual subsystems 
for aircraft training simulators; 
high-resolution neutron radio
graphy; remote fabrication opera
tions, such as controlling electron 
beam welding in large vacuum en
closures, and meteorology. •• 

GE's TV camera system, designed with a Focus, Projection , Scan Vidicon , 
a resolution of 2200 TV lines per inch. The goal is 10,000 lines. 
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U6 5.0 8.0 to 5.0 2.5 65.00 

US12 12 1.5 14.9 to 10.9 2.5 35.00 

Ul2 12 5.0 15.3 to 10.0 3.0 65.00 

US24 24 1.5 26.2 to 20.2 2.5 35.00 

U24 24 3.5 26.6 to 21.0 3.0 65.00 
5.0 26.6 to 20.0 3.2 

US28 28 1.0 30.6 to 25.5 2.0 35.00 
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Fairchild can make more hybrids in 
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an hour than you can use in a month. 

We can make any hybrid, in any quantity, using any 
method: Thick film . Thin film. Thin film on silicon. 

We can make them faster than anyone in the indus
try. And deliver them quicker to anyone in the world. 

We'll take any functions you need and package them 
any way you want. Our list of hybrid components has 
everything from a simple diode to a complex LSI array. 

For your less complex applications, we have a line 
of off-the-shelf standard hybrids priced like discretes. 

If this commitment makes sense in general, we'd 
like to send you the whole story in detail. Our 
brochure is called Fairchild Hybrid Microcircuits. 
It can give you more ideas in an hour than 
you could use in a year. Write for it. 11111111111111111111111111111••• 

FAIRCHIL.C 

Fairchild Semiconductor/A Divisioo of Fai rchild Camera and Instrument CorporRtion//:t l:I F:aird1illl Onvr, Mountain View, California 94040 (41 51 962-5011 TWX: 910-379-6435 SEMICONDUCTOR 
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Got a reference 
preference? 

Looking for a 
keener Zener? 

CALL TRANSITRON, WHERE THE DIODE ACTION IS 

36 

Zener Diodes 
• Power ratings from 
125mWto SOW 
• Zener voltages from 2.4V 
to 200V 
• Industrial & military 
tolerances 
• Hundreds of types in 
stock for fast delivery 

Temperature-compensated 

Reference Diodes 
• Temperature coefficient 
to ± 0.0002% /°C 
• Available in voltages: 6.2, 
8.4, 9.0, 11.7, 12.6, 19.0 
• Inherent low noise 
operation 
• Industrial and military 
temperature ranges 

Certified Voltage References 
(Guaranteed voltage 
stabil ity for 1000 hours) 
• Stabilities to within 
± 5ppm/°C 

T!:~o~sl!ragi~ 
168 Albion Street , Wakeliela, Mass . 01880 , Tel : 245-4500 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 26 

Get the Diode facts 
Send for this handy new 
Zener and reference diode 
selection guide 
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RESOLON® 
-~~~SPECIFICATIONS 
State-of-the-art design and strict quality control 
provides Duncan Resolon potentiometers with these 
outstanding features: 

• Long Life: 20 million shaft revolutions without 
significant change in characteristics 

• Low temperature coefficient:-300ppm/° C max. 
• Wide temperature range : -65°C to + 125°C 
• Conformance to all applicable MIL specs, in

cluding MIL-R-39023 
• Low output smoothness: maximum of 0.1 % of 

total applied voltage 
• Linearity and conformity tolerance to ± .05% 
• Single-turn/servo-mounted; available in 1;, " to 

3" diameters 
• Linear or non-linear functions may be provided 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE RESOLON BROCHURE 

DUNCAN electronics, inc. 
a division of Systron-Donner Corp. 

2865 FAIRVIEW ROAD, COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA 92626 
TEL : (714) 545-8261 • TWX (910) 595-1128 
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µ.-PAC logic module prices have been reduced. Again. 
It brings us close to our objective: to provide the most 
comprehensive and economical digital logic offering in 
the industry. First, take a look at some typical prices : 

Unit Price 
New Price 

Model Description OJd New per Function 

01-320 10, two input NANO gates $25.00 $20.00 $2.00/gate 
ON-320 6, three input NANO gates 21.00 16.00 2.66/gate 
OF-320 8. three input NANO gates New 20.00 2.50/gate 
FF/320 8 basic flip-flops New 31.00 3.87 / flip-flop 
FA/320 4 c locked flip-flops 31.75 25.00 6.25/fli p-flop 
BC-320 6 stage binary counte r 46.50 38.00 6.33/ stage 
SR-321 8 stage shift register New 54.00 6.75/ stage 
AP-335 8 half adders 168.00 129.00 16.12/half adder 

We'll give you 102 more price comparisons on request. 

Now, focus on those factors most often neglected in a 
make-or-buy go 'round . µ.-PAC modules offer the lowest 
total system cost because they are more than "a 
flip-flop mounted on a card ." µ.-PAC modules are an 

integrated system of digital logic electronics with fully 
compatible mounting hardware and power supplies. 1/ 0 
circuits and analog circuits. Wire wrap tools and other 
accessories. The works. Plus support. Like in-depth 
documentation. Logic design aids. 100% circuit testing. 
72-hour Certified Fast Shipment. Even custom designs 
for your special needs. 

Whether your logic needs are large or small, ask your 
Honeywell PAC man to give you the full story. He'll help 
you "bank" a nice piece of change. Honeywell, 
Computer Control Division, Old Connecticut Path, 
Framingham, Massachusetts 01701. 

Honeywell 
COMPUTER CONTROL 

DIVISION 



Army seeks hand-held radars 

Race continues for small Army radar 

General Dynamics and RCA are continuing 
efforts to extend their marketing 
positions with the military for hand-held 
radar sets. Both exhibited 10-pound 
systems at the annual meeting in 
Washington of the Association of the U.S. 
Army. Top Army brass attended the 
meeting. 

Neither radar set is newly developed, 
but both recently began field trials in 
Vietnam. The RCA AN/ PPS-9 was developed 
by the company's Missile and Surface 
Radar Div. in 1966. Twenty of these 
sets have been purchased for testing by 
the Army Electronics Command at Ft. 
Monmouth, N. J., and over 100 have been 
purchased by all three military branches. 
The General Dynamics AN/ PPS-10 was 
developed in the last three years with 
the help of funds from the Defense 
Dept.'s Advanced Research Projects 
Agency. Six sets have been delivered to 
the Army for testing of a total of 10 
on order. 

Both the RCA and General Dynamics sets 
are believed to operate at X-band 
(about 10 GHz). Both employ a flat-plate 
antenna array at the front of the 
sets. Remote control is possible by rf 
or hard-wire link. 

The operating ranges are believed to 
be comparable. RCA claims over 1600 
meters for personnel detection and as 
far as 10,000 meters against large 
vehicles. General Dynamics asserts 
that range limits are classified, but 
its PPS-10 range indicator shows a 
maximum of 3000 meters, and its 
personnel detection limit is believed 
equal to the RCA system. 
The RCA radar set itself is smaller, weighing 
only 2-1/ 4 pounds, exclusive of the other 
accessories. General Dynamics achieved 
significant weight reduction by using thin 
rolled stainless steel legs in its tripod. 
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Test evaluations from Vietnam most 
probably will result in selection by 
the Army of a single supplier next year 
for what could amount to a total order 
of over 1000 radar sets. 

The missile numbers game again 

Just prior to the recent election and 
in answer to a "security gap" charge 
by Richard M. Nixon, Defense Secretary 
Clark M. Clifford held a press conference 
in which he asserted the "substantial 
military superiority" of the U.S. over 
the Soviet Union. To support his 
statement, he disclosed intelligence 
figures on the relative missile strength 
of the two nations. But the figures, 
on careful analysis, reveal a 
significant increase in Soviet strategic 
arms in the last year. 

Just a year ago, former Defense 
Secretary Robert S. McNamara also 
presented comparative U.S.-Soviet 
strength figures. Thus, in comparing 
the McNamara numbers with the Clifford 
statistics, one can see that the Soviet 
military has increased its ICBM strength 
from 720 to 900, its submarine ballistic 
missiles from 30 to 80, and its total 
deliverable nuclear warhead capability 
from 1000 to 1200. It would appear 
that the weapons delivery capability ratio 
between the U. S. and Soviet 
Union has narrowed from 4 :1 to 
3.5 :1. It is understood that these 
figures relate to the total warhead 
package atop a missile and do not take 
into account multiple warheads carried 
in a single vehicle. Nor do they relate 
to total nuclear megatonnage. It may 
be assumed that the U. S. enjoys some 
lead in the development of multiple 
independently targeted reentry vehicles 
but that the Soviet Union, with its larger 
lift capability, stockpiles larger 
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Washington 
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warheads. When the new Administration 
assumes office it is expected 
to make an in-depth study of the 
nation's missile capabilities. 

New Navy missile system on the way 

The Navy has announced the award of 
three $6-million contracts to Boeing, 
General Dynamics and RCA for the 
contract-definition phase of the 
Advanced Surface Missile System. 
The heart of the system is electronic. 
It is intended to replace the existing 
Terrier-Tartar missiles now being used 
for air defense by surface ships. 

The target acquisition and tracking 
radar is expected to be a phased-array 
that will provide nearly hemispheric 
simultaneous coverage. It is also 
believed that separate radar target 
illuminators will be employed for missile 
guidance and control. The missile 
itself, designed for use against 
supersonic missiles and aircraft, will 
home in on the illuminated target. 

The program has suffered four years of 
delay due largely to budget problems 
and technology limitations associated 
with the phased-array radar. The 
present contracts should produce 
competitive system designs by late 
spring. Following their review a 
single contractor will be selected 
for the engineering development phase. 
The operational missile is scheduled 
to be ready for the new class of 
advanced guided missile destroyers 
known as the DX/ DXGs, expected to be 
completed by 1974-75. 

Electronics strengtht;ms new Army tank 

Two highly advanced electronic 
subsystems to be used in the Army's 
new Main Battle Tank (MBT-70) were shown 
for the first time publicly at the 
annual meeting of the Association of 
the U. S. Army. They are a fully 
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automatic laser rangefinder and an 
automatic gun-stabilization system. 
The tank is under joint development 
by the United States and West Germany. 
It will be capable of firing both 
missiles and conventional munitions. 

RCA has built and delivered 11 
prototypes of the new laser rangefinder, 
which now will begin field testing. 
Its design concept is simple, making 
use of the transit time of a high 
intensity pulse to and from a target 
for accurate range determination. 
The calculation and input to the 
fire-control system is automatic and 
to date-after 1000 range test samples 
-over 95 per cent of range measurements 
have fallen within specified error 
limits, Army officials report. 

The gun stabilizer, built by General 
Electric, is called an Optimum Ratio 
Stabilized Drive. The all-solid-state 
system is intended to compensate the gun 
carriage for violent motion while the 
tank is moving at high speed over rough 
terrain. Stabilization is achieved 
through the use of individual gyroscopes 
that sense any change in the yaw, pitch 
and roll axes. These provide an output 
designating the necessary direction and 
velocity change to power-control units. 
The latter apply the proper torque to 
neutralize the motion effects on the 
gun. The circuitry, according to GE 
engineers, permits continuous microsecond 
response in the stabilizing system. 

Global Omega system approved 

The Defense Dept. has given the Navy 
approval to increase its present 
four-station Omega navigational system 
network to eight stations, thus 
providing nearly complete global 
coverage. The existing four transmitter 
stations have been in use experimentally, 
to prove the value of Jong-range, 
very-low-frequency, hyperbolic-grid 
navigation. The complete system may 
be operational by the end of 1972. 

The four new stations will be in the 
Western Pacific, Tasmanian Sea, Indian 
Ocean and lower South America. The 
Navy has indicated it will seek foreign 
participation in the completion of the 
Omega system, since the system 
inevitably will be used by the ships 
and aircraft of all nations. 
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A-8 Type J hot molded 
variable resistor rated 2.25 
watts @ 70°C. Available in 
single, dual, and triple 
units. Standard total resis
tance values from 50 ohms 
to 5 megohms. Special re
sistance values and tapers 
can be supplied. 

Widely used throughout the process 
industries, the Foxboro Model 62H 
Universal Controller is a highly depend
able precision instrument. During the 
years of painstaking development, 
Allen-Bradley engineers worked closely 
with Foxboro to provide a potentiome
ter having unusually high resistance 
values, which would provide the precise 
performance required. 

Allen-Bradley Type J potentiometers 
were the answer. They have a solid hot 
molded resistance track which is pro
duced by an exclusive A-B molding tech
nique that assures extremely long oper
ating life. Accelerated tests-exceeding 
100,000 revolutions-show very slight 
resistance change. Control is smooth at 
all times with adjustment approaching 
infinite resolution. There are none of 
the abrupt turn-to-turn resistance vari-

Foxboro Model 62H electronic 
controller for process regulation. 

The control mode adjustments use 
Allen-Bradley Type J hot molded variable 

resistors with values of 10, 100, 
and 200 megohms. 

ations inherent in wirewound controls. 
Furthermore, Allen-Bradley Type J po
tentiometers are-for all practical pur
poses-noninductive, permitting their 
use throughout the frequency spectrum. 

Whether your particular circuit de
sign can be best satisfied with one of 
the millions of standard Type J varia
tions or whether it calls for unusual 
resistance characteristics, it will pay you 
to look first to A-B Type J potentiome
ters. Their more than 25-year history of 
providing superior performance is your 
guarantee of complete satisfaction. For 
full details, please write for Technical 
Bulletin 5200: Allen-Bradley Co., 
1344 South Second Street, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin 53204. In Canada: Allen
Bradley Canada Limited. Export Office: 
630 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y., 
U.S.A. 10017. 

• ALLEN - BRADLEY 
QUALITY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
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NO TWEAK1 NO TWIDDLE 

NO NEED TO TOUCH 
THE WORLD'S 

FIRST FULLY AUTOMATED 
RFl/EMI DATA 

ACQUISITION SYSTEM. 

IT'S EXPANDABLE! The NM-37/57, now in production, is only 

the first of 5toddart's four all-new receivers .. . you ' ll soon 

be able to make completely automatic measurements 

over the entire spectrum from 20 Hz to 10 GHz! And each 

receiver is solid-state, self-powered and featherweight 

for field survey use ! 

- NO TWADDLE! 
IT MAKES COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENTS! With 

the all-new Model NM-37/57 RFl/EMI Receiver, its companion 

programmer and digital display, you get completely automatic 

measurements of radiated and conducted energy over the 

frequency range from 30 MHz to 1 GHz. Set it and forget 

it ... its analog output feeds your X-Y plotter or stripchart 

recorder . .. digital data flows direct to your tape recorder, 

IBM card punch, printer or computer. You get panoramic 

display on your oscilloscope, and all the capabilities of a 

superior spectrum analyzer. In manual use, a built-in sweep 

circuit gives you automatic scanning of any of the NM-37/57's 

eight bands. 

IT'S UNIVERSALLY PROGRAMMABLE! You pre-program the 

tuning, bandswitching, detector function and bandwidth 

changing. Attenuator setting is automatically calculated into 

the digital reading. You save valuable operator time, gain 

greater accuracies and exponentially faster data acquisition 

rates. 

IT PERMITS DIRECT DIGITAL PROCESSING! Feeding its out

put to a card punch generates a set containing all frequency/ 

amplitude data for your survey, enables automatic search for 

harmonic and image relationships. Digital computers can now 

make spectrum signature comparisons directly. Digital tape 

recorders can store total RFl/EMI intelligence for later process

ing on-site or at any EDP facility. 

STCCJCJRRT 
ELECTRO SYSTEMS 
A Division of Tamar Electronics, Inc. 
2045 West Rosecrans Avenue · Gardena, California 90249 

Phone (213) 770-0270 
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All components 
shown actual size 

Only the new 
Allen-Bradley Type S cermet trimming 

resistors have all these features 

Type S 
shown twice actual size 

for side 
adjustment 

for top 
adjustment 

75·08·7E 

The Allen-Bradley Type S is a one turn 
cermet trimmer in which you will find 
incorporated a wider range of features 
than in any other trimmer now on the 
market. Here are a few of the more 
important features. 

•COMPACT-body is%" dia. 
• BUILT FOR EITHER TOP OR SIDE 

ADJUSTMENT 
• 50 OHMS THRU 1 MEGOHM 
• THE SEALED UNIT is immersion-proof 
•TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT less 

than 250 ppm/°C over all resistance values 
and complete temperature range 

• UNIQUE ROTOR DESIGN provides ex
ceptional stability of setting under shock 
and vibration 

• SMOOTH CONTROL, approaches infi
nite resolution 

•PIN TYPE TERMINALS for use on 
printed circuit boards with a 1/10" pattern 

LE 

•VIRTUALLY NO BACKLASH 
• WIDE TEMPERATURE RANGE from 
, -65°c to +1 so·c 
• RATED% watt@ 85°C 
• EXCEPTIONAL STABILITY under high 

temperature or high humidity 
• MEETS OR EXCEEDS ALL APPLICA

BLE MIL SPECS 
•COMPETITIVELY PRICED! 

You'll find the new Type S trimmer 
equal to the traditional Allen-Bradley 
quality. You really ought to know 
more about the Type S. Won't you 
write for detailed specifications? Allen
Bradley Co., 222 W. Greenfield Ave., 
Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. In Canada: 
Allen-Bradley Canada Limited. Ex
portOffice: 630ThirdAve., New York, 
N. Y., U.S.A. 10017. 

RADLE 
QUALITY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 



The day of MAC 
is here! 

Pages C42, C43 and C77 
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SIDELIGHTS OF THE ISSUE 

Computers to beget computers. 7 . . 
Just where is LSI taking computer design? Without 

question, the incorporation of LSI into computers will 
demand that extensive changes be made in both electrical 
design and in physical construction. And these changes 
must be carefully planned. But LSI vendors feel that 
many computer men may be missing out, right now, by 
not going the large-scale way. Semiconductor manu
facturers say they are ready to roll with extensive 
computer-aided design equipment-they say computers 
are ready to design computers. What LSI can really do 
is detailed in four articles edited by Microelectronics 
Editor Raymond D. Speer, which begin on page C4. 

Getting checked out on one of General Electric's time-sharing 
computer centers: Managing Editor Robert Haavind (left) and 
Microelectronics Editor Raymond D. Speer. 

The views of computer designers and LSI developers 
don't exactly match. Computer designers remain skepti
cal. The lack of agreement is spelled out in a news story 
by Managing Editor Robert Haavind on page C50 in 
which he reports what computer manufacturers around 
the country are actually saying about LSI. Military de
signers are trying some new computer organizational 
concepts to see if they can take fuller advantage of LSI, 
but commercial system designers are taking a longer, 
slower look. Should they design in self-checking, or even 
in self-correcting circuitry? If they do, how much and 
what will it mean in terms of circuit densities and thus 
cooling requirements? There are a lot of questions and 
few clear answers. 
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Allen-Bradley Bulletin 1313 

new 
SCRTYPE 
regulated 
s~eeddrive 
1-5 H.P. 

This newest Allen-Bradley regulated speed drive combines 
a NEMA re-rated integral horsepower motor, a n easy-to
wire opera tor's control station, and a rugged controller 
matched to provide superior performance. Built to NEMA 
industrial standa rds, all three provide traditional high 
quality for trouble-free service. The SCRs for full wave 
conversion of the single phase supply are conserva tively 
rated and amply protected. And the re's a horse pow e r 
rated contactor. 

Operating speed of the Bulletin 1313 is infinitely adjust
able over your desired speed range, which is set by built-in 
maximum and minimum speed adjustments. And its regu
lated circuit will hold your preset speed within 23 of the 

motor base speed for load variations up to full rated load. 
The controller also features both timed acceleration, adjust
able from 2.5 to 10 seconds, and current limiting, adjustable 
from 803 to 1503 of motor full load current. 

These new A-B packaged drives offer wide versatility 
with the many options available. There's dynamic braking, 
reversing with anti-plugging protection, jog at set or inde
pendently set speed, and speed indication, to mention a 
few. Please write to Henry G . Rosenkranz for complete 
details, or better still, let us know your requirements: 
Allen-Bradley Co., 1201 S. Second St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
53204. Export Office: 630 Third Ave., New York, N.Y., 
U .S.A. 10017. In Canada: Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd. 
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EDITORIAL 

Users to phone companies: 'Thanks. 
Now about that 3-minute charge . . ?' 

The future of the time-shared computer is becoming brighter and 
brighter. Consider the matter of using phone lines to link computers 
and customers. For years the designers of equipment have had to 
incorporate the phone company's exclusive Dataphone in their 
computer-network designs; no other interface between computer 
and common-carrier lines was permitted. 

" In its ruling in the Carterfone case last July, the Federal Com-
munications Commission held that a privately installed connecting 
device could be used without telephone company approval. As a 
result of the ruling, data customers will soon be able to connect 
their terminals to the telephone network through inexpensive pro
tective connectors. Because the connectors are now simpler, they 
rent for much less-about $2 a month. Because they're electrical, 
rather than acoustical, terminal design is simpler, too. 

This is all to the good, so far as the computer designer is con
cerned. Wouldn't it be great if comparable reforms were instituted 
on behalf of users? 

Consider the question of telephone tariffs. The price of every 
phone call is based on the assumption that the caller will be on 
the line for three minutes. But a computer that takes that long 
to deliver its information would be a very slow computer indeed. 
Why not tariffs for computer users based on the actual time that 
the phone line is used? The savings would be substantial. 

And it's just such savings as these that are needed to make the 
time-shared computer a household tool. The growth of the Ameri
can economy will depend in the near future on cheaper data com
munications. Managers of large and small companies will find the 
computer a vital aid in making decisions. Storekeepers-even house
wives, in time-will come to rely on computer networks. 

The Fall Joint Computer Conference in San Francisco is devoting 
a session (No. 7) to a full airing of the tariff and other computer
link problems. Should you be making your voice heard here? 

A. CRAIG REYNOLDS, JR. 
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Pulse 
Performance 

Multiple exposure showing typical waveform aberrations 
for positive and negative polarities at various amplitude 
settings. Notice the constant risetime and falltime with 
amplitude changes. 20 ns / cm sweep time and 4 V/cm 
deflection factor. 

• REPETITION RATE 100 Hz to 10 MHz. 

• VARIABLE RISE AND FALL TIME, 10 ns to 100 µs. 
• -+- 10 V into 50 n, with DC OFFSET. 

NEW TEKTRONIX TYPE 115 PULSE GENERATOR 
This multi-purpose, solid-state generator 
produces exceptionally clean pulses with 
aberrations less than 3% P-P at -+- 10 V 
into 50 n. Pulse risetime, falltime, width, 
delay, period, amplitude and baseline offset 
are separately variable, permitting precise 
waveform simulation. Five operating modes 
offer a variety of output configurations -
undelayed pulses, delayed pulses, paired 
pulses, burst of pulses and gated pulses. 
Risetimes and falltimes are continuously var
iable from 10 ns to 100 µ.s and periods vari
able from 100 ns to 10 ms. Pulse widths are 
variable from 50 ns to 500 µ.S with duty fac
tors to 75% (50 ns minimum pulse separa
tion). A continuously variable DC offset 
feature permits positioning pulse baseline 
through a range of + 5 volts to - 5 volts. 
Triggering is selectable, internally or exter
nally. A manual pushbutton provides a 
means to produce a single undelayed pulse, 
delayed pulse, pulse pair, or burst of pulses. 

Your Tektronix Field Engineer will demon
strate the performance of the Type 115 in 
your application. Please call him, or write 
Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, 
Oregon 97005. 

TYPE 115 PULSE GENERATOR . . .. $825 

U.S. Sales Price FOB Beaverton, Oregon 

Multiple exposure showing 
variable risetime and falltime. 
500 ns/cm sweep time and 
10 VI cm deflection factor. 

Single exposure showing com
bined outputs of two Type 
115's. The burst of pulses on 
top of the positive pedestal 
was triggered by the + de-
1 ayed trigger from the instru
ment generating the pedestal. 
10 µs/cm sweep time and 2 V/ 
cm deflection factor. 

A detailed description of the Type 115 Pulse Generator is found 
in the August supplement to your Tektronix Catalog 27. 

Tektronix, Inc. 
committed to progress in waveform measurement 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 35 
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Technology 

You, too, can learn how to design oscillators 
with maximum drive capability and minimum 

To raise an engineer's sights-as well as his 
performance-first get his agreement on 

Also in this section: 

frequency shift under reactive loading. Class 
begins on Page 50. 

what the target is. Dr. Burt Scanlon (above) 
explains the technique. Page 66 

Build digital comparators with off-the-shelf ICs. Page 56 

FJCC special section including a report on LSI for computers. Page Cl 
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Lower ~n oscillator's frequency drift 
and maximize its driving capability with these new design 
procedures and a fresh look at amplifier stability 

To produce an oscillator that can maintain power 
output over wide load variations, and that is as 
insensitive as possible to power supply changes, 
can offer a designer a real challenge. 

Yet, by following a few principles for good de
sign, he can come up with an oscillator that should 
be able to: 

• Be loaded with the greatest possible shunt con
ductance before oscillations cease. 

• Tolerate variations in supply voltage and tran
sistor parameters with minimum frequency shift
ing. 

• Exhibit the smallest possible frequency varia
t ion due to reactive loading. 

The key to obtaining maximum power is to maxi
mize the negative output conductance of the oscil
lator at the desired frequency of oscillation. 

Freedom from changes in frequency due to fluc
tuations in transistor parameters is achieved by 
swamping the fluctuations out with more stable 
passive components. In a similar manner, voltage
sensitive parameters can be masked, eliminating 
much of the trouble caused by power-supply varia
tions. 

And proper coupling of an amplifier to the oscil
lator's emitter circuit can minimize the effects of 
reactive loads on the tuning circuit. 

The methods for achieving these goals ar~ 
straightforward. 

Define an oscillator configuration 

An active device with proper feedback will oscil
late at the frequency at which the net admittance at 
the load terminals (including the admittance of the 
load) is equal to zero1 • A block diagram of a basic 
oscillator configuration is shown in Fig. la, 

The net output terminal admittance is 
Yr = Gr + jB1,, (1) 

where Gr and Br are the conductance and suscep
tance components of Y 1,, respectively. The load ad
mittance, Y Li and the oscillator output admittance, 
Y 0 , are given by: 

Yr, = Gr, + jBr, and Y o= G0 + jB0 • (2) 
.F or Yr to be equal to zero for any load, we must 

Robert R. Meola, Associate . Professor of Electrica l Engi
neering, Newark College of Engineering, Newark, N.J . 
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have 

or 
Gr,= - G0 and B r,= -B0 • (3) 

If the active device is a transistor, and a trans
former is used as the basic feedback network, the 
circuit of Fig. lb can be used to analyze the terminal 
conditions. In this figure the transformer is re
placed with its standard model-a series resistance 
and reactance- both in series with the primary 
winding of a "lossless" (or ideal) transformer. The 
transistor is represented by a standard current
source model. In the subsequent discussion all sym
bols will be those defined in the figu res. 

The output admittance can now be written as 
Y o= Go+ jBo= h22 -Y.. (4) 

and 
Y ,,= (h1 2-N) (h21 + N) / (Z p+ h 11 ) = G,, +jB11 .(5) 
Since Y r, + Y 0 = 0 at the frequency of oscillation, 
from Eqs. 4 and 5 it is clear that we can write 

Yr,+ h22= Y,,= -N(h21 + N) / (Z p+ h11 ), (6) 
where h1 2 has been neglected since it is small com
pared to N. (This is a reasonable approximation up 
to frequencies approaching the alpha cutoff of the 
transistor.) 

To investigate the properties of Y,,, let: 
R ,,, + Re (h11) = R, [X, .. + Im (hll) ] ! R = A, and 
-h21 = r2 + jX2. 
Here (and hereafter) Re and Im stand for "real 
part of" and "imaginary part of,' ' respectively. 

The components of Y ,, at the frequency of oscil
lation are: 
G"= Gr,+ Re (h22 ) = N[AX2 - (N-r2 )] / R (l +A2 ) 

(7) 
and 
B,,= B r,+ Im (h22 ) = N[X2+A(N-r2 )] / R (l +A2 ) . 

(8) 
If the oscillator uses the transistor in its com

mon-base configuration, its alpha can be expressed 
in terms of real and imaginary parts as: 

-h21 = a= m -jn . ( 9) 
Then, substituting this expression into Eq. 7 and 
8, we have: 

Gn= [m-A n-N]N/ R(l+A 2 ) (10) 
and 

B ,, = N[A (N-m )-n ]/ R (l+ A 2 ) . (11) 
If G,, is now maximized with respect to N and A 

(using the standard maximization procedure-that 
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is, differentiating and putting the result equal to 
zero), the maximizing values are: 

Nmux =\a\ 2/ 2m, Amax = -n/ m. (12) 
The corresponding maximum values of Gn and B ,. 

are: 
G n(max) = \a\2/ 4R, B n(ma:r> =Amax G n(lnax) • (13) 

If a given oscillator has its values of N and 
A at the maximizing values (N max and A max• 
respectively), the load it can drive is maximum 
and is given by G n< max> (conductance) and B ,.(1nax> 
(susceptance). 

To make use of the above oscillator circuit, we 
must find a method of synthesizing the ideal trans
former-that is, we really want to build a trans
formerless feedback network. One such network 
that is equivalent to an ideal transformer is shown 
in Fig. 2. 

For each of the networks of Fig. 2, we can write 
a corresponding ¥-parameter expression: 

(a) (b) 
Yn = j wCp Yu = j w(C1+C2) 
Y12 = Y21 = -j wNC~, Y12 = Y21 = -j wC2 
Y22 = j (B1, + wN2C1 . .) Y,, = j (wC2 +Ba) 
Equating the corresponding Y parameters, we get: 

C1 = (1-N) Gp, c~ = NCF. Bg = BL+ wC~N (N-1). 
(14) 

Put the theory to work 

All the previous analysis can now be summarized 
by a step-by-step oscillator design procedure (refer 
to Fig. 3) . In Fig. 3 G L denotes load plus the coil 
losses. 

S tep 1. Determine a , h ;b (which is the h11 we have 
been using), Cc (from the transistor data sheet). 

S tep 2. Choose RF. The value chosen should be 
large enough ·to swamp out variations in h ,b· How
ever, as RF gets larger, G ,,<max> gets smaller. Thus 
the choice of RF must be determined by a tradeoff 
between the needs for stability and drive capability 
in each particular application. 

S tep 3. Calculate R = RF+ Re (h;0). 

Step 4. Calculate N ma.c = a 2 / 2m . 
S tep 5 . Calculate A ma.r = - n / m . 
S te7J 6. Calculate G ncmai» = \a\ 2/ 4R. 
Step 7. Calculate X F = A max R -Im ( h ;b ), 

note: CF= 1/w \XP\· 
Step 8. Calculate BL= A ma.r G n<max> - Im (hn ). 
S t ep 9. Calculate C2 = N ma:r Gp. 
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I1 

ACTIVE 
DEVICE 

h11 

h12V2 

Yn Yo -
lh21I1 h22 

@ 

LOAD 
~ 

+ 
GL BL V Yr 

2_ 

1. Basic oscillator block diagram (a) demonstrates 
the major elements. When the active device is a 
transistor and the feedback network is a trans 
former, the equivalent network is as shown in (b). 

2. An ideal transformer (a), assumed as a feedback 
network in Fig. la, can be synthesized as a capaci
tor network (b) with a reactive element 8 3 • 

IE -= Vee 

3 . A complete generalized oscillator is used to 
demonstrate the oscillator design procedure (see 
text) . 
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+ 
NVcb 

• • 

+ 
Vcb 

aI8 

4 . The current and voltage relations in an oscillator 
requ ired for its operation are determined with this 
equivalent circuit . Note that the feedback network is 
again shown as an ideal transformer. 

Step 10. Calculate Ci= (l-N,,.a,, ) CF. 
Step 11. Calculate Ba= B L+ wC F' N lllaJJ (N max - 1). 
Step 12. Choose La. 
Step1 3.CalculateC~= (1 / w) [B3 + (l/wL~ )J. 

The current and voltage relations in the oscillator 
can be determined from the circuit of Fig. 4. 

In this circuit: 
Z p + h ;h = R(l + jA), NVcb = I 0R (1 + jA), 
IVcb l = ( I I~ I R/N) (l + A 2

) Yi, P L= 1Vcbl2 GL. (15) 
And in this equation Pr, and / 0 denote the load 

power and the emitter ac current, respectively. The 
emitter quiescent (or de) current is denoted by IE. 

Using the maximizing values of GL and A, we get: 
IVcbl = 2 ll el R/ lal, PL= l e2R. (16) 

For current-limited, class-A operation, / 0 = ! El 

V~wehave 

IVcb l = ( y2 / !al) fr!! R, PL = IE2R / 2. (17) 

Determine the frequency stability 

The frequency stability of the oscillator can be 
evaluated best by noting that at the frequency of 
oscillation 

B L= B ,. - Im (h.22 ). 
Since Im (h22 ) = wC0 transistors with low Cc (col
lector output capacitance) should be used. In addi
tion the tuned circuit should have a high C / L ratio. 
When the expression for B ,. is examined in the fol
lowing form 

B,.= 
[XP + Im(h;b )] (N -m) N - n N [RP+ Re (hib )], 

IZF + hibl2 

(18) 
it can be seen that the effects of n can be minimized 
by using a transistor that has f 1• >lose· Also, since 
hib varies approximately inversely with IE the vari
ation will be minimized if we make 

((.F >Im (hib ) andRP >Re (hib ) . (19) 
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330 

2mA 

2N2708 

O.o!I 
µ.H 

4 .7pF 

18.8 4 .7 
pF pF 

+ll .5Vdc 

5. This 150 MHz oscillator was designed, step-by· 
step, to illustrate the proposed design procedure. The 
330-ohm emitter resistor is large enough to swamp 
changes in h ,. without sacrificing drive capabil ity. 

Noise modulation of the oscillator frequency will 
occur because of random variations in the net tun
ing capacitance. 

Since w0 = 1/-V LC, where L and Care a general 
inductance and capacitance, a change in C results 
in a change in w0 (the oscillator radian frequency). 
Let x = ::.C/ C and y = D.w/ w0 then y = -( x/ 2) for 
small values of x. The changes in C that will take 
place in the oscillator will be primarily due to 
changes in the reflected capacitance, C,, = B ,, / w, plus 
changes in the collector output capacitance, Cc. 
Since the reflected capacitance varies approxi
mately directly with emitter current, an approxi
mation of random IE variations is necessary. 

Assuming that IE directly changes the reflected 
capacitance, C,., (valid only if ZF = 0), we can write 

C,, c,, 
(20) 

C,. (1 + X 11 ) 

where 7,, = rms emitter 1/ / noise current and Xn = 
6.C,,/C,.. 
Then, solving for x,. we get 

X,, = J,, / JE. (21) 
The presence of ZP makes variations in B ,, less than 
the variations in IE· 

The variations in Cc are due to changes in the 
collector voltage V 0 • This capacitance variation de
pends upon the collector junction geometry. How
ever, the following valid relation can be used: 

Cc= K /-V"V;;'" (K = constant). (22) 
We can now write the following final expressions 

for the oscillator output frequency: 

w0 = l / y LC= l / y L (CT+ Cc) = 
1/-V L -V_.,C,,-T_+_(~K~/=v~"~,12~), 

where the capacitance has been separated into two 
components, the voltage-dependent Cc and the 
remainder, CT. 

Differentiating, we get: 
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6 . Frequency shifts due to loading can be reduced by 
adding a coupling amplifier to the oscillator. The tank 
of the coupl ing amplifier is tuned to the oscillator. 
Biasing is omitted. 

dw0 / clVe = (wo/4 V e) ( Cc/C), or 
(clfol f o) / (dVJ Vc) = ( %6f) / ( %6Ve) = Ce/4C. 

(23) 
This last equation gives a measure of the sensi

t ivity of the frequency to changes in supply voltage. 

Designing a practical oscillator 

Having established a detailed design procedure, 
we can now proceed with the practical oscillator 
design. A 2N2708 transistor will be used in the 
constru~tion of a 150-MHz oscillator. 

Here is the design sequence : 
Step 1. 2N2708 parameters @ 150 MHz, V ee = 

11.5V,l,.= 2mA: 
h ;b = (23.9 + j37.3) ohms, Cc= 1.5 pF, 

a = 0.952-j0.202, m = 0.952, n = 0.202, 
I a I = 0.965. 
Step 2. Let RF = 330 ohms (to swamp changes in 

hib ) . 
Step 3. R = RF+ Re (h;b ) = 354 ohms. 
Step 4. N ,,,0 ,, = lal2/ 2m = 0.495. 
Step 5. A,,.0 ., = - n/m = -0.215 
Step 6. Gn<max> = lal 2/ 4R = 0.00066 mhQ, or 

R L(mi·11 ) = l / Gn(max) = 1520 ohms. 
Step 7. X fi' = AmaxR - Im (hil,) = -113.3 ohms, or 

CJ;·= l / w I x /i' I= 9.4pF. 
Step 8. B L= A maa-Gn<max> - Im (h22 ) = -0.00155. 
Step 9. C2 = N ,,w.,CF = 4.7 pF. 
Step 10. C1 = (l-N1110,, ) CF= 4.7 pF. 
Step 11. B3 = B L+ wCFNmax(N,,,0 ,, -l) = -0.00375. 
Step 12 . Let La= 0.05 1-'H. 
Step 13 . C3 = [1 /w] [B 3 + (1 / wL3 )] = 18.8 pF. 
The oscillator is shown in Fig. 5, and its perform-

ance is summarized in the table. 

Reduce loading effects 

In the operation of the oscillator, power is 
extracted by inductive coupling to the tank coil. 
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O·· I TWO 
PORT 

7. Coupling amplifier stability can be determined by 
using standard two·port network analysis. 

Table. Oscillator parameters 

Parameter Computed Measured Units 

f 150 158 MHz 

v.b 1.0 1.6 V,rms 

PL 0.7 1.0 mW 

6 f (noise) 1.0 1.0 Hz 

%F / %Vc 0.006 0.004 

This type of coupling is not the most desirable, 
since the load will couple some reactance back int o 
the t uning circuit. This will change the frequency 
of the oscillator. An alternate method is to couple 
an amplifier into the emitter circuit, as shown in 
Fig. 6. 

In this scheme the amplifier circuit, with its 
swamping input resistor, does not directly affect 
the oscillator tuning circuit. This coupling method 
requires a redesign of the basic oscillator to account 
for the additional load in the emitter circuit. In 
this circuit the effective a is half of the transistor 
specified a (assuming identical transistors) for 
both the oscillator and the coupling amplifier. In 
addition Rand A must be redefined as 
R = [R r, +Re(h;b)] / 2, A = 

iX/i' + [Im(hib )] / 2r/ R. (23) 
The modified design relations are then : 

N mam = I a l2/4m, Gn<11iax) =I a l2/ 16R, 
A max= - n/ m,Xr· = A ma.c R-[Im (h;b ) / 2] , 

B L= A max Gn<ma:r) -Im (h22 ),C2= N maxCP, 
C1 = (1-Nmax) Cp, Ba= B e, + [N (N-1) /I X P IJ, 
fJ s = (1/ w) [B:i + (1/ wLa) ]. 

Determine coupling amplifier stability 

A stability analysis is now necessary to evaluate 
the performance of the amplifier to be coupled to 
the oscillator. 

For a two-port network (see Fig. 7), the values 
of source and load conductances for maximum 
power gain are : 
G0 = (l / 2g22 ) i [2g,1g22-Re(Y12Y21J2-

I Y12 Y21 1
2 r1h, (24) 

G,, = (1 / 2g11) i [ (2g,1 g22 -Re ( Y1 2Y21F-
I Y12 Y21 12 r1h, (25) 

where Y11 = Re ( Y11), 
g22 = Re(Y22 ) 

and other symbols are illustrated in F ig. 7. 
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For positive Gr, and G,, we have 
[2g11g22 -Re(Y12 Y21)] > I Y12 Y21 I , (26) 

which is the basic device stability requirement. If 
this relation is rearranged we get the expression 
for the device stability as 
C= I Y12 Y21 I / [2gu g22 -Re I Y12 Y21 I ] < l. (27) 
This relation is Linvill's C factor (see ED 8, April 
12, 1966, pp. 48-54). 

If the source and load conductances are included 
in the basic stability statement, the following 
expression for the system stability results: 

[2 (gu + Gg) (g22 +Gd - Re ( Y12 Y21)] > 
I Y12 Y21 1. (28) 

This expression can be rearranged as follows : 
(g 22 Gu+ g11 GL+ G0 Gc,) > [( I Y12 Y2i/2 I) 

(1 + cos/ Y12Y21) - g11g22J. (29) 
By inspection of this stability requirement we 

can see that if 
GL = I Y1 2Y2i/2g11 I (1 + cos/ Y1 2Y21 )-g22 

= GLcm!n)> (30) 
then any positive G0 will produce a stable amplifier. 

Also, if 
G0 = I Y12Y2i/2Y22 I (1 + cos/ Y1 2Y21 )-g11 

= Gucmin J> (31) 
then any positive GL will produce a stable amplifier. 

The basic system stability requirement (Eq. 28) 
can be rearranged to yield : 

K = [2(g11+Gu) (g22+ GL)J /I Y12 Y21 I 
[1 +cos / Y12 Y21 ] > 1, (32) 

which is Stern's K factor. 
If the value of K is greater than unity when G0 = 

0 and GL = 0, the amplifier will be stable for any 
positive Gu and GL. The modified expression for the 
device stability becomes: 
·K' = [2gug22! I Y1 2Y21 I (1 + cos/ Y1 2Y21 )] > 1. 

(33) 
In a special case, when Gu = Gucmtn J and GL = 

GLcmtn J• the following interrelation exists: 
K = 1/ K'. (34) 

The general statement for K (Eq. 32) can be 
rearranged as : 

K = K' [1 + (G,jgd + (G0/ g11) + 
(G0Gd g11Y22 )] (35) 

Then, letting 
M = K / K ', Gd g22 = J, G0/ g11 = H, (36) 

we can write 
Gucmin/ gu = GL(min/ g22 = 
Jmin = H min = (1-K') / K', (37) 

and, finally, 
M = (J + l) (H+l). (38) 

Equation 38 gives a simple interrelation between 
the normalized source and load conductances for a 
given normalized stability factor. 

A general relation for the power gain 
amplifier is : 

GP= I Y21 I 2Re (YL) / I Y22+ Yi, 12 

Re~ Yu - [Y1 2 Y2i/ ( Y22 + Y c,)] ~· 
If the load is adjusted so that BL = -Im 

Eq. 39 reduces to 
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of an 

Gv = [J / (J + i)] I Y21 12/ (J + 1) [Y11Y22 -
Re ( Y 12 Y 21) ] . ( 40) 

From Eq. 40 the value of J to produce unity 
power gain is : 

J1 = D + \! D2 - 2D at Gp = 1, 

where 
D = [ I Y21 12 +Re (Y12Y21) ] / 2g11Y22· 

If D ~ 1, 
J1 "" 2D =[ I Y21 1

2 +Re (Y1 2 Y2d J / g11 g 22 

(41) 

"" I Y21 l2/ g11 Y 22 · (42) 
A simple figure of merit, combining the effects 

of large stability (K') and high load conductance 
at unity power gain, is: 
F = J1K' / 2 = I Y21 I I I Y12I (1 + cos/ Y21 Y12) . (43) 

To demonstrate the effects of the addition of a 
coupling amplifier to the 150-MHz oscillator of Fig. 
5, another oscillator was designed. 

From the data sheet for the 2N2708 at 150 MHz, 
we have 

Y11 =18.1-j18.8 millimhos, 
Y12 = -0.1-j0.7 = 0.71 / -98.2 ° millimhos, 
Y21 = -15.l + j20.6 = 25.5 / 126.3 ° millimhos, 
Y22 = 0.1 + jl.4millimhos:---

Using these values in Eqs. 23 through 43, we can 
redesign the oscillator with the coupling amplifier 
shown in Fig. 6. This amplifier sees an operating 
source of approximately 500 ohms or a conductance 
of 2 millimhos. For the 2N2708, this is a value of 
H = 0.11. Since K' = 0.106 at 150 MHz, a value of 
M = 47 is necessary to produce K = 5. This requires 
J = 41 or, for the 2N2708, GL = 4.1 millimhos or 
R L = 240 ohms. 

The oscillator is modified by changing C1 from 
4.7 to 14.1 pF and C3 from 18.8 to 17.5 pF.Rr , Ci 
and L 3 are not changed. The amplifier collector 
resistor is 240 ohms. • • 
Reference: 

1. D. F. Page, Proceeding s IRE, June 1958, pp. 1271. 
Acknowledgment: 

The material for this article was compiled as a result of 
consulting work for Boonton Radio Co. (a division of 
Hewlett-Packard) , Rockaway, N.J. 

Test your retention 

Here are questions based on the main 
points of this article. Their purpose is to 
help you make sure you have not overlooked 
any importan t ideas. You'll find the answers 
in the article. 

1. What is the purpose of a large emitter 
resistor? 

2. What has the most effect on the col
lector output capacitance? How is it mini
mized? 

3. In selecting a transistor fo r the oscil
lator, w hat relation is desired between f r 
and the frequency of the oscillator? 

4. What is the advantage of taking the 
output from the oscillator's emitter circuit ? 
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The most 
accurate multimeter in the world: 

try one free for ten days. 
The Fluke 853A is the most accurate multimeter in the 
world and the most reliable. Once you've tried the 853A, 
we're willing to bet you won't let it go. Laying it on the 
line, try the 853A free for ten days with absolutely no 
obligation. 

Here are the key specs and features. DC volts, 0.2 % . 
AC volts, 0.5%. Range, 0 to 1.1 KV. DC amps, 0.2%. 
AC amps, 0.5 % . Range, 0 to 11 amps. Ohms, 0.2 % . 
Range, 0 to l10 megohms. All of these specifications are 

Call the number nearest you for a free trial. 

Huntsville, Ala. (205) 534-1648 
Phoenix, Ariz. (602) 959-2115 
Los Angeles, Cal. (213) 245-9404 
San Diego, Cal. (714) 232-2017 
San Francisco, Cal. 

(408) 244-1505 
Denver, Colo. (303) 934-5505 
Hartford, Conn. (203) 633-0777 
Orlando, Fla. (305) 425-2764 
Honolulu, Hawaii (808) 506-095 

Chicago, Ill. (312) 825-1144 
Indianapolis, Ind. (317) 244-2456 
Baltimore, Md. (301) 744-7700 
Boston, Mass. (617) 646-1034 
Detroit, Mich. (313) 838-7324 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

(612) 920-1022 
. St. Louis, Mo. (314) 423-1234 
Newark, N.J. (201) 687-8737 
Albuquerque,N.M. (505)265-7766 

guaranteed to hold for one full year without recalibration. 
Complete overload protection is featured. And the price 
is only $445. 

Available from local stock for tasc deli t ' 

The Fluke 853A is now available off the shelf in major 
cities throughout the country. To painlessly arrange a 
free trial, simply call the nearest Fluke sales-engineering 
office (listed below) or, if you wish, drop us a line and 
we'll take care of all the details. 

Long Island, N. Y. (516) 433-1421 
New York, N. Y. (914) 769-1811 
Rochester, N. Y. (716) 381-8330 
Syracuse, N. Y. (315) 454-9377 
Greensboro, N.C. (919) 273-1918 
Cleveland, Ohio (216) 734-0960 
Dayton, Ohio (513) 298-9964 
Portland, Ore. (206) 767-4260 
Philadelphia, Pa. (215) 279-0377 

Pittsburgh, Pa. (412) 371-1231 
Dallas, Tex. (214) AD 1-2573 
Houston, Tex. (713) NA 1-0040 
Seattle, Wash. (206) 767-4260 
Washington, D.C. (301) 946-0300 
Vancouver, B.C. (604) 291-7161 
Ottawa, Ont. (613) 725-1288 
Toronto, Ont. (416) 636-4910 
Montreal, Que. (514) 747-9849 

FLUK 
Fluke, Box 7428, Seattle, Washington 98133. Phone: (206) 744-2211. TWX: 910-449-2850. In Europe, 

address Fluke Nederland (N.V.) , P.O. Box 5053, Tilburg, Holland. Telex: 844-50237 . In the U.K., address 
Fluke International Corp., P.O. Box 102, Watford Herts, England. Telex: 851-934-583. 



Here are more digital comparators 
together with logical design data for building 
them with off-the-shelf ICs. 

Part 2 of a two-part article 

Logic design informat ion for a variety of 
specific digital comparator types was presented 
in Part 1 of this article (ED 23, Nov. 7, 1968). 
Similar information for eight more comparator 
types is presented here in Figs. 10 through 17. 

A. H. Frim and M. M. Miller, Radio Corporation of Ameri 
ca , Defense Electronic Products, Aerospace Systems Div., 
Burlington, Mass. 

Included for each comparator are a description 
of operation, logic diagram, truth table, Kar
naugh map and typical timing waveforms. The 
actual ICs used in these designs are Fairchild 
Semiconductor Type 930 DTµL (diode-transistor 
micrologic) gate packages, which were described 
in detail in Part 1. The basic principles covered 
here, t hough, are easily applied to other types of 
I Cs. 

In the circuit descriptions, a designation such 
as Z2-l means pin 1 of gate Z2. 

10. A e. and A > B comparator (2·bit) 
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This comparator provides an output, Fi , when inputs A and Bare equal, and another output, F2, when 
A is greater than B. For example , if A and Bare both HIGH, Zl-8 and Z2-9 will be LOW, so Z2-8 will be 
HIGH. And if A and B are both LOW, Zl-1 and Zl-2 will be HIGH. So Zl-6 will be LOW, again making 
Z2-8 HIGH . These are the conditions for A= B. 

The condition for A > B occurs when A is HIGH and B is LOW . This makes Z3-6 LOW, so that Z3-8 
is HIGH. 

Logic diagram: 

Truth table: 
A= B 

Inputs Output 
A B Fi 

0 0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

Timing diagram: 

0 

0 

A 8 

B 

A' 6 

ii 

A 6 

8 

A> B 

Inputs Output 
A B F2 

0 0 0 

0 I 0 

0 1 

0 

B 
>------oF, 

A• B 

lt 2Z3 

9 B 

A>B 

Karnaugh maps: 
A= B A> B 

A A 
B 0 B 0 

0 G) 0 0 0 

0 G) 0 

Fi = AB + AB _ F2 = AB 

G) 
0 
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11. A B and A > B comparator (8-bit) 
This comparator compares two 4-bit numbers and produces one output, F1, if they are equal and another 

output, F2 , if the A number is larger than the B number. For example, if the highest-order A bit (A8) is 
HIGH and the highest-order B bit (B8) is LOW, then Zl-6 will be LOW. This will cause 29-6 to be high , 
thus indicating that A is greater than B. 

If the A8 and B8 bits are equal , either Zl-8 or 22-6 will be LOW, making 22-8 HIGH. This HIGH 
output primes the second stages of gates, and the next lower-order bits are compared. Again, if the A bit 
is greater than the B bit , 29-6 goes HIGH. And if these bits are equal, the next lower-order bits are 
compared, and so on . If all bits are equal , 28-8 goes HIGH , indicating that A= B. 

Logic diagram: 

A, ~-.r--- 6 
G", ii, 1/2 Z7 G4 

ii, 

a, 

Logic equations: 

Timing diagram: 

(FOR CONDITION WHEN 

A, 'e,' A2 'AND Bz 

ARE EQUAL) 

ELtCTRONIC DESIGN 24, November 2 1, 1968 

A2 

ii,, 82 
ii,, 4 6,s 

Ae __ _ 

e, ____ __. ....._____.! 
_I _____ IL_ 

LJ L 

A">B 
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12. A B and A < B comparator [8-bit) 

This comparator is similar to the A ~ B Comparator described in Fig. 11. The only difference is that 
the logic levels of the A and B iFJputs to the A< B gates are reversed. 

Logic diagram: 

6 

Logic equations: 

- - - -
A < B: F2 = (A8 B8l + G10 (A4 B4l + G12 (A2 B2l + G14 (A1 B1l 
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13. A B, A > B, A < B comparator (2-bit) 

This comparator provides three outputs: namely , A = B, A > Band A < B. The logic design is a 

combination of that of the individual A ~ Band A ~ B comparators (2-bit). 

Logic diagram: 

Truth table: 

Inputs 
A B 

0 0 

0 

0 

Ao------~ 

Be>+-+----+--l 

Outputs 
A> B A= B A< B 

0 1 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

Karnaugh maps: 
A> B 

A 

B 0 

0 0 G) 
0 0 

---o Fz • AB+ll 
A•B 

">---~F3• AB 
A<B 

A= B 

A 

B 0 

0 G) 0 

0 G) 

B 

A< B 

A 

0 

0 0 

G) 

F1 = AB F2 = AB + AB F3 = AB 

Timing diagram: 

Al - _ __......___--:_ _ ___.~-.....:--~.___~ 
B ...____.I 

F1 (A) Bl ._I -----"--------' 

Fz (A • Bl ,_I ----'--~ 

F5 (A< Bl ,_, _ ___; __ __.---~.__ ___ ___.,___-~ 
I 
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14. At least 2 out of 3 comparator 

60 

This comparator checks a three-bit input to determine if there are two or more HIGH's, in which case 
the comparator output is HIGH . Otherwise , the comparator output is LOW. For example , if inputs A and 
Care HIGH and Bis LOW, then Z2-l and Z2-2 will be HIGH and Z2-6 will be LOW. The converter output 
at Z2-8 wi II therefore be HIGH. 

Logic diagram: 

8 
l-----OF 

6 

Truth table: Karnaugh map: 

Inputs Output AB 

A B c F c 00 01 11 10 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

~ 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 

0 1 1 
0 0 0 F = AC + BC + AB 

0 1 
0 

Timing diagram: 

A 

B--~ 

c ----. 

F 
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15. 2 out of 4 comparator (for BCD) 

This comparator checks a four-bit binary coded decimal (BCD) input to determine if there are only two 
HIGH's. If so , the comparator output is HIGH . If there are none, one, three or four HIGH inputs, the 

comparator output is LOW. 

Logic diagram: 

Truth table: 

A 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Timing diagram: 

e 
c 

i 

c 

Inputs 
B c 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 1 

0 
0 

0 0 
0 0 

Output 
D F 

0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
1 
0 0 
1 
0 1 
1 0 
0 0 

A __ __.. 

e __ ___. 

o _____ _. 

F ----' 
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9 

Karnaugh map: 

AB 

CD 

00 

8 
~--F 

00 01 11 

0 0 x 
10 

0 

~ 
01 0 

11 x 
10 0 (1 x) x 

- - -
F = AD + BCD + BCD + BCD 

- - -
= D (A+ BC + BC)+ BCD 

X = 10, 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 , 15 =(Don't care) 

L 

L 
L 

6 1 



16. >4 comparator (strobed) 

This comparator provides a logical HIGH output when the input is a binary number greater than four. 
For example, if the input is a binary five (0101), then Zl-1 and Z2-10 will be HIGH, and Z3-l and Zl-9 
will be LOW. As a result, Z2-9 and Z2-10 are both HIGH, causing Z4-l to also be HIGH. A clock pulse 
on Z4-2 wi II then produce a HIGH output at Z4-8. 

Logic diagram: 

Truth tab I e: 

As A4 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 
0 

Timing diagram: 

62 

Az 

Aa 

CLOCK 0---------------' 

Inputs Output 
A2 A1 F 

0 0 0 
0 1 0 

0 0 
1 0 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 

0 

CLOCK 

Az 

Aa 

F 

Karnaugh map: 

AsA4 

A2Al 00 01 11 10 

00 0 0 

01 0 1 

11 0 1 

10 0 1 

F = As + A4A1 + A4A2 

= As+ A4 (A1 + A2l 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 
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17. <5 comparator (strobed) 

This comparator provides a logical HIGH output when the input is a binary number less than 5. For 
example , if the input is a binary three (OOll ), Zl-1 and Zl-9 will be HIGH , and Z2-10 and Z3-1 will be 
LOW. This will make pins 9 and 10 of Z3 HIGH , causing Z4-6 to also be HIGH . A clock pulse on Z4-10 
will then produce a HIGH output at Z5-6. 

Logic diagram: 

A4~-------

A9D----------' 

CLOCK 

Truth table: 

dnputs 

As A4 A2 Ai 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

Timing diagram: 
CLOCK 

F 
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Output 
F 

1 
0 
0 

0 

1/2 z 3 

Karnaugh map: 

AsA4 

A2A1 00 01 ll 10 

00 

01 

ll 

10 

F = AsA4 + AsA2A1 

= As (A4 + A2A1 ) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

F 
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·' 
SERIES 
5800 

HlfiH CURRENT lllMP DRIVER- /JP TO 
80Mfl PER lllMP 
¢ -

D i G i c AT 0 R ® REGISTERED TRADE MARK 

A complete I ine of dis play readouts and decoder/drivers 

DISCON CORPORATION 
P .O. BOX 9355 *FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33310 

PHONE : CAREA CODE 3051 565- 5511 
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King Radio needed: 
capacitors that stay reliable even 

with extreme cold, humidity 
and vibration. 

So King Radio chose: capacitors 
of ~R~-~~~ 

Strict aircraft safety standards require 
the most reliable navigation equipment 
available. That's why King Radio Cor
poration uses capacitors of MYLAR* 
for their Distance Measuring Equip
ment. MYLAR can take temperature 
extremes from -60° to +I 50°C ; 
MYLAR remains constantly stable un
der humid conditions. 

+ou F"O ~ T'S !ll[ G IST[R [D T RAO[ MA RI( f O ll ITS POl 'l'C S TC R " l M . 
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But reliability 
isn't the only reason King Radio chose 
MYLAR. The extremely high dielectric 
strength of MYLAR permits its use in 
thinner film, thus helping King Radio 
to build the lightest and most com
pact distance measuring unit on the 
market. MYLAR is available in films as 
thin as 15 gauge. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 38 

And another reason why you will 
want to investigate using capacitors 
of MYLAR: they usually cost no more 
than others. Write for complete tech
nical data to DuPont Company, Room 
4960DWilmington, Delaware 19898. 
(In Canada, for information write 
Du Pont of Canada Ltd., Post Office 
Box 660, Montreal, Quebec.) 

~MYLAR® 
• . . .. ..... o .. 
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MANAGEMENT AND CAREERS 

How to upgrade job performance in the group 
you manage. Coach your men so that they, as well as you, 
look for top results in their work. 

Most engineers have no trouble describing 
their jobs in a physical sense, in terms of the 
various activities they perform. But just ask the 
average engineer to describe his job in terms of 
results expected. Then compare his description 
with the views of his manager on the same sub
ject. You'll gain a fresh understanding of the 
term "communications gap." 

You'll also be putting your finger on a root 
cause of individual performance gaps-lack of 
mutual understanding and agreement between 
engineer and manager on the expected outcome 
of the work activities in which the engineer is 
involved. 

Without such mutual understanding and agree
ment as a base, the success of even the most 
painstaking work a manager does to raise the 
performance of his staff will be limited. 

With it, the manager can undertake a man-by
man coaching and development program for sub
ordinates that will build his own stature in the 
company as it steps up the accomplishments of 
his work unit. Such a program can produce these 
benefits: 

• It can close individual performance gaps 
under his supervision that reflect unfavorably on 
his work unit's total efficiency and his proficiency 
as a manager. 

• It can prepare the employe reporting. to him 
to handle greater job responsibilities, with less 
demand on his supervisory time. 

• It can promote his employes' growth in 
terms of possible future advancement, thus en
hancing his reputation as a leader. 

Mutual agreement is the key 

The key point in coaching and development is 
that there be mutual agreement on goals between 
manager and employe-an agreement that fosters 
commitment on the part of the employe. If he 
does not honestly commit himself in terms of 
the importance of performing certain activities 
as they relate to his job, in terms of agreeing to 
what factors his performance should be judged 

Dr. Burt Scanlon, Associate Professor, University of 
Wisconsin Management Institute, Madison, Wis. 
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on, on how his performance will be measured in 
each area, and of what minimum standards he 
is to meet, it is very likely he will pour con
siderably more energy and effort into resisting 
the manager than into working with and for him. 

The way to get the needed mutual agreement is 
not through a telling-and-persuading approach 
but rather one of mutual interchange, where the 
employe himself is involved in setting up the 
criteria for his performance and development. 

So far, the manager has set up what he wants 
from the employe. But things the subordinate 
looks for in his job must be integrated with 
this to get mutual agreement and desired results. 
He wants such things as recognition, job im
portance, achievement, new experiences, freedom 
to work, growth opportunities and dollars. After 
the manager interprets desired improvements in 
his work performance to the employe in terms of 
these wants, a settlement can be maqe on: 

• The work and major activities for which the 
employe is responsible. 

• The factors upon which his performance 
will be judged, such as quality, schedule-meeting, 
cost, innovation, self-development, service to 
other people or departments, and so on. 

How much to expect? 

Setting the stage for a coaching atmosphere 
that will achieve maximum levels of performance 
on the part of subordinates involves, first, a per
formance analysis by the manager. Crystalliza
tion of information regarding performance ex
pectations begins with his listing the names of all 
the people over whom he has direct supervision. 

After this listing is complete, he must set up 
in his mind, as a second step, what would consti
tute a 100 per cent level of efficiency on each 
job. (If, with respect to a job in question, the 
man were performing at a 100 per cent level, 
what"would he be accomplishing?) In the absence 
of existing measurable standards, judgments 
must be made. 

The third step in performance analysis, is to 
rate each subordinate in terms of the 100 per cent 
standard for his job. Essentially, what is being 
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Goal-setting in action 
"Negotiation" of individual work goals be

tween the manager and those who report to him 
is at the heart of General Electric Company's 
highly successful work planning · and review 
meetings. 

These man-manager meetings seek joint com
mitment to the individual's work goals and the 
means of meeting them, according to Marion S. 
Kellogg, the company's manager of individual 
development methods service. She notes, "Em
ployes who help set their own goals have an 
extra incentive to reach them." 

Centering of attention on goal-setting replaces 
a traditional pattern of dwelling on the need 
for improved performance in such meetings. Miss 
Kellogg explains that "Emphasis shifted to goal
setting after studies indicated that productivity 
more than doubled after an employe's effort was 
directed toward specific, measurable goals." 

GE trains its managers in the skills of negoti
ating work goals with their employees, and man
agers strive in work planning and review meet
ings to get each employe's agreement to widen 
his skills and job knowledge in at least one area. 
thus preventing the employe's own development 
from being crowded out of the picture by 
emphasis on straight improvement of routine 
performance. 

As the employe progresses, goals for his fur
ther progress are established. His development 
is continuous, and his interest in it gets little 
chance to lag. 

done is to ask the question, "How well is the 
man doing?" Typical ratings will range all the 
way from a few in the upper 90s to a few in 
the 70s. The point of concern is not how well 
the man is doing in terms of what the manager 
thinks his potential might be, but rather how well 
he is doing in terms of what the job requires. 

The rating is not an end in itself but rather 
a means to an end, improving performance. Ask 
the question, "Why this level of rating for this 
man?" You'll begin to spot the major areas of 
each man's performance that need improvement, 
as well as those areas where strength is being 
exhibited. 

Following analysis of the man and his perform
ance, set up performance improvement goals that 
present a challenge to him-an increase from a 
75 per cent to an 85 per cent level in one area, 
from 80 per cent to 90 per cent in another, and 
so on. Goals must give him something to work 
for by stretching him and requiring some special 
effort. Those that are set too low will tend to 
result in apathy and disinterest on the job. A 
man easily becomes accustomed to putting forth 
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The manager can help his engineer identify problems 
~hat are hindering his accomplishment. 

Don't concentrate coaching only on those whose per· 
formance is below average. 

half-way effort and achieving half-way results. 
At the same time don't neglect the above-aver

age performers to concentrate only on those who 
are at or below average. They, too, need challenge 
to prevent them from losing interest in the job 
because of the feeling that the work has become 
routine and repetitive. 

The percentage improvement goal that is es
tablished should be related to a specific area of 
accountability where improvement of perform
ance is sought; it should bear some relationship 
to the individual's present level of performance 
as well as to the type of work involved. And it 
must be reasonable and realistic. 

The manager as a catalytic agent 

Improving results on the job is very seldom 
a single-handed, do-it-all-yourself proposition. 
Engineers will require assistance and support 
from any number of sources, including their im
mediate superior. 

The superior can act as an important catalyst 
in helping the engineer identify the problems 
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EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
AND 

IMPROVEMENT PLANNING CHART 

I . EMPLOYEE'S 
NAME 

J[ . HIS PRESENT EFFICIENCY m. AREAS IN WHICH HE lll. SPECIFIC IMPROVEMENT Jz:. HIS OVERALL 
LEVEL (IN TERMS OF 100%) NEEDS IMPROVEMENT OBJECTIVES (BY AREAi EFFICIENCY RISE 

SOUGHT (IN %I 

I. ~) !?. JS 7.;.4. --~ .-...4,~-~~ s ~~ a-~~ 

'Jµ_ ,J. 10 ~-- : J:J ...... ~ 1.&-~;t;.,;..JL IS 2. ~~.X'rA.)4 . .l . a,...:.. JI. N/-~ 

WORK GROUP EFFICIENCY 
GROSS TOTAL if :l :l GOAL GROSS TOTAL COLUMN 1Z: . 80 COLUMN II . 

ADD 
DIVIDED BY NO. 

10 

/ rMol. 
/ 0 OF NAMES DIVIDED BY NO. OF NAMES 

EQUALS THE 
PRESENT AVERAGE EQUALS AVERAGE 
EFFICIENCY OF J' J__ EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT g 
WORK GROUP (%) SOUGHT(%) 

A single form used to arrive at improve
ment objectives set for individuals and the 
entire work unit. It shows present efficiency 
ratings for both, efficiency goals for both, 
and sets out the plan for reaching goals. 

Column I lists each employee in the work 
unit. Column II lists the present efficiency 
rating of each on the basis of 100 per cent. 
Column III lists areas for each individual's 
improvement. Column IV lists objectives of 
improvements to be made by each. Column 
V lists total improvement percentage expect
ed of each man. 

and difficulties that are hindering his accomplish
ment in a particular area of job accountability. 
His emphasis, however, should be placed on 
listening, counseling and helping rather than on 
telling. We must begin with the assumption that 
because the man is closer to the job, he is in the 
best posit ion to identify problems and difficulties 
that exist for him, as well as to suggest ideas 
about things that could be done about them. A 
telling approach very often elicits a defensive 
reaction rather than creating a climate where the 
man wants to improve. 

In addition, if there is over-control in terms 
of detailing exactly how and when everything is 
to be done, the results actually achieved do not 
reflect the full efforts of the individual. Within 
broad limits he should be allowed to exercise his 
own initiative and ingenuity in determining how 
to achieve certain objectives. 

The manager should not get bogged down in the 
detail of "how" but rather should concentrate on 
control in a broader sense. The confidence and 
trust he exhibits will usually be rewarded by suc
cessful performance. When mistakes do occur, 
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An additional column (not shown here) 
can show each man's strengths as an aid to 
the manager in arriving at a figure for the 
man's present efficiency level (Column II). 

Total Column II and divide this total by 
the number of employees listed to arrive at 
the present average efficiency of the work 
unit. Total Column V and divide this total by 
the number of employees listed to get the 
work unit's average improvement objective. 
Add averages of Column II and Column V 
to determine the work unit's over-all effi
ciency goal. 

they should be used to contribute to future 
growth and development. Emphasis should not be 
on the mistake itself, but rather ' on why it hap
pened and what can be done to avoid it in the 
future. 

Chances are good that performance improve
ment objectives will not be accomplished if the 
manager's appraisal dwells too heavily on the 
negative. People have a maximum tolerance for 
the amount of criticism they can accept, whether 
it be leveled at several areas of performance or 
just one or two. 

The man undergoing coaching and develop
ment must receive feedback on his performance 
in all levels of his accountability. This enables 
him to gauge his own progress and make his 
own adjustments where needed-a process that 
frees the manager from the distasteful role of 
a policeman who watches performance, notes 
deviations and "issues tickets" when necessary. 

Performance appraisal, as an essential part of 
the coaching and development activity, is not 
a once- or twice-a-year activity-not if it is to 
bring worthwhile results. • • 
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People 
look at our 

sputtering targets 
and think our 
whole system 
must be great. 

They're right. 

Of course, there was that non-believer who told us: "Look, a target is a cathode is a target. Right?" Well, he owned a 
sputtering system other than an MRC, so we had him compare his present target system with ours by asking him: 
1. Is your target top-mounted? Ours is. That means fewer leads going into the system and less contamination, as well as 
greater flexibility of changing targets for faster production. 2. How long does it take to change your target? We told 
him ou rs took 28 seconds; he coughed a little, and we proceeded to point 3. Is your target water-cooled? Ours is, as 
standard equ ipment. 4. Do you have an interchangeab le dark space shield? We do, and it too is standard equipment. 
5. How close is your target to your tuning network? Ours is less than an inch away. If it got any closer, we'd wind up 
with a sputtered tuning network. Our friend wondered how all this had passed him by. So to bring him up to • 
date, we gave him a copy of our latest sputtering equipment and materials cata log. Could we do less for you? 
Just ca ll (914)359-4200 or write us at Orangeburg, N.Y. 10962. MATERIALS RESEARCH CORPORATION 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 161 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 162 .... 



If your TWT s don't play because of coercive force problems, 
our HyCo Alnico 8 is the solution. 

What can HyCo do for your traveling 
wave tubes that no other alnico can? 

Offer .you the highest coercive 
force of any alnico, for one thing: 
1900 oersteds, in our HyCo 8H. 
From samples to production quanti
ties, HyCo is consistent in high coer
cive force, resistance to demagnet
ization, and temperature stability. 

Want to avoid the exacting process 
of calibrating your magnets and 
stacks? We're the only manufacturer 

offering production quantities of 
calibrated TWT assemblies (and 
we'll even sell you a calibrator.). 

When it comes to residual induc
tion , our HyCo 88 is the highest 
among all the alnico 8 types. Look to 
HyCo 8 materials to save weight and 
space in applications like klystrons, 
BWOs, reed switches, 
relays, motors, gener
ators, meters and in
struments. Write for 

all the HyCo details to Mr. C. H. 
Repenn, Manager of Sales, Indiana 
General Corporation, Magnet Divi
sion, Valparaiso, Ind iana. 

Typical Properties HyCo88 HyCo SH 
Residual Induction (Br) gauss ..... . .. 8500 7000 
Coercive Force (He) oersteds .. . .1600 1900 
Energy Product (BdHd) max . . . .... 5.00xlO' 5.00xlO' 
Peak Magnetizing Force-oersteds .... 6000 6000 
Permeance Coefficient at (BdHd) max ... 5.25 4.25 

INDIANA GENERAL 
Making Magnetics Work 



IDEAS FOR DESIGN 

Delayed feedback improves 
ECL speed and noise immunity 

Emitter-coupled logic (ECL), with emitter-fol
lower level shifters at the outputs, is one of the 
most common high-speed integrated logic circuits. 
It can be made to operate even faster or with 
greater noise immunity by the addition of a 
simple delayed feedback loop. 

As shown in Fig. 1, this can be done by adding 
a voltage divider, composed of R ,; and R ,, to the 
reference terminal. Then, when V f. is connected 
to the OR-output, an in-phase signal, delayed 
slightly from the input signal, is fed back to the 

r----
1 

I RI REFERENCE 
TERMINAL 

INPUTS I 
(V1N) I RS 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L ___ -

R3 R4 
I 

R5 I 
I 
I 
I ___________ ...J 

I 
I 
I 
I 

R7 -Le ...,.... 
I 
I 
I 
I 

-b 
VEE (-5.2 V) V REF (-1.15 V)-

1. Two resistors, Rn and R, , are all that is needed to 
provide delayed feedback to the ECL circuit. 
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VOTE! Go through all Idea-for-Design entries, select the 
best, and circle the appropriate number on the Reader
Service-Card. 

SEND US YOUR IDEAS FOR DESIGN. You may win a 
grand total of $1050 (cash)! Here's how. Submit your 
IFD describing a new or important circuit or design 
technique, the clever use of a new component or test 
equipment, packaging tips, cost-saving ideas to our 
Ideas-for-Design editor. You will receive $20 for each 
accepted idea, $30 more if it is voted best-of-issue by 
our readers. The best-of-issue winners become eligible 
for the Idea Of the Year award of $1000. 

VoR VoR VoR 

___ -_.I_. l_;,_5_---11-VIN ---1+'-. .;...;15;,___~,VIN ---+I . .;...;15:..___4---VIN 

I ----1---- -0.75 

-1.55 
....._ __ _ 

I I 
NEGATIVE-FEEDBACK WITHOUT FEEDBACK POSITIVE-FEEDBACK 

(VF CONNECTED (REFERENCE FIXED (VF CONNECTED 
TO OR) TO VREF) TO NOR) 

2. Transfer characteristics show the effect of both posi
tive and negative delayed feedback on the ECL circuit . 

reference terminal. The delay is several tenths 
to a few nanoseconds for high-speed ECL. If Vr 
is connected to the NOR-output, an out-of-phase 
signal, which is also delayed, is fed back. The 
capacitor, C, at the reference terminal adds an 
extra time delay to the reference signal. It can 
usually be omitted, though, because of the in
trinsic delay between the input and · output and 
the finite input capacitance at the reference 
terminal. 

The in-phase signal fed back to the reference 
terminal from the OR ·output effectively makes 
the threshold voltage of the circuit smaller, thus 
decreasing the propagation delay time. If high 
noise immunity is desired, delayed positive feed
back, caused by an out-of-phase signal applied to 
the reference terminal from the NOR-output, can 
be used. However, this will also increase the 
propagation delay time slightly, because of the 
increased threshold voltage. Figure 2 shows the 
circuit transfer characteristics for both positive 
and negative feedback. 

With negative 
Without feedback feedback1 Propa -

Propa - Pro pa- gation 
Transi - gation Transi - gation delay time 

ion time2 time' ion time' delay reduction 
delay time' 

-
IC 
Circuit' 8.8 ns 6 .7 ns 7.8 ns 5.0 ns 25.4% 
IC 

I--

Circuit" 4.4 ns 3.2 ns 4.2 ns 2 .5 ns 21.9% 

Discrete 
Circuit 2.1 ns 1.23 ns 1.9 ns 1.lOns 10.5% 

(1) R, = 1.2 ~ !!, R, = 2.4 k \l , C (Extern a l) D. 
(2) Transition time = (ri se time + fall time) /2. 
(3 ) Propagation delay time = (delay time at rising edge + 

delay time at falling edge) /2 ; for fan -in = fan -out = 1 at 
NOR-output. 

-
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MILITARY 

Serles Se rles 
55, 56,58 61 

(RJll & RJ12) (RJ50) 

llHlll&nce lOto !Oto 
ll1n11 2 mea o t mea n 

Power lwatt @ O.Swatts@ 
ll1tln1 +8s·c +as·c 

Oper1tln1 - 6s• to - ss• to T1mper1tur1 +11s•c +iso•c ...... 
..... $5.50 $5.50 (&IP) 

(list 1 tot) $6.50(111 others) 

~~=~ 
Allility 

± 0.01 % ± 0.05 % 

The 
endless 
line 

HIGH TEMP. GENERAL PURPOSE 

Serles Serles Serles Serles 63 
(RJ24) 50 62 78 

lOto 1010 IO to IOto 
2 me1 0 2 mea o 1 me1 0 2me1 0 

0.5watts@ l.Swatts@ o.swatts@ 
+as· c +12s·c +1o·c 

- &s• to - &s• to - 2s• to - 25" to 
+1so·c +zoo•c +12s·c +12s·c 

$6.50 $nil"/.~l., ll~~lfi, 
$2.50 (al~ others) 

$3.00 

± 0.01 % ± 0.01 % ± 0.05% ± 0.05% 

,, 
- I • 

- ss• to 
+1os•c 

$1.95 

± 0.05 % 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 40 
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It's a complete 
line-
an endless line 
of Helitrim® 
cermet trimming 
potentiometers 
with a current 
field failure rate 
of only 0.08%. 
And all have essentially infinite 
resolution. Plus a wide range of 
standard resistance values. And 
excellent setting and total resis
tance stability under a wide 
range of environmental extremes. 
Helipot stocks almost 2 million 
trimmers in a wide range of 
models and values at 13 stock
ing locations. All to fit your every 
need-whatever it is. To fit your 
budget-list prices from $1.75. 
And to assure you immediate de
livery-anywhere in the U.S. and 
in Canada. 
For more details on "the endless 
line" of cermet trimmers, con
tact your local Helipot sales rep
resentative. He'll tell you all 
about cermet reliability, fill you 
in with all available test data and 
personally handle your Helitrim 
orders. 

Beckman " 

INSTRUMENTS, INC. 

HELIPOT DIVISION 
FULLERTON, CALIFORNIA• 92634 

INTERN ... TIO NAL SUBSIDIARIES GE NEVA; MUNICH, GLENROTHES, SCOT LAND; 
TOKYO; PARIS; CAPETOWN; LONDON, MEXICO CITY; STOCKHOLM; VIE NNA 
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IDEAS FOR DESIGN 

The experimental results of propagation-delay 
and transition-time reductions for the delayed 
negative feedback case (VF connected to OR) are 
shown in the table for integrated circuits and dis
crete components. As would be expected, the ef
fect of feedback becomes less significant for the 
smaller transition time. 

In cases where it is mandatory to exclude the 

Infinite input impedance 
circuit uses one op amp 

The conventional infinite input impedance cir
cuit described in most operational-amplifier hand
books requires two operational amplifiers. With 
the circuit shown at the left of the illustration, the 
same thing can ,be accomplished with a single 
amplifier. With one amplifier used, instead of two 
in series, the delay of the feedback signal is only 
one-half as great. The error due to phase shift is, 
therefore smaller. 

The circuit to the left of dotted line B in the illus
tration can provide a very high input impedance 
for any inverting operational-amplifier circuit 
that has a purely resistive input. In the circuit, V s 
is the ac voltage to be measured, and R s is the 
resistance of the source. V1 is the voltage at the 
input of differential operational amplifier A1. v~ 

is equal to (R1 + R 2 ) Vi/Ri. while point Pis prac
tically at ground potential, and R a/R 4 = R 2/R1. V s 
is the voltage produced by V 2 and the voltage 
divider R 3R 4 • Thus, V 3 = R 4 V 2/ (Ra + R 4) = R1 V 2/ 
(R1 + R 2 ) = V1 • V:~ therefore will provide the cur
rent drawn by amplifier A1. No current is drawn 
from V s , and Vi = V 8 • In actual practice, the ratio 
R 3 / R 4 would be set to give a very high input imped
ance, rather than an infinite input impedance. 

The circuit not only has a higher input imped
ance than a conventional voltage follower, but A1 
does not have to be a high gain or high input-im
pedance amplifier; therefore, error and frequency 
response can be the only consideration in selecting 
A1. 

In a conventional operational-amplifier volt
age follower output voltage errors remain the 
same if the input voltage comes from a high- or a 
low-impedance source (except for current offset 
errors). These output errors are due to voltage off
set, noise frequency response, and common mode 
error. If R s in the illustration is a low value, the 
errors produced by Ai will have little or no effect 
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reference voltage, V R EF • both external terminals 
of the voltage divider ( V " and V R E F) can be con
nected to the OR and NOR outputs to attain 
similar results. This, however, may cause some 
trouble due to the small difference in delay times 
at the OR and NOR outputs. 

Akio Tojo, R esearcher, Electromechanical Lab
oratory, Tokyo, Japan. 

VOTE FOR 311 

on V.1• This characteristic of the high-input-imped
ance circuit makes it especially applicable for use 
with voltmeters that use inverting operational 
amplifiers. If the voltage being measured (Vs) 
comes from a high-impedance source, th~ voltmeter 
circuit will draw very little current fr0m the 
source. There will be errors in Va introduced by Ai. 
just as there would be errors in the output voltage 
of a conventional voltage follower. However, if the 
voltage being measured comes from a low-imped
ance source, Vi will ,be practically equal to Vs· Ai 
will introduce errors into V2 , but these will have 
little or no effect on V 3 • 

One application of the infinite input impedance 
circuit is shown to the right of dashed line B in the 
illustration. The circuit is an ac meter amplifier. 
A linear current meter in this circuit reads ac 
input voltage. If R, is 10 kilohms, and the three 
resistors labeled R ,, are 4.7 kilohms, the current 
through the meter is equal to V . / 3R_, of V~/30 
mA. The circuit can also be used with operation
al amplifier circuits having two input resistors, 
such as the precision ac-to-dc converter and the 
precision absolute value circuit. The two input 
resistors of these circuits would be connected to 
V.,. The parallel resistance of these resistors 
divided by R a would be equal to R 1/ R2. The cir
cuit can also be used for voltage-follower applica
tions in analog computers. 

RI R2 

R3 

T 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I r---, 

I SOU.,:.:RC:::::E:i---+------+--.1-"'M+--t 
I I 
I Rs I 

R4 

p 

I I 
L...'.'LJ 
Infinite input impedance circuit, at left of line B, provides 
high input impedance to ac meter amplifier at right of B. 
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Now covered 
under our new 
10 year warranty 

LVC Line 

Model No. Voltage Current line rn Load <2> Ripple Size Price (3) H x W x D 

LVC-10·2 O·lOV 0·2A .01 % ± .01 % 250 µ.V 43/4x4xl2 $124 

LVC-20·1 0·20V O·lA .01 % ±.01 % 250 µ.V 43/4 X4Xl2 124 

LYC·50·0.5 0-50V 0-0 .5A .01 % ± .01 % 250 µ.V 43/4 X4Xl2 124 

Dual 0-lOV 0-2A 

2LYC·10·2 O·lOV 0-4A .01 % ±.01 % 250 µ.V 43/4 x8xl2 248 

0-20V 0-2A 

Dual 0·20V 0-lA 

2LYC·20·1 0-20V 0-2A .01 % ±.01 % 250 µ.V 43/4 X8Xl2 248 

0·40V 0-lA 

Dual 0-50V 0-0.5A 

2LYC·50·0.5 0-50V 0-lA .01 % ± .01 % 250 µ.V 43/4 x8xl2 248 

0- lOOV 0·0.5A 

111 105-125VAC (47-420cps) (2) Measured NL-FL Fl-NL (3) or 2 mv whichever is greater. 

RVC Line 

Model Dimensions 
Na. Volts Amps Load Line HI WI D 

0.005% 0.01% 
or or 

0.5mv 1.0 mv 
RVC-36·5 0-36 0-5 3¥2 x 19 x 16% 

1 ma/ v 
change in 1 ma 

output 
0.01% 0.01% 

or or 
1.0 mv 1.0 mv 

RVC-36·15 0-36 0-15 51/4 x 19 x 16% 
3 ma/ v 

change in 
output 

3 ma 

0.01% 0.01% 
or or 

1.0 mv 1.0 mv 
RVC-36-25 0-36 0-25 7 x 19 x 16% 

5 ma/ v 
change in 5 ma 

output 

SVC Line 

Model 
No. 

SVC-20··7.5 
(Lab-Rak) 

SVC-20-15 

SVC-20-30 

SVC-40·5 
(Lab-Rak) 

SVC-40-10 

SVC·40-20 

SYC·60·3.5 
(Lab-Rak) 

SVC-60-7 

SVC-61!·14 

SVC-125·1.6 
(Lab-Rak) 

SVC-125-3.2 

SVC-125-6.5 

Price 

$355 

525 

670 

Immediate Delivery! 

LVC Line 

RB Line 

SVC Line 

Dimension 
Volts Amps Load Line H x W x D Price 

0-20 0-7.5 '0.01% '0.01% 8 x 5 x 14 $355 or lmv or lmv 

0·20 0·15 'O.Ql % '0.01% 31/2 x 19 x 16% 470 or lmv or lmv 

0·20 0-30 '0.01% '0.01% 51/4 x 19 x 16% 670 or lmv or lmv 

0-40 0-5 '0.01% '0.01% 8 x 5 x 14 325 or lmv or lmv 

0-40 0-10 '0.01% '0.01% 3¥2 x 19 x 16% 455 
or lmv or lmv 

0-40 0-20 '0.01% '0.01% 51/4 x 19 x 16% 650 
or lmv or lmv 

0·60 0·3.5 '0.01% '0.01% 8 x 5 x 14 345 or lmv or lmv 

0·60 0-7 '0.01% '0.01% 31;, x 19 x 16% 
575 or lmv or lmv 

0·60 0·14 '0.01% '0.01% 51/4 x 19 x 16¥e 670 or lmv or lmv 

0-125 0-1.6 '0.01% '0.01% 8 x 5 x 14 495 or lmv or lmv 

0-125 0·3.2 '0.01% '0.01% 31/2 x 19 x 16% 765 or lmv or lmv 

0·125 0·6.5 '0.01 % '0.01 % 51/4 x 19 x 16% 1110 or lmv or lmv 

RB Line 
Madel Dimensius 

No. Volts Amps Load Line H x W x D Price 

0.01% 0.01% 
or 1 mv or 1 mv 

RB-18-3-M 0-18 0-3 2 ma/ V 4¥2xBx14'111 $225 
change in 0.5 ma 

output 
0.01% 0.01% 
or 1 mv or 1 mv 

RB-36·2·M 0-36 0-2 1 ma7V 41/:z x Bx 14'111 225 
change in 0.5 ma 

output 
0.01% 0.01% 
or 1 mv or 1 mv 

RB-50· 1.5-M 0-50 0·1.5 0.75 ma / V 4¥2 x 8xl4'111 245 
change in 0.5 ma 

output 

NJ E 2£~i~~l2~~!,!Q~ 
Kenilworth, New Jersey 07033 I (201) 272-6000 

TELEFAX: FFP •TWX: (710) 996-5967 

A ~uh.110idi;trv n# r.n1m&r. f':nrnnratinn 358 



IDEAS FOR DESIGN 

Although a patent application has been made, 
the circuit may be manufactured and used by, or 
for, the gove1·nment without compensation. 

Walter Ellermeyer, Design Engineer, U. S . 
Navy Elect?'Onics Lab. , San Diego, Calif . 

Storage scope displays 
characteristic curves 

VOTE FOR 312 

The approximate characteristic curves of such 
active devices as tubes, transistors, field-effect 
transistors and diodes can be displayed on a stor
age oscilloscope that has both :r- and y-defiection 
preamplifiers available for inputs. 

To illustrate this display method, assume that 

VERTICAL 

INPUT, DC 

TEKTRONIX 
564 STORAGE 
OSCILLOSCOPE 
OR 
EQUIVALENT. 

PREM.I S ARE 

3A75,2A60, 
ETC. 

SCOPE .i--i...Jo.-"?"'+---HORIZONTAL 
GROUND----~.L:.i:L.L:.::::.L'.L.:::::.L'.4::::.L'.~ INPUT DC 

GRID BIAS, 
OT020V

FILAMENT CONNECTIONS 
NOT SHOWN 

A 

B+, 0 TO 400V 

'---FLOATING GROUND 

1. Plate voltage serves as scope ground in this arrange· 
ment (top) for displaying characteristic curves on a 
storage scope. The resulting curves (bottom) are then 
produced by varying the B+ voltage. 
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it is desired to display the characteristics of a 
6SN7 tube. A pictorial presentation of the 
method is shown in Fig. 1 (top) and the result
ing curves in Fig. 1 (bottom) . In this particular 
instance plate current is displayed on the vertical 
axis, and plate voltage on the horizontal axis. 
Initial calibration of both axes is required, and, 
in the photograph, the calibration is horizontal, 
50 V cm; vertical, 2 mA cm. Once the calibra
tion is performed, all that is necessary to trace 
the curves is to set the scope on store, set the 
required grid voltage, and vary the B + supply 
from 0 to 400 V. 

2. Tunnel diode characteristic curve was produced with 
the following calibration : horizontal axis, 0 .2 V /cm; verti· 
cal axis, 0.5 mA /cm. 

3. Zener diode characteristic curve was produced with 
the following calibration: horizontal axis, 1 V /cm; verti · 
cal axis, 1 mA/cm . 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 42 .... 



Check 
phase and 

impedance 
asfas1ias 
you read 
vol1iage 

The Hewlett-Packard 4800A Vector Impedance Meter 
quickly evaluates the impedance characteristics of 
any passive device or circuit. It covers a range of 
5 Hz to 500 kHz. Meter operation is simple. There's 
no nulling or balancing - no calculations to make. 
Just select the impedance range, set the desired 
frequency and read out impedance and phase 
directly. Analog outputs of frequency, impedance and 
phase are provided for X-Y recording. 

Application Note 86 describes many applications of 
the 4800A Vector Impedance Meter (5 Hz to 500 kHz) 
and the 4815A RF Vector Impedance Meter which 
operates in the 500 kHz to 108 MHz range. For your 
copy and complete specifications, contact your local 
Hewlett-Packard field engineer or write: 
Hewlett-Packard, Rockaway Division, 
Green Pond Road, Rockaway, N. J. 07866. 

Pertinent Specifications: 
Frequency Range: 5 Hz to 500 kHz, continuous. 
Impedance Range: 1 ohm to 10 megohms. 
Phase Range: o to ±90°. 
Price: $1650. 

HEWLETT~ PACKARD 

IMPEDANCE INSTRUMENTS 
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4. Transistor characteristic curve was prod uced with the 
following cal ibrat ion : horizontal axis, 2 V /cm; vertical 
axi s, 1 mA / cm . Base current is 10 µ,A per step. 

The technique, shown here for a tube, is equal
ly applicable to semiconductor devices. Curves 
produced for tunnel diodes, zener diodes and tran
sistors are shown in Figs. 2, 3 and 4. 

Ronald Tolmei, Graduate Student, University 
of Vermont, College of Technology, Burlington, 
Vt. 

VOTE FOR 31Q_ 

Simple one-shot circuit uses 
half a quad gate module 

A simple and inexpensive one-shot can be made 
with half of a TTL quad, 2-input gate module (see 
diagram). 

The output of the circuit is normally high. When 
a negative-going transition occurs at the input, 
the output of gate 1 goes high. Due to the low out
put impedance of a TTL gate, 3 volts (nominally) 
are dropped across the 270-ohm resistor and 
applied to the input of gate 2, the other input of 
which also goes high. Gate 2 turns on for a period, 
T, which is the time required for the voltage across 
the resistor to decay to the threshold voltage of 
the gate. 

If the negative-going pulse applied to the input 
is shorter than the output pulse duration T, the 
output pulse terminates with a regenerative flip 
back to the quiescent state, resulting in a fast rise 
time. When the input pulse is longer than T, the 
pulse terminates with a slow-rising trailing edge 
(see waveforms). 
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R 
270 INPUT AND OUTPUT WAVEFORMS 

Output pulse duration of the one-shot circuit is controlled 
by t he value of capacitor C. 

The output pulse duration should be controlled 
by choosing a suitable value for capacitor C, rather 
than selecting a different resistor value. The resis
tor value is determined according to the following 
crioteria: It must be large enough to drop sufficient 
voltage when gate 1 turns off and the output volt
age is ini·tially divided between the resistor and 
the gate output impedance. Conversely, it must be 
small enough so that the voltage across it can decay 
to a value lower than the gate threshold voltage, 
while sinking the input current of the gate. It 
should be noted that once the circuit has flipped 
back to its quiescent state and the input is high, 
the noise immunity is not impaired by the resistor. 
This is because the second input of gate 2 is pulled 
down by gate 1. 

With R = 270 ohms and C = 0.1 1,,F, a pulse dur
ation of approximately 4 ,us was obtained. With the 
same resistor and a 12 ,uF tantalum capacitor 
-with the positive lead connected to the out
put of gate 1 the pulse duration was approxi
mately 4 ms. In both cases, the rise and fall times 
of the output pulse-with an input pulse shorter 
than T-were less than 20 ns. 

Reuven Peri, Senior Research Engineer, Moo1·e 
Associates Division, The Rucker Co., San Carlos, 
Calif. 

VOTE FOR 314 

IFD Winner for August 15, 1968 
Peter Yanczer, Senior Engineer, Emerson 
Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo. His Idea "Elimi
nate pulse transformer with a voltage multi
plier" has been voted the Most Valuable 
of Issue Award. 

Vote for the Best Idea in this Issue. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUM BER 43 >-
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wasn't always in Iha hvbrid microcircuit business 
Volume manufacturing of hybrid microcircuits is WEMS ousiness . .. it wasn't always that way. A year 
ago we were known only for our broad manufacturing capabilities in welded modules. We still make 
welded modules . .. but we've added something. D By continually trying new ideas and developing new 
techniques in the field of welded electronic circuitry, we carefully established a technological "know
how" second to none in hybrid microcircuits .. . this step-by-step process is outlined in our new bro
chure, "The Making of a Hybrid" . . . you can request a copy on company letterhead. True - we weren't 
always in the hybrid business. We were too busy learning all about it so we could solve your microcir
cuit requirements ... today! WEMS, INC. 4650 West Rosecrans Avenue I Hawthorne, California 90251 I (213) 679-9181 

Ill 
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They can. Our CK8754, for ex
ample, costs much less ... the 
lowest price available for any 
side-view type. You can save $450 
per thousand or more! Call us to 
find out. 

This price reduction ... with 
tubes made only in the U.S.A .... 
has been achieved without sacri
ficing quality. All tubes are EIA 
rated ... produced for 200,000 
hours of reliable operation. 
Datavue Tubes also feature: 

• Straight, stiff leads for fast in
sertion in sockets. There's no 

need to waste production time 
aligning and straightening leads. 

• Full 5/ 8" characters for quick, 
accurate reading from distances 
up to 30'. 

•High brightness, in-line char
acters ... rated for strobing 
operation. 

Datavue Indicator Tubes are 
promptly available in a wide 
range of alphanumerics, deci
mals, and special characters. 
Fast turn-around service on all 
custom designs is also assured. 

For prices and data, call 
these Raytheon sales offices: 
Dallas, Texas 214-631-3745 
Dayton, Ohio 513-223-8128 
Des Plaines, Illinois 312-296-6677 
Englewood, N.J. 201-567-4911 
(In Manhattan, call 947-6400) 
Glen Burnie, Md. 301-761-0450 
Inglewood, Calif. 213-757-0251 
Quincy, Mass. 617-479-5300 
San Carlos, Calif. 415-593-1021 
Minneapolis, Minn. 612-927-9923 

[RAYTHEON) 

If imported indicator tubes cost 
$3.95 each, can U.S.-made Datavue* 
Tubes cost much less? 
(To find out, call your &aytheon regional office.) 

" . 
*Trademark of Raytheon Company 
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LSI and Computer Design 
LSI offers impressive advantages to the computer designer. He can 
save in connector wiring and system packaging costs, increase the 
speed of his system, reduce the parts count and increase the reliability. 
Yet designers are extremely cautious about LSI. Why? 

There are many reasons. Possible savings in hardware are often ignored 
in cost comparisons, and the higher apparent cost-per-gate for LSI cir
cuits discourages buyers. Potential users are also very reluctant to 
relinquish control of their designs. They feel that too many design 
details will be bur_ied in a computer at a distant vendor's plant. They 
have little confidence that their LSI purchase will work on ~he first run~ 
through, and they fear the possibility of expensive redesign; Even if 
their circuit works, the burn-in yields may be very low-and they'll be 
faced with real testing problems in system checkout. 

Many of these arguments against- LSI have a familiar ring. They'were 
used against ICs. LSI components will be accepted and used, it is widely 
believed, when users acquire confidence in the technology and the 
vendors. For a good look at what vendors see in the future, and what 
they offer now, turn the page. Fora discussion of the problems faced by · 
the computer manufacturers turn to page C50 . . 

1968 Fall Joint Computer Conference 
Data links-common-carrier toll lines between computers-are gr9wing · 
in importance. Printers, cathode-ray display.devices, teletype units.and . 
computer-output typewriters all demand high-quality transmission fa
cilities. But the cost to the user remains high, perhaps unnecessarily so. 

· The Federal Communications Commission is investigahng restrictive · 
practices and high tariffs in the transmission of data over phone lines. 
The inquiry has already resulted in a proposal for tariff changes and 
a relaxation ot interface restrictions. You can now attach your own 
equipment to the telephone lines through a low-cos.t coupling unit that 
is available frorri the telephone company. Details of the inquiry will be 
discussed by FCC consultants at Session 7 of the computer conferen~e. 
Turn to page C36 for a review of this and other sessions of interest. For .. 
a look at 'some of the products to be displayed, check page C66. :' · 





Active memories are fast-but expensive. Be
cause their manufacturing costs run higher than 
those for core memories-$1 per bit against 10 
cents-they have been used only where a need 
for speed justified their cost. 

They also have this disadvantage: The data 
stored in certain active memories are volatile-if 
power fails, all data are lost. For those applica
tions in which the stored data must not be lost, 
such volatility is a significant drawback. 

But if you can live with this shortcoming, take 
heart. Large-scale integration is going to bring 
the costs down. Applications for active memory 
will multiply, especially in special-problem areas 
where their great superiority in speed is critical. 
The market in these areas includes small com
puters, terminals, displays and similar applica
tions. Total sales should hit $50 million by 1975. 

This special-application market will provide 
financial support for further research and de
velopment. Reliability will improve, and LSI ac
tive memories will be used in main-frames, per
haps as soon as 1972. 

Already, use of active memories is forcing 
changes in memory system design. Let's consider 
some of the changes, and their consequences for 
design: 

M emory-modille sizes will be much smaller. The 
economical module size for active memory is now 
an order of magnitude smaller than that for 
magnetic memory. And while on the order of 
4096 ferrite cores must be strung at one time 
to make core memory economical, active memory 
can be built in 256-bit units. 

Smaller modules simplify failure diagnosis and 
field repair. At the same time maintenance and 
spare parts' costs are reduced. And only a one
part inventory need be stocked for the entire 
main-frame memory. 

Small modules will allow the construction of 
memories of varying capacities and dimensions 
with a minimum of design, tooling and other ex
pense. These small memories will be distributed 
about the processing system to optimize the 
electrical access time of the data stored. The 
basic module corresponds to the memory page 
size used in computers with page address relo
catability.' This leads to automatic page-fault 
location and data rerouting; the defective page 
can be bypassed by the executive routine until it 
can be replaced. 

Active main-frame memories provide the only 
reasonable possibility for an improvement in 
central-processor speeds. The improvement is by 
a factor of five to ten over current systems. Fer
rite-core, flat-film magnetic and plated-wire mag-

Wally Raisanen, Manager, MOS and Memory Products, 
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Phoenix, Ariz. 
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netic memories are either too slow or too expen
sive. 

The availability of semiconductor read-only 
memories, at costs below 0.1 cent per bit and 
with 20-to-50-ns performance, will allow a major 
change to be made in the design of central com
puter-control sections. Currently the control sec
tion is a formless mass of logic that interconnects 
the time-sequence generator, instruction-decoder 
and temporary-storage elements. The code trans
lation it performs can be done easily by a uniform 
read-only memory array. Such memories will 
simplify and reduce the cost of field changes in 
computing systems and will, therefore, replace 
the bulk of the random logic used for control of 
the arithmetic section of the processor. 

The possibility of obtaining large-scale, con
tent-addressable memory at a reasonable price 
will allow research into extremely powerful com
puting systems. This may open the door to a 
whole new industrial revolution in computer de
sign and application. 

Active memories made their debut in large-
8cale data processors. An IC register array re-

1. The multiple-emitter bipolar latch circuit is the basic 
storage element in all successful active memories. This 
latch circuit is the "ferrite core" of active memories. 

2. The MOS cross-coupled flip-flop is the basic storage 
element for MOS memories. The transistors have higher 
thresholds and lower intrinsic gain than bipolar devices ; 
voltage swings must therefore be larger. The result is 
slower operation . 
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3. A 128-bit read-only memory, the Motorola XCl 70, is 
for use in display code conversion, peripheral equipment 
and in general-purpose logic applications-for example, 
as an 8-channel data router. 

placed a high-speed, thin-film, scratch-pad memory 
in the UNIV AC 1108. A more sophisticated de
sign for scratch-pad memory was then used in 
the I/ 0 control of the arithmetic of the SDS 
Sigma series. 2 Honeywell's new 4200-8200 com
puters use up to 16,000 bits of active memory, 
and recent experimental aerospace computers use 
active memory for volatile scratch-pad and micro
instruction decoders. 3 The IBM 360 Model 85 
contains high-speed semiconductor associative 
memory:' 

Motivating all of these applications has been 
the desire for higher speeds. To better under
stand these speed advantages; let's look at how 
they are gained by memory technology. 

The storage array: The cost of active memo
ries is dominated by the cost of manufacturing 
the storage array. For random-access memories, 
the basic requirements for the storage array are 
low standby power, high switching speed and, 
of course, low manufacturing expense. For 
economy in sense-digit and word-driver circuits, 
low parasitic capacitance and low leakage cur
rents are required. The multiple-emitter bipolar 
latch circuit (Fig. 1) fulfills all requirements, 
with the exception of low power dissipation. 
Typical power dissipation is 2 to 10 mW. The 
MOS cross-coupled flip-flop (Fig. 2), on the other 
hand, fulfills all requirements except that of high 
speed. Consequently each design finds favor, de
pending on the ultimate application of the 
memory system. 

The bipolar storage array will ultimately cost 
two or three times more to manufacture than 
the MOS array. Bipolar wafer processing is more 
complex than MOS processing, and the bipolar 
array has a sensitivity to crystal faults and dif
fusion damage not found in the MOS circuit. Be
cause the sense circuits and word decoders exert 
a dominant influence on cycle time of the active 
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4. An IC associative cell provides data storage, bit selec 
tion and association. The association feature is used in 
machines that modify their computing process, accord 
ing to a program , as the computation progresses. 

memory, the lower speed of the MOS array does 
not prove to be a significant disadvantage. But 
for the future, speed must be better than 50 ns, 
and the bipolar storage array will probably be 
preferred. 

Complementary MOS ICs will allow construc
tion of storage cells that dissipate only nanowatts 
of standby power. The increased complexity of 
the complementary MOS manufacturing process 
presently restricts application of this type of 
storage array to areas in which extremely low 
power is required, and high cost per bit is not 
a limiting factor. The complementary MOS de
vice also suffers from susceptibility to losses in 
yield, through crystal damage, and this increases 
the ultimate manufacturing cost of this type of 
storage array. 

Sense and Drive Cfrcuits: Leakage in bipolar 
storage arrays and stray capacitance in MOS 
storage arrays limit the dimension of the basic 
modules, in the bit direction, to less than 128 
storage locations. In the word direction, the 
larger bias current of the bipolar array suggests 
a limitation of 128 or less. For the MOS array, 
however, if bipolar word drivers are used, up to 
512 bit-locations can be driven at a reasonable 
speed and power dissipation. 

The total power dissipation of the active 
memory is its outstanding limitation with regard 
to system use. This difficulty may be circum
vented by switching the power-supply voltages 
on the unaccessed portions of the storage array. '• 
Dissipation in the word-drive circuitry and de
coders, in the sense amplifiers and in the digit 
amplifiers may be reduced in a similar manner. 
Clever control-circuit design will achieve these 
features without complicating the application of 
memory to the computing system. 

Read-Only Memory Storag e Arrays: Bipolar 
and MOS read-only memories, with zero standby 
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5. Standard 20-mil ferrite cores neatly encircle six ac
tive-memory storage cells. Storage area is 10 times 
smaller in the active memory. Wires are shorter and 
speed is increased by roughly a factor of 3. 

power, have been designed and are now com
mercially available. For the present, the bipolar 
read-only memory designs are restricted in their 
application to small, high-speed arrays.'3 Figure 3 
shows a 128-bit read-only memory that contains 
all of the circuitry required for decoding 4 bits 
to 16 locations, for storage of 128 bits, for buf
fering the sensed data to logic, and for selection 
of one to four 16-word groups. 

Advanced bipolar designs will soon allow eco
nomical construction of read-only memory arrays 
of 16,000 bits and upward. These will find use as 
microprogram translaters in high-speed com
puters (Fig. 4). Low-performance, low-cost ar
rays are now available. Their main application 
area is character-pattern generation for CRT 
displays. 

Current prices are less than a cent per bit for 
1024-bit and 2048-bit chip designs. The ultimate 
manufacturing cost of both bipolar and MOS 
read-only memory arrays of this size will prob
ably fall to less than a tenth of a cent per bit. 
Certainly the most significant disadvantage of the 
semiconductor read-only memory is the long turn
around time associated with storing a new data 
pattern; this is because IC processing masks must 
be modified. High-speed, computer-controlled 
drafting machines can be used to generate the 
masks in less than a day, but ordering, specifying 
data, assembling the components, testing and 
shipping will probably keep turn-around times at 
longer than two weeks. 

Co ntent-Addressable Memories: Content-ad
dressable, or associative, memories have been dis
cussed in the technical literature for about 10 
years, but their cost severely restricts their ap
plication. No economically feasible cell design has 
yet appeared. The IBM Model 360-85 application 
is a good example of a high-cost, high-speed as
sociative memory. Although simpler associative 
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storage cells have been developed, they await 
applications of sufficiently high volume to war- . 
rant their manufacture. 

In the 1980's very large associative memories 
may allow the construction of computers that 
will generalize and process data in ways that can 
be modified on the basis of the results of previous 
processing. This activity may lead to computer 
systems that will give the appearance of intelli
gence and creative ability. The associative cell 
(Fig. 5) can now be constructed in moderate 
quantities for roughly 25 cents a bit. Given 
volume application and sufficient time to develop 
the technology, it appears that the ultimate cost 
will be not more than two or three times that of 
a more conventional storage array. 

Optimum-Cost Module Design: The cost of the 
storage-array chip-the most expensive part of 
the active memory-must be as low as possible. 
With present technology, optimum module size 
appears to be in the neighborhood of 256 bits a 
chip, with a size approximating a tenth of an 
inch square. 7 

Since this storage size is uneconomical in 
terms of packaging efficiency, it is necessary to 
assemble a number of such chips into the first
level repairable subassembly. Usually 16 or more 
are interconnected into a basic storage plane, 
which may be organized either as a bit-plane or 
as a linear-select array of about 64 words by 64 
bits. Surrounding the storage array is a group of 
IC chips that comprise the word decoders and 
drivers, the sense amplifiers and the digit 
drivers. Control circuitry for timing the memory, 
strobing the power supplies and electrically re
configuring the word length may be required. 

Typically, IC chips are uniformly distributed 
about a ceramic or metal heat sink and are inter
connected by a thin- or thick-film conductor net
work. The conductors are connected to the active 
circuitry by either thermo compression or ultra
sonically bonded flying-wire jumpers. This inter
connection method, however, has serious disad
vantages : The reliability of the flying leads is 
poor, so they degrade the over-all system re
liability, and the cost of manually placing 
thousands of flying-leads far exceeds that of all 
other assembly costs. 

For these reasons, beam-lead structures have 
been developed for connecting the IC dice to the 
interconnection wiring.R Beam leads are jumpers 
that are 2 to 4 mils wide, 0.5 mil thick and 8 to 
24 mils long. They are formed during the manu
facturing of the IC or the interconnect structure, 
and are a continuous extension of the metaliza
tion to which they are attached. The free end is 
bonded to the mating part as microassembly 
proceeds. 

In advanced manufacturing systems, up to 14 
of these free ends are bonded with a sirigle tool 
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stroke. This type of structure provides the ulti
mate in bond reliability, and the process can be 
automated to reduce assembly costs. 

In the more desirable system designs, this 
interconnected array of IC chips forms a sub-

. assembly, which is the first repair level of a 
memory system. It appears that chip-failure rates 
as low as 0.001 per cent in one thousand hours 
can be obtained with such designs. This cor
responds to a mean time before failure of one 
year for a million-bit semiconductor memory 
comprised of an array of modules. 

Thermal System Design: In a 4096-bit basic 
bipolar module, the power dissipation will be 8 
to 10 watts (for an MOS module not using pow
er switching, it will be less than a watt). Ten 
watts of power dissipation can be easily handled 
with a conventional forced-air cooling system, if 
a physical volume of 8 cubic inches is allowed for 
each module and a metallic heat radiator with 32 
square inches of surface area is employed to 
transfer heat to the air stream. 

For more compact system designs, more 
sophisticated means of cooling are required. 
Successful designs employ metallic or ceramic 
conduction of heat from the IC chips to a metallic 
card cage, which has coolant channels that carry 
freon-or an equivalent cooling agent-as part 
of its wall structure. By using such a structure, 
the designer can pack 4096 bits into as little as 
two cubic inches without sacrificing ease of 
repair. 

Main-Frame IC Memory: For industrial com
puters of the 1970's, cycle times of 200 ns or less 
will be required in the main frame. The only 
reasonable contenders are extremely small fer
rite-core (Fig. 6), flat-film magnetic, plated-wire 
magnetic and LSI active memories. 

Active memories can easily be designed to cycle 
in the 75-to-200-ns range at a power dissipation 
comparable to that of other technologies and at 
substantially less cost per bit. 

The cost of manufacturing of flat-film magnetic 
memories has not been reduced sufficiently to al
low their use in the main-frame application. Simi
larly the high cost of manufacturing ferrite cores 
that have an internal diameter of 6 mils, as well 
as the cost of stringing such small-core memories, 
will preclude their use." Present developments do 
not hold promise for reducing the cycle time of 
low-cost, plated-wire memories much below 
400 ns. 

As the technology progresses, the minimum
cost point for segmentation of large memories 
into basic modules will rise. In the late 1970's 
the optimum-cost module will consist of approxi
mately 64,000 bits. At that time a 100-million-bit 
memory will have a mean time to failure in the 
neighborhood of one year. It will be sold for less 
than 3 cents a bit. The read or write cycle time 
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will be below 200 ns; for higher power-dissipa
tion designs, it could be below 100 ns. Such a 
memory can be contained in a 3-by-3-by-4-foot 
cube, which would be cooled by both conduction 
and liquid-transfer means. 

The internal regularity of interconnection of 
the classical random-access memory, the uniform
ity of application in data processors, and the 
similarity of the various memory system organi
zations all lead to great economies in LSI manu
facture. LSI has made active memories possible, 
and the cost and speed performance inherent in 
LSI memory designs will provide the technical 
base for the next generation of high speed digital 
data processors. •• 
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Test your retention 

H e?·e are questions based on the main 
points of this article. Their purpose is to 
help you make sure you have not overlooked 
any important ideas. You'll find the answers 
in the article. 

1. What is the predicted active-memory 
market for 1975? 

2. How soon will LSI active memory be 
applied to main frames? 

3. What are five expected changes in 
memory-system design that will result from 
wide use of active memory? 

4. The ultimate manufacturing cost of 
both bipolar and MOS read-only memories 
is expected to be very low. How low? 
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Moving air is easy . .. controlling it takes an expert 

Clearing a path in traffic is seldom a problem for the trucker who has mastered 
the dock-wallopers whistle . Ear-splitting in its audibility, that shrill , sharp blast says 
" Move it Mac" with an authority few mortals would care to dispute . It figures . Any
one capable of channeling air with such finesse has little trouble communicating 
with even the most literal-minded audience . Take Torrington's team of engineers . 
When it comes to controlling the movement of air, they're experts at making them
selves understood. The language they talk is pure Crossflo <™l, centrifugal, vane
or tube-axial. Got a big or small air flow problem requiring straight interpretation? 
We 've got the specialists to help you. The Torrington Manufacturing Company. 

United States: Torrington, Conn./Van Nuys, Calif./Rochester, Ind. Canada: Oakville, Ont. England: Swindon, Wilts. Belglum: Nivelles Australla: Sydney 





It's very difficult to make an LSI wafer on 
which all circuits work. Process problems, im
purities and crystal defects cause a number of 
faulty circuits on each wafer. If the circuits are 
to be connected into a functional array by a 
fixed wiring arrangement, a single defective cir
cuit can cause a whole wafer to be rejected. 

But if all of the circuits on the wafer are 
tested, and only the good ones are used in the 
complex logic function, a number of reject cir
cuits can be tolerated. This is discretionary 
wiring. The result-a considerable reduction in 
the wafer-reject rate. 

There is one major drawback-a unique 
metalization pattern may be required for each 
wafer, even though the final logic functions are 
identical. The savings resulting from reduced 
reject rate could easily be lost in the added de
sign costs. For the discretionary approach to be 
economical, a means for quickly generating low
cost wiring designs and a high-speed low-cost 
mask generation system must be available. Com
puter aided design makes it all possible. 

Design automation speeds delivery 

In Texas Instruments' bipolar discretionary 
LSI, three layers of metal interconnection pattern 
are added to the wafer (Fig. 1). The first level 
connects resistors, diodes and transistors to form 
logic gates and flip-flops. The second and third 
layers correspond to the interconnections found 
between discrete res on a printed-wiring board. 

The initial processing of an LSI wafer is very 
siimlar to that of a standard IC. After the circuit 
pn_>cessing, however, and before adding the metal
lization, the entire wafer is tested to determine 
which gates and which flip-flops are good. The test 
results are used as input data to a series of com
puter programs called the discretionary wiring 
system (Fig. 2). This system generates the mask 
design required to avoid bad circuits.' 

The design procedure (Fig. 3) begins with 
receipt of a logic diagram. The logic diagram is 
transformed into data which can be used by the 
computer to define the logic diagram. A program 
called the LSI data-checker is used to check the 
consistency in the logic diagram as well as to 
transpose the computer-generated logic listing 
by device into a listing by node. This program 
provides diagnostic messages if errors or incon
sistencies are detected in the data. The logic 
data checker has detected errors in over 75 % 
of the logic functions received. 

If test patterns are received, the logic-data 
description can be used as the input to a simula-

John Hanne, Manager, Design Automation, Components 
Group, Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, Tex. 
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tion program, and the test patterns can be used 
to check the simulated logic. This procedure as
sures the accuracy of the computer form of logic 
diagram, and is more accurate than a simple 
check of the logic diagram. 

After checking the correctness of the logic 
diagram, the test-sequence-generation program is 
used by an engineer to develop a set of tests for 
the slice. If no test patterns are available, a set 
of tests is generated using a test-generation 
program. 

The logic-data checking program generates a 
map of the register positions-in the computer 
driving the tester-and the connector pins on the 
LSI slice. This register-to-pin assignment is com
bined with the test patterns and used to make 
the magentic tape, which is the input for the test 
system. Finally, the logic-function data is used 
as an input to the discretionary-wiring system, 
to create the masks corresponding to that logic 
function. 

The main purpose of the design-automation 
software is to rapidly produce an accurate mask 
for manufacturing the custom arrays. Both the 
data checker and simulator are necessary as a 
check on the logic function . The test-generation 
program is necessary to achieve the short cycle
time needed for custom arrays. 

The logic-data checker applies consistency tests 
to the logic-function description, as well as dis
playing it in several ways. Basically, the logic
data checker constitutes the primary source of 
machine-compatible logic-function data for a 
particular custom logic function. Consider the fol
lowing example: a simple two-gate circuit. 

Here, the output of a four-input N AND gate is 
connected to a two-input N AND gate, whose out
put goes to the connector (Fig. 4a). Each gate 
and signal line is given a name. At TI the signal
line name is called a signature; the term node is 
also used. To put the data into the software for 
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1. A discretionary-wired LSI wafer is an array of logic 
circuits that are connected after testing to form the 
desired complex logic function . The interconnection pat
tern is different for each wafer , and uses only the good 
circuits. 
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LSI, a coding sheet must be created (Fig. 4b). 
The connector has been given the name CONN. 

The type is given as CN, so that the computer 
recognizes it as a connector. The pins are num
bered 3 through 7 and 9. All connector-pin num
bers are input as three-integer digits with 
preceding zeros when necessary. Finally, for each 
connector-pin, the signature name is shown. 

Gate ALPHA, which is a four-input NAND 
gate, is recognized by the computer from the 4G 
description, and its pins are AO for the output 
through A4 for the inputs. Of course, pins Al 
through A4 are logically symmetric. 

Finally, gate BETA has its gate type (a two
pin input gate) shown, and its pins and signa
tures as well. Although there are conventions for 
the connector and the device names as well as for 
their pin names, the conventions are mnemonic, 
and the data is easily interpreted by the operator. 

The first output obtained is a device list (Fig. 
4c) . The difference between the device list and 
the input data is that inconsistencies relating to 
a device are listed right in with the data. If no 
errors are mentioned, each of the devices can be 
checked against the logic diagram, to verify that 
they were input correctly. 

The errors commonly occurring in the device 
data are: improper pin names; not using the out
put of a N AND gate; not using the clock of a 
flip-flop; trying to put two signatures on one pin; 
not using the input on a N AND gate; failing to 
use one of the outputs on a flip-flop, and violating 
the power and ground conventions of the slice. 

An alternate method of checking the logic
diagram is the node list (Fig. 4d). If any in
consistencies occur, relating to the nodes, these 
are listed with the node data. Some of the errors 
commonly found in the node listing include over
loaded signals ; signals with no source or no con-

2. The discretionary-wiring process is highly automated. 
Probe-test data and data describing the desired logic are 
fed to computers which generate a suitable wiring pat· 
tern and cut the required metallization masks. 
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nector pin, and signals with too high a current 
requirement as the connector pin. 

A listing of the device, as it appears on the 
connector, is given in the connector list (Fig. 
4e) . Pins 1 and 2 are ground, and pin 8 is for 
power. The remaining pins show the available 
name. The loading shown in Fig. 4e is an ideal 
or required loading as well as the signature 
loading; an output is capable of driving 10 in
puts. 

The summary page shows the complexity of 
the slice and several parameters relating to the 
slice as well as a clear cut statement of whether 
the program does or does not construe the logic 
data to be acceptable (Fig. 4f). 

Finally, the assignment from the register posi
tion of the test computer to the LSI connector 
pins is shown in the register-to-pin assignment 
(Fig. 4g). Although this example is simple, the 
assignment is usually fairly complex. This as
signment is punched on cards and used in mak
ing test tape formats for testing the LSI chip. 
Specific details of all the. checks run in the logic 
data checker have been widely published. 2 

By checking and rejecting the initial logic dia
gram, this program has prevented unnecessary 
manufacturing expense on over 75 % of the dia
grams reviewed. Although the initial computer 
inputs had been corrected until they corresponded 
to the logic diagram, the logic diagram in these 
cases was still unacceptable. 

This is not surprising when you realize that it 
is fairly common for an engineer to assign the 
responsibility of sketching a logic diagram to a 
technician, who then has a draftsman draw up 
the final engineering drawing. Errors are bound 
to occur. The purpose of the logic-data checker 
is to catch these errors by data checking. The 
program diagnostics are sufficiently clear that a 

3. Logic diagrams are carefully checked or simulated by 
computer before any further work is done. Over 75% 
of the diagrams received to date contained errors which 
were found by the computer. 
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non-technical secretary can input the data, com
prehend the comments, and correct the input 
using the program and a logic diagram. 

Computers generate the wire routing 

The discretionary-wiring system defines a 
.. mask on magnetic tape, the mask design being 

based on the logic-function and the slice-probe 
data (Fig. 5). The magnetic tape is then trans
ported to the mask-generation system. 

The probe-processing program takes data from 
the probe-test equipment (Fig. 6). This program 

· · · verifies that there are enough good devices on 
the slice to make the requested logic function. 
The devices whose outputs go to the connector 
are then assigned to guarantee that the specified 
noise-immunity is not exceeded. Following this 
step, a procedure is initiated to remove all of the 
unnecessary devices on the slice. 

The gate-assignment program assigns the re
maining gates from the logic function to the good 
gates which remain on the slice. The main goal 
is to minimize the amount of wire necessary for 
routing. 

The actual routing is done next. This program 
is allowed to interchange symmetrical pins, such 
as inputs on the same N AND gate, to route the 
slice. As with any routing system, this system 
has specified density levels for a fixed geometry, 
which it is not capable of exceeding at any time. 
Where a mask is needed with a complexity _ 
greater than the routing system is capable of 
running automatically, it is necessary that an 
operator complete the routing. 

The output-data checker checks any routing 
created solely by the program, or modified by 
an operator, to verify that the routing itself 
corresponds to the good devices on the slice and 
the requested logic function. The output-data 
checker generates a magnetic tape which is trans
ported to the multilevel-interconnection generator 
(Fig. 8) and used for defining the mask. The 
checker can also generate a recovery tape in
cluding the current routing, the good-data, and 
the logic function data so that the routing may be 
modified and rechecked by the output-data 
checker. This program is a valuable aid in case 
of extreme complexity or changes in the routing 
system. 

A routing for an LSI slice completed by the 
program without manual intervention is shown 
in Fig. 7. The little squares correspond to open
ings which connect to the first level metal on 
the gates and the flip-flops. Most of the vertical 
lines correspond to the second level of metal (the 
first discretionary level). The Xs corregpond to 
openings between this and the third level of 
metal. Most of the lines running horizontally are 

(' 14 

LOGIC FUNCTION DATA SLICE PROBE DATA 

PROBE PROCESSING 

GATE ASSIGNMENT 

ROUTING 

OUTPUT DATA CHECKER 

MAGNETIC TAPE 

DEFINING MASK 

5. Four main programs are used to transform water
probe and logic-function data to mask data. They check 
that there are enough good devices on the chip and 
assign these devices to the logic diagram, route the 
interconnections, and then check the routing. 

6. The automatic probe-test equipment rapidly and ac
curately determines which circuits on a slice are good 
and which are detective. The data are fed to a probe 
processing program. 

on the third level of metal. The lines which ap
pear to go nowhere simply meet a fixed pattern 
for the connector, or for power distribution. 

The automated test-generation system produces 
a de functional-test sequence which verifies the 
logic function. In the case of an LSI array, there 
are approximately 75 input leads and 75 output 
leads. The simple-array test-set (SATS) used at 
TI can handle 96 inputs and 96 outputs (Fig. 9). 
If there are 25 flip-flops on the device, and 75 
input leads, then there are 2 100 possible patterns 
to test the machine for all inputs in all states. 
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7. This computer-generated routing map shows the the second level of metal and the lines which run 
pattern to be applied as the second and third horizontally. The " • " s mark connections to the 
levels of metal. Tiny "Xs" mark crossovers between first level metal on the gates and flip-flops . 

This number of patterns (roughly 10"0
) is be

yond any testing capability-at mHz test rates, 
complete testing would take human lifetimes. 

Since it is impossible to completely test an 
LSI array, a series of patterns are defined which 
a re sufficientl y complete to give a high degree 
of confidence that the device functions as in
tended. In the case of bipolar discretionary LSI, 
the flip-flops and the gates have been individu
a lly tested prior to adding the interconnecting 
meta l to form the logic function. This greatly 
reduces the need for verifying that the logic ele-
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ments are right. Thus, the testing becomes a 
system-level problem of whether the logic func
tion is correct. 

To handle a large number of designs on a 
very fast turnaround basis with a high degree of 
accuracy, it is necessary to have the aid of a 
high-speed digital computer in generating and 
evaluating the tests for a given set of logic. It is 
necessary to make sure that the expense of gen
erating the tests is not so great as to prohibit 
meeting the required market prices on the prod
ucts. 
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8. The interconnection generator creates a mask pat· 
tern by exposing a f ilm with a high-speed cathode-ray 
tube. Loss of resolution from beam overshoot is avoid
ed by blanking the beam as the trace is moved. 

With a discretionary slice of 200 gates, and 
an average of 3 pins per gate, there are ap
proximately 600 pins on the slice. Each of 
these pins is assumed by the test sequence gen
eration program either to be operating or to be 
stuck at either one or at zero. The single-failure 
hypothesis is assumed for the generation of the 
tests; that is, that only one failure occurs. Thus, 
t here are approximately 1200 different logic
functions which are considered (the good logic, 
the 600 resulting from tying each pin to power, 
and the 600 from tying each pin to the ground) . 
The system is simulated until patterns are found 
which differentiate the good logic functions from 
those resulting from the insertion of any of the 
faults. 

The general model of the logic for an LSI 
array results from the use of NAND gates and 
flip-flops as the basic units in the array. It is 
possible to place different memory elements into 
the test simulation program, but at additional 
effort. 

All of the tests for a recent airborne LSI 
computer have been developed by using the test
generation scheme and then having an engineer 
find the remaining failures by isolating them 
using manually generated patterns. Of the total 
number of faults in the entire 7000-gate system, 
more than 90 per cent were found by the com
puter. 

The event-simulation system used at Texas 
Instruments is capable of simulating a single 
system of 10,000 gates. It can also build up sys
tems with a higher number of gates from smaller 
duplicated units. For systems where this build-up 
occurs, it is possible to use more gates than 
normally fit in core by representing the dupli 
cated logic only once. • • 
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9. The simple-array test set (SATS) can handle 96 
inputs and 96 outputs. The test patterns are generated 
by a large general -purpose computer and transmitted 
to the test system on magnetic tape. 
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Test your retention 

Here are questions based on the main 
points of this article. Their purpose is to 
help you make sure you have not overlooked 
any imp01·tant ideas. You'll find the answers 
in the article. 

1. Why does the discretionary wiring ap
proach require the extensive use of com
puter aids? 

2. The LSI logic-data checker tests cus
tomer logic diagrams. About what percent
age of diagrams received have contained 
errors? 

3. Why is it impossible to completely check 
most LSI arrays? 

4. What is the purpose of the event-simu
lation system? 
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Compliments of a friend
a complete multimeter at less than $3000 
We think you'll agree that it's pretty friendly of 
Cimron to put out such a flexible instrument for 
so little. But it's typical of the philosophy that has 
always guided Cimron - customer concern. You 
need the most sophisticated instruments to do 
your work under a variety of changing conditions. 
And the Model 6653 gives you a great sendoff for 
both systems applications and laboratory or pro
duction testing. You get 5-digit readout including 
overrange, with an accuracy of ±0.01.% f.s. +0.01% 

of reading for six months or longer. You'll save on 
calibration costs. Sample rates up to 300 per sec
ond; automatic polarity and automatic ranging; 
AC, ohms, millivolts. And look! You also get auto 
ranging through six millivolt and DC ranges. It's 
especially hard to beat all those Cimron customer 
concern features like remote control and printout, 
maintainable plug-in pc boards, and accessible 
calibration and test points. Write Cimron®, Dept. 
C-1 13, 1152 Morena, San Diego, Calif. 92110. 

LEAR SIEGLER, INC. ~I! DWISION 

Write 33 on inquiry card. 
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Computer logic speed has been boosted by six 
orders of magnitude in the last 20 years, but it 
still isn't high enough. Pattern recognition, signa
ture analysis, terrain radar and similar applica
tions all demand logic speeds of a nanosecond or 
less. The search for faster circuits goes on. 

A prime requirement is small size-and large 
scale integration meets this requirement hands 
down! LSI logic elements are extremely lilmall. 
Interconnection can be done at the chip level. 
And 1-ns arrays of 50 or 100 gates are now en
tirely feasible. 

High-speed circuits are obtained by keeping 
device size small and by keeping voltage swings 
low. Circuits are kept physically small to reduce 
lead capacitance and lead inductance-all of which 
contribute to propagation delay. Low signal 
swings reduce the amount of current that must be 
fed to parasitic capacitances, thus reducing 
power dissipation. 

But high speed and high complexity do pose 
some problems. LSI circuit yields are dependent 
on device area. As area increases, yield decreases; 
an economic upper limit to chip size-about 150 
mils square for high speed logic-presently exists. 
The exact limit depends, of course, on the particu
lar process used and the degree of process control 
achieved. 

Normal dissipation in LSI subnanosecond logic 
elements is about 50 milliwatts per gate, and this 
power must be conducted out of the chip. In LSI 
chips, power density becomes very high. One 
hundred gates at 50 mW generate 5 W of heat on 
a surface roughly 150 mils square. Given a pack
age and a heat sink scheme, the thermal limita
tions of the chip (which can normally stand only 
150 °C) dictate the maximum acceptable power 
level. 

One of the most difficult problems is keeping 
the supply-voltage drops at reasonable levels as 
the complexity on the die is increased. The metal 

, interconnect film must be kept very thin, to avoid 
resolution problems in photoetching. For a given 
circuit and process, there is a minimum attainable 
ohms-per-square. For a given maximum tolerable 
voltage-drop, the percentage of the die area re
quired for supply-runs increases as the com
plexity and supply-current increase. A 100-gate 
subnanosecond array using present technology 
would require about 1 ampere of power-supply 
current (and would dissipate about 5 W). If the 
worst-case V cc drop were limited to 50 m V on a 
0.025-ohms-per-square metal layer, the Voe metal 
would require at least one-half the die area. 

In spite of the problems, subnanosecond opera-

Robert M. Frazier, Manager, Digital ICs and Systems 
R&D, and Michael Lee, Group Leader, Nonsaturated 
Logic Circuits and Systems R&D, Motorola Semicon
ductor Products Inc., Phoenix, Ariz. 
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tion is possible. Research at Motorola has recently 
yielded 10-W IC gates with propagation delays 
of 0.5 to 1.0 ns.' (The devices use emitter widths 
of 1.0 to 2.0 microns.) These results indicate that 
speed-power products of 5 to 10 picojoules are 
possible. The research has also shown that all 
possible circuit configurations, emitter-coupled 
logic (ECL) is most suitable for high speed LSI 
(Fig. 1). 

Subnanosecond operation with ECL 

In addition to offering the highest speed for a 
given technology, the ECL circuit has speed
power, circuit-density and power-density advan
tages over circuit configurations. The advantages 
result mainly from the lower total resistance re
quirements for a given circuit power level, and 
from lower emitter and signal currents for a 
given circuit power level and fanout capability. 2 

Signal paths in an ECL gate pass through 
emitter followers and grounded-base stages, both 
of which are inherently fast. And because the 
output impedance of the gate is low and the input 
impedance high, deteriorating effects of parasitics 
and load capacitances are minimized. Moreover, 
since the output impedance can be made as low 
as 5 ohms, the ECL circuit is capable of driving 
terminated coaxial cables or striplines of 50 ohms 
or larger. One does this by returning the termina
tion resistance at the far end of the transmission 
line to a voltage somewhat lower than a logical 
"O." Finally, reflections caused by discontinuities 
along the transmission line are inverted by virtue 
of the low output impedance. 

The ECL configuration also allows simple 
wired-OR and wired-AND connections, by addi
tion of emitter-follower output and collector
clamp transistors, as shown in Fig. 2. With the 
wired-AND connection, the following extra logic 
combinations can be obtained: (A + B) (C + D), 
(A + B) (C + D), (A+B) (C + D), (A + B) 
( C +D). With the wired-OR connection, the addi
tional logic combinations are: A + B + C+ D, 
A + B + C+ D, A + B + C+D, A + B + C+ D. 

In place of the common-emitter resistor, a con
stant-current generator or another current switch 
can be inserted, resulting in the double-level ECL 
circuit shown in Fig. 3. With such an arrange
ment, series-parallel logic may be performed. This 
is particularly useful for clocking purposes, since 
an independent gate input can be added without 
adding gate delay. In practice R t: is also replaced 
by a current source to prevent logic-level depend
ency on V EE· 

With a standard 5-V supply, up to three levels 
of gating can be accommodated when a current 
source is used in place of R E. Figure 4 shows a 
nanosecond full-adder ELC circuit that makes use 
of three-level series gating. 
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When the basic ECL circuit configuration is 
combined with selective use of wired gating and 
series gating, high system speeds and low system 
speed-power products can be obtained. 

Figure 5 shows a photomicrograph of an 8-bit 
ns full-adder, which is one of the most complex 
high-speed logic functions fabricated to date. The 
8-bit adder is equivalent to 88 logic gates, and it 
has three layers of metalization. It employs a 
total of 448 components. The die is 46.3-by-110.1 
mils. The effective average component area, there
fore, is roughly 11.4 square mils per component. 

5. This 8-bit nanosecond full adder (four circuits are 
shown) is one of the most complex high-speed circuits 
built to date. Its complexity is equivalent to 88 logic 
gates, or 448 components, on a 46.3-by-110.1 mil chip. 

C22 

The per-stage delay from CARRY-IN to SUM
OUT is approximately 1.2 ns. Connected as an 
8-bit ripple-carry adder, total delay from CAR
RY-IN to SUM-OUT of the 8-bit is approximately 
10 ns (Fig. 6). 

The adder is composed of four subgroups, each 
consisting of dual full-adders. The basic full add
er is a subgroup of 56 components, interconnected 
with series-gating techniques to produce the full
adder function with a minimum propagation de
lay. Both the SUM and SUM are available for 
each bit. Either may be made available at the 

SCALE =5 .0ns/DIV. 

6. The total delay is 10 ns, from CARRY-IN to SUM-OUT, 
in this 8-bit, ripple-carry adder. This is an improvement 
of 4: 1 over previous standard ECL adders. 
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7. Pulldown resistors act as a load for the output device 
of the driving gate. Propagation time is, therefore, only 
slightly dependent on fan-out. 
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outputs. Initially, however, only the SUM will be 
used. 

The first layer of metalization intraconnects a 
majority of the components within each dual full
adder assembly. The exceptions are a few critical 
crossovers that must be made in the second layer 
to eliminate voltage distribution and routing in
terference problems. The second layer completes 
the dual ·full-adders. The addition of the third 
layer interconnects all of the logic of the dual 
devices into one complete 8-bit full-adder. This 
third layer also performs the over-all power dis
tribution function. 

The adder requires 28 pins for input and out
put functions and is packaged in a 32-pin stud
mounted ceramic flat-pack. With adequate heat
sinking, the stud-mounted packages can provide 
relatively constant junction-temperature distribu
tion between multiple 8-bit adder packages. 

Motorola now offers three circuits in their 
MECL III line that are capable of subnanosecond 
speeds. The circuits include a dual 4-gate, dual 
2-gate and a flip-flop. The gate circuits can drive 
terminated 50-ohm lines with 1.1 ns propagation 
delays, and provide subnanosecond rise, fall, and 
delay times with lighter loading. 

Tricks for improved operation 

In the design of circuits for minimum propaga
tion delay, it was necessary to employ a separate 
V cc line for the output devices. This separation 
prevents current transients-caused by unbal
anced loading of the output devices-from being 
coupled back into the gate by way of common 
connections to a V cc node. For best results in 
characterization and in system performance, 
these terminals are connected to a good ground
plane close to the package. The connection for the 
bias driver and input circuit is designated V cc2 

and is connected via pin 14. The output device 
supply is labeled V cc1 and is connected to pin 1. 

An input-pulldown resistor (R/J ) is associated 
with each input family. This resistor circumvents 
the "floating base" problem of emitter-coupled 
logic families by providing a sink for I riw leakage 
currents and for signals that would normally be 
coupled to a floating base through Co11 · The pull
down resistor value for the high-input impedance 
circuits is about 50 kilohms. 

Planned circuits will employ 2-kilohm pull
down resistors. The resistors will not only serve 
as pulldowns for floating bases, but will also act 
as loads for the output devices of the driving 
gates. Figure 7 shows the effect of loading a gate 
(in this case, one with no output load resistor) 
with a fan-out of gates having low input-imped
ance - load resistors (2-kilohm). Note that the 
curve is relatively flat. A well-designed printed 
circuit with tight spacing between packages 
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(0.625 in. between centers) would be a candidate 
for such loading techniques. 

The emitter-follower output devices are de
signed to drive a 50-ohm t ransmission line termi
nated to - 2.0 V. This is an equivalent output 
load-current of 22 mA. When terminated with a 
510-ohm resistor to V i; 8 , the emitter-follower out
put current is 8.5 mA. To complement the gate 
elements, a storage element capable of shifting 
and counting with very low propagation delay 
was required. An all-logic D flip-flop was selected, 
designed with two layers of metal to provide a 
more economical device with reduced chip size. 
It not only offers high speed but also simplifies 
system application, since its operation is not de
pendent on clock rise time. 

A more exact title for this flip-flop is "one 
phase D." It's a master-slave flip-flop with an 
information (or data) input to the master. The 
master is updated while the clock is at low level, 
and data are transferred t o the slave on a posi
tive excursion of the clock. Direct set and reset 
inputs are provided for presetting or parallel 
data entry. These set and reset inputs are pro
vided with a " look ahead" capability, since both 
master and slave sections are changed simultane
ously by the direct inputs. • • 
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Test your retention 

Here are questions based on the main 
points of this article. Their pu1·pose is to 
help you make sure you have not overlooked 
any important ideas. Yoii'll find the answe1·s 
in the article. 

1. What basic problem does LSI solve for 
high speed logic? 

2. Name th1·ee problems .associated with 
building LSI logic . 

3. H ow fast a?·e presently available high
speed logic elements? 

4. Give three reasons why EGL logic is 
the best configuration fo1· high-speed opern
tion. 

5. Why does Motorola use sepa1·ate V ,.,. 
lines in its high-speed logic? Why do es it 
provide pulldown resistors? 
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LSI development hasn't been easy. For several 
years, vendors have been investing hard work 
and hard cash. They took the risk-and develop
ed the technology. Now they look for a return 
on their investment. 

But in spite of the widely accepted benefits of 
LSI (reduced parts count, simpler system pack
aging, less miscellaneous hardware, faster speed, 
higher reliability) aerospace users are only now 
beginning, hesitantly, to back LSI development. 
The computer community is skeptical, and con
sumer-electronics users are notable by their 
absence. 

LSI vendors, heavily committed, are concerned. 
When are the users, who stand to benefit from 
LSI, going to accept the products, put in their 
orders and help support the development? 

Customers' reticence can no longer be attribut
ed to high cost. The cost of standard MSI is 
lower than that for conventional ICs, on a per
gate basis. Custom LSI arrays, of course, with 
functions designed for a specific customer, may 
have a higher per-gate cost. In any case, per-gate 
cost comparisons are unfair. Savings on board 
design, assembly, and interconnection must be 
taken into account. The only fair way to compare 
costs is to weigh all aspects of system cost, for 
all alternatives-from conception to production. 
A fair comparison may show that LSI is now the 
most economical way to go. 

But some designers hesitate to even consider 
LSI, much less weigh the cost. These designers 
do not have confidence in the LSI products, are 
nervous about the design procedures and costs, 
and are worried about protection of their pro
prietary designs. They shouldn't be. 

The technology is feasible 

The products work. The technical feasibility 
of LSI, from a processing point of view, has 
been established beyond doubt. Actual products 
are available in a variety of forms. 

Fairchild, for instance, has announced 11 
products in its 9300 series of TTL MSI functions. 
These range in complexity from about 30 gates 
to over 100 gates on chips varying in size from 
approximately 65 by 65-mil to 140 by 140-mil. All 
are in production, and some have reached high
volume levels with satisfactory yields. 

A typical bipolar product is the 9328 chip, a 
TTL dual 8-bit register. This device contains ap
proximately 105 gate-equivalents (318 compon
ents) on an 85 by 112-mil chip. 

The two static-shift registers have common 
reset, and both common and independent shifting 
operation. Either of the clock inputs can be used 
to inhibit the shifting operation by maintaining 

Robert M. Walker, Supervising Engineer, Custom Arrays, 
Fairchild Semiconductor, Mountain View, Calif. 
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the input HIGH. Each register can receive serial 
data from either of two sources, each of which 
is selected by means of a single-line input select 
terminal. The capability for making chips with 
complexities of 100 to 200 gates has been ade
quately demonstrated by a number of vendors 
(see photos) . 

Putting a thousand or more gates on a package 
is, of course, another problem. Multichip pack
aging is a possible solution, and one Fairchild 
developmental package employs facedown bond
ing of 20 LSI chips. If we assume there will 
be 100 gates or more on each chip, the potential 
for placing several thousand gates in a single 
package is evident. Multichip packages may have 
a strong impact on the evolution of LSI. 

Assuming that an economic, repairable, multi
chip assembly technique will be developed-and 
semiconductor memories may force this to occur 
-custom subsystems of several thousand gates 
can be assembled. For bipolar systems, most 
of the logic will then be selected from an existing 
inventory of standard MSI functional chips and 
interconnected with a few custom chips and a 
custom-designed multilayer ceramic substrate. 
This will be the next step in LSI. There will be 
no need to butt through the monolithic yield-area 
stone wall. But what of design procedures and 
design costs? 

The LSI vendor is presently faced with two 
main problems: He must offer a custom design 
capability, and his turnaround time must be 
short-as short as a few weeks. And his final 
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1. The average selling price of ICs has dropped dras
tically. LSI vendors are being forced to introduce their 
products at prices that are competitive with the less 
complex ICs. 
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Fairchild's computer-aided design program provides for 
checking and exercising the customers' logic, automatic 
generating of functional test sequences and automatic 
analysis of customers' test programs. Cell assignment 
and interconnection and mask generation are done only 
after thorough checking of the logic design. 

product must be low in cost, of course, if it is to 
compete with existing products (Fig. 1). 

If system engineers are correct in assuming 
that LSI will lead to a proliferation of unique 
parts, someone will have to build an awful lot of 
custom components. And custom work poses its 
own problems. 

Custom LSI means low product volume 

Uniqueness of parts is going to lower produc
tion volumes. If a comple::".: part is used only once 
per system, then for most customers the total 
production order for a custom array will be for 

CUSTOMER INPUTS 

r - ~o~ NET~R;;- - I 
I IN CAO LANGUAGE I 

LOGIC SIMULATION 
OF NETWORK 

I FAIRSIM 

I 
I 

L..---- ----..J 

SPECIFIC CELL AND 
I /0 PAD ASSIGNMENT 

CELL 

INTERCONNECTION 

INTERCONNECTION 

MASK GENERATION 

TO FABRICATION 

TEST GENERATION 

TO TEST 

2. In the Fairchild computer-aided design program the 
customers' logic equations or diagrams are first con· 
verted to a CAD compatible format, then simulated to 
verify the basic design and the network coding. The ar
rangement of cells in the array is made to simplify the 
cell interconnection, and the required masks are com· 
puter-generated. An optimum sequence of tests is then 
produced to fully test the custom circuit._ 
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a few hundred or a few thousand parts. The al
lowable engineering fee must be low-roughly 
equal to the cost of engineering and laying out a 
printed-circuit function. Clearly, no one can 
amortize a $50,000 engineering charge over a 
thousand parts-unless, of course, some groovy 
benefit of LSI (smaller size, better reliability, 
lower power, or more speed) is of special value 
to the user. 

While such advantages may be quite signifi
cant in certain aerospace and defense applica
tions, they tend to evoke somnolent reactions 
from consumer-electronics system houses. Com
ments on speed cause an occasional flicker of an 
eyelid among these buyers, but unless the im
provement is by an order of magnitude, the 
flicker is followed by a yawn. Consumer-elec
tronics will be hard to sell on custom LSI, unless 
production orders are quite large. 

Custom turnaround time must be as short as 
four weeks. LSI products will not be used as 
replacement parts for printed-circuit boards; 
they must be designed into the next generation 
equipment. Errors in logic design are in
evitable, and last-minute system changes must 
be possible. Some way must be found to provide 
fast service on custom circuit redesign. It ap
pears that four weeks (from receipt of a cus
tomer's logic diagram to shipment of a small lot) 
is the longest turnaround time that the customer 
will tolerate, if custom LSI is to be significant 
in new system designs. 

So this is what the vendor is faced with-a 
large-scale logic design that must be turned into 
hardware in only four weeks. How can he do it? 

With computer aids. 
Thus semiconductor manufacturers have put a 

great deal of effort into development of computer 
programs for LSI design (see photo above). 

Computer aids speed design 

A fully integrated computer-aided design 
capability is now available (Fig. 2) . This system, 
and a special approach to custom LSI (called 
Micromatix™) enables Fairchild to meet the 
primary LSI requirements of custom design and 
fast turnaround. Computer aids check the logic 
of a customer design_ by simulation, and gener
ate an optimum series of tests for the finished 
custom circuit. 

A program called FAIRSIM provides the com
puter simulation of the customer's digital design. 
It uses a look-ahead simulation technique similar 
to that described by Ulrich'. FAIRSIM takes ad
vantage of the fact that only a small percentage 
of the elements in a digital system change state 
during any short period of time. It provides 
simulation of an element if, and only, if one of 
the inputs to the element changes state. 
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In order to sequence the transmission of sig
nals , the concept of logical delay is used. Each 
logic element has two specified delay times associ
ated with it. These delays are a measure of the 
time required between a change in an element's 
input and the corresponding change in its out
put. 

Sixty-four areas of memory are reserved for 
a "time wheel," that corresponds to the logic 
delay range of 0 to 63. The program scans each 
position of the time wheel and, upon encounter
ing an entry, is directed to a list of logic elements 
whose delays have timed out and whose outputs 
are ready to change. 

The program then performs the following 
tasks: (a) it transmits the new output along 
the fan-out net as inputs to other logic elements; 
(b) it then simulates all affected elements to de
termine if their outputs will change state; (c) if 
they will change state, it places the proper flag 
in the time wheel at the time slot their output is 
due to change (for example, after their delay). 
The scanning of the time-wheel elements then 
resumes. The time wheel also updates total elapsed 
system time before recycling. The output of 
F AIRSIM is a listing of requested logic element 
outputs, either 1, 0 or undefined. 

One powerful feature of F AIRSIM is the 
MACRO network-description capability. A new 
logic element may be defined in terms of existing 
logic elements, and then called up as part of a 
larger system. In this fashion, users may build 
up their own library of commonly used designs. 
The network description and performance test 
which is prepared for F AIRSIM may be used 
as input to other Fairchild CAD programs, such 
as interconnection routing and test generation. 

The testing of complex arrays represents a 
formidable problem because of the difficulty in 
testing complex logic networks without access to 
intermediate cells (basic logic functions), and 
because the cost of testing represents a large 
share of the price of a finished package. 

The number and types of tests performed de
pend upon the logic design, the required confi
dence level and the eventual environment. 
Potential failure modes must be analyzed. Worst
case de measurements are required for inputs 
and outputs, to assure that interfaces with other 
devices achieve the desired margins. The number 
of such tests is proportional to the number of 
pins and will, in general, be small in comparison 
to functional tests. 

Functional tests verify the transfer function 
truth table, or state diagram of the device, and 
check internal devices. The number of functional 
tests required has been debated heavily in the 
industry, and the spectre of 2N+ M possible input 
combinations for an array with N inputs and 
M states is often used to arouse an appreciation 
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A. four-bit carry-look-ahead arithmetic unit, implemented 
with the 4700 array, performs any of eight parallel func
tions on two 4-bit operands. The functions include ADD, 

SUBTRACT, A•B, A•B, A+B, A+B, A(±)B, and A+B. In 
the subtract mode, the circuit can function as a 4-bit 
comparator, providing A< B, A=B, or A> B. 

for the upper bound on numbers of tests. Fortu
nately, it is extremely unlikely that a useful com
plex logic function will even approach this limit 
since partitioning, redundancies, and non-inde
pendence of variables greatly reduce the input 
sequence requirements. 

The computer-aided design program used for 
acceptance functional testing is known as FAIR
TEST. This program performs three functions. 
It analyzes the FAIRSIM performance test 
and generates a list of untested array ele
ments. At this point, more tests may be written 
in FAIRSIM to test the array more completely, 
or automatic test generation may be selected. The 

This eight-~it ~~S accumulator contains 200 gates, or 
abo.ut 6~0 1nd.1v1dual components. It is capable of proc
essing eight bits at once, in an area of 86-by-116 mils. 
The unit combines on one chip an input register, an 
adder-subtractor, an accumulator register and an output 
buffer. 
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3. Medium volume complex circuits are often not stand· 
ard products and are not required in sufficient volume 
to justify custom design. A special approach, which 
allows a limited amount of customization. is required 
for this market area. 

second function of F AI RT EST, automatic test 
generation, is performed using sophisticated 
algorithms to select optimum test sequences. 
These additional tests are then combined with the 
performance test to form the final functional 
acceptance test. The third function of FAIR
TEST is automatic formating of test sequences 
to the appropriate tester format. 

All of these computer aids, now in use at Fair
child, have been designed to complement their 
custom LSI program. MOS LSI is presently auto
mated from Boolean logic de11cription to auto
matic mask generation including cell assignment 
and placement. 

Custom LSI at low volume 

The semiconductor industry has historically 
provided two approaches to customers, where 
new products are concerned. The customer has 
bought standard circuits specifically designed to 
meet the majority of his needs, or he has paid 
the necessary custom development costs. Fair
child developed their Micromatrix™ in attempt 
to bridge the gap between these two approaches 
(Fig. 3). The Micromatrix is intended to serve 
the custom market for volumes ranging from 
very low to the economic crossover point for 
pure custom design. · 

A Micromatrix array is a two-dimensional 
matrix of multi-gate building blocks or cells. 
Each cell contains a set of components (diode 
elusters, inverters, etc.) that may be individual
ly specialized by cell intraconnections to become 
one of a variety of fundamental logic building 
blocks (NAND gate, flip-flop, etc). By means of 
a two-layer metalization process, the cells may 
be interconnected to form a complex subsystem 
logic function in a manner analogous to the in
terconnection of conventional ICs on a double
sided printed-circuit board. 

The major incentive for the development of 
complex custom arrays is based on economic 
considerations, rather than upon any dramatic 
new advance in size or performance. 
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Although arrays can be shown to be economi
cally attractive on a per-wired-gate cost basis, 
the true economic impact cannot be appreciated 
unless viewed from a total systems concept. Sub
stantial savings will be felt in engineering docu
mentation, in-plant inventories, and in field main
tenance procedures. It will soon be practical to 
throw away, rather than to repair, a malfunction
ing subsystem. 

The major difference between Micromatrix and 
custom design is in the trade-off between engi
neering and manufacturing costs. In general, a 
given function can be custom-designed to use a 
smaller chip size, or to use a simpler manufactur
ing process than the equivalent function in 
Micromatrix. Both affect yields and thus manu
facturing costs. At low volumes, the engineering 
cost heavily influences total unit cost. At high 
volumes, the manufacturing cost predominates. 

It will not always be possible or practical to 
use all of the components in an array, in imple
menting a subsystem. Experience indicates tha:t 
80 per cent usage is a practical guide for evalu
ating the efficiency of the system logic partition
ing. A complex custom circuit, on the other 
hand, is usually an optimally arranged group of 
components designed for a specific application. 

Since it is impossible to define-much less 
implement-an optimum over-all design, the 
problem becomes one of choosing a set of compro
mises satisfactory to the largest possible number 
of users. Such a generalized approach will not 
satisfy all applications. A complete custom de
sign will be justified in those circumstances 
where some parameters (power, speed, area ef
ficiency, etc.) must be optimized; where cost is 
either a secondary consideration, or where total 
parts volume can justify the added expense of 
a fully customized design. 

The Micromatrix approach to LSI is distin
guished from the discretionary wiring approach 
in that no testing is performed at the cell level. 
Testing is done only after fabrication is complete. 
Elimination of area-consuming test pads permits 
an array to be fabricated on a state-of-the-art 
chip size, ensuring reasonable yield. And only 
.one set of masks is required per custom design. 

Basic wafers, completely fabricated up to 
metalization, will be stocked in plant inventory; 
from which wafers will be drawn for all custom 
arrays fabricated from this product family. This 
will lead quickly to high-volume wafer manufac
turing, which is a requisite for low costs. In ad
dition to eliminating the custom engineering de
sign lead time that is normally required for 
wafer processing and for evaluation, the high
volume approach provides for greatly reduced 
in-process inventories of many different wafer 
types and leads to greater process uniformity, 
more thoroughly characterized devices, and a 
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4 . No single interface definition will satisfy all custom
ers or applications, but it is important that identification 
of vendors ' and customers' responsibilities be as clear
cut as possible. 

larger volume of data upon which reliability and 
failure-mode predictions can be made. 

Interconnection masks can be designed and 
fabricated much more quickly than a complete 
set of diffusion-plus-interconnection masks; thus 
the Micromatrix approach is assured of a faster 
turnaround time than a full custom approach. 
The use of two-layer metal and highly systematic 
layout procedures greatly simplify design. 

Large scale integration has projected the semi
conductor manufacturer into the business of sub
system fabrication; where he once interfaced 
mainly with circuit and component engineers, he 
must now communicate with system engineers, 
logic designers, and packaging engineers as well. 
The systems builder must become more aware 
of the limitations of the process technology. 

As the technology evolves and becomes more 
sophisticated, it appears that a means must be 
found to merge the vendor and the systems build
er into a coherent design team. This is a very 
difficult problem, and a great deal of cut-and-try 
experimentation will be required during the com
ing years to develop common languages, informa
tion formats, document controls, and all other 
implements needed to bridge the user-manufac
turer interface. No single interface definition can 
be made that will satisfy all customers or all 
appl ications. Nevertheless, the first interface defi
nition should be chosen so as to make the identi
fication of responsibilites as clear-cut as possible. 
Fairchild proposes an interface (Fig. 4) which 
we believe to be workable. This interface consists 
of the following: 
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1. Fairchild defines specifications for cell 
family (design manual). 

2. Customer analyzes system requirements and 
selects the appropriate array type. It may be that 
a design already exists in Fairchild's library of 
custom designs that will perform the desired 
function. Basic decisions such as MOS or bipolar, 
number of cells, etc., are made at this point. 

3. Using a design kit, the Customer can bread
board his design using discrete Micromatrix 
quarter-cells. 

4. Customer supplies logic specifications of de
sired subsystem logic functions (within con
straints imposed by design manual). 

5. Fairchild generates specialized mask sets 
from logic specifications using the following pro
cedures: 

a) Make matrix cell-position logic-assign
ment with proper correspondence to logic specifi
cation requirements. 

b) Lay out cell interconnections. 
c) Three specialization masks (1st layer 

metal, 2nd layer metal, and dielectric) are gen
erated by standard reduction and stepping tech
niques and applied to stock wafers that contain 
the basic array diffusions. 

6. Fairchild tests (to its own and/ or customer 
specifications) and delivers finished units. 

The interface described above is by no means 
"frozen" and is subject to negotiation. As Fair
child and user learn to communicate more ade
quately, the interface will tend to drift in the 
direction of placing more and more control of the 
design parameters in the hands of the user. •• 
References: 

1. E . G. Ulrich, "Time-Sequenced Logical Simulation 
Based on Circuit Delay and Selective Tracing of Active 
Network Paths," ACM 20th National Conference Pro
ceedings, 1965. 

Test your retention 

Here are questions based on the main 
points of this article. Their purpose is to 
help you make sure you have not overlooked 
any important ideas. You'll find the answers 
in the article. 

1. What are five advantages of LSI that 
the consumer-electronics user can expect to 
enjoy? 

2. What solution is advised for putting 
a thousand or more gates in a package? 

3. What are two characteristics of the 
custom LSI business? 

4. What is the longest turnaround time 
that a custom LSI buyer can be expected to 
tolerate? 
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Pick a number . 
Only Amphenol lets you pick from 
all four PC connector families 

•• 

No matter which printed circuit connector family you choose, Amphenol produces it. 
In hundreds of thousands of combinations. No one else gives you this choice. 

Expect to save. While gold, copper and labor costs go up, we keep modernizing 
production methods. Enough to maintain prices, even reduce them. We can show 
you how to save with all four families. 

Check the PC connector families below. Then call your Amphenol Sales Office or 
Distributor. The connector you need is probably on the shelf. If it's a special we can 
help you design it. Write today for new PC Connector Catalog PC-5. Amphenol In
dustrial Division, The Bunker-Ramo Corp., 1830 S. 54th Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 60650. 

BIFURCATED BELLOWS 
CONT ACTS For smooth, 
positive mating action-that's 
easy on your PC board surface 

- pick Amphenol's 225 Series. Bifurca
tion provides 2 points of contact, even 
on irregular surfaces. Bellows action 
exerts positive pressure, even under ex
treme vibration. Gives you thousands of 
insertions and withdrawals without fail
ure. Nine sizes, ten tail styles, four 
mounting configurations, two contact 
platings, and solder, taper pin or Crimp 
Poke-Home® terminations. Exceeds 
MIL-C-21097B. 

TUNING FORK C O N
TACTS For the lowest con
tact resistance in the industry 
today-even with PC boards 

at the extremes of tolerance in thickness 
- pick Amphenol's 143 Series. Amphe
nol's tuning fork contacts provide ex
cellent current-carrying capability with 
uniform tine pressure and positive wip
ing action. For non-direct card entry 
applications, the 143 Series receptacle 
can be mated with a 133 Series plug. 
Nine tail styles, eight sizes and choice of 
solder or solderless wrap terminations. 
Series 233/ 243 exceeds MIL-C-21097B. 

3 
PRELO AD E D CANTILE 
VER CONT ACTS For a low 
cost, high performance con
nector-designed especially for 

automatic wire wrapping-pick Amphe
nol's 261 Series. Cantilever contacts are 
confined in the dielectric to a predeter
mined load force. This gives you uniform 
pressure and positive mating action. Con
tacting surfaces have a minimum of 50 
microinches of gold over phosphor 
bronze. Wire wrap capability on .100", 
.125", .150", .156" and .200" centers. 
Also, high contact density multi-board 
connectors for your special applications. 



4 
MODULAR PLATE ASSEMBLIES For custom 
designed specials at production line prices-with up 
to 36,000 contacts-pick Amphenol's 230 Series 
Snap-Wrap® or 240 Series Mini-Wrap® connectors. 

Design your own interconnection system using Amphenol's 
building block concept. The contacts you need are inserted into 
nylon insulators and mounted into aluminum plates. These 
plates can be drilled, formed or notched to your specifications. 
Snap-Wrap 230 Series: 7 contact styles, 12 color-coded insula
tors with plate sizes up to 22" x 45". Mini-Wrap 240 Series: 4 
contact styles, 12 color-coded insulators, .100", .125" or .150" 
centers with plate sizes up to 21" x 24". The same modular 
concept is now available for direct card entry applications with 
our 250 Series. 
@Registered trademarks of The Bunker-Ramo Corporation 

AMPHENOL 
THE BUNKER - RAMO CORPORATION 
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Industrial programmer. Model 2924. lliir.. 
Isolated switches. Remote switch ,.. 
contacts. Precious-metal-clad contacts 
take 2 amps DC. Contacts tested to one 
million cycles. Full 80-column reader. 

• 

Desktop card reader. Model 1040. 
Up to 960 switches, 80-column format. 
Available in matrix or isolated outputs. 

Contact rating of 0.25 amp DC. Double
wiping action cleans contacts at each use. 

Available panel mounted . 

Motorized full card reader. Model 2980A. 
Semi-automatic card insertion and extraction. 

Behind-panel mounting. Can be bussed by 
column , by row, and by split column. 

Reads full 80-column card. 
Gold-plated , double

wiping contacts. 

Manual badge reader. 
Model 361. Cross
matrix or individual outputs. 

Takes 15-, 20- or 22-column badge up to 
0.040" thick. One-hand operation. Up to 

264 switches. Designed for one 
million cycles. 



• • 
All-weather reader. Designed for outdoor or industrial 

environments. Suitable for air purge system. Bifurcated 
contacts - up to 264 cross points. Credit card 

Behind-panel reader. Model 2981A. 
Industrial full 80-column card reader. 
Complete alphanumeric coding and 160 
six-bit word capability with only 160 
diodes. Can be bussed by column, by 
split column, or by row. Gold-plated contacts 
take 0.25 amp. 

'Y 

Put your data here ... for process control, 
test programming, computer input, machine 
control, production control, status 
indication, access limitation, credit 
validation. The biggest and most versatile 
card reader family around. For more 
information, write AMP INCORPORATED, 
HARRISBURG, PA. 17105. 

AMP 

format up to 12 x 22, matrix or individual. Indicator 
lamps and card release switch available. 

~ Low-cost industrial reader. Model 2900A. Motor
operated or manual model 2901A. Up to 264 switches, 
80-column format. Bussed by row, by half-column or 
by full column. Gold-plated, double-wiping contacts 
rated at 0.25 amp DC. 
'Y 

Solenoid badge reader. Model 360. Reads 15-, 
20- or 22-column badge - up to 264 
switches. Operates similar to time clock. 

Models for 115 VAC and 28 VDC. 
Design life: one-half million cycles. 

'Y 
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Buy one 
... * ... .. "' .. 

• - ... . -. ----~-----""'"~ --- - -- -- A,. ... .. ill - • . 

~ F. r-. ,r-, 
' . 

wen wrap it free 

Here's our special offer: if you buy our 
new Modu-Wrap DIP packaging chassis 
for your next prototype system, we'll do 
the wire-wrapping free, no matter how 
many wires are involved. All you need 
to do is to tell us what your hardware 
requirements are and pay a small charge 
for programming our automatic wire· 
wrapping machines. This offer expires 
January 31, 1969. And, sorry only one 
system to a customer. 

The reason we're making this unusual 
offer, is to introduce you to our new 
Modu·Wrap series 2900/5800 DIP 
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chassis assemblies. They come in two 
standard widths (2.9" and 5.8") and 
they're available in any length you 
want. Furthermore, you can get any 
combination of 14, 16, or 24 pin 
sockets; component posts, transistor 
holders, connectors (.100" cc) or even 
just the blank panel. In other words, 
our approach is completely modular 
and you get packaging that fits your 
needs exactly. No waste space, no 
empty sockets. 

Because of the modular building block 
structure of our packaging system, you 
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get what you want without paying extra 
for set-up, tooling, ellgineering, and 
costly hand·writing. Best of all, you 
don't have to wait 10 weeks to get iL We 
deliver in three weeks. 

Gift wrapped. 

Call or write. 

INTERDVNE 
2217 Purdue Avenue 
Los Angeles, California 90064 
(213) 4 77·6051 
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MOSANALOG FUNCTION GENERATOR 

Complex analog functions, like that in Figure 1, 
can be digitally generated as fast as 125,000 analog 
levels a second. The generator fits on a small 
printed-circuit board, because the function is 
stored as binary bits in an MOS read-only memory 
and is read out through an integrated-circuit 
digital-to-analog converter. In the past, slow and 
bulky electromechanical equipments, such as 
photoelectric mask scanners and machined-cam 
followers, were used to generate signals as unusual 
as these . 

The initial application of the MOS generator is 
drawing special test patterns on a CRT screen. An 
operator can compare the generated function with 
the signal produced by systems or transducers 
excited by programmed test stimuli. This sub
stitutes a quick go-no-go curve-matching test for a 
laborious measuring and plotting procedure. It 
takes little imagination to see many non-display 
applications. Coders and decoders for secure com
munications, analog computers and simulators, 
and automatic control of processes are a few 
probabilities. 

The memory circuits are 256-bit MM520's, which 
are frequently used as character generators (Fig
ure 2). Programmed metal I ization masks are used 
to store code words during chip manufacture. Con
nections are made or not made at each storage 
node in the chip, depending on whether the code 
calls for a binary "1" or "o" at that node. 

Figure 3 represents the operating model that pro
duced the scope photos in Figure 1. Coding of the 
analog levels is somewhat like pulse-code modula
tion. The number, N, of bits in each binary-coded 
word determines the waveform resolution: 

% Resolution at full scale= 100/2N 

For the model, 6-1/4 percent was ample, so each 
word is four bits long and each MM520 thus stores 
64 distinct, quantized levels. 

The bits are read out serially when a logic "1" 
signal triggers the start input of the first MM520. 
The end-of-sequence pulse from the first MM520 
triggers the next, and so on through the string. 
Flip-flops A and B (MM583 JK binaries) generate 
the trigger pulse and also divide the clock by four, 
so that the MM508 serial -in/parallel-out register 
will separate the serial bit stream into the four-bit 
code words. 

© 1968 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP. 
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FIGURE 1. Typical Scope Trace Produced by MOS 
Memory. 

DATA 
OUTPUT 

NOTE: Pin 4 connKted to case 

+V, 
TOP VIEW 

FIGURE 2. MM520 Read-only Memory and Character 
Generator Contains 256 Bits of Storage, 
Addressing and Control Logic in a Single 
Chip of Silicon . 

Four more MM583 flip-flops and four MM580 
dual NOR gates operate as buffered registers to 
hold the four bits of each word and drive the A/D 
converter. The converter is a four-rung resistor 
ladder and an MM551 multiplexer used as a series 
switch. Errors in the analog output are detected 
and nulled in the ladder via the feedback loop of 
the LM201 operational amplifier. Full-scale volt
age adjustment is provided in the feedback loop by 
potentiometer R 1. All analog levels appearing at 
the output are equally spaced in time, since the 
system is synchronous. 



INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
PARTS LIST 

6 MMSBJ 
5 MMSBO 
1 MMSOB 
1 MM551 
1 LM201 

TO 
START 
INPUT 

1 MM520 64 Words 

DATA OUTPUT (FROM MM520's) 

DATA OUTPUT 

SUPPLIES 

+and -15 VolU 
-JO Volts 

Rl 

SCALE 
ADJUST 

FIGURE 3. Working Model of Analog Function Generator Uses Four Bits in Each Digital Word to Define Analog Levels. 
Any Number of MM520's Could Be Used. 

If greater resolution than 6-1/4 percent is desired, 
the words can be made longer, of course, by 
merely extending the clock divider and converter 
logic circuits. One operational amplifier will still 
suffice. In fact, this portion of the system can 
easily be time-shared by several function gen
erators if a programmed selector switch is added. 
Or the operator can change functions by manual 
switching or plug-in replacement of the MM520 
strings. 

Some applications require a periodic function-for 
example, a complex sine wave. The auxiliary cir
cuit in Figure 4 makes it unnecessary to store both 
positive and negative halves of the function. In the 
working model, the ripple counter produces a 
sign-reversal pulse at 64-word intervals. Delivered 
to the MM550 analog switch, the pulse periodi
cally connects the function-generator output to 
the positive or negative side of the operational 
amplifier. Here again, the number of circuits used 
can easily be changed to fit the function
generation requirement. 

Stored code words can also be used to divide an 
oscilloscope's sweep into regular angular incre-

National Semiconductor Corporation 

E1N 

(ANALOG OUTPUT 
FROM FUNCTION 

GENERATOR) 

lOK 

MMSSO 

JO pf 

+15V 

15K 

FIGURE 4. Analog Inverter Reverses Polarity of Periodic 
Functions. 

ments, or to produce other special traces that may 
be required in analysis work. Since the words are 
digital, they can also be used to compute auto
matically the sine, tangent or other mathematical 
functions of the analog signals that are displayed. 

Complete data sheets and additional applications 
information on all the MOS devices are available 
upon request. 

2975 San Ysidro Way, Santa Clara, California 95051 
(408) 245-4320/TWX (91 O) 339-9240 
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When you ask about 
our new 
core-Makino Process 

... expect some cutting remarks. 
Cutting memory cores, instead of pressing them, 
is the idea behind Core Memories' new process ... 
the first significant advance in core production 
technology in more than a decade. Introduced at the 
lnterMag Conference earlier this year, it makes 
possible the production of cores with more uniform 
electrical characteristics, at higher production 
rates than previously possible. 

For more information on what this means to you, 
and for a reprint of the lnterMag conference paper, 
mail this coupon today to Data Products Corporation, 
8535 Warner Drive, Culver City, Calif. 90230. 

Data Products manufactures LINE/PRINTER™, D ISCflLE~. 
Core Memories, Dff·Line Printer Systems, Card Readers and Punches 

····················1 : 5 data products I 
I 8535 Warner Drive, Culver City, Calif. 90230 

I 
I 
I 
I 

D Please send reprint of the lnterMag Conference Paper. 
D Please send ferrite core literature package. 
D Please send information on stacks. 
D Please send memory system literature. 

I Name ____________ Title ____ _ 

I Firm -------------------

1 Address------------------

1 City ________ State ____ Zip ___ _ 

I Core Memories Inc. is a subsidiary of Data Products Corporation 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

·-------------------~ INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 52 
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F JCC DEVELOPMENTS 

Computer parley to explore new design goals 
Sharp rise foreseen in '70s in use of phone lines 
to transmit digital data on a time-shared basis 

ment that could be used without 
phone company approval. And since 
then the FCC has been examining 
the 1934 Communications Act with 
a view to liberalizing the use of 
phone lines for digital data com
munications. 

A. Craig Reynolds, Jr., 
Technical Editor 

By the end of the 1970s, the 
American Telephone & Telegraph 
Co. estimates 50 per cent of its 
phone traffic will consist of digital 
data transmissions. This trend, 
along with Federal Communica
tions Commission steps to liberal
ize consumer use of the phone lines, 
is opening new opportunities for 
time-sharing computer design. 

The impact and the challenge of 
data communications will be sub
jects of major concern at the Fall 
Joint Computer Conference, which 
is being held Dec. 9-11 at the Civic 
Center in San Francisco. 

Panelists at Session 7 of the 
conference are prepared to look 
closely at an FCC inquiry now un
der way into the "interdependence 
of computers and communications." 
Before the inquiry, and before last 

L OS HOSPITAL 
LOCAL TERMINALS 

RESEARCH e CLINICAL 

TERMINAL INTERFACE 

REDCOR 
WRITE INTERFACE 

3206 3206 
0 I 

AOC OM 
A TO 0 1612 LINE 
CONV PR INTER 

• 
CONTROL 

3248 
CARO CONTROL 

405 
CARO CONTROL 

summer's decision in the now noted 
Carterfone case, computer design
ers were obliged to interface with 
the voice-band transmission net
work either through Dataphone 
subsets, rented by the telephone 
company, or through acoustic cou
pling. The first alternative was 
costly, since the rental fee could 
run as high as $80 a month per 
unit, while the second was both ex
pensive to design and subject to 
errors caused by local noise inter
ference. 

Last July the FCC ruled in the 
Carterfone case that phone com
pany prohibitions against the at
tachment of customer-provided de
vices wete too broad to be valid. 
The ruling made the Carterfone, 
a privately installed device that 
connects message toll telephone fa
cilities with two-way mobile radio 
systems, a legitimate phone attach-

The benefits to computer design
ers are being felt already. Interfac
ing is now allowed through the use 
of a small protective circuit that 
the phone company rents for only 
$2 a month. Engineers no longer 
need work with Dataphone subset 
characteristics and can be more 
selective in their computer network 
designs. 

Recently the tariffs charged for 
use of Telpak, an AT&T name for 
wideband combinations that are 
available to satisfy specific user 
requirements and to provide broad 
bandwidth channels in the micro
wave communications systems, 
were the subject of controversy. 
This resulted from an FCC ruling 
that the tariffs were excessive. Tel
pak was withdrawn until the sub-

COMMON CARRIER LINES TELEPHONE INTERCHANGE 
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3234 854 
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1. The over-all system organization of the Utah biomedi· 
cal computer controlled system uses voice-grade trans
mission lines for data communications. The remote 

terminals may be as far as 50 miles from the central 
computers, which are at the Latter Day Saints Hospital 
in Salt Lake City. 
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mission by AT&T of lower rates and 
their acceptance by the FCC. The 
combinations are now available 
again to digital data communica
tions systems users. 

The speakers at Session 7, all 
of whom have active roles in the 
FCC inquiry, are: 

Louis Feldner, consultant, Data 
Communications, Palo Alto, Calif., 
the chairman of the session. 

Prof. Manley Irwin and Prof. 
Michael Duggan of the Whittemore 
School of Business and Economics, 
University of New Hampshire. 

Bernard Strassburg, Chief, Com
mon Carrier Bureau, FCC, Wash
ington, D.C. 

Paul Rogers, general counsel, 
National Association of Regulatory 
Utility Commissioners, Washing
ton, D.C. 

Rep. John Dingell (D-Mich.), 
chairman, Subcommittee on Regu
latory and Enforcement Agencies. 

Communications in medical work 

Use of common-carrier toll mes
sage facilities is increasing rapidly 
in medical practice. This is par
ticularly true in electrocordio
graphic diagnosis and in monitor
ing patients in intensive-care 
wards. The trend is being discussed 
at Session 25. 

r----, 
I READ INTERFACE : 

DIGITAL 
I 

IN 

An experimental installation at 
the Presbyterian Hospital in Los 
Angeles will be described by David 
Stewart of · the University of 
Southern California School of 
Medicine and a staff member at the 
hospital. The installation uses an 
IBM 1710 to provide diagnostic 
services. Experience gained in the 
past year in monitoring over 500 
patients is being incorporated in 
a new system that will use a Sci
entific Data Systems Sigma 5 
computer. 

The 1710 is limited to real-time 
operation. It services only two 
patients at a time, but it can moni
tor 11 functions of primary biologi
cal importance, such as blood pres
sure, pulse rate and respiratory 
activity. 

Expansion of the system by in
corporating the Sigma 5 will per
mit operation in a time-shared 
mode and will greatly increase both 
the number of patients to be moni
tored and the amount of peripheral 
equipment that can be connected 
to the central facility. The exten
sion of the network to service the 
greater Los Angeles area, using 
communications over voice-grade 
lines, is envisioned. 

Reed Gardner of the Latter Day 
Saints Hospital, Salt Lake City, 
will describe the engineering of a 
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2. Both digital and analog information must be exchanged between the remote 
terminals and the central computers. Bell System Data Phone subsets are 
used to interface with the toll-message voice communications network. 
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far more extensive system in use in 
Utah . It services six medical areas 
at distances ranging from a few 
miles to 50 miles from two central 
computers at the Latter Day Saints 
Hospital. Voice-grade, common-car
rier lines are used for data inter
change between the terminals and 
the central computers. Since the 
lines used are on the dial network, 
interfacing is accomplished with 
Bell System Dataphone subsets. 
The 201-A subset is used for digi
tal data communication and the 
604-B for analog information trans
mission. Twenty remote terminals 
are in use. In addition a six-bed 
intensive-care ward for patients 
who have had open heart surgery 
is continuously monitored on a pro
gramed basis. 

The central computers being used 
are the Control Data Corp . 3200 
for research applications and the 
company's 3300 for clinical func
tions and medical diagnosis. Com
munication speed between the 
terminals and the computers for 
patient diagnosis averages less 
than two minutes. 

The system is protected against 
failure through use of the 3200 as 
hardware backup for the 3300. Ex
tension of the system to other areas 
in Utah is planned. (Fig. 1 shows 
the over-all systems organization, 
and Fig. 2 the details of the inter
facing equipment and the termi
nal units. ) 

Telecommunications also used 

In many applications the slow
speed telecommunications network 
can be used for communication be
tween remote terminals and central 
computers instead of the more ex
pensive voice-grade lines. Different 
design consideration are involved 
because of the narrower band
widths available, as compared with 
voice-grade lines and Telpak op
tions. 

Local storage at the terminal 
units must be provided for display 
regeneration in order to relieve 
the central processor from control
ling this function, which is costly 
in computer time. Programs must 
be constructed and implemented in 
hardware to provide control func
tions and to interface with the 
central unit on a time-shared basis. 
Interaction between the terminals 
and the computer must be provided 
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through keyboard inputs, function
control panels and the use of a 
light pen interacting with the dis
play unit to correct programs and 
to change the configuration of 
graphic displays of circuits or other 
systems as desired by the designer. 

International Business Machines 
has developed and constructed one 
of the most complete units for utili
zation of the telecommunications 
systems. The terminal unit has 
been designated the IBM 1150/ 
2250 Stand Aline / Remote Graphic 
System. It will be discussed in de
tail by Michael Rapkin, IBM, 
Kingston, N.Y. (Session 23 ) . Be
cause of the number and complexi
ty of the functions that are per
formed, the 1150/ 2250 is essentially 
a small computer with graphic 
display plus interaction capabili
ties with the central computer. The 
unit may be aptly termed a satel
lite computer. The central process
ing unit is a System/360 computer 
with time-sharing capabilities. 

A graphic subroutine package 
has been prepared for the pro
grammer. It can service scientific, 
engineering and commercial appli
cations. This is important, for it 
greatly s implifies the problem in 
using the telecommunications net
work in combination with the cen
tral computer. 

Bulk memory devices are needed 

Efficient use of remote termi
nals that have communication fa
ci lities for data transfer to central 
computer installations operating in 
a time-shared mode requires the 
development of much larger and 
more compact units t han present 
ones. These are needed to solve 
the programing requirement for 
time-shared operation. The cost 
per bit must a lso be significantly 
lowered to permit the use of larger 
memories on an economical basis. 

Dr. William Gross of the Ampex 
Corp., Redwood City, Calif., states 
in Session 43 that at least three 
orders of magnitude improve
ment over existing memories is re
quired. This will be a long-range 
program, he says. Programing is 
extremely difficult with bulk mem
ories because of the need for addi
tional addresses and decision 
branching logic. The solution is 
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sti ll in the laboratory stage. 
Gross says that "even existing 

prototypes are unsatisfactory and 
that manufacture of production 
units is virtually impossible." How
ever, Ampex has constructed and 
successfully tested a bulk memory 
that satisfies the storage capacities 
required at a lowered bit cost. The 
requirement of compactness is not 
satisfied, since bulky multiple tape 
transports are used. 

The development and operation 
of the Ampex system will be dis
cussed by Sidney Damron, Jerry 
Miller, Erik Salbu and Manfred 
Wildman, all of Ampex, and by 
Joseph Lucas of the U.S. Dept. of 
Defense. 

Ampex uses video recording 
techniques to achieve high bit 
density. Recording is in blocks of 
106 bits in a section of 2-inch 
tape that is 0.9 inch long. Trans
verse scan is employed to achieve 
an effective tape speed of 800 inch
es per second in the write mode. 
Longitudinal addressing is employ
ed to locate a desired block, and 
the contents of the block are scan
ned to read the required data 
message. Redundant recording is 
used to achieve a demonstrated ac
curacy of 1 in 101 0 bits. However 
the unit sti ll suffers from many 
of the deficiencies of tape units 

The remote terminal unit used in the 
Utah network. Note the compactness 
of the unit and the simplicity of the 
controls. 

when rapid random access is re
quired, since access time to a re
quired item is determined not only 
by selection of the required trans
port unit but, on the average, re
quires a search time that is one 
half the time required to search 
the selected tape. 

Frank Risko of Bryant Com
puter Products, Walled Lake, Mich .. 
has a different viewpoint that he 
will express in the same session. 
"Improved magnetic memories will 
be developed for use in systems to 
be built in the early 1970s," Risko 
agrees. "The rapid random access 
available from disk storage makes 
it an attractive starting point for 
device improvement." 

However, he points out the limi
tations of magnetic devices and 
predicts they wi ll be replaced by 
new and different techniques. In 
his opinion, the development of 
photochromic optical materials that 
will be capable of much higher bit 
densities, and will be erasable in 
addition to performing r ead and 
write functions can lead to satis
faction of the large bulk of 
memory requirements. Much re
search is being done in this area, 
and Risko says that optical memo
ries using photochromic properties 
will be in use in the late 1970s. 

Lasers produce high bit density 

Another approach to optical tech
niques has been taken by Keith 
McFarland of the Precision Instru
ment Co., Palo Alto, Calif. He is 
using laser recording on a sputter
deposited metallic film, placed on a 
plastic tape base, to build read-only 
memories. H e employs a laser 
with an output beam controlled by 
passing it through a Pockels cell , 
a unit that changes the polariza
tion of the laser light output by 
90 ° upon application of an electric 
field of the proper magnitude to 
the cell. A Gian prism, which 
transmits li ght of one polarization 
but rejects that of othen;. furnish
es the shutter action required to 
form a bit "one" or to suppress 
the light output for the bit "zero." 
An argon continuous-wave laser is 
the li ght source. The energy of the 
laser beam evaporates the metallic 
fi lm to record the "one" bit. 
The size is 5 microns, and the 
total time for recording a bit is 
250 nanoseconds. The density is 2 
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Raytheon 
Computers 
MULTIVERTER Ill: 
100kHz 
throughput. 

Faster throughput is just one of the benefits offered by 

the MULTIVERTER Ill , newest version of our widely-used 

"analog front end in a box." Multiplexer capacity 

can be up ta 128 channels, the sample-and-hold 

amplifier has a 2 microsecond settling time 

and 50 nanosecond aperture, and the converter is 

our new 15-bit, 0.01 % ADC 100. 

• MUX available as separate unit 

•Wiring for additional· logic 

• 32 channels simultaneous sample-and-hold. 

However you want it, the sooner you write or call us, 

the sooner you'll have it. Raytheon Computer, 

2700 S. Fairview St., Santa Ano, California 92704. 

Phone (714) 546-7160. In Europe and the 

Options include • IC registers hold Mid-East, write Raytheon Overseas, Ltd., Shelley 

up to 512 bits of buffer storage House-Noble Street, London E. C. 2, 

•Controls and indicators ~AYTHEO~ England, Phone:Ol 6068991, 
•ADC available as separate unit - - Telex 851-25251 . Ask for Data File CB-162. 

SEE US AT FJCC BOOTH K10 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 53 
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to 5 x 109 bits recorded on a tape 
strip 4-3/4 inches wide and 31.4 
inches long. The record and read 
rates are 5 megabits per second. 
Approximately 12,000 tracks are 
recorded on the tape. The device 
provides permanent storage, which 
restricts its use to applications 
where erase and rewrite are not 
required. It is now in the engineer
ing model stage of development, 
but it is expected to become a pro
duction unit within the next two 
years. It has both military and 
commercial a pp 1 i cations where 
read-only memories are required. 

Such memories can be employed 
for storing permanent subroutines 
and for information retrieval. 

IBM is pursuing conventional 
photo-optical recording with high
quality silver-halide film as the 
storage medium. The system will 
be described by Dale Gustlein and 
Don Prentice of IBM, San Jose, 
Calif. The IBM 1360 Photo-Digi
tal Storage System is capable of 
storing 2.38 x 101 2 data bits on 
line to the main processor. It is in 
limited production, and two sys-

terns have been installed and are 
operable. 

Large-scale integration has uses 

Large-scale integration will be
come very important because of the 
high dens ity of functions that can 
be obtained in very compact pack
ages and the consequent reduction 
in cost per function where mass 
production of the units is feasible. 
Its future is still controversial, 
however, according to Dr. James 
Angell of Stanford University. Dr. 
Angell has organized Session 28 to 
demonstrate the pros and cons, as 
well as to discuss existing LSI 
elements. 

Cedric O'Donnell and Robert 
Booker of Autonetics, Inc. , Ana
heim, Calif., will lead the argu
ments in favor of LSI. Autonetics 
has built a complete computer, the 
D-200, using eight different chip 
types and a total of 24 chips. The 
LSI chips are metal-oxide-semicon
ductors (MOS), and, as a conse
quence, the computer is relatively 
slow. The add time is 8 microsec
onds and multiplication 108 micro
seconds for 24-bit numbers. The 
clock rate is 250 kHz. The unit was 

built to prove feasibility rather 
than to demonstrate high-speed 
capabilities. 

Dr. Lester Spandorfer of Sperry 
Rand, Blue Bell, Pa ., is pessimistic 
about the use of LSI in the near 
future. He argues that "there is no 
clear economic advantage or im
provement in design over present 
techniques" and that "it will not be 
until the late 70s that there may 
be a speed advantage in using LSI 
for memory, but no advantage will 
occur in the logic sections of com
puters." MOS is unsatisfactory be
cause of its slowness, he notes. Bi
polar transistor circuitry is, in his 
opinion, the only way to take ad
vantage of LSI. 

Donald Calhoun, of Hughes Air
craft Co., Culver City, Calif., will 
demonstrate an existing LSI array 
of four-bit multiplier units on a 
one-inch-square ceramic substrate. 
The operating speed of the units is 
25 MHz, considerably higher than 
that available from MOS units. 
Gated full address, N AND gates 
and NOR gates have also been 
built with the same techniques. 
Here speed advantages do appear. 
The LSI units will be used in fur
ther development work. • • 

An operator is using the IBM 1150/2250 Stand Alone/ 
Remote System. A progra m correction is being made by 

interaction between t he light pen and the di s play un it . 
The correction is tra nsm itted to t he centra l processo r. 
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Lorch Electronics 
Dives away 
kDOl·hOW 

and sells mixers. 
Our field is state-of-the-art receivers, 
synthesizers and components. Not only 
do we understand a mixer, we also ap
preciate its associated circuitry. We take 
into consideration your overall specifica
tions, circuit needs, and budget require
ments when suggesting the best mixer 
for your particular application. 

With 16 models in 10 different case 
styles available there should be one to 
fill your bill exactly. Lorch Mixers range 
from low frequencies (a few kilohertz) to 
microwaves (2.5 gigahertz) . We have low 

+30 dBM 

.... -c:> .... ..... ... 
i::: ..... ..... 
:::I +6 dBM ... 
!!: 

MODEL 
NO. 

FC-351--

FC-301 --
FC-200Z* -

FC-200W* -

FC-200T* -
FC-200R* -

FC-200* -

FC-200K* -

FC-200Y* 

------
-----

------
------
------
------

10 KHz 
*One port is DC connected. 
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cost mixers for normal applications and 
wide dynamic range mixers for use where 
maximum performance counts more than 
price. Some of our mixers are employed 
where LO feed-through to the RF or IF 
ports must be kept to an absolute mini
mum. Others are used where space is at 
a premium (Flat-Pack or T0-5 can). We 
even make a FET mixer offering 155 dB 
dynamic range and accepting one watt 
of RF input power without appreciable 
distortion! 

All our specifications are guaranteed, 
not "typical". 

MIXER SELECTION CHART 

1 MHz 

FREQUENCY 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 54 

We also manufacture a complete line 
of power splitters and hybrid junctions. 

Our experienced engineering staff is 
eager to tailor-fit our products to meet 
your electrical and mechanical needs. 

Won 't you let us help solve your mixer 
or splitter problems? As a start, write for 
our catalog, or call us to discuss your 
application. We'll send the data and give 
you our know-how . . . gladly! 

LORCH ELECTRONICS CORP. 
105 Cedar Lane, Englewood, N.J. 07631 
Tel.: 201-569-8282 

1 GHz 10 GHz 
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There's a new com.puter 
Multi-Application Computer. That's MAC. And for 

$11,950, MAC's 16-bit words say a lot. 
Take versatility. MAC handles nearly any application. 

Highly 1/ 0 compatible, it integrates easily into your sys
tem. Its basic 4K memory is expandable to 65K words, all 
usable. It has 4 priority interrupt levels- the only true
nesting interrupts in its class - expandable to 64 levels . 

MAC also has 72 basic hardware instructions and 
offers a raft of hardware options. Multiplex data channel. 
Direct memory access channel. Multiply/ divide. And 
more. 

Then there's speed. MAC is the fastest computer in its 
class. Memory cycle time, I microsecond. Add, 2 µ,s. 
Full-word shift, 5 µ,s. Interrupt response, 6 µ,s. 

• -~ .. ",.,_.ry· ·- ~------~ ........ ·- "' - - • . ••• -. ... ... .... ~,... -- ··---- ...... , ,., ... ~~~ ........... ~·· .... 
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on the block. 
As for software, MAC doesn't play hard to get. Docu

mentation and software are ready now. All checked out 
and debugged. LEAP, MAC's assembler, has nested 
macros and pseudo-ops, plus a relocating, linking loader. 
MAC also offers 2 unique advantages: LEAPFORT, the 
assembler in FORTRAN IV, lets you create new pro
grams on large machines. And MACSIM lets you si mu-

1/0 CPU BT SOP 

late operation without disturbing MAC's work. 
Of course this is only an introduction to MAC. For full 

details write MAC, Lockheed Electronics Company, Data 
Products Division, 6201 East Randolph Street, Los 
Angeles, California 90022. 

See MAC at the FJCC. 
LOCKHEED ELECTRONICS COMPANY 

A Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation 
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NEW from LAMBDA 

A totally new concept in 
The FIRST AC-DC 

power supplies using 
an integrated circuit 
regulation system: 

Lambda 
COM-PAK MARK IT™ 

power supplies 
• First all-silicon AC-DC Power Supply using integrated 
circuits to provide regulation system exclusive of input and 
output capacitors, rectifiers and series regulation transistors. 
• 3-5/32" x 3-9/32" x 3-5/16" with single or dual outputs. 
• 3-5/32" x 3-9/32" x 1-11/16" with single output.• More 
current per cubic inch. • Guaranteed for five years material 
and labor. • Increased reliability through use of Integrated 
Circuit which replaces 32 discrete components from con
ventional designs. • Convection cooled- no external heat 
sinks. • Regulation Line or Load .01 % + 1 mV. • Ripple 
and Noise 250 µ. V rms; 1 mV p to p. • Wide Input Voltage 
and Frequency Range 105-132 VAC, 57-63Hz. • Wide 
Temperature Range - 20°C to + 71 °C. • Temp. Coeff. 
.01% +300µVf°C External Programing Resistor .015% 
+ 300µ.V /°C Internal Resistor. • Lightweight-Only 1 lb. 

LCD-2 DUAL OUTPUT MODELS 

VOLTAGE MAXIMUM CURRENT (MA) AT 

RANGE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE C 1 > 

Model (EACH SIDE) 40°c 50°c so• c 11 ° c Price<'> 

LCD-2-11 0-7 voe 300ma 240ma 17Sma 11Sma $155 
0-7 voe 300ma 240ma 17Sma 11Sma 

LCD-2-12 0-18 voe 160ma 130ma 100ma 6Sma 155 
0-7 voe 300ma 240ma 17Sma 11Sma 

LCD-2-13 0-32 voe 120ma 9Sma 70ma 4Sma 155 
0-7 voe 300ma 240ma 17Sma 11Sma 

LCD·2-22 0-18 voe 160ma 130ma 100ma 6Sma 155 
0-18 voe 160ma 130ma 100ma 6Sma 

LCD-2-23 0-32 voe 120ma 9Sma 70ma 4Sma 155 
0-18 voe 160ma 130ma 100ma 6Sma 

LCD-2-33 0-32 voe 120ma 9Sma 70ma 4Sma 155 
0-32 voe 120ma 9Sma 70ma 45ma 

LCD-2-44 0-60 voe 6Sma S2ma 37ma 23ma 170 
0-60 voe 6Sma S2ma 37ma 23ma 

LC0-2-55 0.120 voe 30ma 30ma 22ma 14ma 170 
0-120 voe 30ma 30ma 22"1a 14ma 

LCS-2 SINGLE OUTPUT MODELS 

MAXIMUM CURRENT (MA) AT 

VOLTAGE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE l 1 > 

Model RANGE 40°c 50°C so • c 11 ° c Price (2) 

LCS-2-01 0-7 voe SSOma 4SSma 3SOma 240ma $90 

LCS-2-02 0-18 voe 330ma 27Sma 210ma 140ma 90 

LCS-2-03 0-32 voe 240ma 20Sma 1SSma 9Sma 90 

LCS-2-04 0-60 voe 14Sma 11Sma 87ma S7ma 100 

LCS-2-05 0-120 voe soma soma 4Sma 30ma 100 

TM Trademark Lambda Electronics Corp. 

for 11/2" size; 21/4 lbs. for 3" size. • Rugged die-cast alu
minum construction. • Mounting flexibility-four mounting 
surfaces.• Overvoltage Protection-available as accessory 
up to 70 VDC. • Multi-Current-Rated • Complete Service
ability all components replaceable.• Remote sensing. •No 
overshoot on turn-on, turn-off or power failure. • Remote 
Programing 1000 ohm/V nominal or Volt/Volt. 
•Series/Parallel operation with similar single or dual 
units. • Competely Protected-automatic current limiting. 

Features of Dual Output Models 
• Independent Operation. • Independent Remote Sensing. 
• Independent Remote Programing • Series Parallel Op
eration (Master/Slave) • Each Supply Electrically Isolated 
and Floating with Respect to Ground. 

LCS-1 SINGLE OUTPUT MODELS 
3%z'' x 3%2" x 1 1'/11;" 

MAXIMUM CURRENT (MA) AT 

VOLTAGE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE< 1 > 

Model RANGE 4o• c 50°c so• c 11 °c PriceC2) 

LCS-1-01 0-7 voe 200ma 200ma 1S0ma 100ma $85 

LCS-1-02 0-18 voe 9Sma 9Sma 9Sma 80ma 85 

LCS-1-03 0-32 voe 6Sma 6Sma 6Sma 40ma 85 

LCS-1-04 0-60 voe 3Sma 3Sma 3Sma 2Sma 95 

LCS-1-05 0-120 voe 12ma 12ma 12ma 12ma 95 

NOTES: 
(1) For operation at other than S7-63 Hz, consult factory for ratings and 
specifications. 
(2) All prices FOB Melville, N. Y. All prices and specifications subject to change 
without notice. 

OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION 

VOLT ADJ. 
FOR USE WITH Model RANGE Pricel 1 l 

LCD-2-11, LCD 2-12, LC-OV-10 3-24 voe $20 
LCD-2-22, LCS-2-01, 
LCS-2-02, LCS·1-01, 
LCS-1-02 

LC0·2-13, LCD-2-23, LC-OV-11 3-47 voe 20 
LCD-2-33, LCS-2-03, 
LCS-1-03, 

LCD-2-44, LCS-2-04 LC-OV-12 3-70 voe 2S 
LCS-1 -04 

Write, wire, or call to order direct, for information, or for new Lambda 
Power Supplies catalog. LAMBDA Electronics Corp., 515 Broad Hollow 
Road, Melville, L. I., New York 11746, TEL. 516-694-4200, TWX 510-
224·6484. 



power systems design 
The FIRST complete power supply assembly 
systems using standard Lambda component 
power supplies and accessories ... make custom 
power supply systems obsolete! 

COM-PAK MARK II 
integrated 1 3,4 II H x 19" w x 14" D ~s± IP-·-•~ 

I circuit LC 
power modu le 
with 

LC Power Supply Assembly System ~~· 
overvoltage protector 

Systems 
Power Control 
Panels 

SP-1 for LRA-9 Price : $20.00 
SP-3 for LRA-8 Price : $20.00 

Systems 
Metering Panels 
SMP-1 for LRA-9 Price : $90.00 
SMP-3 for LRA-8 Price : $100.00 

• Lambda's dramatically new Power Supply Systems 
Concept eliminates the need for costly custom-designed 
multiple output power supply systems. You can order 
from the component power supplies and assemble your 
system with these standard accessories : 
• Overvoltage protectors • Rack adapters 
• Systems power control panels • Systems metering 

panels 
•Standard systems cables• Chassis slides 
•Assemble the system yourself or if you prefer, Lambda 
will assemble your power system from 18 standard 
power supplies and 36 accessories. You will receive the 
system ready to plug in. 

• Up to 8 separate outputs in a 13/4 " high rack adapter. 

• Up to 16 separate outputs in a 31/2 .. rack adapter. 

• Use of standard mass-produced power supplies and 
accessories gives lower unit costs. 

• Fast delivery. No waiting for custom design. 

f1LAMBDA 

Standard Systems Cables 

Rack Adapters 
LRA-8 is 3Y2" high Price : $60.00 
LRA-9 is 1 %" h igh Price : $60.00 

- Chassis Sl ides 
CS-1 for LRA-9 Price : $50.00 
CS-2 for LRA-8 Price : $50.00 

•Substantial discounts are available to Original Equip
ment Manufacturers under the Lambda Commercial 
Purchase Plan. 

• Maximum flexibility for later design changes. 

• Guaranteed 5 years whether you assemble or Lambda 
assembles. 

SEND FOR THIS 

New52 Page 
Lambda 
Catalog 

It g ives complete information 
about all Lambda Power 

Systems, Power Instruments 
and Power Supplies 

Ace SUBSIDIARY 

ELECTRONICS CORP. 
515 BROAD HOLLOW ROAD, MELVILLE . L.I .• NEW YORK 11746 TEL. 516-694-4200, TWX: 510-224-6484 CABLE : VEECOVAC PLAINVI EW NY 
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~RE/Opt1m1ty U: / in contro l 

MATCH YOUR CIRCUIT NEEDS EXACTLY 
WITH CLARE LONG-LIFE GLASS-ENCAPSULATED 
RELAYS ... REED OR MERCURY-WETTED 

You can meet advanced circuit requirements with long-life, 
maintenance-free switching ... and never compromise on 
essential characteristics. Clare's unequaled variety of prod
ucts-mercury-wetted and reed-provide the broad range 
versatility you need. And you can choose your relays to fit 
your cost considerations, too. 

Design in multi-billion operation service life ... complete 
input/ output isolation ... freedom from sequence disruption 
and false operations due to electrical transients ... essential 
standards of speed, sensitivity, and load. Select the contact 
form you need-in the physical configuration that fits your 
circuitry and packaging. 

Choose from hundreds of models-superclean in construc
tion .. . 100% operation -tested for maximum reliability. In 
design and in action, you can depend on Clare ... without 
question or compromise. 

COMPROMISE 
on sealed contact relays? 

WHY? 
Clare offers maximum choice! 

ELECTRON IC D ESIGN 24, November 21, 1968 



Relay 
Types 

Switch 
Types 

Contact 
Forms 

Contact 
Load 

Capabil
ities 

Operate 
Time 

Sensitiv
ity 

Literature 

REED 

CLAREED, MicroClareed, and the new Picoreed for 
industrial control, data logging and instrumentation, 
communication switching, ground control, and 
check-out systems. High speed : operate time as low 
as 0.5 ms. 

General Purpose (standard size) 
Mercury-Wetted (standard size) 
High Voltage (standard size) 
MicroClareed (miniature) 
Picoreed (subminiature) 

A, B, and C with combinations up to 12 contacts 

Low level to 15 va (ac or de) 

As low as 0.5 ms 

As low as 30 mw 

For full specifications, circle 
Reader Service Number 211 
. .. or ask Clare for Clareed Bul 
letin 951, MicroClareed Data 
Sheet 961, and Picoreed Data 
SKeet 971-Write Group 11A9 

MERCURY-WETTED 

Clare Mercury-Wetted Contact Relays for input an
alog switching, output power conversion switching, 
solid state input and output buffering. Low, con
stant contact resistance-no mechanical wear, ero
sion, or chatter. 

HGS-for fast switching, high sens1t1v1ty. 
Special models for low level, polar, and 
coaxial applications 

HG-for heavier contact loads 

& 2 Form C or 0-up to 6 Form D for wired 
assemblies 

Low level to 250 va 

As low as 1.0 ms 

As low as 2 mw 

For full specifications. circle 
Reader Service Number 212 
... or ask Clare for Bulletin B01 
(wired assemblies), and Bulle
tin 802 (printed circuit board 
models)-Write Group 11A8 

C. P. Clare & Co., Chicago, Illinois 60645 
.. . and Worldwide l!I 

II 
a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company • 

MERCURY-WETTED CONTACT RELAYS 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBERS 211 , 212 
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Standardizing 
a military memory has 

its ups and downs. 

The ups: 
Apollo 
Airborne navigation computer 
X-15 computer 
Missile re-entry 
Supersonic aircraft 
Side-looking radar 

The downs: 
Counter-mortar radar 
CoLJnter-measures computer 
Deep-submergence vehicle 
Underground bomb tests 
Ground-mobile marine radar 

Let's face it-there 's no way to standardize on a 
single configuration for a product that goes into as 
many diverse appl icat ions as our military memories 
do, so we've built two types that fit a wide variety 
of requirements. Maybe yours? Our SEMS-5 has a 
cycle time of 2µsec, storage capacity to 131,062 bits , 
and meets all the specs to qualify it as an airborne 
system, but you'll find it in ground-based and oceano
graphic applications. Our SEMS -7 has a cycle time 
of 2 µsec, storage capacity to 327 ,680 bits and was 
designed for ground-based applications, but it 's also 
designed into a supersonic aircraft. 

Delivery is fast for almost any application , and to 
help you choose the right configuration , we 're offering 
a paper entitled " How to Specify a Special -Purpose 
Memory" as well as product literature. Just ask. 

em electronic memories 
12621 Chadron Ave , Hawthorn e, California 90250 • (213) 772-5201 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 58 
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MASTER SPECIALTIES COMPANY 
Series· 12 Twist-Lite II is one of 
two outstanding 4-lamp, lighted 
pushbutton switches most often 
specified for commercial and in
dustrial use. The "other" units 
look just like the MSC Series 12. 
They, too, are very good switches 
... but there are some important 
differences to consider. Check 
the comparison table at right, 
then contact the nearest MSC of
fice and arrange for a demonstra
tion at your plant. You'll see and 
feel the difference in construc
tion and you'll discover why the 
MSC design features add up to 
extra performance ... extra value! 
Do it today. You have nothing to 
lose and value !o gain, especially 
since the Series 12 costs no more! 

DESIGN FEATURE 

PANEL CUTOUT SIZE: SINGLE UNIT 
VERTICAL BARRIER MOUNT 

MOUNTING METHOD 

SWITCH RATINGS 

SWITCHES ALSO AVAILABLE 
WITH WIRE-WRAP TERMINALS? 

RELAMPING CONVENIENCE 

LAMP GROUND 
CONTACT METHOD 

LAMP BASE CONTACT METHOD 

MINIMUM LAMP WIRING 
CONNECTIONS. (CATALOG UNITS) 

ELECTROPOLISHED, MIRROR-LIKE 
HOUSING FINISH 

MASTER SPECIALTIES SERIES 12 

l.421 11 x 0 .87511 

Choice of barrier or spring clip. 

Identical 

YES 

No too ls required for relamping. 

S~i~·~'t:~~dEff;:,~~~fen;a~s~~b~~'ra~0; tfr~0k~~d 
due to intermittent ground . 

pene~~::~: !~?aec~ :Ya0~~t ~~~c~~fd~~~i nt. 
Eliminates Possible lamp flicker due to 

Intermittent lamp contact . 

Internally bussed, common ground lamp 
circuit requires 5 solder connections 

for 4-lamp operation. 

YES . Provides optimum internal reflect ivity, 
increases foot-lambert output. 

THE "OTHER" UNIT 

1.421" x 0 .87511 

Choice of barrier or spring cl ip. 

ldentic~I 

NO 

Tool requ ired to relamp some units .. 

Formed 'f~cii~fJ~~,,~ ,c~rt:i~~~~ch 1amp 

Formed leaf spr ing or coil spring pressure 
against lamp base. 

Individua l ground for each lamp. Requires B 
solder connections for 4·1amp operation. 

NO 

If you're thinking of buying the 

MSC 

"other" lighted pushbutton switch 
that looks like the 

Master Specialties Series 12 ... 

ake this 
value 

• ompar1son 
first. 

MASTER SPECIALTIES COMPANY 1640 MONROVIA• COSTA MESA• CALIFORNIA 92627 • (714) 642-2427 •TELEX 678-433 . 

Regional Offices: Atlan ta. Ga. (404) 26 1-8642 • Costa Mesa, Cahf. (714) 64 2-0114 • Sunnyvale, Calif . (408) 245·9292 • Winter Park, Flori da (305) 647-0 100 • Chicago, Ill. 
(312) 282·7112 • Waltham, Mass. (617) 893· 1020 • Haddonfield, N.J. (609) 428·0701 • St. Louis, Mo. (314) 991 ·2877 • Syracuse, N.Y. (315) 479-9191 • Va lley St ream. 
L I., N.Y. (5 16) 561-2334 • Cleveland , Ohio (216) 946-5552 • Dallas, Texas (214) 357-9459 • Houston, Texas (713) 228-2294 • Seattle, Wash. (206) 546-5161. 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM STOCKING DISTRIBUTORS. NEW YORK: AVNET ELECTRONICS, WESTBURY, LONG ISLAND, (516) 333·5800. OHIO: SHERIDAN SALES CO._ CINCINNATI (5 13) 761 ·5432 
ILLINOIS: MAGNUSON ELECTRONICS, INC._CHICAG0,(312) 622-6322.TEXAS: NORVELL ELECTRONICS, INC .. DALLAS,(2 14)357·6451. CALIFORNIA: AVNET CORPORATION, CULVER CITY,(2 13) 870-0111 . 



THE USERS' VIEW 

LSI: Computer makers proceed with caution 
Most believe wide use is 5-7 years away 
except for military-aerospace applications 
Robert Haavind 
Managing Editor 

Large Scale Integration (LSI) 
will some day permit low-cost 
batch fabrication of large seg
ments of computer circuitry. But 
that day, according to most de
signers in the commercial computer 
field, is some time off. 

This arm's length approach to 
LSI today is coupled with growing 
excitement over its effects on the 
computer field some years hence. 
Each person contacted in a wide 
swing through the computer com
munity-university researchers, 
consultants, software specialists, 
and company managers as well as 
both military and commercial de
signers-has strong views on the 
eventual impact of LSI. But most 
see it as at least five years off. 
While there is wide agreement 
that LSI will contribute to the gen
erally expected computer boom, 
predictions as to its particular ef
fects and results vary widely. 

The military computer scene of
fers a sharp contrast. The accent 
here is on now. Aerospace design
ers, for example, are exploring 
many possible avenues to LSI com
puters, both in-house and with 
multiple vendors. 

"LSI is a necessity to meet 
specifications required in several of 
the systems for the 1970s," one 
aerospace engineering manager 
explained . Thus some of the most 
advanced development work, such 
as that of Litton's block-oriented 
computer, to be described later, is 
found in the aerospace field. But 
despite the "wait-and-see" attitude 
of commercial computer companies, 
their designers are evolving 
their own concepts to take optimum 
advantage of LSI when it does 
arrive. Most of their schemes are 
aimed at clever uses of scratch-pad 
or read-only memories. Some see 
registers and arithmetic units 
nested within fast memory mod
ules. In one case, to be detailed 

MSI arrives in the Data General Nova computer, which features four accumu
lators-two used as index registers, in a $6050 basic machine with 1024 
16-bit words of storage. Read-only memory modules are also offered by Data 
General , to users who provide a paper tape of a debugged program. 
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later, a designer foresees a com
plete computer being built of 
standard LSI memory elements 
that will serve as logic, stored pro
gram and arithmetic units. 

Some developers of the LSI tech
nology that is already commercial
ly available are piqued by lack of 
strong support from computer 
engineers. They believe that de
spite all the general talk on the 
subject, too many computer engi
neers are not fully aware of the 
powerful computer-aided design ap
proaches that already exist. 

The growing importance of 
medium-scale integration (MSI) is 
granted even by those who are 
most vocal in opposing LSI for 
the near future. MSI is now begin
ning to be defined as functions of 
such complexity that standard de
vices are possible-counters, shift 
registers, or code converters-while 
LSI is defined as constituting de
vices of higher complexity that re
quire unique layout with computer 
assistance. 

Many designers are now finding 
that the standard block of 40-to-
100 gate complexity can offer sav
ings, just as the flip-flop and the 
gate on a chip did in the early days 
of integrated circuits. The stand
ard block frees the designer. It 
allows him to put more effort on 
other aspects of his total system 
design, which may prove to be of 
greater value to the user. 

MSI offers definite advantages 
right now, particularly in the 
small memory and computer arith
metic areas, according to J. E. 
McAteer, director of development, 
and Dennis White, manager of 
computer development, for Varian 
Data Machines, Inc., Irvine, Calif. 
But they see LSI at least five to 
seven years off. The company 
makes small computers that are 
particularly designed for process 
control and communications. 

"If LSI makes the same sort of 
economic gain over ICs as ICs 
did over transistors, it will come," 
McAteer commented. 
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fV 50,000 N 500,000 
COMPUTERS COMPUTERS 

LARGE 
TIME-SHARED 
COMPUTERS 

SMALL DEDICATED 
COMPUTERS 
(> $1000) 

LARGE CENTRAL 
COMPUTERS 

1. Expansion of the computer industry as seen by a small computer manu 
facturer. By 1973, according to Burton Yale, vice-president, General Automa · 
tion, the industry will be moving toward a hierarchy of worker, supervisor and 
management computers .. 

32 GATES 
NO FLIP-FLOPS 
(TOO SMALL) 

200 GATES 150 GATES 
AND 48 FLIP-FLOPS 

NOW WHEN ECONOMICAL 

2. Today's LSI technology still falls short of the complexity range in which 
it offers real economic advantages, according to Charles King, computer-aided 
design specialist for Computer Usage Development Corp., Palo Alto, Calif. 
He feels LSI will catch on with reasonable yields at the 200-gate level. 

But he and White both see a 
number of reasons why this goal is 
still years away. They do not feel 
that aids to logic design have been 
sufficiently developed for LSI. 
Computer-aided design looked at
tractive at first, White said, but 
many who were originally interest
ed are now backing off: It requires 
extensive coordination, and this 
becomes cumbersome when the de
sign process is accomplished in a 
distant vendor's plant . Also, rapid 
development cycles are needed. And 
changes are a way of life in com
puter design. Even IBM has found 
bugs in systems after they were 
out in the field. Coping with such 
difficulties becomes extremely ex
pensive after a design has been 
committed to mask-making. 

The cost factor is cited again 
and again, with · most observers 
feeling that an LSI design would 

ELECTRONIC D ESIGN 24, November 21, 1968 

end up costing over twice as much 
per gate-equivalent as an MSI or 
conventional IC design. Since the 
larger the array of circuitry be
comes, the more unique the array 
tends to be, few observers feel that 
LSI prices can come down soon. 

Because of this "parts number" 
problem, Linder C. Hobbs, presi
dent of Hobbs Associates, Corona 
Del Mar, Calif., believes-along 
with many others-that the eco
nomic factor will force greater 
and greater standardization in the 
design of certain computer func
tions. He points out that the semi
conductor makers-by varying the 
interconnection of standard arrays 
of devices-have worked out a 
number of schemes to allow some 
flexibility to the computer engi
neer. 

One technique is the discretion
ary wiring approach, in which an 

array of circuits is fabricated and 
individual circuits are tested. Then 
the computer, which has stored the 
desired logic equations, generates 
an interconnection pattern that will 
produce the desired logic functions, 
using only the good circuits and 
skipping the bad ones. This is the 
direction Texas Instruments, Inc. 
is following. The difficulty here is 
that a separate mask must be made 
for eacli chip, based on the test 
results; this is expensive unless 
low-cost ways can be found to 
make masks b)' computer. 

An alternate approacli, that 
taken by Fairchild Semiconductor, 
assumes that all circuits are good. 
Here, an interconnection mask is 
prepared that can be used on all 
the chips that are to produce the 
desired logic functions. This meth
od requires a high resultant yield 
to be successful. 

The yield-curve battle 

This yield problem was cited by 
Richard Drew, director of market
ing for Computer Automation, Inc., 
Newport Beach, Calif., as a major 
reason why LSI is still years off. 
Drew, formerly a west coast repre
sentative for TI, said that process 
engineers are fighting an exponen
tial probability curve for yield as 
chip complexity rises. LSI is 
asymptotically approaching the lim
its on the yield curves, he says. 
According to Drew, his company's 
experience with infant mortality 
on burn-in tests for MSI chips
quad-latches and quad-adders
bears out this situation. With 
simple ICs, burn-in usually elimi
nated one device out of perhaps 54 
on a card. This rate rose signifi
cantly with MSI devices. If such 
a card were converted to a single 
LSI device, then burn-in would 
eliminate just about every one of 
the devices. 

Because of the expense involved 
in catching any problems after an 
LSI design is commited to masks, 
both Drew and David Methvin, 
president of Computer Automa
tion, felt that the first use might 
be a straightforward conversion of 
a small, well-proven machine, like 
the PDP-8 or a similar computer. 

Hobbs agrees that LSI will have 
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its earliest impact on small com
puters, whose low prices might 
allow production volumes to be
come large enough to support the 
development of unique, complex 
LSI chips. Another favorable area 
to which he believes LSI will 
gravitate is peripheral units, such 
as communications t e rm i n a 1 s , 
where much storage and logic now 
handled in central processing units 
(CPU ) will be handled. 

Managers of companies making 
large computer systems are less 
enthused over the prospects for 
LSI than small computer makers. 
Max Palevsky, president of Scien
tific Data Systems, commented 
that, for the scientific machines 
his company makes, the cost of the 
hardware represented only a small 
part of the total system cost. 
Even a 40 per cent reduction in 
central processor hardware cost 
would therefore do little to bring 
down total system cost. At an 
IEEE Computer Group meeting 
where Palevsky made his com
ments, it was also pointed out that 
LSI might be suitable· for arith
metic units because of their regu
larity, but not for control cir
cuitry, which has a unique and 
non-repetitive structure in each 
computer. This will make such por
tions of the computer economically 
difficult to translate into LSI. 

LSI must provide stronger in
centives to the machine designer 
before he will accept it, according 
to James Thornton, vice president 
and sen ior consultant to Control 
Data Corp., Minneapolis. Thornton, 
a designer of the CDC 6600, a very 
large scientific computer, sees sev
eral problems facing the integrated 
circuit manufacturers interested in 
successfully introducing LSI. 

One problem is · dollars-and-cents. 
With prices for ICs and MSI get
ting lower, it is hard to see how 
these can be beat with LSI and 
still pay off heavy development 
costs. Reliability is already pretty 
high on small computers, but this 
is one advantage that LSI might 
offer designers of the large 
machines. 

Performance improvements 
definitely could excite computer de
signers, Thornton says. But both 
conventional ICs and discrete de-
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vices beat today's LSI for circuit 
speed. Increased speed requires 
higher current. This can create 
serious thermal problems at LSI 
densities. 

Self-checking and redundancy 
are also needed to make LSI main
tenance reasonable . Incorporating 
them would require about a 100 :1 
density increase over today's LSI, 
the Minnesotan believes. 

Scratchpad memories is one area 
where Thornton feels that LSI ad
vantages are worthwhile. 

Some observers feel that the 
availability of LSI wi ll bring a tre
mendous increase in growth to the 
computer industry. Burton Yale, 
vice president of General Automa
tion, Inc., Orange, Calif., foresees 
the computer industry splitting 
into three paths. One branch will 
be the centralized computer area, 
the mainstay of today's market. 
But two more branches will rise. 
One will be the large time-sharing 
computing systems. The other will 
be the small, dedicated computers 
-that is, machines designed to 
perform specific functions within 
a hierarchy of computers. Many of 
these small computers will be 
bought as components of a large 
system. He envisions these com
puters as being sold for hundreds 
of dollars, whereas small comput
ers sell today for a few thousand 
dollars. He also sees this growth 
becoming so great that perhaps 

DEPOSITED 
PROGRAM 

CPU 

(UNIVERSAL 

LOGIC MACHINE) 

OUTPUT 
UNIT 

DATA 
STORAGE 

3 . Extreme standardization due to 
the economics of LSI is foresee n by 
Larry Gosshorn , president of General 
Automation. All portions of the com· 
puter might first be purchased as 
large , off-the-shelf LSI chips . The 
user might t hen prod uce his pro
pri etary program in the fo rm of a 
read -only memory. 

as many as 500,000 total computers 
will be sold by 1973. 

Larry Gosshorn, president of 
General Automation, refers to this 
proliferation of small computers 
linked into larger computers as be
ing part of the distribution of in
telligence, geographically as well 
as functiona lly. Decision-making in 
a ll large organizations will be 
speeded up and handled at the 
lowest possible levels. Yale sees to
day's computer industry, which 
can be broken into business, scien
tific and process control machines, 
being changed into new groupings: 
worker computers, supervisor com
puters and management computers. 
Hobbs agrees: "You won't have a 
large central computer in Kansas 
City or somewhere sending data 
back and forth to stupid terminals. 
The communications costs wi ll be 
too high for that. It's more likely 
that there wi ll be local computers, 
regional computers and central 
computers. In each case, as much 
work as possible will be done at the 
lower levels." 

He feels there is little reason, 
from a functional standpoint, to 
centralize computing, but good rea
son to centralize storage. Many 
local units will occasionally need 
access to a large central data base. 
Also, some actions taken at local 
terminals will require this central 
data base to be changed. He cites 
airline reservations and nationwide 
credit-reference systems as two 
examples. 

LSI developers fight back 

This tendency of commercial 
computer companies to foresee 
great tomorrows for LSI, but to 
show little interest in today, raises 
hackles on some LSI developers. 
Fairchild, for example, is a lready 
in production on LSI devices. 
Robert Schreiner, who heads this 
effort, feels that many of the views 
of computer designers are based on 
inaccurate conceptions of just what 
can be accomplished today. 

Schreiner admits that years ago 
he wrote a memo at General E lec
tric Co., where he was a computer 
designer, in which he stated that 
integrated circuits were impracti
cal. He recalls : 

"I had all kinds of groovy rea
sons-like all the changes we'd have 
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About Time 
A new series of SRD's. 
Pulse specified so you ' ll know from 
the start how these diodes will 
perform in fast pulse and digital 
circuits. Great for applications in the 
time domain. Lets you reshape 
waveforms from sinusoidal to square. 

About time, isn't it? 

Fast clock pulses for high-speed 
logic. Special drive waveforms and 
linear triangular waveforms for 
communications circuits. Generate 
square waves at rep rates up to 
1000 MHz for semiconductor and 
general-purpose test equipment. 
Square wave local oscillators for 
UHF mixers. 

Pulse specified SRD's. No more 
trial-and-error selection . Diode-to
diode uniformity. More reproducible 
circuits. Simpler test procedures. 
Shorter check-outs. Three types, 
prices start at $6.75. 

Isn't it about time you call your 
local HP field engineer for more 
details? Or write for Application Note 
918. Hewlett-Packard , Palo Alto, 
California 94304; Europe: 54 Route 
des Acacias, Geneva. 

HEWLETT f P( PACKARD 

SOLID STATE DEVICES 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 60 
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to make, and we wouldn' t be able 
to make them because they're in a 
chip that we wouldn't have any 
control over, and the fact that 
you'd turn the circuit design re
sponsibility over to the vendor." 

He feels that right now there is 
the same sort of resistance to the 
new concept of LSI. Yet he sees it 
as a s imple economic situation that 
will force LSI to catch on. 

"Fundamentally w h at we're 
claiming," he says, "is that we can 
make printed wiring on a chip 
cheaper than you can make it on a 
P C board." 

Schreiner points out that a 
straight cost-per-gate comparison 
is an extremely unfair way to ana
lyze pricing, because t he computer 
handles all the board placement 
problems and wiring design. 

Schreiner sees t he complexity 
level of LSI as rising rapidly, 
through a sophisticated multi-chip 
capability. 

"A package we're working on 
now has 18 LSI-type chips in it, 
all facedown bonded. These chips 
are all big enough to have 100 
gates-worth of logic." 

Market factors forcing LSI 

A designer who agrees that LSI 
will come soon is Robert Bond, 
applications analyst for Hewlett
Packard's Data Products Div., 
Palo Alto, Calif. Bond says that 
MSI and IC prices can come down 
only so far. Also, the semi conduc
tor manufacturers know that com
puter manufacturers are working 
on their own IC processes. So 
they will keep moving, both to keep 
ahead of the technology and to 
keep their prices moving down. 
The computer manufacturers, at 
the same time, can not overlook the 
possibility that competitors will 
come out with LSI machines. 

Bond does not expect there wi ll 
be a large movement into the 
fourth generation of computers, as 
there was for the third. Rather, he 
feels, that new LSI machines will 
appear gradually. He does not ex
pect IBM to lead the way. 

Bond sees a proliferation of 
small computers and of real-time 
input-output devices. He reasons 
that there .is far too much useless 
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input and output with today's 
computer system. 

A manager, for example, who 
wants certain types of information 
from hi s system, must have his 
request go through several levels 
of systems people and program
mers before he gets back his data. 
As a result he s imply doesn't ask 
for t he information in the first 
place. Once the manager has a 
terminal in his office, however, 
Bond sees him querying the com
puter and getting his data back 
immediately. 

He sees BASIC as the first of a 
whole series of reactive terminal 
languages. He feels that t hi s sort 
of interaction with the 8ystem will 
accomplish much more for the 
user, and more qu ickly and simply, 
than FORTRAN or similar lan
guages could do: It will also cut 
down on programing cost. He 
sees the whole emphasis in the 
fourth generation being given to 
eliminating the programmer. 
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4 . Increasing needs for mass storage 
and lower cost/bit, will keep the 
core-memory market growing despite 
increasing competition from fast~r 
semiconductor memories, predicts 
Tom Gilligan, manager of engineer
ing for the commercial division of 
Electronic Memories, Hawthorne, 
Calif. Smaller semiconductor memo
ries will be coupled with large core 
stores to simulate large, fast memo
ries, as shown below. 

of what is now handled in pro
graming will be transferred to 
circuitry. This is a natural result 
of the growing discrepancy be
tween hardware costs (getti ng 
stead ily lower ) and software costs 
( getting steadi ly higher ) . 

Richard Bloch, vice-president of 
corporate development for Auer
bach Corp., Philadelphia, sees the 
possibi lity of a much more modular 
concept in future computer genera
tions. Instead of designing a gen
eral system to do everything for 
everybody, there wi ll be groups of 
standard modules that can be as
sembled into a system. Some of 
these modules will be dedicated 
modules tai lored to one particular 
large group of users-bankers, in
surance companies, and so on . The 
dedicated modules might have sub
stantial portions of the programs 
wired in. 

In this way, a single instruction, 
for example, might cause an in
quiry to be matched across a large 
data base, with only desired data 
being drawn from storage. 

Each system, then, can be tailor
made for each user by combining 
groups of these standard modules. 
Through experience, or as needs 
change, t he user can have his sys
tem modified through modular in
terchange. Such a series of ma
chines might involve some 1000 to 
2000 modules over-all, of which 50-
100 may constitute a particular 
machine of the ser ies, Bloch be
lieves. 

Bloch predicts that there will be 
a proliferation of what he calls 
small "para-computers," which will 
better serve great segments of the 
user community than can today's 
large, all-purpose computer cen
trals. He sees this trend going so 
far that the modular sections will 
be stocked by large systems install
ation houses, and buyers will 
simply specify the desired con
figuration. 

Computers to run computers 

Another area in which LSI 
might have significant effect is 
machine efficiency, according to 
Gerald Estrin, head of the com
puter department at the Univers ity 
of California, Los Angeles . His 
group at UCLA is investigating a 
number of techniques that, when 
combined, might a llow a comput-
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er's efficiency to be monitored in 
real-time and its mode of operation 
varied to improve performance. 

This program started with an 
analysis of instruction sets; the 
purpose was to find the average 
frequency of their use. Results ob
tained allowed a more intelligent 
allocation of memory. 

Sensors are now under develop
ment to find out how often certain 
registers and other pieces of hard
ware are used in performing par
ticular programs. Such sensors 
might be external to the machine, 
or be built right into the system. 
Both types are being used by 
UCLA. These data are then anal
yzed to develop more efficient 
programs. 

Eventually this sort of analysis 
might be done with a control com
puter that operates in a feedback 
loop, allowing programs to be 
modified while the problem is run
ning; thus optimizing system ef
ficiency. 

The analysis of instruction sets 
was similarly undertaken by Litton 
Data Systems, Van uys, Calif., in 
preparing their move into LSI 
computer design for the military. 

Needs of 1970s analyzed 

Mat Ginosar, manager, LSI 
projects, said that Litton started 
by defining customer needs for the 
1970s and analyzing the languages 
to be available in that time period. 
A statistical study of instruction 
frequency was performed; out of 
this a smaller 'repertoire of more 
powerful instructions was develop
ed. The instructions were chosen 
to use up to 50 per cent less of 
main-memory capacity, Ginosar 
said, because in future systems 
more data must be handled, and 
programs will be more complex. 
Some functions. such as square 
root for a hypothetical example, 
are handled by microprograming 
rather than in software. Usually 
fast read-only or scratch-pad mem
ories are used for this, although, 
in some cases, logic circuitry might 
be used. 

Litton prefers MOS wherever 
great speed is not required, be
cause three to five times the com
plexity per package can be achiev-
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ed. The company is working with 
four outside vendors on LSI, in 
addition to d~vgloping: its own 
approaches. 

One of these in-house programs 
is a block-oriented computer, which 
is a highly parallel processor that 
is somewhat similar to the Solomon 
computer concept developed at 
Westinghouse some years back. 
This computer was described by 
Dr. William Mow, project manager 
in the digital computer lab. of 
Litton's Guidance and Control Sys
tems Div., Woodland Hills, Calif. 
Many similar arithmetic units 
(AUs) can be separated into 
groups to operate on a continuous 
incoming instruction stream. For 
example, nineteen of these A Us 
can be connected to generate sine 
and cosine values of an angle con
tinuously. This is done by using 
series approximations and sum
ming the elements of the series. 

The Dinary algorithm is used to 
perform arithmetic in the block
oriented computer. This permits 
operations to proceed on the most
significant bits first. For example, 
if an A x B x C operation is being 
performed, the product of the most 
significant bits of A x B will be 
multiplied by the most-significant 
bit of C before the lower order bits 
of A and B have been multiplied 
together. Each AU can proceed in
dependently while the others are 
still being filled. 

Each sub-minor iteration takes 
4 µs; but the machine goes 
through a total of 32 bits in each 
minor cycle, which takes 128 µs. 
This means that a 32-bit multi
plication takes 32 x 128 µs, or 
4.096 ms. But the time for one 
multiplication, for 10 or for 100, 
is the same: 4.096 ms. The same 
times hold for multiple additions, 
square roots, divisions, subtrac
tions, incrementations or decre
mentations. 

Each arithmetic unit has three 
input lines connected to address 
registers. These registers can 
select up to 120 different AUs for 
data to come from, so that each 
AU can be connected to up to 360 
others. There is also a control 
register that tells the AU what 
function it will perform. Four 
modes are possible: di nary, buffer, 
multiply-divide, or input-output. 

The connection of these AU s is 
problem-oriented, but the structure 

can be varied by selection, using 
the address registers. 

No discretionary wiring is used. 
Instead devices on a wafer are 
tested; the good ones are then 
bonded together. This saves a sec
ond layer of metalization at the 
circuit level that might cause 
many additional failures due to 
pinholes, Dr. Mow says. One wafer 
might contain 36 AUs and six 
processor controls. If one AU and 
one processor control is working, 
the wafer is usable . 

He showed a wafer with 36,000 
MOS transistors on it, and ex
plained that one with 144,000 
transistors was now in development 
for the block-oriented computer. 
The wafers wi ll be square-a little 
over an inch on a side-to remain 
compatible with a memory wafer 
that is most efficiently fabricated 
in square form. 

The all-memory computer 

Since fast, low-cost memory 
wafers will probably be the earliest 
result of LSI, it might someday be 
efficient to build an entire com
puter from memory, Walter Ed
wards, vice-president of Decade 
Computer, Huntington B e a ch , 
Calif., believes. The program and 
even the logic can be stored in 
read-only and scratch-pad mem
ories, he explained. 

"I could structure the logic so 
that my flow diagram would repre
sent addresses in the store, and 
the control terms would represent 
read-onlys . Edwards pointed out 
that a memory can be viewed as a 
large array of AND-OR gates, 
where particular words are selected 
by putting a ONE on a particular 
line, or another line, etc. Assuming 
speeds for these memories reach 
the 5-to-10 MHz range, he believes 
that such a machine might be built 
so that it would use 5 to 10 cycles 
per instruction. One memory would 
store all the possible actions of a 
register. The flow diagram would 
then select particular operations 
that are stored as memory. 

To accomplish such a design a 
user might buy standard arrays 
and then somehow scribe his de
sired patterns of ONEs and 
ZEROs onto it. 

One thing is certain in the com
puter field: No one is ignoring 
LSI. •• 
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Lockheed has in production 
the world's fastest 
21120 memory system. 

ELECTRONIC D ES1Gr:1 24, November 21 , 1968 

And one 
even 

faster. 

Lockheed's CD-65 completes a memory cycle in 650 
nanoseconds. It's the world's fastest production 2% D 
memory system ... except for one that's 150 nanosec-

onds faster: the Lockheed CD-50. D Speed is just one 
advantage you get with the CD-65 and CD-50. They 

both offer a wide range of standard storage capac
ities-from 8,192 to 65,536 words. Their 2% D organi

zation provides inherently high operating margins. Total 
modularity gives them highly flexible interface capability, 

timing and control, and storage capacities. Plus, both 
the CD-65 and CD-50, subjected to worst-case design 

analysis and review, perform with exceptional reliability. 
For the world's fastest response with technical mate
rial-full details on the CD-65 and CD-50-write to: 
Memory Products, Lockheed Electronics Company, Data 
Products Division, 6201 E. Randolph Street, Los Angeles, 
California 90022. Or even faster, call (213) 722-6810. 

Visit booths 
#307-402 at 
the F.J.C.C. 
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LOCKHEED 
ELECTRONICS 

COMPANY 
A DIVISION OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
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A new concept in 
Logic/Memory Technology 

integrated circuits 

RCA COS/ MOS integrated circuit in ceramic dual· in·l1ne package 

COS/MOS is a totally new integrated circuit technology 
based on RCA's proven capability of fabricating both 
N- and P-Channel MOS transistors on the same substrate. 
This RCA processing breakthrough has made possible 
the creation of a family of unique integrated circuits uti
lizing complementary symmetry circuit configurations 
which encompass both logic and memory. 

COS/ MOS offers a combination of features unapproached 
by any other monolithic circuits. COS/MOS now makes 
possible dramatic innovations in digital equipment de
sign and performance that perceptive manufacturers will 
want to investigate immediately. COS/MOS circuitry 
offers opportunities for significant reductions in power 
consumption which can provide solutions to heat dis
sipation problems of compact designs or promote the 
conversion of line connected equipment to portable, bat
tery-operated vers ions. For operation in electrically noisy 
environments, the extremely high noise margin of COS/ 
MOS circuits , coupled with wide logic level swings, will 
provide new measures of design freedom. For users of 
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single-channel MOS circuitry, COS/MOS offers the ad
vantages of operation from a single wide-range power 
supply, single clock operation from DC to the megahertz 
range, and compatible gates and flip-flops that interface 
directly with MSI logic and memory circuits. In addition, 
COS/MOS technology offers excellent cost and space 
saving potential by virtue of its adaptability to MSI and 
LSI (RCA LSI circuits now in development have many 
hundreds of transistors on a chip). 

Any one of these COS/MOS features may now make 
practical some performance improvement or product 
enhancement that will give your equipment that competi
tive edge: 
• Nanowatt quiescent power dissipation 
• Single 10-volt wide tolerance power supply 
• 10-volt logic swing 
• 4 volts noise margin 
• Fanouts up to 50 
• Compatible gates/flip flops/MSI logic/MSI memory 
• -55°C to+ 125°C operation 
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RCA-CD4005D, 16-bit NDRO COS/ MOS Memory 

Seven COS/MOS types now available 
RCA COS/MOS Price Price 
Type No. Pkg. Circuit Function 1-99 1000 

Units Un its 

CD4000D DIC Dual 3-lnput NOR Gate $13.05 $ 9.00 
plus Inve rter 

CD4001D DIC Quad 2-lnput NOR Gate $13.05 $ 9.00 
CD4002D DIC Dual 4-lnput NOR Gate $14.50 $10.00 
CD4003D DIC Dual " D" Type Flip Flop $20.30 $14.00 
CD4004T T0-5 7-Stage Binary Counter/ $31.90 $22.00 

Frequency Divider 

CD4005D DIC 16-Bi t NDRO Memory $23.20 $16.00 
CD4007D DIC Dua l Complementary $ 9.90 $ 6.00 

Transistor Pai r 
pl us Inverter 

·hese types are a lso available in ceramic flat pack at slightly higher prices .) 

For further information, contact your RCA Representative, 
or check with your RCA Distributor for his price and de
livery. For technical information and application note, 
write RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineer· 
ing, Section IC-G-11 -2, Harrison, N. J. 07029. 
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YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR 
MONEY when you buy UTE 
Universal IC Core Memories! 

UNIVERSAL IC MEMORY SYSTEM 

SPEEDS FROM 2 MICROSECONDS FULL CYCLE 

ADDRESSES FROM 512 TO 4096 WORDS FROM 4 TO 36 BITS 

Compare these advantages over 
big-board designs at any price! 

RELIABILITY - All solid state plug-in PC circuit modules utilizing TTL IC logic 
throughout combined with 30 4-wire core magnetics. 

SIMPLICITY - Only four different circuit modules: control, address driver, 
address register, data register. All UTE Memory Systems consist of combina
tions of these off-the-shelf circuits. 

MAINTAINABILITY - A profusion of test points, accessible with modules in 
place, together with easy module replacement practically eliminates down-time. 

SERVICEABILITY - Small module configuration in a UTE rack-mount suspen
sion is less prone to damage from warp and vibration. The 51.4 inch deck height 
is more amenable to a compact and stronger mechanical envelope. 

FLEXIBILITY - Choice of: DC input or separate AC power deck; 2 or 6 micro
second full cycle speeds; From 512 to 4096 addresses of 4 to 36 bit word length 
in a single 51.4 x 19 inch deck size; Separate tester or self-test options. 

Send for descriptive literature about our Standard Off-the-shelf 

Memory Systems. For information about special design modi· 

fications made to your order for OEM applications send your de· 

tailed requirements to : Marketing Manager, United Telecontrol 

Electronics, Inc., 3500 Sunset Avenue, Asbury Park, N. J. 07712. 
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UNITED TELECONTROL 

ELECTRONICS 
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*REmovable REntrancy Miniature Connector 
(MECHANICAL STRESSES CONFINED 

BETWEEN METALLIC ELEMEN TS) 

A modern Navy torpedo is a complex seagoing craft in itself. It requires an 
extremely reliable electro-mechanical "crew" to seek out and destroy enemy 
subs. 
When Westinghouse Electric Corporation was assigned the job of building the 
wire-guided Mark 48 torpedo, it selected USC REMI* two-unit printed circuit 
connectors RWG-37F and WG-37M to serve on board. Westinghouse designed 
these USC REMI * connectors into its vital analog and amplifier circuits of its 
intricate guidance systems. 
Major manufacturers such as Westinghouse know connectors can make a big 
difference in how well a completed product or system performs. That's why 
they specify USC where ER** helps simplify designs, save space, enhance 
reliability and reduce assembly costs. 

Makes USC connectors worth investigating, doesn't it? 

** USC Established Reliability can do! 

US Components 
Printed Circuit Connectors 
RWG·37F WG-37M 
(Actual size) (Actual size) 

No. of Contacts: 37 
Wire Sizes Accommodated : Female 
Connector. AWG # 14 to #30 and 
MIL·W·l6878A # 16 to # 37 . REM I 
Contacts are ordered sepa rate ly. 
Crimp ing by MIL·l ·22570A (WEP) 
Class I or 11 too ls. 
Military Specifications: (Contacts} 
MIL·C·23216, MIL-C·26636. MS3 190. 
(Connectors) Mll ·C·23353. MIL-C-21097 . 
(l atest revi sions) U. S. Patent No. 2,979,689 • 

1320 ZEA EGA AVENUE • BRONX, N.Y. 10462 or use TWX: 710-593-2141 • Tel. 212-824-1600 TELEX : 1-2411 or Cable: COMPONENTS N.Y.K. 
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SPST,OPOT,SPOT,OPST,4PST. • • 
What type of Analog Switch do you need? 
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We offer 27 different integrated circuits to satisfy known 
driver-FET switch needs. Features include: 

• MOS or junction FETs 
• rcts as low as 10 ohms max 
• Switch analog signals up to 20V 
• Drive from standard 5V logic 
• Up to 5 channels per package 
• T0-86 or T0-100 
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Write for our FET Switch Data Packet 
or tell us your design problem. 

H Siliccnix incorporated 
1140 W. Evelyn Ave. • Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
Phone (408) 245 - 1000 • TWX: 910-339-9216 
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HIGH PRESSURE /VAC·UUM AIR MOVERS 

SIMPLEX SPIRAL• Compact - 10" diameter by 5'l's " axial 
depth• High pressures/vacuums-30 CFM @ 15" static pres
sure 54 CFM @ free delivery, 27" static pressure. @ 0 CFM ' . 
DUPLEX SPIRAL• 10" diameter by 91,4" axial depth• Two 
independent air sources from one package; Two jobs for the 
price of one or extended performance - Pressures - Vacuums 
to 2 PSIG or Airflow Delivery up to 94 CFM @ free delivery 
• Oil free Air Flow - no possible contamination • Quiet -
• Economically priced. 

Rotron Spirals are revolutionary air movers that have 
become standards in the process control and computer 
industries as: vacuum source for tape slack control ••• 
pressure source for tape air bearings ... vacuum/ pressure 
source for card handling and paper sorting equipments. 
Spirals are the choice-their brushless motor design offers 
unparalleled reliability, unusually long-life and eliminates 
costly equipment down-time. 

E® ROTRON mfg. co., inc. 
WOODSTOCK, NEW YORK • 914-679-2401 

West Coast: Rotron I Pacific, Burbank, Calif. 
Canada: Aerovox Canada Ltd., Hamilton, Ont. 
Rotron Europa N.V. Breda, The Netherlands 
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Outside of the fact that Sealectro makes 
a lOxlO Badge Reader, 12x51 Tab Reader, 
and a 12x80 Punched Card Reader, what 
other reason is there for specifying 
Sealectro Card Readers? Because ... 

they really work! 

10 x 10 BADGE READER 
• For Personnel Identification 
• For Process & Production Control 

At last, a Badge Reader that works the way 
you want it to - exclusive Sealectro contact de
sign features positive mechanical sensing of 
punched holes for maximum reliability. Com
pletely self-contained and ready-to-use, the 
Sealectro Badge Reader accepts standard IBM 
and Friden badge cards. 

Visual readout immediately indicates if card 
is inserted correctly. Contacts do not actuate 
until authorized card is properly inserted. 
When card is completely inserted, solenoid
operated contacts sense hole pattern and read. 
Read function is automatically held until feed
back from system releases contacts and card is 
automatically ejected. Electrically, the Badge 
Reader may be bussed in either direction, or 
all 100 points can be discretely fed and readout. 

SUUCTRO 
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12 x 51 TAB READER 
• For Data Acquisition 
• Production Control 
• Terminal Operations 
Accepts and reads standard IBM column cards 
with read area limited to 51 columns providing 
612 bits of information. Ideal for terminal op
erations in data processing systems not re
quiring full 960 point readout. 

Absolutely fool-proof. Correct orientation and 
positioning of card electrically interlocks oper
ating handle eliminating faulty readouts. When 
card is properly inserted and handle pulled 
down to read position, unit commences opera
tion. When reading is completed, pull handle 
up and card is automatically ejected . Tab 
Reader features exclusive Sealectro contact de
sign for positive mechanical sensing of punched 
holes and maximum reliability. 

12x80 STATIC CARD READER 
• For Peripheral Equipment in 

Data Processing Systems 

The l 2x80 Sealectrocard™ Reader reads all 

960 points on a standard IBM card simultane
ously. Punched holes are sensed mechanically 
with all contacts away from dust, lint and dirt 
Unit features double contact wiping surface 
and positive mechanical lockout if card is im
properly inserted or incorrectly oriented. Con

tacts are field replaceable and each 12-hole row 
is registered independently from adjacent rows. 

All 960 switch points have discrete input and 
output terminations. With versatility exceeding 
any other card reader, units can be ordered with 
bussed inputs and discrete outputs, or with ter

minal panels providing fanned connections. 

Interested in complete technical information and prices? Call 914-698-5600 today. 

rROGRAfllflllNG ,OEYICIS OIVISION 

SEALECTRO 
CORPORATION 

HOYT STREET • MAMARONECK • NEW YORK 
PHONE: 914' 4598 • 51500 TWX 710-566-1110 

Sealectro Ltd .. Portsmouth, Hants, Ensland 
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... 250.000 conversions/second, 
15-bit binary resolution 

Chassis model also available with computer interface 
circuitry to your specification. 

Use the new EECO Model 1200 high-speed Analog-to-Digital Converter for 
direct input to a computer for "on-time" data processing, analysis of rapidly 
varying analog information, or for transient analysis by memory loading at a 
250,000 word / second rate and reading out at slower speeds. 

Features include: 
• Integral 4-channel multiplexer option. 
• Complete digital isolation and shielded enclosure to minimize noise pickup. 
• Parallel output, or serial output at 10 MHz-bit rate. 
• Conversion by successive approximation in parallel groups. 
• Continuous protection against input signal transients. 
• Modular design-unit measures only 5"H x 5"W x 17"D, with integral 

power supplies. 

Prices start at $6,000. For complete specificat ions and prices, send today for the 
EECO Model 1200 ADC data sheet. 

Coming soon-a new ADC/Multiplexer with more than 100 input channels, 
15-bit resolution, 200,000 words per second. Send for details. 

INSTRUMENTS DIVISION 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA 
1fint EAST CHESTNUT AVFNllF. SANTA ANA r.At 11=nRNIA Q?7n1. /71LI.) "iLl.7J;"im 



FJCC PRODUCTS 

Small-scale digital computer 
gets accumulators via MSI 
Data General Corp., 275B Cox St., 
Hudson, Mass. Phone: (617) 562-
7358. P&A: from $6050; Jan., 1969. 

Using the inherent advantages 
of medium-scale integration, a 
small-scale general-purpose com
puter for the first time offers the 
additional flexibility of multi
accumulator organization. The type 
of machine organization is the 
same as that used in such large
scale computers as the IBM 360. 

With over half of its circuitry 
in the form of MSI devices, the 
Nova computer boasts four accu
mulators. Two of these may be 
used as index registers to perform 
arithmetic and logical operations 
within the computer's arithmetic 
unit without accessing memory. 

Nova's memory, which is ex
pandable to a total of 32k words. 
is available in modules of 1024 to 
4096 words with 16-bit lengths. 
The memory can be supplied as a 
random-access core or as a read-
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only unit compatible with the core. 
The memory arrangement allows 

the user to write his program 
with the core, using the full soft
ware of the system. When he has 
debugged his program, he can send 
a paper-tape version of it to Data 
General, the manufacturer of ova. 
The company will hard wire a read
only memory based on the tape. 

Nova is contained in a 5-1 / 4-in.
high package that can be mounted 
on a stand or in a conventional 
19-in. rack. This package can ac
commodate seven 15-by-15-in. cir
cuit boards. Nova's central proces
sor requires two boards, while 
each memory module occupies one. 

The new computer is avai lable 
with a full line of options and pe
ripheral equipment. These include: 
a Teletype, a high-speed paper-tape 
punch and reader, an incremental 
plotter, a printer, a real-time clock, 
and Dataphone interfaces. 
Booth No. 105 Circle No. 250 

CRT storage displays 
stop flicker and fade 

Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500, 
Beaverton, Ore. Phone: (503; 
644-0161. P&A: $1050 or $2500; 
45 days. 

Designed for displaying infor
mation readout from digital com
puters and other data systems, two 
new storage display units use bi
stable CRTs to provide non-flicker
ing, non-fading, presentations of 
alphanumeric and graphic infor
mation without being refreshed. 
Both units' operating functions are 
remotely programmable at a rear
panel connector by a contact clo
sure to ground. A manual control 
on the front panel provides the 
erase function. Full-scale deflection 
factor is 1 V. 

Type 601 is a 5-in. unit that 
stores information at the rate of 
100,000 dots per second and has 
an erase time of 200 ms. In an 
8-by-10-cm display area, it pro
vides a resolution of 100 stored 
line pairs along the vertical axis 
and 125 stored line pairs along the 
horizontal axis. The 601 is 5-1 / 4-
m. high by 8-1 / 2-in. wide by 
17-3/ 8-in. deep. It weighs 17-1 / 2 
lb. 

Type 611 is an 11-in. unit that 
has a dot settling time of 3.5 µ,s / 
cm plus 5 µ,s, and a dot writing 
time of 20 µs. In a 16.3-by-21-in. 
display area, it provides a resolu
tion of 400 stored line pairs along 
the vertical axis and 300 stored 
line pairs along the horizontal axis. 

In addition, the 611 unit fea
tures a write-through function that 
permits the operator to position 
the writing beam to any point on 
the display area without storing 
new information or destroying pre
viously stored information. The 
unit measures 11-7 / 8-in. high b~· 

11-5/ 8-in. wide by 22-3 / 8-in. deep. 
Its weight is 50 lb. 
Booth No. 214 Circle No. 251 
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WHO EVER HEARD OF A TRIMMER WITH NO CRACKS IN ITS CARCASS? 

Nobody ever heard of a seamless cermet trimmer until 
Spectral developed its new Model 53! But now, just look &t 
some of the state-of-the-art design advancements and high
quality performance specifications we've packed into this tiny 
trimmer which sells for less than $1 in quantity! 

For under a buck, you can have a unit that offers . .. 

• sealed, seamless, co-molded all plastic external housing (no 
"glue" used for sealing or potting) to guard against leakage, 

'moisture and voltage breakdown. 
• only four joints in its entire construction (2 terminals, wiper

to-element and rotor-to-slip ring) . 
• pins molded in a unitized header providing a terminal pull-

strength in excess of 2 lbs. . 
• cermet element for essentially "infinite" resolution over a 

wide 10 ohm to 1 megohm resistance range. 
• power rating of Y2 watt @ 85°C. 

• dielectric withstanding voltage of 1,000 VAC at sea level. 
• stop strength better than 1 O oz.-in . 
• operational temperature range of -65°C to + 125°C, plus 

the withstanding of acceleration to 50 G's, vibration of 30 
G's to 2,000 cps and shock of 100 G's " 11 ms. 

For full specs, circle the reader service card. 
And for immediate delivery, contact your local 
Spectral distributor. Compare the Model 53 
with any competitive unit. Spec for spec, you 

ACTUAL SIZE can't buy a better " pot" for the money! 

Spectrol Electronics Corporation 
A subsidiary of Carrier Corporation 

17070 East Gale Avenue 
City of Industry, Calif. 91745 
Phone : {213) 964 • 6565 •TWX: (910) 584 -1314 
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DISTRIBUTOR 
STOCK 
AVAILABLE 
NATIONALLY 

PHAOSTRON INSTRUMENT 
& ELECTRONIC COMPANY 

" su es101uv or v•CTOAHN 1Nc 151 Pasadena Avenue 
South Pasadena, California 91030 Area code (213) 255-1471 

t!t!indicati11g instr1u11ents 
of integrity" 

Representatives in all major cities. Call or 
write for detailed information and brochures. 
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Three-wire 3-D memory 
cycles in only 750 ns 

0 

Core Memories, Inc., Subsidiary of 
Data Products Corp., 2525 
Charleston Rd., Mountain View, 
Calif . Phone: (213) 837-4491. 
P&A: 4¢ to 7¢/bit; Jan. 1969 . 

By eliminating the fourth wind
ing required for conventional co
incident-current organization, a 
three-wire 3-D memory system is 
able to cut cost 1 er bit and operate 
in sho;:ter cycle times. STORE / 33 
uses a single winding to sense, 
during the read portion of the 
memory cycle, and to inhibit, dur
ing the write portion. 

The three-wire technique not 
only reduces the assembly cost of 
magnetic planes, but also allows the 
use of IC inhibit driver electronics. 
Employing integrated circuitry en
hances reliability, reduces power 
consumption and enables compact 
packaging. 

In addition, the magnetic planes 
can be assembled using cores with 
diameters as small as 18 mils. Be
cause of the fast switching time 
of small cores, an increase in over
all system switching-speed can be 
realized. 

Using 18-mil cores, which switch 
in less than 200 ns, results in an 
over-all system cycle time of 750 
ns or less. Using 22-mil cores, the 
memory cycles in 900 ns. 

Although 3-D memory systems 
are slower than 2-D ones, they pro
vide an extra dimension of infor
mation that is invaluable. Offering 

Standard 19-in. rack accommodates 
modular card nests of three-wire 3-D 
memory system. 

this additional depth at faster 
rates than previous 3-D systems, 
STORE / 33 is expected to capture 
the market of 2-1 / 2-D memories 
with word sizes of 4096 to 16,384. 

Providing word capaciites of 4k, 
8k, or 16k ( 42 bits each word ) 
the new memory system consists 
of: a pluggable magnetic stack con
taining diode/ transformer word 
line decoders and line termination 
resistors; PC modules containing 
the memory current source, drive 
and data circuits, and timing con
trols; power supplies, and an op
tional exerciser panel. 

The magnetic stack and PC 
modules are housed in one or more 
card nests that are 7 in. high and 
that fit in a standard 19-in. rack. 
Power supplies are mounted either 
behind or above the card nests. 
Booth No. 1209 Circle No. 272 

Automatic test system 
evaluates ferrite cores 
E-H R esearch Labs, Inc., 515 11th 
St., P.O. Box 1289, Oakland, Calif. 
Phone: ( 415) 834-3030. Availabili
ty: 90 to 120 days. 

Providing complete core-han
dling and testing capability in a 
Eingle-bay rack, model 8321 auto
matic test system grades ferrite 
memory cores by comparing meas
urements against preset limits. 
The test routine is generated by a 
digital programmer providing 16-
bit times and digital repeat sub
routines. Program functions are 
set by inserting a program pin in 
the appropriate drive and analysis 
channel at the desired bit time . 
Booth No. 2002 Circle No. 273 
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FAST RESPONSE - MINIATURE 
DI A BINARY LADDER NETWORKS 

Five Standard Values 
Full Scale Accuracy -+-Y2 LSB 
4 to 8 Bits -10 to 35 Volts 

Mepco Binary Ladder Networks provide high 
accuracy, high speed conversion to within 
±V2 LSB (least significant bit) over the full 
military temperature range. Networks are avail
able as precut, stabilized factory stock in five 
standard resistance values. Final switch 
compensation in accordance with customer 
specification assures perfect mating with 
switching circuitry. 
Used in conjunction with a flip-flop register, a· 
buffer amplifier, a ladder switch and a precise 

reference supply voltage, the Mepco binary 
ladder provides digital to analog conversion to 
an accuracy within V2 the least significant bit. 
May also be used with a comparator ·a~ d a 
control gate to provide analog to digital 
conversion. 
The low profile, small size, mod ified dual 
in-line package assures close-spaced board 
sandwiching, and compatability with auto
matic insertion equipment. Standard DIP 
mounting pins furnish standoffs for ultrasonic 
board cleaning, and provide extra leads for 
increased vibration and shock resistance. 
Write or call for Data Sheet - or talk to any 
MEPCO representative. 

MEPCO, INC. 
Columbia Road 
Morristown, N. J . 07960 

~~~~~~~~.~R:~~~~~~ Telephone : (201) 539-2000 TWX: 710-986-7437 
D/A Binary Ladder Networks - one of a series of MEPCO network modules. 
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Resistors 
so precise 

we call them 
I presistors I TM* 

9 styles/ ± 20ppm/ °C T.C./Temperature -65 °C to +27 5 °C Standard tolerances 
±.1% to ±10%/Extended range/Small size/Uniformly wound elements/High ther
mal conductivity core/ All welded end cap construction/ solvent resistant/ moisture 
resistant/Up to +275°C operating temperature/High stability/MIL spec perform
ance/ High reliability I Life test/ Burn-in/ Solderable-weldable leads/ Lot traceability I 
Environmental testing/ Designed to customer requirements. 
RPC Resistors, Type PW Precision Power Resistors designed and manufactured to 
the highest quality standards are now available for applications requiring precision 
and stability at reasonable prices. When ordering, state quantity, RPC type, resist
ance value and tolerance. 

1-- A--1 
D ti:c 

MENISCUS .032 MAx-1 l-2 ~ES 
B 

f 
RPC 
Type 
PWl 
PW2 
PW3 -
PW4 
PW5 
PW6 
PW7 
PW8 
PW9 

DIMENSIONS *** Res. Mil-R-26 
A* 
.230 
.292 
.401 
.480 
.792 
.855 
.980 

1.386 
1.808 

B** C±.003 D ±Vs Watts Volts Current Range Equiv. 
.080 .020 1.50 1.5 145 2.24A .3-5.75K RW81 

.080 .020 1.50 2.25 232 2.74 .3- BK 

.095 .020 1.50 2.5 335 2.88 .3-15.5K RW70 

.198 .032 2.00 4 547 2.83 .5-41.SK RW69 

.165 .032 2.00 5 865 3.16 .5- 67K 

.290 .040 2.0 6.5 1095 2.55 1- 145K 

.290 .040 2.0 7.5 1710 2.74 1- 180K RW67 

.352 .040 2.0 10 2385 3.16 1- 320K RW55 

.352 .040 2.0 12.5 3150 3.54 1- 430K RW68 

*Tolerances : ±.031 on PWl thru PW3; ±.062 on PW4 thru PW9. 
**Tolerances : ±.015 on PWl thru PW3; ±.031 on PW4 thru PW9. 

***Derate to zero at +275°C. 

••• because we cared first r. 

.., Resistance Products Co. 
914 SOUTH 13th STREET HARRISBURG, PA. 17104 

PHONE (717) 236-5081 
©uusa RESISTANCE PRODUCTS co. TM* TRADEMARK USED PURSUANT TO LICENSE 
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Small computers 
get disc memory 

Applied Magnetics Corp., 75 Robin 
Hill Rd., Goleta, Calif. Phone: 
(805) 964-4881. P&A: $5600; 90 
days. 

Designed for small computers, 
model M-200 disc memory is a fast 
access, head per track mass mem
ory. The unit is available in four 
capacities that range from 426,000 
to 3,408,000 bits; average access 
time is 8.7 ms. The number of data 
tracks varies from 16 to 128 with 
26,624 bits per track. Three timing 
tracks provide a bit clock, a sector 
and an origin pulse. 
Booth No. 208 Circle No. 260 

Computer 1/0 terminal 
has fast data rate 

Friden, Inc., Div. of The Sing er 
Co., 2350 Washington Ave., San 
L eandro, Calif. Phone : ( 415) 357-
6800. Price: $3200. 

Providing on-line access to time
shared computer systems, a key
board/printer data communications 
terminal is a self-contained port
able unit operating at 12.2 charac
ters per second. Model 7100 fea
tures integrated-circuit logic for 
maximum reliability and minimum 
downtime. An automatic color 
ribbon shift allows the operator to 
print in red and the computer's 
response to print in black. 
Booth No. 1707 Circle No. 261 
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Allied Control 
. ' announces 

a new addition 
to the family. .. 

Miniature Reed Relays. 

Now Allied can supply virtually every 
relay requirement. We've added 

miniature reed relays to our line. 
Reed relays that embody design 

innovations not found 
in garden variety types. 

Among their top quality 
features are welded con-

struction and stress relieved switches for 
extra reliability, miniaturization for high 

packing density. Delivery? Now ... 
off the shelf ... in a variety 

of electromechanical 
configurations. Send 
today for catalog sheets 

on these new relays. 



COMPACT 
MODEL 8500 
Ya" thinner 
than other 
3%" fans ... 45 cfm 
• Unmatched nois.e lev~I of 28.8. dB 
• Ideal for tight d1mens1onal applica

tions where performance and cost 
are prime considerations. 

• Only 3Vs" x 3Vs" x 1 ~ " de.ep. 
• Standard mounting d1mens1ons for 

EIA 3lh" rack panels. 
• UL recognition number E41168. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 231 

LOW-NOISE 
4Yz" MODEL 4500 

115 cfm with 

less than 

37.5 dB SIL 

• Operates continuously at room tem
perature f25°C) for over 100,000 
hours-even at 55°C, operates 
20,000 hours, continuous duty. 

• Powerful shaded-pole motor. 
• Interchangeable with similar less 

reliable 4lh" fans. ' 
• UL recognition number E41168. 
• New Model 4800 has unmatched 

noise level of 17.9 dB SIL. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 232 

ULTRA-RELIABLE 
INDUCTION MODELS 

8 models 
available 
with ratings 
from 130 to 
65 cfm 

e Models lOOOA, lllO, 1300, 2000, 
2050 2110 are 4Vi.6" square x l3\t3z" . 
Mod~ls 3000 and 3050 are 31%2" 
square x PYlz". 

• UL recognition number E41168. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMB~R 233 
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6" 
MODEL 
7500 

Use one to 
replace two 
or more fans 
where maximum 
total air movement is required 
with extremely low noise level 
• Moves up to a whopping 265 cfm 
• Ideal for cooling large electronic 

enclosures .with excessive resista nee 
to air flow. 

• With new aerodynamic design of 
pressure type blades, sustains de
livery as high as 225 cfm at .2 inches 
of water back pressure. 

• Low noise 40.5 dB SIL at 265 cfm. 
• UL recognition number E41168. 
INFORMATION R~TRIEVAL NUMBER 234 

LOW-COST 
MODEL 
2500 

high air delivery 
at higher back pressures 

• 4Yi " fan moves 115 cfm. . 
• Standard mounting dimensions. 
• 50-60Hz operation at 117 or 230 VAC 
• UL recognition number E41168. · 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 235 

In addition to giving you a wide 
choice of sizes and performance 
characteristics in all-metal fans 
with shaded-pole or induction type 
motors, we can give you a special 
fan to solve your particular cooling 
problem. We can deliver fans with 
low, low noise levels, economical 
" bracket" models, and ball bearing 
fans for 85°C ambient temperature 
operation. Extend the life of your 
equipment ... cool it and call us 
now at (415) 863-5440. Or TWX 
910-372-6127. Or write for data to 
312 Seventh St., San Francisco 
California 94103. ' 

Digital data modem 
transmits 2400 bits/ s 

• 

L enkurt Electric Co., Inc., 1105 
County Rd., San Carlos, Calif. 
Ph'one: ( 415) 591-8461. 

Particularly suited for one-way 
or two-way data communications 
between computers, model 26C data 
set transmits digital signals at 
speeds· as high as 2400 bits per 
second. Operating over standard 
3-kHz voice channels, the compact 
unit automatically detects errors 
without redundancy. With a signal
to-noise ratio of 13 dB, the average 
error rate is only one bit per 
100,000 bits. 
Booth No. 412 Circle No. 262 

TTL IC cards 
delay only 8 ns 

Information Control Corp., 1320 E. 
Franklin Ave., El Segundo, Calif. 
Phone'.· (213) 322-6930. 

TTL ICs for logic applications 
operate at high speeds from a 
single power supply with high 
noise immunity and high fanout 
capabili ty. The T-100 modules are 
additions to the Abacus I-100 line 
from Information Control Corp. 
Typical propagation delays for the 
basic flip-flop and gate are 15 ns 
and 8 ns, respectively. The modules 
are supplied on a 2-by-3-in. circuit 
card, which is fitted with a 52-pin 
connector. 
Booth No. K4 Circle No. 263 
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Zenersfrom 
the Power House. 

We're known as the Power House, mainly for our power rectifiers, 
SCRs and triacs. But we have another line working hand in glove 
with our power components: International Rectifier zener diodes, 
featuring the industry's only lifetime guarantee! 
Our silicon zener regulators range from 150 mW to 50 W, from 
2.0 V to 200 V. Our temperature compensated voltage references 
provide standard voltages from 5.9 V to 49.6 V, at standard tem
perature coefficients from ± 0.01 %/ °C to ±0.0005%/ °C. 
Check our zeners and voltage references. They're stocked in depth 
at our distributors and covered in detail in our Short Form Catalog. 
Write for it now from the Power House, 233 Kansas St., El Segundo, 
California 90245. 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER 

IIc,RI 
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1. MSTL Series 
Extra small .360" dia. body. 
Neon or incandescent lamp 
controlled from low level 1-C 
signals. As low as $6.75.• 

4. MMTL Series 
Controls neon lamp from sig
nals as small as 1 volt. Price : 
As low as $5.35. • 

2. MTIB Series 
Offers integral, isolated switch 
with MTIL functions. As low 
as $5.10. • 

5. MTIL Series 
Replaceable incandescent 
lamp controlled by signals as 
low as .5 ma. As low as $4.15.• 

*in 500 quantity 

3. MTBL Series 
Adds integral, isolated switch 
to MMTL Series. As low as 
$4.25.* 

6. MTML Series 
Turns on with a 2 µsec pulse. 
Remains on until cleared. In 
tegral switch available. As 
low as $8.75. • 

Complete range . 
operate directly from typical 
integrated circuit logic levels 

Solid-state circuitry within the device uses low level outputs of 
your 1-C system. Transistor control means high voltages and cur
rents for lamps are confined to indicator and panel area. Lamp 
control logic is inside indicator. Mount on 19/32" centers except 
MSTL Series which mount on%" centers. Wide range of terminals 
available. Also available for discrete component circuitry. 

TEC has designed thousands of special display and control devices to 
be compatible with customer's logic levels. For information about TEC's 
complete line of INDICATOR/SWITCHES • READOUTS • DISPLAY PANELS 

• DATA ENTRY KEYBOARDS • CRT DISPLAY TERMINALS, 
call (612) 941-1100 or write: 

Transistor 
Electronics 
Corporation 

Box 6191 • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55424 
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Small-scale processor 
operates in real time 

Instrumentation and Controls, Inc., 
Motorola, 3102 N. 56th St., Phoen
ix . Phone: (602) 959-1000. Price: 
$8400. 

Designed to provide unusual 
versati li ty in real-time situations, 
a small-scale, digital data proces
sor comes with a line of interface 
modules. Only one 8-bit word of 
memory is required to specify an 
instruction. The machine has a 
magnetic core memory with a ca
pacity of 4098 8-bit words that is 
expandable to 16,000 words, in in
crements of 4098 words. 
Booth No. 1409 Circle No . 258 

Analog/hybrid computer 
includes 9-in. scope 

Nissei Sangyo Co ., Ltd. , 501 5th 
Ave., New York City. Phone: 
(212) 986-5275. Price : $5000. 

Capable of 3-mode repetitive 
operation, model 505 100-V analog/ 
hybrid computer provides wide op
erational flexibility. A built-in 
electronically scaled 9-in. oscillo
scope eliminates parallax. The unit 
can be expanded to 124 opera
tional amplifiers. The desk-top 
computer is designed to be easily 
integrated into any hybrid system 
and features 90 servo-set poten
tiometers. The entire console is 
temperature stabilized and has a 
color-coded patchboard and shielded 
patchcords. 
Booth No. K7 .Circle No. 259 
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We call it INCONECT®. Our new Molex 
modular system that provides five ways 

of interconnecting electrical-electronic 
printed circuit assemblies: Two ways to 
connect circuit boards to chassis, three 
ways to interconnect printed circuit boards. 
It's a giant step forward in helping speed 
production and assembly techniques in the 

area of printed circuits. Unique flexibility 
enables you to tailor connector compo-

nents to your specific product needs. 
Easily. Simplifies assembly, testing, servic
ing and model change requirements. It's 
another example of the Molex creative approach 

to circuitry problems. One that demonstrates _ 
just how reliable and economical ~ 

printed circuit connections r _ ' 
can really be. But see for I 

yourself. Write tor details. 'l'·O eJX 
· Or you can make connec- ~ 

tions by calling 
(312) 969-4550. l 

• 
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If you can't find it here, 
you can't find it. 

This is just part of the broadest, 
most complete line of rectangular 
rack and panel connectors made. 

The one you need is here some
where among the hundreds of 
industry favorites, old standbys, 
newer double density and environ-

mental types, subminiatures and 
micromi n iatu res. Whatever your 
industry and wherever your appli
cation, ITT Cannon makes the rack 
and panel connectors you need. 

And they're available in quantity 
right now from your nearby ITT 

Cannon factory authorized distribu
tor. If he doesn't have exactly what 
you need, he can get it for you. 
ITT Cannon Electric , 3208 Humboldt 
St., Los Angeles, California 90031 . 
A division of International Tele
phone and Telegraph Corporation. 

CANNON ITT 
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Delay line system 
has 500 inputs 

Tyco Labs, Inc., 200 Michael Dr., 
Syosset, N.Y. Phone: (212) 759-
1800. 

Designated type 420, a multi
tapped delay line system with 500 
inputs and a single output is used 
for correlation studies. Total delay 
is 35,000 µ, s with a tolerance of 
± 1 µ, s. Tap separation is 70 µ, s 
with a tolerance of ± 1 µ,s . Nom
inal input and output pulse width 
is 1 µ, s. 
Booth No. 207 Circle No. 270 

Asynchronous printer 
writes 40 lin~s/s 

I 

Litton Industries, Litton Datalog 
Div ., 343 Sansome St ., San Fran
cisco. Phone : ( 415) 397-2813. 

This asynchronous digital printer 
is capable of printing 40 lines per 
second and has a 16-column capac
ity. The MC 2400 utilizes a 12 or 
15 character set, a hammer module 
design and a minimum of moving 
parts. Three models print at speeds 
of 20, 30, or 40 lines per second. 
The printer accepts four- line coded 
data input. Entry is bit and column 
parallel. An 8-4-2-1 BCD code is 
standard, and zero suppression is 
available for any number of col-
umns. 
Booth No. 2006 Circle No. 271 
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We do all the work • •• 
you get high yield, 
low cost, guaranteed 
performance. 

l 

MINIATURE CABLE ASSEMBLIES 
As producers of an in-depth line of mini

ature connectors and semi-rigid miniature 
coaxial cable, we can make a pretty 
strong case for ourselves as a source for 
miniature coaxial assemblies shipped 
complete with mounted connectors. 

Specify any flexible, braided cable or, 
request our own semi-rigid coax, in sizes 
from .070 to .350 inches in impedances of 
50 and 75 ohms. Specify crimp-type mini
ature connectors or patented Emlock® 
compression metal-to-metal fit, in 
matched impedances. We will cut cable 
to precise mechanical and electrical 

lengths, bend semi-rigid d1.ble to indi
vidual requirements, mount selected con
nectors, test to your established param
eters and guarantee performance. All 
this, at a price lower than your cost if 
you were to buy your own coax and con
nectors and do the job yourself. How? 
Our assembly speed is faster, our yield is 
greater. 

Can we tell you more? Write for full 
details today: Phelps Dodge Electronic 
Products Corporation, 60 Dodge Avenue, 
North Haven, Connecticut 06473 
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Automatic digitizer 
converts graphic data 

Gerber Scientific Instrument Co., 
P.O. Box 305, Hartford, Conn. 
Phone: (203 ) 644-1551. P&A: 
$50,000; 6 months. 

Designed as a complement to 
Gerber's graphical display systems 
(series 2000 ) , an automatic digi
tizer implements fast, complete con
version from graphic to digital 
data. The digitizer consists of a 
line follower which uses ICs, a 
digitizing program, and an opera
tor's console containing a TV 
monitor and a control panel. 
Booth No. 901 Circle No. 264 

Digital plotter 
uses Z-fold paper 

Houston Instrument, Div. of Bausch 
& Lomb Inc ., 4950 T erminal Ave., 
Bellaire, T ex . Phone : (713 ) 667-
7403. Price : $5500. 

A 22-in. wide digital plotter uses 
Z-fold chart paper whose plotting 
surface area measures a full 22 by 
144 in . Tearing at appropriate per
forations affords the user standard 
A, B, C, and D s ize drawings. The 
DP-3 drive motors have two 
mounting positions that enable the 
user to change from 0.010 in . to 
0.005-in. step size. Plotting rate is 
300 increments per second. 
Booth No. 1903 Circle No. 265 
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Oversized, gold-plated 
terminals make soldering 
these Arrow-Hart 
subminiature switches a snap. 

You also get exceptional versatility of instal
lation, because these are combination solder, 

quick-connect and single-turret terminals. 
Movable contacts are rhodium plated 
for long mechanical life. Stationary 
contacts are gold-plated silver for 

\'1i;;;:::S!~tl long shelf life and superior per
____ , formance on low-energy circuits. 

Contacts are rated 5 amps at 125 

'°'°'c . :,. fflllllll/JJ 

P HOTO TW ICE S IZE 

volts AC and 29 volts DC. For design versa
tility, you get a wide choice of bat and ball 
levers, including seven colored types. Two 
or three position. Maintained or momentary 
contacts. Arrow-Hart subminiature switches 
are available to meet MIL-S-3950-C, MS-
75028 and MS75029 specifications. 

It all adds up to the performance, versatility, 
and installation ease you need for all types 
of instrumentation and other applications 
that call for maximum capability in mini
mum panel space. Write for complete techni
cal information on subminiature toggle and 
push button switches. Arrow-Hart, Inc., 103 
Hawthorn Street, Hartford, Connecticut 
06106. 

I: flTll"f ARROW-HART, INC.' HARTFORD, CONN. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 82 
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THE FIRST SIGNIFICANT STANDARD 
REED RELAY IN THE INDUSTRY-THE 

WHEELOCK SIGNALS, INC. 
273 BRANCHPORT AVENUE 
LONG BRANCH, N.J. 07740 
(201) 222-6880 

502sY 

• Standard grids: 
(1.00" x .100") (1.00" x .150") 

• Low cost ... immediate delivery 

• Coil voltages: 6, 12, 24, 48VDC 

93 • Contacts: Forms A, B or True C 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 83 
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FJCC PRODUCTS 

Magnetic tape cleaner 
runs automatically 

Kybe Corp., 132 Calvary St., 
Waltham, Mass. Phone: (617) 
899-0012. 

A dual-process, automatic mag
netic tape cleaner provides a low
pressure cycle for newer types of 
tapes and a high-performance 
process for tapes with high con
centrations of imbedded particles. 
Continuous tension is provided 
throughout the rewind cycle. 
Booth No. 809. Circle No. 266 

Recorder coupler 
interfaces counters 

..... ·-:Jo -- ... -

.... fill ••• 

Digi-Data Corp ., 4315 Baltimore 
Ave., Bladensburg, Md. Phone: 
(301) 277-9378. 

Model 1649 coupler provides an 
interface between the Digi-Data 
incremental recorder and such' 
digital output devices as counters 
and voltmeters. This coupler is de
s igned for writing on tape com
patible with the IBM 360. Tapes 
can be written in binary, EBCDIC 
or packed decimal. Controls within 
the coupler allow the user to select 
word and record length. Twelve 
characters of fixed data can be 
entered by front-panel switches. 
Booth No. 1601 Circle No. 267 
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Even a digital engineer can interface 
our new analog instruments. 

Analog engineers design analog instruments for analog engi
neers. Digital engineers aren't usually analog engineers. This 
leads to problems. 

Because we're involved with both D and A, we developed 
a group of instruments everyone can understand and use. 

Before they were put on the market, our systems engineers 
demanded that analog signals get in and out of digital equip
ment with blinding speed and stunning accuracy. As a result, 
here are bold statements about our new line: Our new instru
ments are: A. As fast and more accurate than . .. B. Faster and 
more accurate than ... C. Almost as fast and just as accurate 
as anyone else's. Whether A, B, or C applies depends on the 
instrument you choose. 

Here are some of the new ways to get from analog to digital 
and back again. 
Multi-channel digitizers 
64 channel high-level multiplexers with sample and hold amp, 
plus a 15-bit A-D converter in the same chassis. Accuracy: 
0.01 % . The MD51 has a sample and conversion time of 10 
µ.sec for $8,250 plus $200 for each eight channels. If you can 
spare another 20 µ.sec, you'll save $3,050 with the MD41. 
Single channel digitizers 
15-bit, high-level A-D converters with built-in sample and 
hold amps. Accuracy is + 0.01 % . The AD51 has a through-

put word rate of 100 KHz for $5,400. The AD41, though it 
only costs $4,000, isn't a slowpoke. Throughput is 33 KHz. 
Digital to analog conversion 
The DA40 is a 10-bit, 16 channel D-A converter. If you need 
more channels, up to 16 DA40's can be ganged together for 
256 analog outputs. Each includes address decode and chan
nel controls, plus a power supply. $375 per channel. 
One of the world's fanciest op-amps 
Variations on a theme called the HT58 universal operational 
amplifier include a single-ended op-amp, differential amp, a 
unity gain buffer and a buffer with gain, all for use with our 
"T" and "J" series modules. Input impedance of 108 ohms and 
+ 40 ma. output current over a voltage range of + lOV. Accu
racy: 0.01 % . Settling time: 5 µ.sec. You can adjust the gain, 
zero offset, and the input offset voltage temperature coeffi
cient. $170. 

Our spec sheets meet the same requirement as our new 
instruments : they're understandable 
by digital engineers, analog engineers, s a s 
and anyone else who can understand 
the specs above. For a complete set 
of spec sheets contact us digitally, or 
by using Mr. Bell's analog data trans- Scientific Data Systems, 
mission device. Santa Monica, Callfornla 



Computer Performance; 
Calculator Price. 

WANG 380 
640 Program Steps 

_24 Storage Registers 
x 2 - 1 + . LOGeX, e , X , vx, x:, , X, -:-

Performs Subroutines, Loops, 
Branches, Makes Decisions. 

$3795. 
No special programming language needed. The 
Wang 380 learns programs directly from keyboard 
operations and stores them on plug-in magnetic tape 
cartridges. 
You can tailor system capability to your exact needs 
with compatible accessories including: 
Output Writer, CRT Display, additional Data Storage, 
Teletype, Trig Pack, and On-line Interface. 
There is nothing comparable, anywhere. 

-&WANG 
L.ABORATORIES, INC. 

Dept.11 CB, 836 North St., Tewksbury, Massachusetts 01876 • Tel. 617 851-7311 

Call today for immediate trial: (703) 931-7878 
(201) 241-0250 (216) 333-6611 (313) 278-4744 (416) 364-0327 (604) 685-2835 (713) 668-0275 
(203) 223-7588 (301) 588-3711 (314) 727-0256 (504) 729-6858 (612) 881-5324 (714) 234-5651 
(205) 595-0694 (301) 821-8212 (317) 631-0909 (505) 255-9042 (613) 224-4554 (716) 381-5440 
(206) 622-2466 (303) 364-7361 (403) 266-1804 (512) 454-4324 (614) 488-9753 (717) 397-3212 
(212) 682-5921 (304) 344-9431 (404) 457-6441 (513) 531-2729 (615) 588-5731 (805) 962-6112 
(213) 278-3232 (305) 564-3785 (405) 842-7882 (514) 482-0737 (617) 851-7311 (901) 272-7488 
(214) 361-4351 (305) 841-3691. (412) 366-1906 (518) 463-8877 (702) 322-4692 (916) 489-7326 
(215) 642-4321 (312) 889-2254 (415) 454-4140 (602) 265-8747 (703) 877 .5535 (919) 288-1695 
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Duplicating machine 
speeds printout co.py 

---

'. 

Xerox Corp., Midtown Tower, 
Rochester, N.Y. Phone: (716) 546-
4500. 

To help break the information 
bottleneck in computer output, a 
duplicating device automatically 
copies data directly from a com
puter printer, reduces page size at 
the same time, and then collates 
the completed copies. This com
puter-forms printer can accept 15-
by-ll-in. continuous fan-fold forms 
that come from data processing 
equipment. Within one half hour, it 
can print them out as collated sets 
on regular 8-1 / 2-by-11-in . pages 
for final binding. 
Booth No. 210 Circle No. 268 

Tape memory system 
cuts user cost by 20% 

Ampex Corporation, 401 Broadway, 
Redwood City, Calif. Phone: ( 415) 
367-4151. Price: $3500. 

A complete IBM-compatible tape 
memory system is priced 20 to 40, 
per cent lower than previous com
plete systems of its size and per
formance. The system allows com
puter manufacturer s to purchase 
complete tape memories more eco
nomically than by building their 
own. Complete at its price, the 
TM-Z operates in both 7 and 9 
track modes. It offers tape speeds 
up to 24 in. per second and pack
ing densities up to 800 bits per 
inch. 
Booth No. C-1 Circle No. 269 
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We're not afraid 
to say it out loud: 

'Design.' 
BECAUSE ELCO CARD EDGE CONNECTORS COVER THE ENTIRE DESIGN SPECTRUM. 

We didn't stop designing with just a few sizes. Or a couple 
of contact spacings. Or cbntact styles. Or tail configurations. 
That's why our high reliability Card Edge Connectors cover your every 
requirement, and some you may not need - yet . From 6 to 100 contacts . 
Bifurcated or non-bifurcated. For wire wrap and other terminations. 
Contact spacings at .100", .125", .150", .156", .200". Mil-Spec designs. 
Extended p. c. card guides. Even a new series incorporating 
single cantilever contacts with noses preloaded in the 
insulator for optimum performance. It's all in our 
Card Edge Connector Guide, and all yours when you write, 
wire, phone or TWX us. Elco Corporation, Willow Grove, Pa. 19090; 
215-659-7000; TWX 510-665-5573. Today's the day. 

ELCO 
Corporation 

P.S.-FREE SAMPLE? Let us know after you read our literature. 
We'll be delighted to send you one. 
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Arizona Division 
Rotary Solenoids for 
document sorters 
Electrohydrauli c subsys tems 
Solenoid Valves 
Hydraulic and 
pneumatic components 
Hydraulic actuators 

1900 East Fifth Street 
Tempe, Ariz. 85281 
Tel: (602) 967-7851 

Eastern Division 
Airmovers: centrifugals 
fans tubeaxials (IMCool ) 
vaneaxials (including IMCube) 
Synchronous motors: 
hysteres is, reluctance, 
and polarized 
Torque motors 
and Servomotors 
Solid-state AC-motor
controller systems 
570 Main Street 
Westbury, N.Y. 11591 
Tel : (516) 334-7070 

New Hampshire Division 
Boxer, MiniBoxer and 
Super Boxer fans 
Grand Prix and 
Super Grand Prix Boxer fans 
IMCair Centrifugal Blowers 
IMCair Propeller fans 

Route 16B 
Rochester, N.H. 03867 
Tel : (603) 332-5300 

Western Division 
Tormax stepper motors 
and controllers 
Buweps and Econosync synchros 
Reso lvers 
Solenoids 
Flag indicators 

6058 Walker Avenue 
Maywood, Calif. 90270 
Tel: (213) 583-4785 

Are you interested in IMC's Master Catalog? It's 250 pages of technical product information, available only 
through our Sales Representatives. Circle the bingo number if you'd like to meet him and learn a little 
more about IMC.l(jl I iiJ3All members of the IMC Corporate family. 
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Free Career Inquiry Service 
AbsolutelY. Confidential 

Respond to the career opportunities advertised in this issue. Fill out and send us this handy resume. 
Electronic Design will do the rest - neatly typed copies of this form will be mailed to the companies of 
your choice, indicated by the circled Career Inquiry Numbers at the bottom of this page. 

Name 

Home Address (Street) 

Age 

Desired Salary 

"fu.S. Citizen 

nves 
Prime Experience 

LJNo 

Employment History - present and previous employers 

Cc.mpany 

City, State 

Dates to 

Title 

Specialty 

J City 

I l Security Clearance 

] Availability Date 

Education - indicate major if degree is not self-explanatory 

Degree 

College 

City, State 

Dates to 
Additional Training - non-degree, industry, military, etc. 

Professional Societies 

Published Artlcles 

Career Inquiry Numbers: 

to 

to 

1···· ""'" 
1 
State 

I 

Secondary Experience 

to 

to 

24 

: ZIP Code 

I 

900 901 902 903 904 905 906 907 908 909 ELECTRONIC DESIGN 
850 Third Avenue 

910 911 912 913 914 915 916 917 918 919 New York, New York 10022 





Products 

•• 
Miniature silicon transistors feature a plastic 
spider-type package that occupies only 18% 

of the volume of a T0-46 metal can . Rated 
dissipation is 225 mW continuous. Page 120 

..... • •• • •••• • •• . .. 
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Solid-state indicators display an array of 
bright red dots in numeral form . The thin , 

sealed modules contain light-emitting diodes 
and an LSI monolithic decoder. Page 94 
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LSI MOS shift registers, in both dynamic and 
static models, minimize interfacing problems. 

They drive bipolar circuits di rectly and are 
compatible with each other. Page 121 

Also in this section: 

Plated-wire memories cycle in 200 ns and store 64 36-bit words. Page 84 

Storage/display systems present data in three or two dimensions. Page 88 

Digital ohmmeter has 100-µ,D resolution and 0 .1 % accuracy. Page 126 

Design Aids, Page 128 ... Application Notes, Page 130 . .. New Literature, Page 132 
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DATA PROCESSING 

Computer terminal 
sends acoustic data 

Anderson Jacobson, Inc., 
Mora Dr., Mountain View, 
Phone: ( 415) 968-2400 . 
$1773; 2 wks. 

2235 
Calif. 
P&A: 

Designed for users of time
sharing, model ADT 233 acoustic 
data terminal uses integrated cir
cuits to provide high sensitivity 
to weak data signals in the pres
ence of noise originating in the 
telephone line or in the -room. The 
coupler and a teleprinter have been 
packaged together to provide a 
self-contained terminal. 
Booth No . 501 Circle No. 252 

CRT display terminals 
include curve generator 

Computek, Inc., 905 Main St., Cam
b1'idge, Mass. Phone: (617) 864-
2095. Price: $12,000. 

Designed with both alphanu
meric and graphic capabilities, 
series 400 display terminals con
tain a unique generator that allows 
curves to be drawn directly, rather 
than having them approximated by 
straight line segments. The sys
tems include a storage-type CRT, 
an alphanumeric input keyboard, 
curve and vector generators for 
graphics, a character generator for 
alphanumerics, and interfacing for 
standard data sets. 
Booth No. 508 Circle No. 253 

84 

IC digital computer 
accepts 100 commands 

Varian Data Machines, 2722 Mich
elson Dr., Irvine, Calif. Phone: 
(714 ) 833-2400. Price : from 
$12,500. 

Data 620/ i, a system-oriented 
computer using monolithic IC con
struction, features nine hardware 
registers, six addressing modes and 
over 100 basic commands. Its proc
essor can be supplied with memo
ries whose capacities range from 
4096 to 32,768 words of 16 or 18 
bits. Requiring only 350 W of 
power, the unit weighs less than 
70 lb and fits a 10-1/ 2-by-19-by-
24-in. relay rack. 
Booth No. G Circle No . 27 4 

Plated-wire memories 
have 200·ns cycle time 

Electronic Memories , 12621 Chad
ron Ave., Hawthorne, Calif. Phone : 
(213) 772-5201. 

Plated-wire memory planes boast 
a cycling speed of 200 ns or less, 
and a storage capacity of 64 36-bit 
words in both the bipolar and uni
polar modes. The wire used for the 
memories is made of beryllium-cop
per alloy that is electroplated with 
a proprietary coating. These wires 
are inserted into plastic tunnel 
structures containing copper straps 
used as word conductors. 
Booth No. 1501 Circle No. 275 

Desk-top computer 
is analog/hybrid 

Electronic Associates, Inc., West 
Long Branch, N.J. Phone: (201 ) 
229-1100. 

The 380 analog/ hybrid is a 10-V 
desk-top system for R&D and in
dustrial applications. The basic 380 
computer is an analog machine 
with expandable control logic for 
hybrid interface. In expanded for
mat, it can be used in modern hy
brid techniques in which the dy
namics of physical systems too 
complex for simplified analytical 
models are studied. 
Booth No. N Circle No. 254 

Computer system 
stores 16K bytes 

• 

National Cash Register Co., Day
ton, Ohio. Ph.one: (513) 449-6831. 

Century 100, the base member 
of a compatible computer family, 
includes: a central processor with 
a storage capacity of 16,384 char
acters that is expandable to 32,738 
characters; an integrated dual
spindle disc unit with a storage 
capacity of over 8.4 million char
acters; a printer with speeds rang
ing from 450 to 900 lines per 
minute; and a 1000-character-per
second punched-paper-tape reader, 
or a 300-card-per-minute punched
card reader. 

Booth Na. D405 Circle No . 255 
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Anaconda 
~net Wire 

lea s to better· 
eleetronie 
pro duets 

Anacryl- low cost 
and solderability ideal 
for such applications 
as power pack trans
formers. 

Plain Enamel
Anaconda experience 
plus its low cost make 
for its long-time use 
in small transformers, 
solenoid coils, and 
paper selection coils. 

Designers and production engineers are 
drawn to Anaconda Magnet Wire. 

Because they want to maintain reliability 
and component performance. 

And have wire that's solderable. 
And wire that shows low electrical losses 

at high frequencies. 
And wire that's windable-meeting 

space factor requirements. 
No wonder, then, designers specify 

these Anaconda Magnet Wires: 
Anacryl solderable acrylic-type wire. 

Class 105. 
Plain enamel wire features oleoresinous 

insulation. Class 105. 
Analac has a solderable, polyurethane 

insulation. Class 105. 
Nylac is polyurethane-insulated, nylon

overcoated, solderable-type magnet wire. 
Class 130. 

Analac-its soldera
bility without stripping 
and low electrical 
losses meet require
ments for Q coils for 
radio, TV and other 
high-frequency 
applications. 

-------- Nylac combines 
-------- solderability with 

windability for a wide 
variety of transformer 
and coil applications. 

A: Ask Ute man &omAnaconda about Magnet Wire. 
Or write to the Anaconda Wire and Cable Company, 605 Th ird Avenue, New York, New York 10016. 



Don't be dazzled by competitive 
claims ; LOGICATOR is the only 
computer logic ind icator with con
stant readability under all ambient 
light conditions. This modular dis
play unit combines the advantages 
of a printed drum with an exclusive 
back-lighting feature ... ideal for 
airborne instrumentation display 
... less than 1 watt of logic power 
required. LOGICATOR provides di
rect readout of any digital computer 
level voltages, eliminating the need 
for mechanical drives, servos, and 

D-A converters. Modular design al
lows assembly of multi-digit dis
plays of any number of 10 or 12-
position drums. Units -are designed 
to be compatible with the require
ments of Mil-E-5400, Class 2. Addi
tional features such as 1 million cy
cle minimum life expectancy, fast 
response time, time-sharing capa
bility, and inherent magnetic mem
ory; clearly indicate LOGICATOR's 
superiority. Isn't it logical that you 
should make a B-line* to Bowmar? 

Gloom or glare, 
LOGJ:CATOR® stands out 

'W'hen others f'ade out. 
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DATA PROCESSING 

16-bit computer 
adds in 2 µs 

Lockheed 
Products 
St., Los 
722-6810. 

Electrnnics Co., Data 
Div. , 6201 E. R andolph 
Angeles. Phone : (213) 
P&A: from $11 ,950; 

March, 1969. 

The first of a new famil y of ·com
puters, the MAC 16 is a 16-bit 
parallel-word unit featuring a 2-µ, s 
add time and a 4096-word core 
memory, expandable to 65K words. 
The basic computer includes a pro
gramed data channel that services 
up to 255 devices with four pri
ority interrupt levels. This priority 
system automatically stores the 
machine state upon interrupt and 
can be expanded to a total of 64 
levels. 
Booth No. 401 Cfrcle No. 276 

, Plug-in adapters 
interface data set 
Tuck Electronics, 235 Market St., 
New Cum bm'land, Pa. Phone: (717) 
232-3431. P&A: $445 to $478; 
stock. 

Making interface changes with 
the proper plug-in adapter, a uni
versal data set is capable of oper
ati ng on dial-up lines, acoustical 
couplers, magnetic couplers, and 
dedicated or pr ivate leased lines. 
Fully compatible with the Bell 103 
series, model 1067 performs in 
either the ori ginate or reply modes. 
It is used to provide full inter face 
between most data t erminal and a 
voice-grade line at data rates up to 
300 baud . 

CIRCLE NO. 277 
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Universal; extended range 
7 nanosecond pulse resolution 
Full 50 MHz counting 
Programmability, BCD output . .. 

all for only $1185. 

MODEL 501A DIGITAL PROGRAMMER 

Our new model 110A offers you a 
broader range of operational advantages 
than any other counter/timer in its 
price range. 

Front-panel functions are tailor
made for programming with our Model 
501A Programmer (shown at right) or 
can be readily selected by virtually any 
contact-closure or logic-level source. 

The extended frequency range, 
de to 50 MHz, of the Model llOA to-

gether with such ad- to expect from Mon-

~~~~a;;~ ~:~ ~~o~~ [ ~·= ~-....... -............ . 
external time base; _ 
internal time base, 

J 
santo. The price is 

• - .. . ~ only $1185.00, FOB 

........ -------------• West Caldwell, N. J. 
Eighth digit optional. 

marker, and gate outputs; the inherent 
reliability of our "4th generation" inte
grated circuit design, plus our usual 
2-year warranty all combine to assure 
you the versatility, the reliability, and 
integrity of performance you have come 

For a demonstration, or for full tech
nical details, call your local Monsanto 
Field Engineer or contact us directly at 
Monsanto Company, Electronic Instru
ments, West Caldwell, New Jersey 
07006, (201) 228-3800. 



I 
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• VARADYNE'S CAPACITOR CHIP KIT contains 
all standard RETMA values from lpf to .015 µf 
(50 values), 10 chips per value, 
±10% tolerance. 

• VARADYNE'S THICK FILM CHIP RESISTOR KIT 
contains all standard RETMA values from 10 
ohms to 2 megohms (65 values), 10 chips per 
value, ±10% tolerance. 

• $162.50 per KIT 
Write for complete and comprehensive data sheets .. 

VARADYNE, INC. 1805 Colorado Ave. • Santa Monica, California 90404 

VAR.A.DYNE 

Tel. (213) 394·0271 , (213) 870·9094 TWX (910) 343·6856 
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DATA PROCESSING 

Storage/display system 
shows three dimensions 

Nuclem· Data Inc., 100 W. Golf Rd., 
P .O. Box 451, Pcilatine, Ill . Phone:. 
(312) 529-4600. 

Designed for use in program
mable data acquisition and display 
systems, seri es 50/ 50 storage/ dis
play units allow data to be pre
sented in three dimensions or in 
only two . Displayed data can be 
expanded, divided, intens ified, and 
manipulated in a variety of ways 
without destroying any of the in
formation. Able to store 24 binary 
bits, the unit presents a continuous, 
fli ckerless display on a 14-in. 
screen. 

CIRCLE NO. 278 

Serial impact printer 
has moving printwheel 

I 

Litton Industries, A utomated Busi
ness Machines Div., 600 Washing
ton Ave., Carlstadt, N. J. Phone : 
( 201) 935-2200. 

Model 630 seria l impact prin ter 
features a moving printwheel t hat 
a llows faster, more efficient opera
tion. It also has electronica lly con
trolled stepping motor s that red uce 
the number of mov ing parts fo r 
high r eli abi li ty and long life . In 
addition, its positive detent assu re::; 
smudge-free copy. The prin ter can 
be ordered with tractor feed or 
sp lit platen. A companion keyboard 
is also avai lable. 

CIRCLE NO. 279 
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THE ORIGINAL MINIATURE 4PDT 
POTTER & BRUMFIELD KH RELAY 

WAS BORN IN 1960 

We designed the original retay of this type. We've made more, 
by far, than anyone else. And we make more variations-than 
anyone, too! 

When your circuit calls for a 4PDT relay to switch from low level 
to 3.amperes, specify a KH from P&B. and get these advantages: 

Exceptional long life ... up to 100 million mecha
nical operations DC (50 million AC). 

Small size . . . only slightly larger than one cubic inch. 

Wide choice of mountings, enclosures, terminals, 
sockets and contact materials. 

Underwriters' Laboratories list this relay (KHU Series) under 
their Component Recogn ition Program. The KHX Series is U/L 
recognized for opposite polarity ratings. 

KHF 

KHX 

KHE Same U/L recognition as KHX Series but with printed 
circuit terminals. 

Let us show you the most complete family of miniature four 
pole relays available anywhere. Let us tell you about our vast 
production capacity. Talk with your local P &B sales engineer 
today or call Potter & Brumfield Division of American Machine & 
Foundry Company, Princeton, Indiana. 812-385-5251 . 

POTTER & BRUMFIELD 
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Can your present counter 
(without the use of additional test equipment) 
• show your operator when he makes mistakes? 
• determine the zero crossover of a symmetrical wave form, either ac 

or de coupled and with or without a de bias? 
• see if there is an input signal? 
• display the correct attenuator setting? 
• make timing measurements with 10 ns resolution? 
• measure the pulse width of a single wave form? 
• measure the separation between pulses? 
• perform two-channel timing measurements without the aid of a plug-in?· 
• be used as an error expander with a resolution of 1 part in 1010? 
• be spared for less than $100.00? 
• give you reliability-MTBF above 60,000 hours? 
BECKMAN'S Model 6148 can ... DEPENDABLY! ... in addition to 
making all the conventional frequency, period, multiple period, ratio, 
time interval, scaling measurements. 
For complete information on what the Model 6148 can do for you, con
tact your local Beckman office, sales representative or the factory direct. 
The Electronic Instruments Division develops and manufactures precision electronic mea
surement and test instrumentation for science and industry. Major product lines include: 
electronic counters, IC testers, oscillographic recorders, panel meters, system components, 
signal sources, time standards, and data acquisition systems. 

Beckman· INSTRUMENTS, INC. 

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS DIVISION 

RICHMOND, CALI FORNI A• 94804 

INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIA RIE S: GENEVA; MUNICH; GLENROTHES, SCOTLAND; 
TOKYO; PARIS ; CAPETOWNJ LONDON; MEXICO CITY; STOCKHOLM; VIENNA 
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Communications· modem 
transmits_ 106 bit/s 

Milgo Electronic Corp., 7620 N. W. 
36th Ave., Miami, Fla. Phone: 
(305) 691-1220 . 

Handling information at high 
speeds, modem 1100 is a new data 
set that permits computer com
munication over transmission chan
nels at rates of 9600 to 1,000,000 
bits per second. One of the primary 
aµµ licaiions foreseen for the ultra
fast modem is the moving of large 
amounts of data in computer in
stallations that operate in a concen
trated area. This includes the 
computer time-sharing industry. 
Booth No. 212 Circle No. 280 

Programed controller 
follows 140 commands 

Computer Automation, Inc., 895 W. 
16th St., Newpo1·t B each, Calif. 
Phone: (714)_ 642-9630. Price : 
$11,900. 

A programed digital controller 
with a 4096-word, 16-bit 8-µ, s 
memory accepts over 140 basic in
structions. Model 816 features 
multilevel indirect addressing, 
hardware index register, immedi
ate instructions, conditional jumps, 
parallel processing, block input and 
output, and three priority inter
rupts. It has a parallel DTL inter
face and is available with many 
standard peripherals including tele
type, magnetic and paper tape, disc, 
and modems. 

Circle No. 281 
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The logic of precious metal cladding is 
simply this-it puts metals like silver 
and gold into a form that a manufac
turing company can afford to use. 

Just why would a company want to 
use silver and gold in its products? Be
cause of their unique properties-ex
ceptional electrical and thermal con
ductivity, corrosion-resistance, stability 
in the most extreme environments. In 
many cases they're simply the only 
metals that will do the job. 

Designers are finding an answer to 
the cost problem in Handy & Harman's 
"Bimets," precious metal alloys metal
lurgically bonded to base metals and 
supplied as wire and strip. Bimets con
serve precious metals in a logical way
by confining them to areas where they 
are functionally needed. 

Look at some typical examples. Sil
ver-clad copper wire replaces solid sil
ver for diode leads. Slip ring assemblies 
are made of 50% coin silver clad to 
brass, instead of solid coin silver. Elec
trical relay bars are made of a Bimet-

ELECTRON IC D ES IGN 24, November 2 1, 1968 

The logic of 

precious metal 

cladding 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 103 

a strip of silver clad to copper-instead 
of solid silver. 

Bimets conserve precious metals. 
But they can do a lot more. The "one
piece" Bimet can often be stamped or 
formed directly into a finished part, 
sharply reducing the manufacturing 
costs inherent in fabricated-and-assem
bled components. · 

And because they're tailored com
posites, combining the properties of 
two or more metals, they frequently 
solve problems that can't be solved by 
monolithic metals. 

If your company uses precious met
als (or wishes it could afford to), Handy 
& Harman's cladding capabilities are 
worth exploring. If you'd like some easy 
reading on the subject, ask for our in

formative new booklet, "The Logic of 
Precious Metal Cladding." It has ideas 
that will stimulate your imagination. 

HANDY & HARMAN 
a..-"l.Jl 850 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022 

1""11..rtJ 100 Years of Leadership in Precious Metals 
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new from 
General Electric 

.. -------------· 

If you're looking for SSL lamps 
with more infrared power out
put, look no further. Here are 
the SSL-S's, three new gallium 
arsenide solid state lamps with 
up to 7Y2 times the infrared out
put of our SSL-4. 

Use them in readers, counters, 
controls and other photoelectric 
applications. They'll fit in any
where you need a tiny infrared 
source capable of withstanding 
shock and vibration as specified 
in MIL STD-750. 

Order your calibrated samples 
today. You'll soon discover how 
you can save space, improve 
performance and reduce mainte
nance costs in your product. 

I 
I 
I 

SSL-5A SSL-5 8 SSL-5C 

POWER OUTPUT AT 100 MA 

.6mw 1.5mw I 2.3mw 

Please send me ______ _ 
GE SSL-5A lamp(s) at $9.10 each. 

Please send me ______ _ 
GE SSL-5B lamp(s) at $14.56 each. 

Please send me ______ _ 
GE SSL-5C Jamp(s) at $18.20 each. 

Name __________ _ 

Company _________ _ 

Address, _________ _ 

City·-----------

State, ______ ZiP•-----

To: 
General Electric Company 
Miniature Lamp Department 
P.O. Box 2422, Nela Park, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44112 
Attn: J. D. McMullin 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

For more information on all 
GE infrared SSL lamps, ask for 
free technical bulletin 3-8268. L - - - - - - - - - - - - -.1 

MINIATURE LAMP DEPARTMENT 

GENERAL fj ELECTRIC 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 101 

DATA PROCESSING. 

Megabit disc memory 
uses modular technique 

Com.puter Peripherals Corp., '10457 
Roselle St., San Diego, Calif. 
Phone: (714) 453-1960. P&A: 0.05 
to 0.1¢/ bit; Jan., 1969. 

Intended for such real-time ap
plications as program swapping, 
t ime sharing, and message switch
ing, DSU-8100 fast-access disc 
storage system features 25- and 
50-megabit storage modules that 
can be randomly combined to pro
vide memories with 25-million to 
multibillion bit capacities. Only 
one disc drive is required to serve 
as many as four storage modules. 
Booth No. 503. Circle No. 282 

Intra-frame jumper 
uses flat cable 
Rogers C01·p., Rog e rs, Conn. 
Phone: (203 ) 527-0726. 

A computer intra-frame jumper 
utilizes a mass-terminated flat 
cable in place of conventional twist
ed wires . The new jumper provides 
controlled impedance for signal 
transmission between computer 
rack connectors. Hardboard cable 
termination allows use of a con
ventional PC-board connector. Ad
hesive bonding between cable and 
hardboard prevents strain on solder 
joints, thus eliminating the need 
for separate strain relief. 

Ci?'cle No. 283 
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Don't let the good looks of Honey
well's MS Taut-Band Meter fool 
you. 

What you see is a combination of 
functional advantages. 

Modern curve. 

The concave cover gives the me~ 
ter a very contemporary look, al
right. 

But besides: By curving the cover, 
we minimized glare and shadows. 
That makes the meter easy to read. 

Clean face. 

We uncluttered the face by leav
ing out all the extraneous data. We 

made the scale longer. We printed 
the numbers above the scale. 

Very stylish. 
But also very easy to read. 

More window 

We made the sides of the cover 
out of crystal-clear Plexiglas, just 
like the front of the cover. That 
makes the whole meter sparkle. 

It also brightens the dial by let
ting more light in. 

The specs. 

As for the insides of the meter, the 
Honeywell taut-band mechanism is 
completely frictionless, so it re
sponds to even the slightest inputs. 

The Classy Meter 
from Honeywell 

Hysteresis-free, so its repeatability 
is near perfect. 

Honeywell Series MS Taut-Band 
Meters come in 20 standard colors. 
In 33 standard ranges. And 3 sizes 
( 1112", 2112" and 3112") . 

The price. 

This is the taut-band meter that 
costs even less than a pivot-and
jewel meter. 

So if you like it, there's nothing to 
keep you from having it. 

(We'd like to send you a catalog. 
Write Honeywell Precision Meter 
Division, Manchester, New Hamp
shire 03105. ) 

It takes all kinds of meters to make the HoneyweU line. 
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 104 
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0.5µV/°C 

(100 LOT) 

MOSFET 
HYBRID 
CHOPPER 
STABILIZED 
OPERATIONAL 
AMPLIFIER 

ANALOG 
221 FIFTH STREET ll 

CAMl\R IDGE. MASS. 02142 

TEL' 617 /492·6000 
TWX, 710/320·0326 

DEVICES 
This ad is for the man who 
already knows that $67 is 
a fantastically low price for 
a chopper stabilized op amp. 

Model J K L Units 

O• 

Eos 0 .5 0 .25 0 .1 µv1 c 
0 

1bias 1 0 .5 0 .5 pA / C 

Price $67 . $82 . $105. (100Lat) 

Make us prove it ... the reader 
service card will bring com
prehensive data sheets, or bet
ter yet, request a sample on 
your letterhead or business 
card . No obligation to buy, 
of course. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 105 
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Solid-state numeric displays 
operate from 5-V IC levels 
H ewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill 
Rd., Palo Alto, Calif. Phone: ( 415) 
321-8510. P&A: $50/numeral; Nov. 
1969. 

Displaying any numeral in an 
array of bright red dots, solid
state numeric indicators operate 
directly from IC-compatible volt
age levels (5 V de) with a total 
power consumption of only 0.5 W. 
Packaged as flat , sealed units, the 
new modules use gallium-arsenide
phosphide light-emitting diodes for 
the display, and a large-scale mono
lithic IC for decoding. All modules 
include a decimal point. 

Numerals arc produced by selec
tively energizing 27 electrolumi
nescent diodes arrayed within a 5 
x 7 matrix that is compatible 

with ASCII requirements. The 
diodes are supported by a dielec
tric substrate, along with the elec
trical interconnections to the LSI 
chip. This assembly is then placed 
in a metal case and sealed with a 
glass cover. 

The display, which has a bright
ness of 50 ft L with 5 V applied, 
produces numerals that are 0.25-
in. high. Brightness can be varied 
by simply lowering applied volt
age. Since all numerals are pro
duced m the same plane, the 

new indicators present no parallax 
problems. 

Two versions are available: one 
displays a single numeral set, the 
other displays three in a row on 
0.4-in. centers. Both versions have 
eight connections per numeral set: 
one connection feeds the IC decod
er; another supplies the diodes; 
four others connect to the 8-4-2-1 
BCD data-input source, and the lasl 
activates the decimal point. 

The li ght-emitting diodes repre
sent a technological advance in 
growing materials. Hewlett-Pack
ard, the supplier, has developed the 
capabi li ty of growing gallium-arse
nide-phosphide wafers up to 2 in. 
in diameter, while holding the 
phosphor-arsenic ratio within 1 % 
and holding thickness within 1 
micron. 

Only 27 positions of the 35 avail
able in the matrix are occupied by 
li ght-emitting diodes. The 35 can 
be used to form alphanumerics 
(now in the development stage ) . 

Since certain combinations of po
sitions always occur together, only 
18 diode-driving signals are neces
sary. These 18 unique diode com
binations eliminate the possibi li ty 
of undetected misreadings should a 
single diode or a diode set fail. 

f 

METAL 

DIELECTRIC 
SUBSTRATE 

CIRCLE NO. 284 

CASE 

ELECTROLUMINESCENT 
DIODES 

GLASS COVER 

Numeric indicat•rs go solid state with an array of 27 light-emitting diodes 
and an LSI decoder chip. Exploded view shows thin modular construction. 
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Last year Brand-Rex came up with over 3,000 new wire and cable constructions to solve 
unique problems. Today we're creating hundreds of new designs for use to
morrow. You can be sure we didn't become the industry's largest supplier by 
living in the past. Brand-Rex Division, American Enka Corporation, 
Willimantic, Conn. 06226. Phone 203 423-7771. 

Make wire the easiest part 
of your next design by 

making connections now with 





25winners 
in our collection of op art 
nobody, but nobody makes more discrete op amps than Philbrick/Nexus 

Philbrick/Nexus is avant-garde in operational 
amplifiers. Covers the spectrum of op amp 
capabilities - from mini-cost to maxi-perform
ance. Standard products, as wel l as mixed 
products, match your needs economically. Use 
them. They' ll color you bright. Op art master
pieces like these are but a few of the total 
Philbrick/Nexus exhibit: 

Economy Grade 
SQ-10A-MINl-PRICED, but a top performer 
in general purpose applicat ions. Only $10.50 
each in hundred quantities. 
QFT-5 - LOWEST PRICED FET. General
purpose performance, low leakage. Only 
$15 each by the hundred. 
1009- LOW COST, HIGH PERFORMANCE 
FET. Input impedance 1012 ohms. Input bias 
current 5 pA. Priced at $20.50 each in quantities 
of 100. 

General Purpose 
CIA-2 - LOW PROFILE, HIGH PERFORMANCE. 
Thick-film hybrid, 80,000 gain, :±5µ.V/°C input 
voltage offset. 

SQ16- HIGH PERFORMANCE. Gain 150,000, 
:±5mA guaranteed minimum output at 
:±11 volts. Low noise, 1µ.V rms broadband. 

Q102A- ULTRA-HIGH PERFORMANCE. Gain 
200,000, :±2µ.V/°C input vo ltage offset typical 
at -25 to +85°C. Internally trimmed to 
0.5mV max. 

QFT-2- TOP-GRADE PERFORMER. Gain 
200,000, slew rate10V/µ.sec, 10 pA input 
bias current. 

Q103A- HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE, LOW 
BIAS CURRENT. Input voltage offset ±2µ.V/0 C. 
Only $25.50 each by the hundred. 

High Reliability 
Q10A - ALL-PURPOSE TOP-GRADE. -55°C to 
100°C operat ing temperature range. 
P65A- PREMIUM GRADE. Wide application 
usage, proven performance, low broadband 
noise 1µ,V. 
CDA-3A - PROVEN PERFORMANCE. Input 
bias current 1 nA, differential input resistance 
2 megohms. 
Q25AH - WIDEBAND FET HYBRID. 600,000 
hours of operation with no fai lures. Small size 
T0-8 package, hermetically sealed. 

Wide Band 
PP45U -100 MHz BANDWIDTH. Slew rate 
200V/µ,sec. Excellent for broadband inverter 
applications. 
1016- FAST, HIGH POWER. fp>1 MHz. Full 
output of :±10V, :±100 mA to 1 MHz. CMRR 
100,000. Eo• T.C. is 10µ.V/°C. Ao at 750,000. 
1011 - LOW PROFILE, FAST SETTLING TIME 
FET. 15 MHz bandwidth, slew rate 70V/µ.sec. 
Delivers :±11.5Voutput. Settles in 1.5 µ.sec 
to .01 % , 0.4 inches high max. 

Universal 
ESL-1 - WIDE SUPPLY VOLTAGE RANGE, 
:±8 to :±16V. CMRR 1,000,000:1, common 
mode input resistance 1.5 G ohms. 
USL-1C- HIGH STABI LITY. Wide range of 
supply voltages from :±8 to :±26V. Input 
voltage offset :±1µ.V/ 0 C. Low drift. 

High Voltage 
MLF-100- :±100 VOLT OUTPUT at 10mA. 
FET input amplifier. Short circuit protected . 

Micro-Power I Low Voltage 
Q-200A- BATTERY OPERATED. :±50µ.A 
quiescent drain. Ideal for OEM battery oper-_ 
ated and airborne instrumentation . 
1402 - MICROCIRCUIT FET HYBRID. Bias 
current 5pA. Input impedance 1012 ohms. 
Output :±14V, ±5mA. Supply voltage from 
:±4 to :±24V. Quiescent current :±0.5mA. In 
T0-8 case, hermetically sealed. 

High Performance 
1003 - LOW-NOISE FET. 3,000,000:1 CMRR 
:±1µ,V/°C input offset voltage +10°C to +60°C. 
Uses hermetically sealed active components. 
1700- LONG-TERM STABILITY. Input voltage 
offset :±0.15µ,V/ 0 C. Full output to 1.2 MHz. Gain 
109

• Long-term stability .2µ.V per day. 

1018- ULTRA-LOW DRIFT. Gain 1.5 meg Eo. 
0.5µ.V/°C and lb; ... 02nA/ 0 C. 

Monolithic IC's 
S-52 - LOW, LOW COST IC. Easy to stabi lize. 
Dual in-line package. $5 each in quantity. 
T-52 -A REAL BUY. Same as S-52, but in 
T0-5 package. Same low price. 

Your Best-Of-Show selection brings with it, at 
no extra cost and available nowhere else -
unequalled integrity resulting from superb 
artistry in things analog. For other op amp 
prize winners, too numerous to mention, con
tact your Philbrick/Nexus sales representative 
for complete specifications, prices and applica
tions assistance. Or write, Philbrick/Nexus 
Research, 46Allied Drive at Route 128, 
Dedham, Massachusetts 02026. 

PHILBRICK/NEXUS RESEARCH 

A TELEDYNE COMPANY 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 107 
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J:n the name 0£ design £reedom 

... join Bo'W'mar's 
counter revolution! 

While others have been trumpeting 
the merits of standards, we've spent 
the past 18 years quietly meeting 
the mechanical counter needs of the 
world's 100 toughest customers. 
Now, with thousands of field-proven 
configurations in our B-line'"' design 
library, we can 't stay quiet any 
longer. 

WE'RE STARTING A 
COUNTER REVOLUTION ! 

Bowmar's B-line™ design library, 
which includes all popular counter 
configurations, enables us to com
pare favorably in price and delivery 
with many " off the shelf" counters. 
B-line also offers you unique design 
freedom. You don 't have to design 

around our counters; we'll design 
around your requirements . . ' . 
quickly and economically. If you 
want complete design liberation, 
simply give us the inputs and out
puts, and we'll supply your entire 
counter/display package. 

Our B-line™ counters and display 
assemblies have met the toughest 
reliability and life demands of mili· 
tary, NASA, commercial aviation, 
and heavy industry. 

The shortest distance bet'W'een 
output and display 

is the Bo'W'mar'E-line* 

*Call (219) 747-3121 for 
engineering assistance 

"ll#!J.l·!ifitl INSTRUMENT CORPORATION g;cllll• .. •• 8000 BtUFFTON ROAD 0 FORT WAYNE, INDIANA 46809 
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PC trimmer pot 
shows wiper position 

Maurey Instrument Corp., 4555 
West 60th St ., Chicago . Phone : 
(3 12) 581-4555. Price : $2 .50. 

A miniature wirewound P C po
tentiometer , only 1/ 4 by 1/ 4 by 
3/ 16-in. deep, has a pointer indi
cating the exact position of its 
wiper on the winding. It has a 
glass-filled diallyl phthalate hous
ing and beryllium-copper gold-plat
ed leads, on tenth-grid spacing. All 
connections are welded. The unit is 
available with up to 10-kn resist
ance. 

CIRCLE NO. 285 

Crystal-can relay 
has 0.5-A rating 

Hi-Spec Electronics Corp., 1000 
Lawrence Dr., N ew bury Park, 
Calif. Phone: (805 ) 498-6671. 
P&A: $10; 10 to 12 wks. 

Style GD relay is a hi gh-per
formance, 0 .. 5-A unit that has a 
coi l sensitivity of 100 mW and is 
packaged in a 1/ 7-size crystal can. 
Weighing only 0.1 oz and meas
uring 1/ 2-in. hi gh by 0.4-in. wide 
by 0.2-in. thick, the device is bui lt 
to perform dry ci r cuit or low level 
switching functions. It performs in 
a temperature range of - 65 to 
+ 125 ° C and withstands vibra
t ion of 30 g at 10 to 2000 Hz. 

CIRCLE NO. 286 
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This high quality device selling for $6.10 has these standard specifications: 
Zener Voltage (V2 ): 9.4 Volts :t2% 
Maximum Dynamic Impedance (Z2 ): 15 Ohms 
Maximum Voltage Change Over Temperature Range 

(D.V2 over -55°C to +185°CJ: 115 mv 
Average Temperature Coefficient: .005% f°C 
It will be sent to you free attached to card on which all critical parameters of your 
device have been recorded for you. 

Operation Action Form 
In what project will this device be used? ______ _ _ 

If this is a production project what quantity of Zener Reference 
Elements do you anticipate using? ______ _ __ _ 

Name: _____________ Position: _ ___ _ 

Company: ____________ M/S: _ ____ _ 

Street: _ _ _ _ ______________ _ _ 

City: _ _________ state: _ ____ Zip:. _ _ _ 

Phone: Ext: __ _ 

--------------------------------~ _q
1 

COMPONENTS. INC. 

~ SEMCOR DIVISION 

3540 W. OSBORN RD. / PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85019 

PHONE 602-272·7671 I TWX 910-951·1381 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 109 
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Years of 
Know-How 
and 
Know-Why 

OSCILLATORS • In 
W-J's engineering authority in backward-wave 
oscillators has been building since 1952, when 
W-J's Stewart Division began producing BWOs. 
Each new generation of W-J oscillators has 
anticipated and matched sophisticated system 
requirements, including severe environmental 
conditions. Over the years standard, compact and 
magnetically- and RFl-shielded versions have 
been produced for commercial and military appli
cations covering all bands between 0.5 and 
40 GHz. 

And now, a new line of solid state voltage-tuned 
oscillators! These, too, are totally W-J-in engi
neering design, suitability to use, preparation for 
rigorous conditions, long life. These VTOs are 
produced for today's requirements and are avail
able in P- and L-band. The S-band version is soon 
to follow. 

Information in more detail available 
from representative in your area 
or from Applications Engineering .. . 

WATKINS D JOHNSON 

3333 HILLVIEW AVENUE 
STANFORD INDUSTRIAL PARK 
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94304 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 1 10 
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Time-delay module 
saves relay space 

'\ t-1'>.L \)\:.\..ta.~ N'.VI....>\;\. 't... 

1 \04 A 

UNIVERSAL 
TECHNOLOGY 

CORP 

Universal Technology C01·p., 107 
New St., Pittston, Pa. Phone:· 
(717) 654-7385. P&A: $6.50 to $8; 
stock. 

Series T ele~tronic time-delay 
modules completely separate the 
timing circuit from the relay. Con
ventional time-delay relays comb ine 
timing circuit and relay in one 
package. If a relay already exists 
in the timing circuit, it makes no 
contribution. With the Series T 
module, the circuit designer can 
add time delay to his circuitry 
without the space required for an 
unnecessary relay. 

CIRCLE NO. 287 

Chip thermistors 
have negative TC 

The Carborundum Co., Electronics 
Plant, Niagara Falls, N.Y. Phone: 
(716) 278-2521. 

Miniature solderable chip ther
mistors with a large negative tem
perature-coefficient solve tempera
ture-stability problems in thick-and 
thin-film hybrid microcircuits. 
They can also be used in tempera
ture sensing and in control applica
tions. Manufactured by a tape 
process, the units are available in 
sizes as small as 0.05 in. 2 with re
sistivities from 40 to 2000 !1-cm. 

CIRCLE NO. 288 
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Thumbwheel Switches 
For Industrial Control 

These panel-mounted thumbwheel switches offer you conven· 
ient control devices for presetting digital information. A visual 
indication of the setting is provided by easily-read characters 
on each thumbwheel. 

You can use these switches for binary decimal coding or 
decoding, or for straight decimal circuitry. They are available 
for special functions, and the use of four independent contact 
wipers and built-in diode gates make them readily adaptable to 
individual circuit requirements. The thumbwheel switches can 
be used in single pole, double pole and four pole switch 
applications. 

For mounting, standard facades are available to accommodate 
from l to 9 switches on 1/:" centers. Send for technical data now. 

232 North Elm Street 
Waterbury, Conn. 06720 

4060 Ince Boulevard 
Culver City, Calif. 90231 

Timing & Stepper Motors • Electromechan ica l & Electronic Timing Devices & Systems 
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MINIATURE 

MEGOHM 
RESISTORS 

ACTUAL SIZE 

T.C. Absolute: 80 PPM/°C* 
T.C. Tracking: to 5 PPM/°C on special order. 

Applications include high voltage dividers, high resistance 
networks, precision RC timing circuits, etc. We specialize in 
network sets with matched characteristics. Facilities avail· 
able to perform Hi Rel screening. 

Model Watt· Max. Di elect Resistance Dimensions 
No. age Voltage Str'gth Min. Max. Length Dia. Lead Dia. 

MG 650 .5 600 750 500 K 5 meg .313 .094 .025 
+.020 +.015 +.002 

MG 660 .6 1000 750 1 meg 10 meg .500 .094 .025 
+.030 +.015 + .002 

MG 680 .8 1500 750 1 meg 15 meg .750 .094 .025 
+.030 + .015 +.002 

MG 710 1.0 2000 750 1 meg 20 meg 1.000 .094 .025 
+.040 ±.Dl5 ±.002 

MG 721 2.0 2500 1000 1 meg 30 meg 1.000 .240 .040 
+.050 + .030 +.002 

MG 750 3.0 3000 1000 3 meg 150 meg 2.125 .315 .040 
+.060 ±.D30 ±.002 

MG 780 5.0 4000 1000 4 meg 220 meg 3.125 .315 .040 
+.060 +.030 +.002 

*Temperature Coefficient: 80 ppm/° C referenced to 25 ° C, ~ R taken at -15° C 
and +105° C. Maximum operating temperature: 225 ° C. Resistance Tolerance: ±1 % 
(tolerances to .2% on special order) . . Insulation Resistance: 100 meg,ohms, mini· 
mum. Overvoltage: 1.5 times working voltage for 5 seconds, R shift .8% max. 
Thermal Shock: MIL-STD-202, method 107, cond . C, R shift .5% max. Moisture 
Resistance: MIL-STD-202, method 106, R shift .8% max. Loadlife : 1000 hours at 
rated power, R shift .8% max. Encapsulation: Silicone Conformal. Leadwlre: Gold 
Plated Dumet 11/2·" long ±1/a". 

MICRONOX ™ Resistance Films 
Micronox resistance films are produced exclusively by Caddock Electronics. They 
are composed of complex oxides fired in air at temperatures above 1400° F. The 
resulting films are relatively insensitive to high ambient temperatures and thermal 
shock. Films show negligible effect from moisture. 

This totally new approach to precision resistors and networks opens new design 
possibilities because of the wide resistance range, precise temperature character
istics, and high temperature and power capability. Temperature coefficient can be 
accurately reproduced (within ±10 ppm/° C of curve if required). The typical curve 
shown below will vary slightly with resistivity of the film and configuration of 
the substrate. 

+2.0 

.. +1.0 

~ 
c 

~i~ ~~~~~l}~A6~lfRvr' 
i5 0 

I -1.0 

-65 ·SO -25 0 +25 •SO +75 •100 +125 +ISO +175 
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COMPONENTS 

Button-size filters 
have broadband specs 

Culton Industries Inc., Metuchen, 
N. J. Phone: (201 ) 548-2800. 

Said to be one-fifth the s ize of 
the smallest comparable filters 
available today, a new line of 
broadband low-pass filters reduce 
s ize without sacrificing perform
ance. An epoxy version measures 
only 0.287-in. long, while a her
metically sealed vers ion is 0.357-in. 
long (excluding terminals). 

CIRCLE NO. 289 

• • .specify~ 
HIGH Q, HIGH FREQUENCY 

VARIABLE AIR CAPACITORS 

This versatile series provides, in 
miniature size, exceptionally high 
Q, superior ruggedness for protec
tion against shock and vibration, 
-55° to + 12s0 c operating temper
ature range, protection against 
fungus, salt spray and humidity ... 
plus all the other construction and 
performance features that have 
made Johanson capacitors the in
dustry standard for excellence. 

Specifications 

Capacitance Range: 0.8 - 10.0 pF 
Dielectric Withstanding Voltage: 

Rating 250 VOe breakdown > 500 voe 
Insulation Resistance: > 10', 

megohms @ 500 voe 
Q: >2000 @ 100 me 
Temperature Coefficient: O ± 20 ppm/ 0 e 
Rotational Life: >BOO revolutions 

Write Today tor Complete Catalog, Prices. 

~MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 
400 Rockaway Valley Rd., Boonton, N.J . 07005, (201) 334-2676 

Electronic Accuracy Through Mechanical Precision 
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Thermal sensors 
gauge low levels 

Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc ., P.O. 
Box 214, Hamburg, N.Y. Phone: 
(716) 833-4285. 

TG-100 solid-state Cryo-Sensors 
achieve measurement accuracies of 
0.005°K over the 4° to 400 °K tem
perature range, and 0.010°K from 
1 to 4 ° K. Stability of 3 µ, V in 1.5 
V is gained by techniques previous
ly unavailable with gallium arse
nide. A platinum-encapsulated ver
sion offers a magneto-resistive er
ror of less than 3 % in magnetic 
fields to 50 kG. 

CIRCLE NO. 290 

Thick-film resistors 
provide up to 20 Mn 

Mepco, Inc., Columbia Road, Mor
ristown, N. J. Phone : (201) 539-
2000. 

Designed for high-impedance 
circuits such as resistor networks, 
operational amplifiers and FET 
configurations, miniature thick-film 
resistors cover the r esistance range 
of 499 kn to 20 Mn. Rated at 200 
V max, GElO resistors measure 
only 0.265-in. long and 0.095 in. in 
diameter. They are avai lable with 
tolerances of ± 1 % or ± 2%. and 
temperature coefficients of ± 150 
or ± 200 ppm/° C. 

CIRCLE NO. 291 
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THAT TOUGH GLASS 
SEAL PROBLEM •.. 
FUSITE SOLVED IT 
FOR YOU YESTERDAY 

We've been specializing in difficult sealing ap
plications for over 25 years , so probably the 
solution to your particular problem is already in 
our files. 

Reliability? Fusite is the only sealer that formu
lates, smelts, and preforms technical glasses. This 
means a greater in-depth capability to solve your 
problem, design the part, build the dies, smelt the 
glass, make and assemble it to your specs. At less 
cost than you could do it yourself. Want proof? 
Send us your latest design for hermetic terminals, 
glass preforms, or glass-ceramic substrates or lids. 
Challenge our experience with low t mperatu 

solder glasses as coatings and preforms. We'll send 
you a similar part for inspection. Plus a cost esti
mate for prototype quantities- or production in 
millions. 

For solutions to all your sealing glass problems, 
call Fu site in Cincinnati. Or, if your interests are 
overseas, call one of these plants: Fusite N.V., 
Konigweg 16, Almelo, Holland; Fusite-Japan, 
Gotemba, Japan; Terminal Products, Hormigueros, 
Puerto Rico ; or, Fusite GmbH, Dieselstrasse 5, 
Karlsruhe, West Germany. Fusite Corporation, 
6000 Fernview Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 ... 
phone (513) 731-2020. 

I 

GLASS·TO·METAL HERMETIC TERMINALS 
GLASS / GLASS-CERAMIC PREFORMS & SUBSTRATES 

0 
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If you're concerned with 

Transistor Pads and Clips

Heat Sinks and Adapters ... 

are worth 
a closer 
look ... 

P~ecision made in Kent, 

England by JERMYN Industries, these 

important items of circuit hardware 

are manufactured with traditional 

English craftsmanship. They are stocked 

and sold exclusively in the U.S. by 

GUDEB~OD. Ask for our new Catalog 

GJlOO which describes the full line-

or tell us about your custom needs. 

_ [E] uoEBRDD 

~~~ 

Gudebrod Bros. Silk Co., Inc. 
Founded 1870 

12 South Twelfth Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 

INFORMATION RETRI EVAL NUMBER 1 14 
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PACKAGING & MATERIALS 

Connector assemblies 
breadboard cables 

Methode Manufacturing Corp., 
1700 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows, 
Ill. Phone: (312) 392-3500. 

A new packaged kit concept 
provides connector-and-socket cable 
assemblies for immediate use. 
There are three basic configura
tions : connector-connector with 
interconnecting cable and two 
sockets (MP-5000 ); socket-socket 
and two connectors ( MS-5000); 
connector-socket and one socket 
and connector (MPS-5000 ) . Five 
cable lengths are avai lable that 
range from 12 to 36 inches, in 6-
inch increments. 

CIRCLE NO. 292 

Alumina ceramic 
blocks light 

-I 

Basic Ceramics Inc ., 221 S eventh 
Ave., Hawthorne, N.J. Phone: 
(216) 696-0330. 

In relatively t hin cross-sections, 
a high-alumina black ceramic is an 
opaque barrier to lighl transmis
sion. Readi ly pressed into shapes 
and metalized by conventional 
molybdenum/ manganese tec h 
niques, the ceramic can be used as 
a packaging mater ial for si licon de
vices such as transistors, diodes 
and ICs . It is also usefu l as a sub
strate material in hybrid flip-chip 
designs . 

CIRCLE NO. 293 
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The simplest way to design 
12V VHF circuits like this 
is to get the data sheet on 
ITT' s new RF power transistors 

+ 
Vee = 12.s 

130-180MHz 
_,--t--~J 

14.5 WATTS 

The sheet contains 18 performance plots, the industry's 
most complete set of large signal data, including large 
signal input and output impedance vs. frequency and 
large signal input and output impedance vs. power. 

before shipment. If you're designing VHF mobile trans
mitters, make circuit optimization easier. See your ITT 
distributor or write ior the industry's most comprehensive 
VHF transistor spec ification sheet. 

The 2N5421, 2, 3, and 4 have 1, 2, 5, or 13 watts output 
respectively at 175 MHz. VSWR performance is specified 
and each transisto r is 100% tested for power output 

ITT Semiconductors is a division of International Tele
phone and Telegraph Corporation , 3301 Electronics Way, 
West Palm Beach, Florida 

~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
a.;. 

--------, 
Please send me a free copy of the industry's most com-

pl etc spec sheet on VHF power transistors. 

NAME------------ TITLE -----

COMPANY _________________ _ 

ADDRESS------------------

CITY---------- STATE ____ ZIP __ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

D 1 • ---------
semiconductors I TT 

FACTORIES IN FLORIDA• CALIFORNIA• MASSACHUSETTS• FRANCE• ENGLAND • GERMANY• PORTUGAL• AUSTRALIA 



TOMORROW'S 
AMPLIFI 

106 

• ± 0.005% linearity 

• 100 kHz bandwidth 

• 30 usec settling to ± 0.01 o/o 

• 0.2 pV /°C drift 

• 150 dB CMR, 350 V CMV 

• 30 usec overload recovery to 

± 0.01 o/o from 20V on any range 

-- -

UNIQUE FERROMAGNETIC ISOLATOR enables combining 
all these parameters in the new 8300-XWB Wideband Floating 
Differential Amplifier . .. and gives complete freedom from 
modulation spikes and signal folding! 
You also get 10-position 1 :1000 gain span ... ± 0.01 % 6-
months-stable accuracy ... under 7 uV rms noise at a full 
100 kHz ... integral d-c power supply ... choice of 5 or 1 OV 
output. Price $550 in 1-9 quantities. 
Options include variable gain, mux-switch, switch-selectable 
bandwidth filter. 

To get tomorrow's amplifier today-write, wire or phone: 

PRESTON l~I SCIENTIFIC INCORPORATED 
805 EAST CERRITOS AVENUE 
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 92805 
(714) 776-6400 
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Fluorocarbon solvent 
cleans contact 

LPS Research Laboratories, Inc., 
2050 Cotner Ave., Los Angeles, 
Calif. 

Ideal for cleaning precision elec
trical instruments, a chemically 
pure fluorocarbon solvent combines 
high density with low surface ten
sion. The solvent's nonflammable 
and dielectric properties· permit 
safe cleaning of electrical equip
ment during operation. The anti
static cleaner is compatible with 
electric insulation, elastomers, and 
all metals. 

CIRCLE NO. 294 

Epoxy coating powder 
fuses at 125°C 

Dexter Corp., H ysol Div., 211 
Franklin St., Olean, N.Y. Phone: 
(716) 372-6300. 

HYSOL DK9, an epoxy coating 
powder, wi ll fuse to substrates 
preheated to 125 ° C, or can be ap
plied to parts at room temperature, 
for subsequent heat cure. The 
material can be applied by dipping 
the heated part in a cup of the 
powder. It can a lso be applied 
successfully by spray, electrostatic 
deposition, flow coat and aerated 
bed methods. The powder is de
s igned specifically for coating heat
sensitive components. 

CIRCLE NO. 295 
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Our main claim to fame is the design 
and application service we provide 
on every mercury relay we sell. If 
we don't have the relay you need, 
we help you develop a new one. And 
that's not all! Adlake has the most 
complete line of mercury-wetted 
and displacement relays in the busi
ness. Contact ratings from 100 VA 
to 100 amperes. Operating speeds 
from 1 millisecond to 150 milli
seconds. Consistent contact resist
ance-even under adverse environ
mental conditions. Time delay relays 

from one-half second to 30 minutes, l;) 
all_ ofthem tam~er-pro?f. L_oad relays aafk 
with an exclusive ant1-spmout fea-
ture. Relays equipped with epoxy 
coils that are guaranteed for life. 
Plus many other special features. ~ 
Wealsohaveal!neofdryre~drelays. ~INCE 1857 
So call us. We II put you in touch 
with an engineer who specializes in 
the type of relay best suited. to your THE ADAMS & WESTLAKE COMPANY 
needs-mercury-wetted, displace- A SUBSIDIARY OF ALLIED PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
ment or dry reed. We can help you 
solve your circuit design problem Elkhart. Indiana. U.S.A. 46514. (219) 264-1141 
creatively, whatever the application. rwx 219 m 3102 • TELEX 25-8458 • CABLE ADLAKE 

Most mercury relays look 
pretty much alike ... 

Except ours have service 
written on them! 
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Electronic oesian... sells design 
engineers and enaineering 
managers - lhe men wno soecilv. 
NO OTHER PUBLICATION PROVIDES AS MUCH EVIDENCE OF 
READERSHIP Take a close look at the readership of Electronic 
Design and you find a market that can exert an overwhelming influence 
on your sales. T-he reason? These readers are, exclusively, design 
engineers or engineering managers responsible for the specification of 
electronic products. In the ever expanding complex of electronics, these 
men must specify everything needed to test and manufacture their 
products. These products could well be your own. These men are your 
primary target for advertising that leads to sales action. And the 
magazine they prefer, proved in over 93% of independent readership 
studies, is Electronic Design. No other publication provides as much 
evidence of readership. 

NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT READERSHIP STUDIES AS 
REPORTED TO AIA, 19~8 ( Released ;n 1966-67. Qu est;on 32) 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN . .... ====~············18 
ELECTRONICS .. . . .. . . . .. . . 4 
ELECTRON IC NEWS ....... . None 
EON . . . ... . ....... . ..... . . None 
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS . . . None 

SEND FOR " THEY SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES"-A RECAP OF 72 INDEPENDENT MEDIA 
STUDIES CONDUCTED BY ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURERS OVER THEIR OWN LISTS. 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN HAS WON 67 OUT OF 72 STUDIES! 

Subscribers numbered 62,915 in June '68. Add the readers 
who receive pass-along copies, and the total audience for 
Electronic Design swells to more than 194,773 engineers and 
engineering managers.* Among subscriptions, 21,449 reached 
engineering management and 41,466 reached engineers. 
NOTE: By December, 1968, subscribers will exceed 69,000! 
*An analysis of Electroni c Design readers by Systemetrix, Inc. 

NO OTHER PUBLICATION PROVIDES AS MUCH EVIDENCE OF 
EDITORIAL QUALITY The magazine and its editors have won more 
awards in the last two years than all other electronic publications 
combined. 

Jesse H. Neal Award/1967 Jesse H. Neal Award / 1966 
Industrial Marketing Award/1966 
Society of Publication Designers- Magazine Design Award/lllustration-

4 color/1966 
Society of Publication Designers- Magazine Design Award/Cover

Black & White/1966 

Editorially, Electronic Design is balanced in the following three 
categories: 

News (perspective) The engineer is kept abreast of important events 
and major changes in the industry. " News Scope" and " Washingto.n 
Report" plus design-oriented news consisting of industry-wide surveys 
that place vital areas into proper perspective, tell what's new, and give 
the engineer guidance on the type of design activity in the future. 
(17% of editorial.) 
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Technology (How To) Articles consist of 
solutions to design problems. They show "how 
to" design, save costs, evaluate, test, specify, 
and apply new technology. (55% of editorial.) 

Products (With What) Electronic Design 
publishes more new product information than 
any other book in the field. All material is 
carefully selected and edited to give the designer 
maximum benefit. Major sections are used to 
guide this selection procedure-for example, 
components, power supplies, etc. 
(28% of editorial.) 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN PRODUCES MORE 
THAN ONE MILLION INQUIRIES ANNUALLY! 
Electronic Design produced more than 1,200,000 
inquiries in 1967-far more than any other 
publication in this field . Your Electronic 
Design representative has independent proof 
that direct applications are made from inquiries. 
Ask him to show you the facts from our 
All-Inquiry issues. 
NO OTHER PUBLICATION OFFERS AS 
MANY PROOFS OF READERSHIP AND 
EFFECTIVENESS Electronic Design stands 
ready at all times to cooperate in any reasonable 
way to measure readership and advertising 
effectiveness. Call your Electronic Design 
representative , he will be happy to tell you of 
the many ways our Research Department can 
be put to work for you . 

SERVICES FOR MARKETERS Utilize 
material developed by the Marketing Services 
Department of Electronic Design. It includes: 
A Profile of Engineering and Engineering 
Management-Men Who Specify• Semiconductor 
Directory Reference Issue Survey• Brand 
Recognition Study • Reader Recall and 
Readership Studies • Buying Authority Studies 
(measure advertising impact, product 
applications, supplier preference, and actual 
purchase for such products as FETs, 
Panel Meters, Monolithic Integrated Circuits, 
Operational Amplifier.3, Precision Test 
Instruments, etc.) • Inquiry and Application 
Studies • AIA Form • Reprint Service. 
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1969 SCHEDULING GUIDE (Effective December 2, 1968) 

Issue Puhl. Closing 
Special Issues Reader 

No. Date Date Recall 

Jan . 4 Dec. 2 (All ads in issue included in 
Top 10 Contest) 

2 Jan. 18 Dec. 16 
3 Feb. 1 Dec. 30 
4 Feb. 15 Jan. 13 
5 March 1 Jan. 27 
6 March 15 Feb. 10 IEEE 
7 April 1 Feb. 24 
8 Apri l 12 March 10 
9 April 26 March 24 Spri ng Computer Report 

10 May 10 April 7 
11 May 24 April 21 
12 June 7 May 5 
13 June 21 May 19 

DATA-SELL UNITS SPEED SELLING! Send for in
formation about Electron ic D esign's exciting new 
T ELL-ALL technique called " DAT A -S ELL ." See ho w 
advertisers take advantage o f the tremendous self
service buying potential in th is industry to telesco pe 
the selling process. DATA-SELL discounts range up 
to 75%! 

NEW 48 HOUR FAST CLOSE FOR RECRUITMENT 
ADVERTISERS Now your recruitment ad can be 
accepted up to 48 hours prior to Electron ic Design' s 
mailing date. (Full page , b&w only.) Ask for de:ails. 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN PROVIDES BY FAR THE 
LARGEST NUMBER OF ENGINEERS AND EN
GINEERING MANAGER SUBSCRIBERS IN THE 
E.O.E.M. 

62 ,915 

ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN •• 

ELECTRONICS • ELECTRONIC 
NEws• 

E.O.E.M. ENGINEERS AND ENGINEERING MANAGERS 

• As reflected in ABC Publisher's Statement, 6/30/68 
••As reflected in BPA Publisher's Statement, 6/68 

NUMEROUS JOB FUNCTIONS The average Elec
tronic Design subscriber is involved in six or more 
o f the following activities. 

ACTIVITY PERCENT ACTIVITY PERCENT 
27.5 
25.1 
24.9 
24.8 
24.4 

Research and 
Development 

Circuit Design 
Test and Measurement 
Systems Design 
Material Selection 
Packaging 
Production 

71.7 
70.3 
69.6 
69 .5 
50.1 
45.3 
34 .6 

Rel iabil ity Analysis 
Standards 
Value Engineering 
Environmental Factors 
Human Factors 
RFI Control 
Quality Control 
Styling 

Source: A .refi le of Engineers and Engineering 
Management-Page 6. 
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23 .8 
22.6 
18 .2 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

Issue Publ. Closing 
Special Issues Reader 

No. 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

Date Date Recall 

July 5 June 2 x 
July 19 June 16 x 
Aug . 2 June 30 
Aug. 16 July 14 WE SC ON 
Sept. 1 July 28 x 
Sept. 13 Aug . 11 
Sept. 27 Aug. 25 
Oct . 11 Sept. 8 x 
Oct. 25 Sept. 22 
Nov. 8 Oct . 6 x 
Nov. 22 Oct . 20 Fall Computer Report 
Dec. 6 Nov.3 x 
Dec. 20 Nov. 17 x 

AREAS OF BUYING INFLUENCE-COMPONENTS 
The Electronic Design subscriber specifies, buys, and 
approves components that run from antennas to 
zener diodes. The average subscriber has a direct 
and active buying influence in more than twelve d if
ferent categories of components. 

COMPONENTS RECOMMENDED, 
SPECIFIED, OR APPROVED FOR PURCHASE 

3 3 
Antennas , Microwave Components 23.7 

Transmission Lines 29.2 Printed Circuits , 
Capacitors 62.9 Modules 48 .9 
Coils 44.5 Relays 49.6 
Connectors 62 .8 Resistors, Fixed 62.8 
Cores, Ferrites 33.8 Rotating Devices 
Crystals 38 .9 (Motors, Gyros, etc.) 36 .8 
Delay Lines 23.5 Switches 56.5 
Diodes, Solid State 68.7 Terminals 43.1 
Fans, Blowers 35.5 Transducers 34.4 
Fasteners 26.8 Transformers , Chokes 52.1 
Filters 40.7 Transistors 68 .0 
Hardware 45.5 Tubes 36.7 
Materials , Chemica ls 22 .8 Variable Resistors, 
Metals , Alloys 21.7 Potentiometers 56.2 
Meters, Panel Type 38.7 Wire , Cable 46.3 
M icroci rcu its 48.5 Other 1.5 
Source : A Profile of Engineers and Engineering 
Management-Page 10. 

AREAS OF BUYING INFLUENCE - TEST 
EQUIPMENT AND APPARATUS The Electron ic 
Design subscriber's specifying , buying and approv
ing authority is exerted in all major areas of equip
ment. The average subscriber has a direct and active 
buying influence in more than seven different cate
gories of equipment. 

EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDED, SPECIFIED, 
OR APPROVED FOR PURCHASE 

3 
Accelerometers 12.6 Microwave 
Amplifiers, Test Equipment 

Oscillators 59.6 Oscilloscopes 
Bridges 36.9 Power Supplies 
Chart Recorders , Pulse Equipment 

Oscillographs 42.0 Read -Out Devices 
Converters, Inverters 26.7 Signal or Sweep 
Counters 56.9 Generators 
Filters 35.7 Spectrum Analyzers 
Infrared Devices 12.1 Tape Equipment 
Meters, Electronic 58.7 Timers 

Source : A Profile of Engineers and Engineering 
Management-Page 12. 

Contact your local Electronic Design 
representative or Ed Clancy, Advertising 
Services Manager, at (212) PL 1-5530. 

Electronic Design 
A Hayden Publication 

3 

20.7 
65.1 
71.3 
40 .8 
38.2 

49.1 
31.1 
29.1 
35.3 

850 Third Avenue , New York, N.Y. 10022 
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PACKAGING & MATERIALS 

Tube and relay sockets 
have PC or wrap contacts 

Bunker-Ramo Corp ., Amphenol In
dustrial Div., 1830 S. 54th Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. Phone: (312) 329-
9292. 

A complete line of standard-size 
tube and relay sockets is now 
available with PC or solderless
wrap contact tails. Both termina
tion styles are offered in 8, 9-, 
11-, 12- and 20-contact configura
tions. The solderless, wrap-type 
sockets provide an economical 
method of attaching wire leads. 

CIRCLE NO. 296 

Circuit-board racks 
grip 12-in. lengths 

Birtcher Corp., Industrial Div., 7 45 
Monterey Pass Rd., Monterey Park, 
Calif. Phone: (213) 385-7451. 

Series 56 modular racks hold 
printed-circuit boards up to 12-in.
long by gripping each board at sev
eral points along the length with 
multiple spring fingers. Other 
structural parts of the racks in
clude end-plates and support-rods. 
Board spacing can be as close as 
3/ 8 in., and rack length from 2 to 
25 in. Tier arrangement can be 
single or multiple. 

CIRCLE NO. 297 

Ceramic-metal package 
seals and matches 

Frenchtown/ CF I, Inc., Sub . of Al
loys Unlimited Inc., Harrison St., 
Frenchtown, N.J. Phone: (215 ) 
493-4033. 

A ceramic-metal package, shown 
above functioning as the header of 
a T0-3 100-A power transistor, 
survives gross thermal mismatches 
and maintains a hermeticity of 10·' 
cm3 / s at 150 °C. The header uses 
OFHC copper for base and pins and 
high-strength alumina for annular 
insulators. 

CIRCLE NO. 298 

No ripples. No bows. No twists. Result: no wafer rejects 
AMBBSIL fused quartz epitaxial reactors 
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Bubble content is extremely low, 
for greater mechanical strength. 
Purity is extremely high. Absolute 
absence of interior ripples, bows, 
and twists minimize loading and 
unloading difficulties. Uniformly 
heavy walls assure greater ease of 
handling and longer useful life. 

Therefore ... Amersil epitaxial 
reactors eliminate product rejects 
and increase furnace output. 

Squares. Rectangles. Ovals. 
Amersil fused quartz epitaxial 
reactors are available in the shape 
you need through a wide range 
of flange possibil ities to your 
particular requirements. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 118 

STANDARD SIZES 
Square: 1" to 6" 
Rectangular: 2" x 4" 2" x 6" 3" x 6" 

3" x T 3" x 9" 

For complete information, 
write or call today. 

I AM~lfSI£ lw:NIWI 
685 RAMSEY AVENUE 

HILLSIDE, NEW JERSEY 07205 
847 
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Conformal insulator 
conducts . thermally 

EPD Industries Inc., 2055 E. 
223rd St., Long B each, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 775-7141 . 

Thermally conductive molded in
sulators solve the problem of dis
sipating heat from components 
mounted on P C boards, while 
maintaining electrical isolation. 
These conformal insulators can be 
made to closely fit the circuitry 
side of a board. Circuitry and 
solder-joint configuration can be 
reproduced to ensure maximum in
sulation and thermal conductivity. 

CIRCLE NO. 299 

Fiber _optics package 
illuminates principles 

INFO Inc., P.O. Box 303, N ewton, 
Mass . Phone: ( 617) 924-2385. 
P&A: $27.50; stock. 

An experimental kit is designed 
to familiarize the user with t he 
principles and applications of fiber · 
optics. The kit consists of a bundle 
of 0 .0025-in.-dia. loose fibers, an 
18-in.-long pipe, a shoestring f iber, 
a bifurcated bundle, image-trans
mission blocks, three colored ligh t 
filters, battery-powered 1 i g h t 
source, and a booklet describing 
f iber optics principles. 

CIRCLE NO. 321 
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on't 

... until you talk with us about a 
career in creative engineering. 
About to make a move to a better job, or a more promising career? Then 
talk to us, Conductron . We've got both . 

The job? We're involved in flight simulation , avionics, medical 
electronics, collision avoidance sys tems, even optics. 

The career? You'll be with a firm that plans to double its professional 
force in the next 5 yea rs, where individual identity is invited. 

Sound interesting? Right now, you can begin a rewarding and lasting 
career with us in a variety of areas: 

• Electrical and electronic systems 
• Mechanical and manufacturing engineering 
• Reliability and maintainability engineering 
• Value engineering 
• Scientific programming 
• Math modeling 
• Logic and circuit design 
• Microcircuitry 
• Optics 
• Communications 
• Environmental testing 
• Aerodynamics 
Before you move to another company, contact us: Conductron . We're 

young enough to let you move up, big enough to make you want to, and 
growing. 
r----------------------------------, 
I Mail to: Mr. Tom Walenga , Professional Employment, Co ndu ctro n Corpo ration , 
I Conductron-Misso uri Division, P.O. Box 426, St. Charl es (S t. Lou is), Missouri 63301. 
I Dep1. 112 I Name __________________________ _ 

I Homeaddress ________________________ _ 

I City & State _______________________ _ _ 

l Education: BS MS PhD Major Fi e ld 
I (date) (date) (date) 
I Primary expe ri ence area: ___________________ _ 

I --------------------------~ I Present position _ _____________________ _ 

I Facility preferred: Ca lifornia D Michigan D Missouri D Best opportuni ly D 

I ~ CONDUCTFION CORPORATION 
I .._ _ Conductron - Missouri Division 
I ......,... P . O. Box 426, St. Charles. Missouri 63301 

I An equal oppo rtunity employer 
~----------------------------------~ 

ON CAREER INQUIRY FORM , P. 81 , CIRCLE 905 
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Whats 
the best 
way to 
switch 
high 
frequency 
signals? 
Use a Cunningham reed switch. 
1. Broad bandwidth. Handles 
signals up to 30 MHz with 
excellent isolation. 2. Versatile. 
Two basic types - either P. C. card 
o r matrix moun ted, with optional 
latching and contact verification . 
3. Fast. 800 microseconds 
operating time. 

The 
Cunningham 
Reed 
Matrix 
Switch 
Switching Systems problems? 
Let our know-how in systems 
engineering work for you with : 
reed matrix switches; crossbar 
switches for general purpose/ 
high performance requirements; 
McKee random access matrices 
for high voltage and current ; 
Telefunken OHS (ordinate 
holding) switches for low cost 
applications. 

Free Literature. Request new Data 
Sheet No. 603. Write or call Cunning
ham, Carriage St., Honeoye Falls, N. Y. 
14472. Phone : (716) 624-2000. 

Cunningham 
Subsidiary of Gleason Works 

Proven capability in engineered 
switch products and systems. 
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PRODUCTION 

Diamond wafer scriber 
cuts with only 2 edges 

American Coldset Corp., 334 Rt. 17, 
Upper Saddle River, N.J . 

Called the Bi-Scriber, model CT-
912 diamond cutter uses only two 
cutting edges, instead of the con
ventional four, to scribe germanium 
or silicon wafers to ultra-close tol
erances. The new tool can scribe the 
most complex device-loaded wafers 
with such closely spaced protru
sions as silver nodules on diodes. 
It is 'said that breakup with the 
CT-912 is excellent. 

CIRCLE NO. 322 

High-speed programmer 
controls up to 12 loads 

Agastat Div., Amerace-Esna Corp., 
1027 Newark Ave., Elizabeth, N.J. 
Phone: (201 ) 352-2900. P&A: from 
$1500; 60 days. 

Exercising precise sequential 
control over machine tools and 
processes, a new static-control 
programmer sequences up to 12 
loads through as many as 12 steps, 
at rates as high as 10,000 steps per 
second. Incorporating a digital
count magnetic-core time base, 
Model 3512 provides multiple time
base selection for each step, from 
0.01 seconds to 10,000 seconds per 
step. Timing repeatability is within 
±0.5 %. 

CIRCLE NO. 3 23 

Soldering-iron cleaner 
extends life of tip 

Hexacon Elect1·ic Co., 299 W. Clay 
Ave., Roselle Park, N.J. Phone: 
(201 ) 245-6200. 

Free of contaminants, a cleaning 
sponge saves time in cleaning 
soldering-iron tips and extends 
their life. Its dross reservoir holds 
enough water to keep the sponge 
soaked and the sponge surface 
clean . The sponge, measures 31.5 
in. 2 Rubber feet on the bottom of 
the accompanying aluminum tray 
prevent slippage. 

CIRCLE NO. 324 

Automatic hand tool 
cuts and bends leads 

Simonds Machine Co., Inc. 248 
Worces ter St., Southbridg e, Mass. 
Phone (617) 764-3235. 

Operating at 60 to 100 lb of air 
pressure, the Bend-Eze BP-1 hand 
tool automatically, and in a single 
operation, cuts and bends compo
nent leads with diameters as large 
as 0.05 in. It can also be used for 
bending precut leads. Seven inter
changeable heads handle various 
lead diameters and provide three 
different working angles. Standard 
layover (bending) is about 1/ 16-
in.-long for light and medium-duty 
heads and 3/32-in.-long for the 
heavy-duty head. 

CIRCLE NO. 325 
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Commit in near-zero 
visibility? 

Without blurring -only 
by Westinghouse SEC 

camera tube with 
image intensifier 

Meat-ball or no meat-ball, the decision to commit or wave-off rests with the Landing Signal Officer. 
And he must see to decide-even on low, overcast nights. 

So meet the unique Westinghouse TV sensor package. The first in the industry 
to give an un-blurred picture of a moving object in the total dark. 
This "off the shelf" package WX-32000 consists of a new Image Intensifier perfectly mated to our 

exclusive Secondary Electron Conduction camera tube. The Intensifier gives you a brightness gain 
of 200 with low background, minimum distortion, and good resolution. Together they make 

a compact unit that gives you crisp, fast-motion, halo-free images at 10-5 foot candles. 
For ful l detai ls on our night-seeing, non-blurring TV Sensor Package, write Westinghouse Electronic 

Tube Division, Elmira, New York 14902. Then we'll talk you in! 

ET-4013 You can be sure ... if it's Westinghouse 
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QUARTZ CRYSTALS 

CRYSTAL FILTERS 

OSCILLATORS 

COMPONENT OVENS 
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Automatic chip handler 
tests 3000 pieces/ h 

Affiliated Manufacturers, Inc., P.O. 
Box 248, Whitehouse, N.J. Phone: 
(201) 534-2103. P&A: $4500 to 
$8275; 4 to 6 wks. 

A new automatic system that 
handles capacitor, resistor and 
semiconductor chips can test as 
many as 3000 piece parts per hour. 
With certain modifications and ad
ditions, the system can process as 
many as 6000 piece parts per hour. 
The standard handling system in
cludes a vibrator parts-handler, a 
parts-transferer, a test nest and a 
probe station with collecting de
vices. 

CIRCLE NO. 326 

Wireless intercom 
links shop to desk 

Line-Master Products; Sandefur 
Engineering Co ., Inc., 14507 S . 
Hawthorne Blvd., Lawndale, Calif. 
Phone: (213) 772-5255. 

Instant communications can be 
provided between an engineer's 
desk and any other area in plant,, 
shop or lab by a wireless intercom 
that plugs into any ac outlet. 
After the call is completed, it may 
be unplugged and pocketed. A 
hand-held unit, the LM 340 oper
ates at 200 kHz. 

CIRCLE NO. 327 
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Miniature heaters 
cover 40 to 250 ° C 

Circon Component Corp ., Santa 
Ba1·bara Municipal Ai1·po1·t, Goleta, 
Calif. Phone : (805) 967-1113. 

Constant temperatures are pro
vided by heating devices that span 
the range from 40 ° to 250 °C. Each 
un it weighs 14 g. Operating d irect
ly fro m standard ac power lines, 
these heaters are one inch in di
ameter and 11/ 16-in.-high. An in
sulated-pad accessory can be used 
to protect work surfaces or for 
transport from one location to an
other. 

CIRCLE NO. 328 

Mask alignment system 
eliminates idle time 

Kulicke and Soffa Industries, Inc ., 
135 Commerce, Fort Washington, 
Pa. Phone: ( 215) 646-5800. 

Providing high wafer yields, a 
high-speed mask alignment sy tern 
eliminates idle time and simplifies 
controls. The system handles wafers 
with a simple turntab le arrange
ment that allows successive wafers 
to be prealigned within a tolerance 
of ± 0.002 in. This reduces the 
t ime requ ired for subsequent align
ment steps and eliminates idle 
time, because a new wafer can be 
inserted while the previous one is 
being exposed. 

CIRCLE NO. 329 
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Atec's New 

1%" (H) x 17" (W) x 12" (D) 

~ 
~ 

(J 

; 2802 Electronic 
~ Counter /Timer 

gives you more capability for 
less money than any other model 

ava ilable . . . and in a compact 
configuration. • Compare these 

features with other counter-timers • 
measures frequency from DC to 12.5 

MHz and t ime intervals to 1 µsec • 
measures ratio • totalizes • BCD 1-2-4-8 

output ava ilable on rear chassis for driving 
printers and punches • input sensitivity of 

10 mV DC to 5 MHz, 30 mV DC to 12.5 MHz 
• remote programming • pushbutton 

switching • dual input channels • IC circuitry 
• illuminating overflow indicator .. Now compare 

the price ... $455! • The 2802's plug-in, 
modular design allows the following options to 

be added at any time • add itional digits (seven 
maximum) • display storage • 1 MHz, crystal

controlled time base. For complete specifications 
or a free demonstration, call your local Atec engi

neering-sales representative or contact Atec directly. 

Alec, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 19426 / 112 5 Lumpkin Street, Houston, Texas 77024 

Telephone: ( 713) 468 -7971 
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MICROWAVES & LASERS 

Cw ion laser system 
cuts size and cost 

Coherent Radicition Labs., 932 E. 
Meadow, Palo Alto, Calif. Phone: 
( 415) 328-1840. P&A: $9990; 60 
days. 

Reduced in both size and cost, 
model 52 cw ion lasers emit in the 
TEM00 transverse mode. A 2-W ar
gon model emits eight lines in the 
blue-green region of the spectrum. 
A krypton unit is specified al 300 
mW in the red, yellow, green and 
blue spectral regions. The model 
52 system emits almost as much 
power as its $20,000 predecessor, 
at half the cost. 

CI RC LE NO. 330 
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Varactor multiplier 
spans 500-MHz-band 

Applied R esearch Inc ., 76 S. Bayles 
Ave., Port Washington, N.Y. 
Phone: (516) 883-5700. 

A broadband varactor multiplier 
offers a multiplication ratio of 32 
with an input bandwidth of 500 
MHz. When input frequency is 104 
to 119.7 MHz, then output fre
quency is 3.33 to 3.83 GHz. Model 
UHM-2(TX )-3580/ 500-32 has a 
nominal power of 20 mW for an 
input driving signal of 100 mW. It 
uses monopole network output fil
ters to achieve a spurious suppres
sion of 50 dB. Input and output 
impedance is 500. 

CIRCLE NO. 331 

S-band preamplifier 
boosts signals 25 dB 

Applied T echnology, Div. of Itek 
Corp., 3410 Hillview Ave., Stanfo1·d 
Industrial Pcirk, Pcilo Alto, Calif. 
Phone : ( 415) 321-5135. Avail
ability: 60 to 75 clciys . 

Covering the frequency range of 
1.5 · to 3 GHz, a solid-state pre
amplifier provides a 25-dB gain 
with flatness of ± 2 dB. Model SP-
2250/ 1500 has a minimum output 
power of 0 dBm at 1-dB gain com
pression. Its maximum noise figure 
is 9 dB, and input VSWR is 2.5. 
The unit meets the requirements of 
MIL-E-5400, Class 2. It measures 
1.2 by 2.5 by 0.5 in . and weighs 
less than 2 oz. 

CIRCLE NO . 332 
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Flexible waveguide 
uses niCkel bellows 

Servomete1· C01·p., 82 l ndust1'ial 
East, Clifton, N.J . Phone: (201) 
773-0474. Availability : 4 to 5 wks . 

A thin-walled rectangular wave
guide uses bellows construction to 
achieve high flexibi lity. In fabr i
cation, nickel is electrodeposited 
on a mandrel of the desired con
figuration. After the mandrel has 
been removed, surface finishes of 
silver, rhodium, or gold can be ap
plied. The new waveguide is avail
able in 1/ 4- to 8-in. sizes, and up 
to 6-in . lengths. 

CIRCLE NO. 333 

Lossy ferrite 
has tile shape 

Emerson & Cuming, Inc., Micro
wave Products Div., Canton, Mass . 
Phone: (617) 828-3300 . 

Supplied in a ti le configuration 
for convenient attachment to com
plex geometrical surfaces, Ecco
sorb ZN is a lossy ferrite that is 
useful for damping surface and 
creeping waves in a variety of uhf 
and microwave devices . The cer
amic tiles are 1-in. square by 1/ 8-
in. thick. They can be used from 
- 65 °F to + 1000 ° F and weigh 
2.25 lb/ ft2. 

CIRCLE NO. 334 

Semiconductor elements 
aid MIC design 

• I I 

' I. 

Microwave Associates, Burlington, 
Mass. Phone: (617) 272-3000. 

Varactor and p-i-n elements 
consist of a chip mounted on a 
bonding pad. Designed for micro
wave integrated-circuit applica
tions, they provide great flexibi l
ity in designing MICs. Tuning 
varactor chips are available. P-i-n 
elements, available for low power 
switching, phase shifting, limiting, 
duplexing and modulation, are also 
designed for series mounting in 
stripline microstrip circuits. 

CIRCLE NO. 335 

THE QUIET ONE HAS TWICE THE LINEARITY 
OF THE ALLEN-BRADLEY J SERIES POT 

. .. AND ITS PRICE IS COMPETITIVE 

The Quie t One is within 53 of 
perfec t linearity. That's one of the 

reasons it's the one low cost 
potentiometer that's a natural fo r 
use in computers, test equipment 
and data processors. Another reason 
is that it's almost perfectly noise
free and has been field tested 2 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 124 

million cycles with less than a 53 
resistance change. 

Write for full 
information . Dept. 102, 

Dover, N.H. 03820 
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Bulova forks 
solve low 
frequency 
problems 
Let the 
experience 
behind 
300,000 forks 
per year help you! 
American Time Products forks are now 
available up to 25 kc, thanks to years 
of experience plus new design techniques 
developed by Bulova. (Including the tiny 
forks for Accutron® electronic timepieces, 
Bulova made 300,000 last year alone!) 

Result: ATP units provide lower cost, 
smaller size, lighter weight and greater 
long term stability in such applications as 
Computers, Navigation Systems, Doppler 
Radar, Motor Drives, Encoders and Timers. 
Accu racies of up to 0.001 % are ava ilable . 

Bulova fork oscillators offer the added 
advantage of simplicity of design and 
circuitry. Fewer components mean greater 
re!iability. Finally, Bulova fork products 
are uniquely capable of withstanding 
severe shock and vibration environments. 

No wonder Bulova sold 300,000 last year! 

FS-11 FORK FREQUENCY STANDARD 
Standard Frequencies: Up 
to 10,000 cps 
Accura cy: Up to ±.001 % 
Input : 28V DC (others on 
request) 
Output: 5 volts p-to-p min. into lOK ohms 
Temperature Range: As low as -55°C to 
as high as +85°C 
Size: 1 'h in . sq. x %" 

SUB-MINIATURE TF-500 
TUNING FORK 
Standard Frequencies: Up to 
2400 cps 
Accuracy: Up to ±.001 % 
at 25°C 
Input: 28V DC (others on 
request) 
Output: Up to 5V rms into 
20K ohms 
Temperature Range: As low as 
-55°C to as high as +85°C 
Size: 3/a" x 3/4' x 11/, " max. 

Write or call for specifications on Bulova's 
complete line of tuning fork products. 
Address: Dept. ED-16 

[]3QOl1®Wm 
AMERICAN 
TIME PRODUCTS 
ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
OF BULOVA WATCH COMPANY, INC. 

61-20 WOODSIDE AVENUE 
WOODSIDE, N.Y. 11377, (212) DE 5-6000 
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S-band diode switch 
operates in 10 ns 

Hyletronics Corp., Ainsworth Rd., 
Wilmington, Mass. Phone: (617) 
272-0670. Availability: 30 to 60 
days_ 

Available with or without a 
driver, a solid-state diode switch 
has a switching time of 10 ns. 
Model SS-99 is a single-pole eight
throw unit that spans the frequen
cy range of 2 to 4 GHz. It fea
tures a low-insertion loss of 1 dB 
and an isolation of 40 dB. 

CIRCLE NO. 336 

Low-level limiter 
replaces TWTs 

DeMornay-Bonardi, Div. of Sys
tron-Donner, 1313 N. Lincoln Ave., 
Pasadena. Phone: (213) 681-7416. 
P&A: $600 to $1000; 2 to 4 wks. 

Precision low-level limiters r e
place TWTs, TDAs, and other 
active components with consider
able s ize and cost reductions. 
DB-X-359 series 1 i mit ers use 
si licon epitaxial devices combined 
with a filter structure to provide 
dual functions of limiter and filter 
in a single passive component. 
Out-of-band signal rejection ex
tends from de to 4 f0 . 

CIRCLE NO. 337 

S-band converter 
attenuates to vhf 

TRF Inc., subsidiary of Quanta 
Systems Corp., 6627 Backlick Rd., 
Springfield, Va_ Phone: (703 ) 451-
5131. 

Stressing high sensitivity, low 
intermodulation distortion, and ex
cellent rf preselection, a three
channel converter, model TC-301, 
attenuates signals from S band to 
vhf_ Each channel consists of a 
four-section rf filter, a balanced 
mixer down-converter, and 10 
selectable oscillators that provide 
tuning increments from 2.2 to 2.3 
GHz. Over-all noise figure is 6 dB, 
over-all gain is 20 dB, and rf out
put is 130 to 140 MHz. 

CIRCLE NO. 338 

Fm signal generator 
has new I RIG bands 

- - . --- - ' - -~- - ' 

H ewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page 
Mill Rd., Palo Alto. Phone: ( 415 ) 
326-7000. Price: $5750. 

Providing broadband modulation 
capabilities, model 3205A fm signal 
generator calibrates receivers in 
both new IRIG telemetry bands: 
1.435 to 1.54 GHz in L band and 
2.2 to 2.3 GHz in S band. lb; out
put can be frequency modulated by 
an internal oscillator, or by ex
ternal sources at rates up to 2 MHz 
with peak deviations to ± 3 MHz. 
Modulation linearity is better than 
0.3 % with deviations to ± 0.5 
MHz, at modulation rates up to 0.5 
MHz in band 1; and is 1 % with 
deviations to ± 1 MHz, at modula
tion rates to 1 MHz in band 2. 

CIRCLE NO. 339 
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Far Superior • Only Sencore makes a true field 
ef feet meter 

• Less circuit loading than 
VTVM/obsoletes VOM 

TO ANY VTVM OR VOM 
A NEW STANDARD 

• Zero warm-up time - instant stability 

• Complete circuit and meter protection 

• Complete portability 

OF THE INDUSTRY • •• • Greater frequency responses than 
most scopes 

FE149 SENIOR FET METER 
The only true Senior FET meter available today with 
outstanding accuracy and unbelievable ease of operation. 

• Unmatched Accuracy. 1.5% on DC, 3% on AC, plus 
large 7-in. meter and mirrored scale, assure the 
most accurate tests possible. 

• Eight AC and DC ranges .5V to 1500V full scale. 

• Zero center scale with .25 v. either side assures 
measurements to less than .1 v. for transistor bias 
measurements. 

• AC peak to peak readings to 4500V maximum with 
freq. response of 10HZ to 10MHZ ± 3DB . 

• Eight resistance ranges to R x 1 O megohms with 6 
OHMS center scale. 

• Nine DC and nine AC current ranges 150ma to 5 
amps. 

• Eight decibel ranges for audio measurements. 
• Three HI-Voltage ranges, 5 KV, 15 KV, 50KV with 

39A21 high voltage probe . ... . . . . . ....... $14.95 
• Absolute meter and circuit protection against circuit 

overload . 
• Non-breakable, scuff-proof, vinyl-clad steel case. 
• Three-way power. Operates on AC, on self-contained 

rechargeable batteries, or on AC with batteries 
plugged in . Same readings all three ways. 

Exclusive push-button design. Just push two buttons 
for any test - top row selects function , bottom row 
selects range. Action is instant and automatic. 

FE14 and FEIG popular 
4 1/ 2 inch FET Meters 

• Hi Accuracy. For unsurpassed measure
ments. Mirrored scales prevent parallax 
errors. 

• Minimum circuit loading. 15 megohm in
put resistance on DC; 10 megohm on AC. 

• Zero center scale ± 0.5 v. readings for 
transistor bias measurement. 

• Full meter & circuit protection against pos
sible circuit overload . 

• 7 DC & AC voltage ranges 1 to 1000 volts 
full scale. 

• AC peak to peak readings 2800 v. maxi
mum with freq . response of 1 OHZ to 
10MHZ ± 3DB. 

• 5 resistance ranges to 1000 megohms. 
• 5 DC current ranges 100ma to 1 amp. 
• 3 Hi-Voltage ranges, 3 KV, 1 O KV, 30 KV, 

extended with 39A 19 ($9.95) high voltage 
probe. 

See your Sencore distributor today or write factory for complete line catalog. 
~ ~ N ~ ,.........., ~ ~ 426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, 
~ c=:;. "'--" '--' I""'"'~ ADDISON, ILLINOIS 60101 

STANDARD OF THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY 
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DMS 3200 
DIGITAL MEASURING SYSTEM 

(Fully solid state with IC's) 

This all·aolld-sblte precision measurement 

system offers unllmlted 11panslon capablllty 

through plug-In additions, resulting In a 

specialized Instrument for 11ch type of meas

urement. Ntw plug-ins now broaden the 
measurement capablllty of this field-proven 

unit. Over 10,000 are Jn usa at presant. 

Scaling controls make possible resolution of 

up to saven digits on the thrH·diglt dlsplar 

bJ utlllzlng the overrange capabllilJ of manJ 
of the plug-Ins, thus providing high resolu

tion and accuracr with minimum Investment. 
Companion devices such as the PR 4900 DlgJ. 

tal Printer and 1050 Digital Set-Point Con
troller further extend the utility of the OMS 
3200 Srstem. 

DC VOLTMETER PLUG-IN DP 100 $175 
00.1 mv to 999. volts 
± 0.1 % rdg ± 1 digit 

DC MICROVOLTMETER PLUG-IN DP 110 $450 
0.001 mv to 999.9 volts 
± 0.05% rdg ± 1 digit 
4-digit resolution 

AC VOLTMETER PLUG-IN DP 130 $375 
0.01 mv to 999. volts 
± 0.1 % rdg ± 1 digit 
22 Hz to 1.0 MHz 

EVENT COUNTER/SLAVE PLUG-IN DP 140 $90 
Up to 1,000,000 counts/sec 
Cascade with second OMS to 
obtain 6·digit display 

1 MHz COUNTER PLUG-IN DP 150A $230 
00.1 Hz to 999. kHz 
± 0.0005% rdg ± 1 digit 
7-digit resolution 

80 MHz COUNTER PLUG-IN DP 160 $395 
00.1 Hz to 80.0 MHz 
± 0.00005% rdg ± 1 digit 
7-digit resolution 

OHMMETER PLUG-IN DP 170 $275 
.001 ohm to 999. megohms 
± 0.1 % rdg ± 1 digit 
Microamp test current 

CAPACITY METER PLUG-IN DP 200 $275 
.001 picofarad to 9,999 mfd 
± 0.1 % rdg ± 1 digit 
Low DC test voltage 

TIME INTERVAL METER PLUG-IN DP 210 $230 
0.01 ms to 999. seconds 
± 0.0005% rdg ± 1 digit 
Period or time interval 

DC CURRENT METER ADAPTER D 310 
.0001 microamp to 9.99 amps 
± 0.15% rdg ± 1 digit 

S9Q 

HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, 10514 Dupont Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44108 
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MOS shift registers 
eliminate interfacing 

Electronic Arrays, Inc., 501 Ellis 
St., Mountain View, Calif. Phone: 
( 415) 964-4321. P&A: $15 to $65; 
Jan., 1969. 

A line of mutually compatible 
MOS shift registers, can drive bi
polar circuits directly. rThe new 
registers help to simplify the tran
sition from IC families of RTL, 
DTL, and TTL circuits to LSI con
figurations. 

The first units in this new line 
include: a quad 32-bit dynamic 
shift register, available as a one
phase ( 1201 ) or a two-phase 
(1200 ) device; variable-length 64-
bit dynamic shift registers in both 
one- and two-phase versions ( 1202 
or 1203 ), that establish register 
length with six control inputs; a 
one- or two-phase 256-bit dynamic 
shift register ( 1204 or 1205) ; and 
a quad 32-bit static shift register 
(1000 ) that requires only a single
phase clock. 

Creating a standard product line 
involves selecting designs that 
possess both electrical compatibility 
and commonality in their customer
oriented features. Conforming to 
these criteria, these new MOS shift 
registers directly interface with 
each other with no adjustment of 
power supplies, clock levels, data 
levels, or timing relationships. 
They also hold the use of external
ly furnished clocks to a minimum. 

·In addition, all output buffers, 
properly biased, directly drive bi
polar loads without interfacing . 

The new shift registers are sup
plied in hermetic dual-in-line pack
ages. 

CIRCLE NO. 340 
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Silicon transistors 
have spider shape 

Texas Inst1·uments Inc., P.O. Box 
5012, Dallas. Phone : (214) 328-
2011 . P&A: $1.05 to $1.95; stock. 

Recommended for high-density 
app lications, 14 miniature silicon 
transistors are ava ilable in a 
spider-type package. The new A3T 
configuration occupies only 18 % of 
the vo lume of a T0-46 can. Its flat 
leads can be welded or soldered. 
Ar ranged in a r ad ial pattern, they 
can be wired into high-density cir
cuits with li ttle or no bending. 

On request, the A3T wi ll be sup
plied in a carri er to faci li tate in
coming inspection. Satisfactory op
eration of a ll devices in the line 
is guaranteed at temperatures 
from - 65 to + 150 °C. Rated dissi 
pation is 225 mW continuous at 
25 °C and 27 mW at 135°C. Exten
s ive lifetesting has demonstr ated 
t hat t hese devices meet t he mili tary 
acceptance cr iter ia of their metal
can coun terparts. 

Types presently available are. 
A3T918, -929, -930, -2484, -2221, 
-2222, -2221A, -2222A, - -2906, 
-2906A, -2907, -2907 A, -3011 and 
-2894. The digits following the 
A3T code co r respond to standard 
JED EC notation; the A3T 2222A, 
fo r example, corresponds to t he 
2N2222A. 

CIRCLE NO. 341 
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PR 4900 
DIGITAL PRINTER 

This professional printer provides print-out of up to 10 columns of digital infor

mation frQ111 one or two independent sources. It is a companion unit to the 

Hickok OMS 3200 Digital Measuring System; however, it may be used with any 

device which provides IO-line decimal or BCD coded data outputs. Voltage, 

frequency, time period, resistance, capacitance or event counts are examples 

of data which may be recorded in printed form on paper tape for storage and 

future reference. 

• Direct print-out on ink-impression or pressure-sensitive paper 

• 4 to 10 column print-out, fully modular for field expansion 

• Operate& directly frqm OMS 3200 Digital Measuring System - just 
interconnect and operate 

• Will operate from other 10-line decimal or BCD sources 

• Built·in timer for pre-set print cycle 

• Fast, convenient push-button selection of command mode 

• All solid state logic circuitry 

• Gives 4-digit print-out of OMS Digital Measuring System 3-digit display 
through print-out of "overrange" digit 

• Two print wheel types - decimal and symbol data 

• Selectable print command - Auto, Timer, External, or Manual 

• Plug-in printed cricuit boards and print modules 

• Will print from two independent sources 

• Low-voltage, low-power data inputs 

• Uses either ink-impression or pressure-sensitive paper 

• Long-life ink cartridge easily replaceable without finger smudge 

• Small - 9o/s" W, 6¥8 " H, 14%" D; 21 pounds 

Printer will print the output from two independent 
OMS 3200 Digital Measuring Systems. 

HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, 10514 Dupont Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44108 
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MODEL 2903 
Shown % Actual Size 

LARGER SHIELDED 
"BLACK BOXES" 

Useable inside space: 4" long x 2" 
wide x l 1/2" deep. Large enough 
to permanently protect and shield 
custom test circuits. Six models, 
with four connector combinations. 
Rugged die-cast aluminum boxes 
supplied with aluminum cover. 

Featured in our 1968 general catalog. 
Write for your free copy. 

POMONA 
ELECTRONICS CO., INC. 
1500 E. Ninth Street, Pomona, Calif. 91766 
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ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS 

Silicon rectifiers 
halve prices 

Motorola Semiconductor Products 
Inc., P .O. Box 955, Phoenix, Ariz. 
Phone: (602) 773-6900. Price: 25¢ 
to 99¢. 

Motorola Semiconductor Prod
ucts Inc. has reduced OEM prices 
on its line of Surmetic plastic- en
capsulated silicon rectifiers up to 
57 %. The greatest reductions are 
in the high-voltage rectifiers with 
peak reverse voltages up to 1000 
V; smaller reductions are in effect 
for large quantities of lower volt
age units. This line of rectifiers, 
1N4001 through 1 4007, contains 
seven semiconductor devices that 
handle 50 to 1000 V. 

CIRCLE NO. 342 

Static shift registers 
operate at 1 MHz 

Fairchild S emiconductor, 313 Fair
child Dr., Mountain View, Calif. 
Phone: ( 415) 962-2530. Price :. $28 
to $50. 

Two 64-bit shift registers, each 
with a s ingle-phase clock, provide 
high-speed operation from de to 1 
MHz with power consumption of 
less than 3 mW per bit. These MOS 
products are the 3305 quad 16-bit 
static sh ift register available in a 
dual-in-line package, and the 3306 
dual 16-bit static shift register! 
packaged in a T0-100 container. 

CIRCLE NO. 343 

Large-area photodiodes 
reduce leakage current 

Electrn-Nuclear Laboratories, Inc., 
115 Independence Dr. , Menlo Park, 
Calif. Phone: (415) 322-8451. 

Although they have large active 
areas (10-mm dia for type 671 and 
5-mm dia for type 663 ), si licon dif
fused photodiodes minimize leakage 
currents from t he visible range to 
1.1 microns. When biased at ap
proximately the same potential as 
the active area, a thin diffused 
guard ring around the active-area 
perimeter causes the leakage cur
rent to bypass the load resistor. 
The photodiodes are packaged in an 
hermetically sealed can with a high
ly transmissive flat window. 

CIRCLE NO. 344 

MOSFET electrometers 
surpass tubes 

Hughes Aircraft Co., 500 Supe
rior Ave., N eivport B each, Calif. 
P&A: $2.80 to $4.80; 2 wks. 

MOSFET devices, designed to 
replace electrometer tubes, are 
packaged in 3-lead T0-5 and 4-
lead T0-72 cans and are graded 
for input-leakage and noise-voltage 
characteristics. Typical warm-up 
times of 30 s and bias voltage drifts 
of less than 0.5-mV per day con
trast with 20 minutes and 1 mV 
per daY. for typical electrometer 
tubes. 

CIRCLE NO. 345 
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The only total portable, 
laboratory quality 

oscilloscope. 

And only $665. 
Goes anywhere you need it. And at $665,* there's no need 
for scope sharing. Operates from optional internal battery 
or 110/220 vac 50 to 400 Hz line. Compact 81h" x 9" x 15" 
size, weighs less than 20 lbs. 

Features include: 20 MHz bandwidth; 17 nsec rise time; 
18 sweep speeds; internal voltage calibrator; and triggering 
stability over 30 MHz. 

Write for Bulletin TIC 3316 to Motorola Communications & 
Electronics Inc., 4501 W. Augusta Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 60651. 

*Exclusive of options. 

MOTOROLA 
Precision Instrument Products 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 132 

"IT'S GOOD BUSINESS 
TO HIRE THE HANDICAPPED." 

ISN'T THAT A GREAT IDEA, SNOOPY? 

THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT 
OF THE HANDICAPPED, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

E LECTRON IC D ESIGN 24, November 2 1, 1968 

Alice finds 
smooth sailing 
in VValdomland 
To Alice, wiring circuit assemblies with 

Waldom Solderless Terminals is as easy 
as floating downstream. There's nothing 

easier than crimping a Waldom Solder· 
less Terminal . .. and once crimped, 
they grip like the jaws of a bulldog! 
And wired assemblies with solderless 

terminals by Waldom have a profes· 
sional neatness no other method can 

match . Why not specify Waldom 
Solderless Terminals for your next 
prototype, pilot or production 
run? Like Alice, you'll have 
smooth sailing all the way! 

• Broad selection including 
Quick Disconnects. 

• All construction styles. 
• Absolute dependability. 
• Saves time and labor. 
• Easier servicing. 
• All types made to mil specs. 

Fast delivery from your electronics or electrical 
distributor. Write for FREE Waldom catalog list· 
ing more than 4000 electronic hardware items. 

I 

--<€£~\%.~i~=~ --T--

waUcdlom 
ELECTRONICS, INC. 

4643 West 53rd Street, Chicago, Illinois 60632 
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This probe 
lights up 
when a pulse 
goes by. 
Even a pulse as short as 30 ns- posi
tive or negative-will cause this logic 
indicator to flash a signal.You can trace 
pulses, or test the logic state of TTL 
or DTL integrated circuits, without 
taking your eyes off your work. In 
effect, the probes act like a second 
oscilloscope at your fingertips. 
No adjustments of trigger level , slope 
or polarity are needed. A lamp in the 
tip will flash on 0.1 second for a posi
tive pulse, momentarily extinguish for 
a negative pulse, come on low for a 
pulse train, burn brightly for a high 
logic state, and turn off for a low logic 
state. 

The logic probe-with all circuits built 
into the handpiece-is rugged. Over
load protection : -50 to +200 V con
tinuous; 120 V ac for 10 s. Input im
pedance: 10 k!1. Price of HP 10525A 
Logic Probe : $95, quantity discounts 
available . 
Ask your HP field engineer how you 
could put this new tool to work in logic 
circuit design or troubleshooting. Or 
write Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, Calif. 
94304; Europe: 54 Route des Acacias, 
Geneva. 

02825A 

HEWLETT Ji PACKARD 
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MODULES & SUBASSEMBLIES 

Active filter modules 
span 200-kHz range 

Multimetrics Inc., 401 Concord 
Ave., New York City. Phone : (212) 
665-6484. 

Series AF-300 fixed-frequency 
active filter modules span the 
range from 0.001 Hz to 200 kHz 
with low-pass, high-pass, band-pass 
and band-reject functions. Response 
characteristics of this computer
designed, solid-state series include 
maximally flat amplitude ( Butter
worth ), maximally flat phase 
( Bessel ), or shar pest cut-off slope 
( Chebyshev or L egendre). 

CIRCLE NO. 346 

Readout package 
counts and stores 

l ntegnited C'irc'U'it Electronics, Inc., 
P.O . Box 647, Waltham, Mass. 
Phone: (617) 899-2700 . Price: $65. 

Consisting of a 15-MHz decimal 
counter and a display module with 
storage capability, model CS-100 
readout package retains the count 
in a quad latch memory so that it 
can be displayed on a cold-cathode 
readout t ube. The numerical dis
play is up-dated w hen a gating si g
nal i s a1 plied to t he quad latch 
memory. Using TTL monolithic in
tegrated circuits to achieve maxi
mum speed and minimum size, the 
module incorporates both carry and 
reset functions. 

CIRCLE NO. 347 

. 
1n 

electronic 
instrument 
enclosures. 

CABINETS 

*The cabinet often is a key 
that opens the door to sales. What the 
eye conveys to the user is a basis of his 
first impression of quality and perform
ance . That 's why, year after year, Bud 
Sheet Metal Enclosures are the over
whelming· choice of engineers who de
sign and build both simple and sophisti
cated systems. 

Classic Cabinets have the clean lines and 
exclusive construction that enhance the 
value of the contents. Some exclusive 
features include sturdy aluminum extru
sions that form the framework ; the pat
terned aluminum panels; the vinyl texture 
finish and the manner of supporting the 
contents . 

Creators of electronic equipment will find 
that these Classic Cabinets offer an at
tractive as well as a practical solution to 
most of their housing problems . Ask your 
authorized Bud Distributor to demon
strate the advantages of these and other 
Bud enclosures. Our catalog is available 
upon request. 

~ BUD RADIO, INC. 
~ Willoughby. Ohio 

your product 
BrbJnqlY in a BUD cabinet 
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IC level comparator 
contains two circuits 

Wyle Labs, 128 Maryland St., El 
Segundo, Calif. Phone: (213) 678-
4251. 

A large margin of protection 
against oscillations in high-gain, 
wide-bandwith -amplifiers is offer
ed by the MST-2 level comparator 
IC card. Containing two complete
ly separate, gated and squared 
level comparator circuits, the card 
has applications that include de 
level detection, wave form restor
ation, pulse-shaping and Schmitt 
triggers. 

CIRCLE NO. 348 

PC attenuator card 
handles 4 channels 

Fairchild Recording Equipment 
Corp., 10-40 45th Ave., Long Is
land City, N.Y. Phone: (212) 688-
3300. Price : $215. 

Packaged on a single plu g-in 
card, a multiple-channel attenuator 
provides four interlinked faders 
capable of simultaneously attenu
ating four radio channels, with less 
than 1 dB of mistracking between 
channels. Model 668MC has light
dependent circuitry that allows all 
four channels to be attenuated by 
remote control with a minimum of 
crosstalk. 

CIRCLE NO. 349 
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ANY 
SERIES SIXTY CONVERTIBLES WAY 

YOU 
LtlOI< 

AT 
IT 

provide the right 
angle for your 
viewing comfort 

• Look up or look down and you ' ll be getting the best view 
of the meters, read-outs, dials, etc. on the sloping panel 
of the Convertible. It's extremely useful on a table or 
bench or placed on top of a tall cabinet. 

The Convertible is built along the same structural Jines as other 
Bud Series Sixty Cabinets. It is an extremely rugged 
enclosure for delicate instruments and systems. Maximum 
access to interior for installation of components or service 
is provided. Standard 19" panels are used. 

See these practical new enclosures at your authorized 
Bud Distributors. Comprehensive literature is available. 

BUD Series Sixty ... The Growth Line 

BUD RADIO, INC. 
Willoughby, Ohio 

your product CBeQo'1gg in a BUD cabinet. 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

Digital 24-h clock 
displays real time 

000000 

0 

Artisan Elect1'0nics Corp., 5 East
mans Rd., Parsippany, N.J. Phone : 
(201 ) 625-0220 . P&A: $750; 4 to 
6 wks. 

Operating directly from the ac 
line, a · rack-mount digital clock dis
plays up to 24 hours of time with 
:1-in. glow-tube indicators. Its dis
play, which is distinctly visible 
from any point in a control or test
ing area, allows the operator to 
read real time without the need for 
interpolation. The clock may be pre
set to any exact time. It measures 
3-1 / 2 by 19 by 6 in . 

CIRCLE NO. 407 

Portable oscilloscope 
has same X/Y amps 

Measurnment Control Devices, Inc., 
2445 Ememld St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Phone: (215) 426-8602. P&A:. 
$169.50; 30 days. 

i\Iodel 300 portable oscilloscope, 
weighs less than 7 lb and featu res 
identical de vertical and horizontal 
amplifiers with a sens itivity of bet
ter than 10 mV pk-pk. The fre
quency response for both ampli
fiers is 0 to 100 kHz for de, and 
10 Hz to 100 kHz for ac. Input im
pedance is 0.5 Mn shunted by 100 
pF'. 

CIRCLE NO. 408 

Polyphase oscillator 
supplies 4 outputs 

• .) 0 • ~ • ii. . 1· 
• • • • C' • 

• •11 

Optimation, Inc., 9421 T elfair Ave., 
Sun Valley, Calif. Phone: (213) 
768-0830. P&A: $1490 or $1520: 
.'JO days. 

Supplying virtually perfect wave
forms, a precision polyphase oscil
lator generates four s imultaneous 
phase outputs of 0°, 90 ° , 120°, and 
240 ° from 0.01 Hz to 10 kHz. 
l\Iodel RCD-11 has a 90 ° phase 
angle accuracy of ± 0.01 ° to 1 kHz 
and ± 0.10 ° at 10 kHz. It cou ld be 
ca lled a phase angle standard s ince 
its waveform purity is 99.98 % , 
while amplitude stabi lity is 50 ppm 
short-term and 200 ppm long-term. 

CIRCLE NO. 409 

POWER/ MATE CORP. POWER/ MATE CORP. 
BP-118 ~:~~~R~~~PLY UNl-78 
:;: 0-34 volts at 1.5 amps. ::: 0.01 % regulation * 250 microvolts 
ripple ::: Short circuit and overload protected * 100,000 hours 
MTBF ::: 5 year warranty. Send for Literature describing thou
sands of Power Supplies to 400 Volts and to 50 Amps. 

$118.00 

I ~ I IIJ I re I ;6~~~~/~A.T~a~~e~~~c~~~IO~ 07601 
. _ (201 ) 343-6294 • TWX (710) 990-5023 
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UNIVERSAL 
POWER SUPPLY 
:;: 0 to 34 volts at 

0.5 AMPS . 

:;: .005% regulation 

:;: 250 Microvolts ripple 

:;: Meets MIL·E·5272 specs 

:;: 100.000 hours MTBF 

* 5 year warranty 

$J6.!!!! 
I ~ I IIJ l ~I ~~Wc~~/~ .A!~a~~~!s~~k~~O~ 01601 
. _ (201 ) 343-6294 • TW X (710} 990-5023 
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Digital ohmmeter 
resolves 100 µn 

California Instruments Corp., 3511 
Midway Dr., San Diego, Calif . 
Phone: (714) 224-3241. P&A: 
$1295; 30 days. 

With a full-scale accuracy of 
0.1 % and a resolution of 100 µ,n,. 
a low-level digital ohmmeter meas
ures resistances from 0.1 µ,O to 
10 Mn. Model 8103-421 has a fo ur
digit display with 10% overrang
ing to t he fifth digit. 

CIRCLE NO. 410 

200-MHz logic unit 
has 1.5-ns resolution -:~ -

: ((:)· •. 
:@>. -

:@•·· 
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Chronetics, Inc., 500 Nub er Ave., 
Mt . Vernon, N.Y. Phone: ( 914) 
699-4400. P&A: $600; stock to 30 
days. 

Operating at speeds greater than 
200 MHz, model 152 logic unit per
forms the functions of AND, OR, 
majority logic, sefective AND, and 
anti-coincidence. Another module of 
the Nanologic 150 system, the unit 
provides coincidence resolution of 
better than 1.5 ns. 

CIRCLE NO. 411 

Four-point probes 
vary test pressure 

Allessi Industries, 418 Main St., 
El S egundo, Calif. Phone: (213) 
322-6690. P&A: $55; 3 to 5 days. 

Four-point probes feature con
tinuously adjustable point pressures 
from 70 to 180 grams, for opti
mum dimensional and electrical ac
curacy in testing thin semiconduc
tor slices or raw crystals. Probe 
pins are held in a precision casting 
to assure accuracy. 

CIRCLE NO. 412 

POWER/ MATE CORP. 
POWER TWIN-99 

UNIVERSAL 
DUAL OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY 
POWER/MATE UniTwin 164 

DUAL OP AMP 
SUPPLY 
:;: Dual output 12.0 to 

18.0 VDC at 400 ma. 

:;: ± 0.05% regulation 

:;: 1.0 Mv rms ripple 

:;: Over load and Sho rt 
Circ uit protected 

Send for Literature de
scribing thousands of 
Power Supplies to 400 
Volts and to 50 Amps . 

I ~ I LiJ I~ I ~6~Wc~~(~ .A!~ a~~~~~~k~~.0~ 07601 
_ _ (201) 343-6294 • TWX (710) 990-5023 
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* Dual, separate ly 
contro lled outputs 
0·25 volts at 0.75 amps 

* Regu lation 0.005% 

::: Ripple 250 microvolt s 

::: Meet s MIL·E-5272 specs 

* 100,000 hours MTBF 

* 5 year warranty 

* Compact - Just 4o/i511 

X 3o/i5" X 6 ¥a". 

$164.~ 
I ~' rn '~I ~~3WC~~s~.~T!a~k~~~a~~.A~.1 ~ _N0760 1 
._ ______ ,._ (201) 343-6294 •TWX (710) 990-5023 
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Design Aids 

GENERAL RADIO COMPA NY 

Reactance chart 
Reactance and resonant frequen

cy are easily determined with a 
reactance chart that offers three
figure accuracy. Horizontal and 
vertical lines represent frequency 
and reactance, while capacitance 
and inductance are found on inter
secting diagonals. Frequency range 
extends from 1 Hz to 1000 GHz, 
and reactance values are indicated 
from 0.1 n to 10 Mn. General 
Radio Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 350 

• ·-~frOnics 
tape length calculator 
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Tape length calcu lator 

Estimation of the length of 
punched paper tape on a reel is a 
simple task ~ith the aid of this 
unique slide rule. Calculations are 
performed with only 2 settings of 
the rule. The outside diameter of 
the tape is first set at an arrow 
and area factor is read off oppo
site the inside diameter of the 
tape. By setting this area factor 
at tape thickness, the user can 
read off tape length opposite pack
ing density. Usually assumed be
tween 80 and 90 %, packing den
sity includes such factors as tape 
tension. Remex Electronics, A Unit 
of Ex-Cell-O Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 351 
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DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS OF COMMON a. UNCOMMON FRACTIONS 
USED WITH FINE PITCH GEARS 

DIAMETRAL PITCH 

"' ·~::- "' 
i i5 !! 
= ll ~ = 
i m ; 
::::: ::1 ii !!! !il 

li iii gs :: 

Ji l§ = :a 
::: ... ~ 

Decimal equivalents 
Decimal equivalents are carried 

to 6 places on an ll-by-16-in. wall 
chart that folds to fit a notebook 
or file drawer . The chart also pre
sents spur gear formu las and data, 
as well as user tips on gear meshes. 
The chart's reverse side contains 
data on a broad line of quick-re
lease synchro clamps that feature 
instant nulling. Timber-Top, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 352 

Designer's worksheet 
A new plastic material can be 

used to make corrections or altera
tions on drawings or documents 
without damaging the original 
copy, Hundreds of erasures can be 
made on its permanent, matte
finished surface without damage. 
Useful to the designer in a num
ber of ways, samples of this ma
terial are available without charge. 
Sepsco Films Division of Gladwin 
Industries. 

CIRCLE NO. 353 

Fault current calculator 
Take the mystery out of fau lt 

current calculations . Once fau lt 
current is determined, this calcu
lator can be used to select a pro
tective device with adequate inter
rupt rating. Characteristics of 
molded-case circuit breakers and 
fuses , along with dry-type trans
former data, are listed on the rule. 
Federal Pacific Electric Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 354 
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Cryogenic calculator 
A liquid-to-gas conversion cal

culator is now avai lable at no 
charge from a manufacturer of 
solenoid-operated cryogenic valves. 
The calculator contains a handy 
conversion chart for liquefied 
gases, in terms of volume flow 
versus mass flow. Measured are 
liquid gases 0, N, He and H at 
flow rates that range from 0.2 to 
20 gallons a minute. On its other 
side, the slide chart contains a 
diagram of a cryogenic solenoid 
valve. By pulling out on a tab, 
liquid gas is shown "moving" 
through the valve. Valcor Engi
neering Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 355 
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If one of your pet projects is suffering from 
heat exhaustion, Mystik may have a solution. 

We have tapes that prevent proj
ects from going up in smoke. 

One of them is sure to fit your par
ticular needs. 

Take our Teflon* film tape, for ex
ample. It can withstand temperatures 
of -100 degrees F to 450 degrees F. 
It's an excellent insulator for all kinds 
of electrical equipment. 
*OU PONT REGISTERED TRADEMARK 

ELECTRONIC D ESIG 24. November 21. 1968 

If you're more interested in shield
ing heat, we'd recommend our alumi
num foil/ glass cloth tape. It's been 
known to shield as much as 6,000 de
grees F during short term rocket 
blastoff. 

We have plenty of other tapes, too, 
for all kinds of jobs. Printed circuits. 
Ground lines. Electro-plating. Just 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 142 

about any tape connected with the 
electronics and electrical fields. 

Check us out in the Yellow Pages 
under "Tapes." Or write direct to Dept. 
MT-7, Borden Inc/Chemical Divi
sion, Mystik Tape, 
1700 Winnetka 
Ave., Northfield, 
Illinois 60093. 
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APPllca11on 
Notes 
Vibration isolation 

This collection of reprinted arti
cles covers the development of a 
new concept for isolating selected 
low frequencies without large static 
deflection requirements. With this 
new technique, system resonances 
may be suppressed without degrad
ing low-frequency isolation. Lord 
Manufacturing Co. 

CI RCLE NO. 356 

Selective plating 
A four-page booklet tells how to 

deposit many different metals in 
precisely defined areas of any con
ductive substrate, without requir
ing use of a plating bath. Exten
sive masking or stop-off are 
avoided, and generally no disas
sembly is necessary. Selective plat
ing techniques are explained in de
tail. Selectrons, Ltd. 

CIRCLE NO. 357 

Computer amplifiers 
A 116-page technical manual 

contains detailed information on de
sign philosophy, equipment selec
tion and practical feedback circuits 
for modern operational solid-state 
amplifiers. The manual acquaints 
the reader with the capabilities of 
op amps and equips him to think 
creatively in the language of ana
logs. It includes a reference dic
tionary of nomenclature and sym
bology. Philbrick/ Nexus Research. 

CI RCLE NO. 35 8 

Thermoelectric manual 
A 104-page manual covers a com

plete line of thermoelectric prod
ucts . Termed the most complete 
thermoelectric publication in the in
dustry, the catalog includes appli
cation notes and technical data on 
thermoelectric components, assem
blies, power supplies, temperature 
controllers, instruments and acces
sories. Cambridge Thermionic 
Corp. 

CI RCLE NO. 35 9 
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Coax components handbook 
A 72-page application manual 

provides detailed des ign data for 
selecting coaxial components. Dia
grams, graphs, and product photos, 
along with easy-to-use ordering in
formation are included. Dielectric 
Communications Div. of Sola Basic 
Industries. 

CIRCLE NO. 360 

Permanent magnets 
A 2-page bulletin explains perma

nent magnets. Through the theory 
of locked-in magne.tic domains it 
tells how a permanent magnet acts 
as an energy converting device, 
rather than an energy storing de
vice. The bulletin discusses three 
reasons why a permanent magnet 
can become demagnetized, and the 
metallurgical and magnetic factors 
that affect the magnetic domains . It 
briefly explains unstable domains, 
vibration and shock, elevated tem
peratures, external magnetic fields, 
contact with ferromagnetic mate
rial and changes in the magnetic 
circuit, and their effect on magnetic 
remanence. Indiana General Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 361 

Tape topics 
Designed to provide semi-techni

cal background information on 
magnetic recording tape, a series of 
quarterly bulletins will cover topics 
relating to audio recording tape. 
3M Co., Magnetic Products Div. 

CIRCLE NO. 362 

Cathode-ray tubes 
A comprehensive literature pack

age comprises seven application 
notes on various aspects of cathode
ray tube technology. The topics in
clude CRT resolution measurement, 
cutoff conversion, spot-size meas
urement and phosphors. Two of 
the notes discuss high-resolution 
cathode-ray tubes, and an 11-page 
technical bulletin covers fiber optics 
and their applications. Westing
house Electric Corp., E lectronic 
Tube Div. 

CIRCLE NO. 363 

Varistor brochure 
A technical bulletin discusses 

varistors, nonlinear resistors with 
large negative voltage coefficients. 
In addition to complete product in
formation that includes electrical 
and physical specifications and 
characteristic curves, the new bul
letin contains a thorough treatment 
of varistor applications, along with 
typical circuit diagrams. The Car
borundum Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 364 

De clutches and brakes 
Emphasizing the factors involved 

in specifying the proper unit for a 
particular application, a six-page 
article briefly discusses the operat
ing principles of de clutches and 
brakes. Rules of thumb and formu
las are listed as working guides to 
proper application. Stearns E lectric 
Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 365 

Capacitor data 
A 24-page engineering bulletin 

on stabilized wax and subminia
ture metal-clad paper capacitors in
cludes complete standard ratings, 
performance characteristics, and 
size information. A double-spread 
nomogram for determining ac rat
ings is also included. Sprague E lec
tric Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 366 
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LINEAR 
INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS 
• REPEATABLE MEASUREMENTS 
• STANDARDIZED METHOD 
• Quantitative measurement of 24 Parameters 

• Perform go no-go testing 

• Determine performance characteristics under 
extra-ordinary conditions 

Unique? very much so! Only IC Metrics offers a 
Linear Integrated Circuit Tester capable of evalu 
ating 24 static and dynamic parameters. Model 
401 can be used for all linear integrated circuits 
now in use and operates in conjunction with 
standard laboratory auxiliary equipment . 

Operat10nal, 
Wide Band, IF, 
Audio Frequency 

J
' -• . 

' . 

• 411 

••• 
•••• • 
'· . 
. ' 

IC METRICS, INC. 
121-03 Dupont Street, Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 11803 

Representatives Inquiries Invited 
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New 
Literature 

CONTINENT AL CONNECTOR CORPORATION 
'. ,., WOOOSIO[ LONG ISLAND NEW YORK 11377 

Miniature connectors 
Miniature and microminiature 

rectangular plug-and-socket connec
tors, and crimp termination remov
able contacts that conform to MIL
C-22875 specifications, are described 
in a 28-page catalog. Complete 
specifications and detailed in
formation, along with data on auto
matic and hand-operated crimping 
tools, are included. Continental 
Connector Corp . 

CIRCLE NO. 367 

Gold plating 
Free reprints are available of a 

technical article dealing with the 
electroplating of gold onto high
reliability electronic devices. The 
article discusses development of a 
plating specification and process 
for gold plating components used 
in semiconductor devices. Technic, 
Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 368 

Rubber grommets 
An eight-page catalog contains 

information about hundreds of 
grommets (commercial and mil 
spec) and bumper feet. For ease 
of selection, physical dimensions of 
these parts are li sted in ascending 
order, according to outside diame
ter, inside diameter, height, etc . 
Russell Industries, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 369 

132 

Operational amplifiers 
Included in a four-page data 

sheet and application note are 
specifications and application infor
mation for chopper stabilized oper
ational amplifiers. Encapsulated in
to conventional op-amp cases, these 
amplifiers employ hybrid circuitry 
and MOSFET choppers to provide 
a low voltage drift (0.1 µ,V /° C) ; 
they feature low price ($67 in 100-
lots, $89 singly ) , and small size. 
Analog Devices, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 370 

Photoelectric controls 
A bulletin describing transis

torized photoelectric controls in
cludes descriptions, features and 
specifications. Information is given 
on sensing heads, coaxial scanners, 
light-source transformers, lamp 
burn-out relays, and electromag
netic counters. General Electric. 

CIRCLE NO. 371 

Rf coils 
Rf coi ls with Qs up to 157 are 

listed in a four-page flyer. These 
tunable devices are usable at vhf, 
and some at over 500 MHz. Coil
Craft, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 372 

Convection heat sinks 
Describing a complete line of 

natural convection heat sinks, a 
new catalog covers 21 different 
models ranging from miniature
sized milliwatt transistor and diode 
coolers to king-size, high-power 
radial-fin heat sinks. To aid the en
gineer in specifying the most effi
cient model, a section on heat s ink 
applications explains the general 
principles of heat transfer, as ap
plied to cooling of semiconductors. 
George Risk Industries, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 373 

Disc-pack tester 
Performance specifications of a 

new instrument for high-speed 
testing of the IBM 2311 compatible 
disc pack are available in a 12-
page booklet. The brochure de
scribes the four operational modes 
of the device, which takes about 
five minutes to detect, interpret 
and record the location of every 
error on the pack. Peripherals Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 374 

Relays and switches 
A six-page product-line summary 

features a comprehensive selection 
of electromechanical relays and 
switches. The components illus
trated include many types standard 
to industry, as well as new pro
prietary specialties that were de
veloped to solve modern system 
packaging problems. ITT J ennings . 

CIRCLE NO. 375 
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WE GOT 'EM, YOU GET 'EM. . . 
You've heard by now about the new Dumont. Now 
we'll tell you about the great Dumont products you 
can order today. Like our 700 series 'scopes, 
including the great 766H, our 'scope cameras, signal 
generators and . . . well, more. All ready now for 
shipment within twenty-four hours after we get your 
order. So just turn a peeled eye below and see what 
you need, want. are curious about, don't believe 

call us, write or mail the coupon below and 
you'll get yours ... fast. 
DUMONT OSCILLOSCOPE LABO RA TORIES, INC. 
40 Fairfield Place West Caldwell, New Jersey 07006 
(201) 228-3665/TWX (710)-734-4308 

DUMONT or would like to know more about. Then call our rep, 

Oscilloscopes: 
Beautiful. We now have in 
stock and are ready to ship these 
complete lines of 'scopes, many 
of which have the highest 
writing rate, 13 Kv acceler-
ation and high light output, 
frequency range DC to I 00 MHz, 
rise time to 3.5 ns. , 5 sec/div 
to 5 ns/ div. 

DUMONT 766H with silicon 
solid state circuitry, no-fan 200 
watts power consumption, 
greater display area, fully inter
changeable X and Y plug-ins, 
internal graticule, and .. . well, 
what more could you want? 

OSCILLOSCOPE LABORATORIES. INC 

Oscilloscope Camera Systems: 
Permanent records of your readings 
with the Dumont 'sco.pe camera. Can 

More Oscilloscopes: 

be equipped with a 
Polaroid Back for 
instantaneous re
cording and read
ing or comparing. 
Fits any 5" 'scope. 
35 mm, anyone? 

DUMONT 704A. 111:;;.-~:s;;:c::!:=·~ 
Complete line 
of rack or bench 
low frequency, 
high sensitivity, 
low cost 'scopes. 

Think anyone'll believe 13 KV is 
standard in our high frequency lines? 

And how about 100 MHz 
and sweep switching 
in one instrument? 

Pulse, Square Wave and 
Time Mark Generators 
DUMONT781A 
Time Mark 
Generator 
Extremely precise 
and accurate time 
markers. Provides 
14 time markers, 
6 trigger rates and 
3 sine wave outputs. This time mark gen
erator is among the smallest and lightest 
available and has very low power consumption. 

Pulse Generator 
50 Hz to 10 MHz rep 
rate, double or single 
pulse, single shot 
operation. Gives nano
second rise and fall time. 

.... 
~-~-: ~· .- ,o• :: 

• I ! I 
:. .... !. •. ~· ..:~ . ......... . 

-. . -~- - ,.__ r-W -., ..... .. -· -· -- ·o~, ~ ~ ere.:> '.:. ·. 
jl ':: .,. .... -~-

And a Full Line of 'Scope Accessories 

I hope you guys didn't miss 
anything. Let's repeat the 
part about getting in touch 
with us and asking for our 
new catalog. I like to hear 

My wife says· 
we should give 
trading stamps. 

my phone ring. 

----· I DUMONT OSCILLOSCOPE LABORATORIES, INC. I 
I 40 Fairfield Place, West Caldwell , New Jersey 07006 I 
I 0 Ha ve a sales representative call, q11ietly. I I 0 Send your new catalog. You pay postage. I 
I D Send me (De!oetipuon of cquipmt'nt.) I 
I I 
I I 
I I I 'A I 
I I 
I ED I 
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Advertisement 

Sweep/Signal 
Generator 

Texscan Corporation, 
2446 North Shadel,and A ve., 
Indianapolis, Indiana. 
Phone: (317) 357-8781. 
Price: $1550. 
Deliv ery: 2 Weeks. 

The VS-80, in a single two 
band instrument, covers the fre
quency range of 1 to 1200 MHz 
with up to 400 MHz sweep width. 
This solid state instrument pro
vides an RF output level of at 
least 0.5 volts rms over this com
plete frequency range. This in
strument finds wide application 
as a general lab unit and for 
field installations where a mini
mum number of instruments can 
be maintained. Its wide fre
quency coverage, wide sweep 
width capability and excellent 
CW characteristics result in an 
instrument that can provide test 
capabilities usually only available 
from two or more instruments. 
The frequency range covered by 
the VS-80 includes all the normal 
IF bands, the FM, VHF TV, 
UHF TV and most communica
tions bands. The instrument can 
be used for radar and communi
cations RF, IF and video testing. 
It can be used as a chirp radar 
simulator and for wide band am
plifier testing. Its stability is 
sufficient for narrow band cir
cuit testing. This instrument 
could conceivably replace signal 
generators and sweep generators 
in repair facilities, thereby re
ducing the total instrument com
plement required. 

With the addition of the op
tional 1 kHz amplitude modula
tion, it is an excellent signal 
source for use with a slotted line. 
The variable sweep rates are 
ideally suited to x-y recorder ap
plications. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 145 
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NEW LITERATURE 

Precision r f attenuators and 
specia l devices are the sub ject of a 
16-page catalog. Descri bed a nd il
lustrated are dev ices that operate 
at freq uencies to 500 MHz and 
higher. Daven Division of McGraw 
Edison. 

CIRCLE NO. 376 

Wire catalog 
ITT has issued a comprehensive 

52-page catalog that describes hook
up wi re, a irframe wire, coaxial 
and CATV cables. and audio and 
mar ine cables. The coaxial-cable 
section conta ins a n RG/ U table 
fo r a ll cable configurat ions, and a 
complete attenuation table. I ndexed 
ins ide t he back cover are a ll com
monly used mili tary and govern
ment wire specifications. ITT Wire 
and Cable Div. 

CIRCLE NO. 377 

Instrumentation 
Modern de techniques a nd in

·trumentat ion for production, test 
and cali bration purposes t hat in
clude manual and automated 
operation a re covered in deta il in 
a 16-page catalog. Featured are 
descr ipt ions a nd specifi cations of a 
wide range of instruments, sy terns 
and components . A special section 
containing theory and informat ion 
on application is included. Ju lie Re
search Laborator ies, Inc . 

CIRCLE NO. 378 

•Counts directly.up to 250 MHz in deci
mal form . up to 500 MHz with prescaler 
p.lug-in, covers 10 Hz to 12.5 GHz with 
plug-ins. 

• Interchangeable plug-ins increase ver 
satility. 

• Timing resolution of 10 nanosec . 
•High input sensitiv ity ---lOmV rms. with 

ANS( Automatic Noise Suppressor)mode. 
• 5 parts in 1010 per day time base 

stability. 
• 9 -digit storage display. 
•BCD (8 -4-2 -1) code output is available. 

Plug-ins for -TR- 5589L 
-TR- 3083---------
Range : 10 Hz to 500 MHz/ Input Voltage : 
lOmV rms. to 2V rms.llnput Impedance : 
Approximately 50 ohtns 

-TR- 3015 --------
Range : 500 MHz to 4 .5 GHz. covering in 
200 MHz steps / Input Voltage : lOOmV 
rms. min. / Input Impedance : Approxi 

mately 50 ohms. 

-TR- 3016--------
Range : 4 to 12 .5 GHz/ Input Voltage : - 7 
dBm/ Input Impedance : Approximately 50 
ohms. 

For details, write, -----

~ 
Takeda Riken 
Industry Co., Ltd. 
285, Asah i-cho, Nerima -ku. Tokyo 176, Japan 
Tel : Tokyo 930 -4111 
Cables : TRITRONICS TOKYO 
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The standard specs on the cover 
above tell you these are networks 
with total performance never be
fore available. The other pages tell 
you the how and where ... how 
and where this performance is 
needed and important ... how and 
where Vishay (and only Vishay) 
achieves it. .. how simple network 
design can be and where you can 
get experienced assistance. 
There's even a streamlined De
sign Check List that'll bring you 
an immediate quote. 
About the only thing we've left 
out it just how much less this total 
performance can cost ... and how 
much time you'll save (in design 
and delivery). 
To find out, send for your copy of 
this Design Data/ Catalog today. 
Return the Checklist with your ap
plication 's specs (we're used to 
meeting the tightest). We promise 
a quick response (and quick de
livery when you order). 

Write to Vishay Resistor Products 76 
Lincoln Highway, Malvern, Pa. 19355 

a division of 
Vishay 

Intertechnology, Inc. 
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~GUIDE TO .MAGNET WIRE 

) 
Guide to magnet wire 

Issued to s implify the task of 
selecting magnet wire by insulation 
class ifications as well as by trade 
names, a 12-page magnet wire 
guide contains an easy to read 
cross reference chart that shows 
over 200 trade names, applicable to 
each type of insulation offered by 
15 manufacturers in the field . 
Thirty-one sections in the booklet 
describe advantages and di sadvan
tages of various types of film and 
served-wire insulations. General 
Cable Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 379 

Lighting products 
A 16-page li ghting guide that is 

actually four catalogs in one, has 
been designed to aid in selecting 
lamps and lampholders best suited 
to particular applications or prod
ucts. Various sections cover lamps, 
lampholder::;. brackets and indicator 
lights. Leecraft Manufacturing Co .. 
Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 380 

Pressure transducers 
An eight-page booklet that de

scr ibes wafer-thin and flu sh-dia
phragm types of subminiature pres
sure transducers offers information 
on a wide variety of special con
fi gurations. It includes transducer s 
that operate up to 400 °F and de
scribes a special cooling jacket that 
extends operating temperatures to 
over 1000°F. Sensotec Div. of Sci
entific Advances, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 381 

Couch 2X 117-size relays 
meet MIL-R-57570/19 in 
1/25th of a cubic inch 

The new, third generation Couch 2X 
relays solve switching problems where 
space and weight are critical. Thor
oughly field-proven in electronic and 
space applications. Relays are de
livered fully tested. Additional screen
ing tests available at your option. 

2X 1X 
(DPDT) (SPOT) 

Size 0.2"x 0.4"x0.5" same 
Weight 0.1 ox. max. same 
Contacts 0.5amp@30VDC same 
Coil 

Operating 
Power 100mw150 mw 70mw100 mw 

Coil 
Resistance 60 to 4000 ohms 125 to 4000 ohms 

Temperature -65°C to 125•c same. 
Vibration 20 G to 2000 Hz same 
Shock 75 G, 11 Ms same 

Broad choice of terminals, coil resistances , 
mounting styles. Write for detailed data sheets. 

llUCCEO llOTAllY 11£/AYS IJlJ 01n1mk•H1 "d Slll1c•H1 l•l•netd 

COUCH ORDNANCE INC. 
3 Arlington St., North Quincy, Mass. 02171 

Area Code 617 CYpress 8-4147 
A subsidiary of S. H. COUCH COMPANY, INC. 
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SANGAMO 
TUNABLE 

TONE FREQUENCY 
TRANSFORMERS 

Look 
no further! 

Here's a Communications Grade 
tone frequency transformer as 
attractive in quality as it is in 
price. Designed for use in push
button telephones, in data sets, 
in any oscillator circuit requiring 
adjustable transformers. 

Stock items available in a low 
frequency design from 694 to 937 
Hz and a high frequency trans
former from 1207 to 1633 Hz with 
a +3% frequency adjustment. 

Price: 50 for $2.59 each; 250 
for $2.25 each. Larger quantity 
pricing available on request. 

DIMENSIONS: 

TOl[ltAHC( UNLESS OTMf.lllWIS[ 
Pf:ClflCO:t Ol:I 

• Communication Systems 
SANGAMO ELECTRIC COMPANY 

Springfield, Illinois 62705 T61-11 
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NEW LITERATURE 

ALLIED 
ELECTRONICS 
FOR EVERYONE 1969 

Allied 1969 catalog 
Supplementing their previously 

announced industrial catalog, Al
lied Radio's general catalog, Elec
trnnics for Everyone, is now avai l
able on request. The 536-pp book 
presents t he latest in electron ics 
products and gadgetr y. Both in
dustrial products and consumer 
goods are included. Allied Rad io 
Rad io Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 382 

Government specs 
A 20-page catalog li sts Govern

ment specifications and Federal 
stock nu mbers fo r a wide variety 
of ad hesives, coatings and sealers. 
The cata log includes specification 
and stock number descriptions, a nd 
d iscusses intended applications wit h 
regar d to use of t he proper adhe
sive, coating or sealer fo r meet ing 
specif ied requi rements. 3M Co., 
Adhesives, Coatings and Sealer s 
Div. 

CIRCLE NO. 383 

Numerical displays 
A new catalog describes a com

prehensive line of numerical dis
plays, counters, memories, t ubes 
and accessories. The six-page bro
chu re provides complete specifica
t ions and li ne dr awings w ith com
plete order ing information and 
prices. Integrated Ci rcu it E lec
trnn ics, I nc., a Datatron ics Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 384 

KEPCO 
0 KEPCO PRfCISION VOlTAGE SOURCf 

t . - ~ · 's;-;.:-; . .. 
l 

f0'-

- . •, llJI 

Model PVS 100-1 M-Price $875.00 

DIGITALLY 
CONTROLLED 

VOLTAGE 
K EPCO'S PRECISION VOLTAGE 
SOORCE features a 4* digit voltage 
readout with four rotary selectors 
and a three-button decade range 
switch. The combination provides 
100 microvolt sensitivity in ranges 
of: 0.0000 - 1.0999 volts 

00.000 - 10.999 volts 
000.00 - 109.99 volts 

Model PVS 100- lM is a husky pow
er supply capable of delivering 100 
watts with a source impedance less 
than 1 milliohm at d-c. Line vari
ations (105-125V a-c) have less than 
0.0005% effect on the output setting 
and the oven-controlled reference, re
duces temperature effects to 0.005% 
per °C. 

The overall accuracy of 0.02% quali
fies the Precision Voltage Source as a 
working standard for low cost volt
age calibration. 

For systems, the output can be pro
grammed by remote 1-2-4-8 BCD 
switch closures. 

For more information, write Dept. 
AV-5 for Kepco 's new catalog sup
plement. 

withKEPCO 
IT'S CONTROL! 

.::---e-,;c---) 
~-------------- ® 

131-38 SANFORD AVENUE •FLUSHING, N.Y.11352 

(212) 461-7000 •TWX # 710-582-2631 
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Measuring 
low light 
levels 
... requires extremely low 
dark currents coupled with 
maximum useful sensitivity. 
The EMI 6256, a 13-stage 
venetian blind 2" photomul
tiplier tube has the essential 
characteristics tha t are nec
essary for low light level ap
plications. The unique lOmm 
cathode-DI geometry, togeth· 
er with the ultra-stable EMI 
venetian blind design, has re
sulted in its widely success
ful use in astronomy, biology 
and spectrophotometry. The EMI 6256B has 
a quartz window and the S-11 cathode (S-13) 
which has a peak quantum efficiency of 
17% a t 4,200 A. The EMI type 62565 has 
5 to 10 times lower dark current than the 
6256B, and should be used when system per
form ance is dark current limited. This type 
is also available for visible light applications 
as 9502B/9502S, or with 11 dynodes as 
6094B/6094S. Many other EMI photomulti
plier tubes are available for special applica
tions from stock in sizes from l" to 12" . 
EMI photomultiplier tubes are available 
through qualified engineering representa· 
tives located in major marke tin g areas 
throuo-hout the United Sta tes. A request on 
your ~ompany letterhead will bring you the 
name of your nearest representative as well 
as a copy of our latest ca talog. 

w~~~~~~~~ 
GENCDM DIVI SI ON 

80 Express St., Pla inview, L. I., N. Y. 
516·433-5900 TWX 516-433-8790 

* EMI EL ECTRONICS, LTD. 
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A valuable tool for engineers 
and procurement people, Edmund 
Scientific's latest catalog is hot
off-the-press. Contained in its 148 
pages is a vast assortment of hard
ware, instruments, and equipment 
that ranges from ultrasonic clean
ing equipment to motors and opti
cal goods. Edmund Scientific Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 385 

Resistance alloys 
Covering a fami ly of nickel

chromium electrical r esistance al
loys, a 35-page handbook includes 
data on the properties of wire, rib
bon and strip s izes. A 10-page sec
tion covers such topics as heatin g 
element design with tables on 
current-temperature relationships. 
Three pages of reference tab les in
clude wire gauge and decimal 
equivalents, temperature conver
sion tables and a listing of miscel
laneous convers ion factors. Hoskins 
Manufacturing Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 386 

Relay catalog 
Providing technical and buying 

data on more than 500 electrome
cha nical relays and opto-electronic 
components, a 20-page catalog in
troduces three new product lines. 
All prod ucts are illustrated, with 
dimensions, and descri ptive copy 
and tabular data provide basic 
specificat ions, ordering information 
and prices. Sigma Instrnments, 
Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 3 87 

Delays: 2 to 1 80 seconds •• Actuated 
by a heater, they operate on A.C., D.C., or Pulsating 
Current . . . Being hermetically sealed, they are not 
affected by altitude, moisture, or climate changes .• • 
SPST only- normally open or normally closed ••• Com
pensated for ambient temperature changes from - 55° to 
+ 80° C. . . . Heaters consume approximately 2 W. and 
may be operated continuously ... The units are ruued, 
explosion-proof, long-lived, and- inexpensive! 

TYPES: Standard Radio Octal, and 9.Pin Miniature . 
List Price, $4.00 

PROBLEM? Send for Bulletin No. TR·81 

Hermetically sealed, they are not affected by 
changes in al ti tude, ambient temperature (- 50° 
to + 70° C.), or humidity . .. Rugged, light, 
compact, most inexpensive ..• List Price, $3.00. 
Write for 4-page Technical Bulletin No. AB-51 

All PE RITE 
600 PALISADE AVE., UNION CITY, N.J. 

Telephone: 201 UNion 4-9503 
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., ltd ., 

SO Win old Ave., Toronto 10 
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Chart-Pak® 
snort cuts 

get printed 
circuit 

masters 
ontne 

board last! 
• Trans-Pak die-cut symbols and Chart-Pak pressure 

sensitive tapes cut time, cut cost. 
• Trans-Pak's unique patented "position, press and 

peel" method permits fast application of distortion
free symbols. 

• Chart-Pak crepe paper tapes precision-slit guaranteed 
to ±.002" accuracy. 

• Finished masters reproduce with maximum sharpness ., 
... require minimum opaquing. ' 

• Chart-Pak's Precision Grids guarantee master [HARTPAK RDTEX 
accuracy· A Division of Avery Products Corp. 0 

Using is believing . . . write for free catalog showing 122K Rim Road, Leeds,"'"'· oJasJ 
complete line of printed circuit materials. 

Look In The Yellow Pages under Charts/ Business, D.rafting Supplies, Tapes or 
Art Suppl 1es for your dealer's name. 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL NUMBER 153 

Yttrium iron garnet 
modulates infrared 

uptolOOkHz 
Another state of the art infrared 
detector from M ullard. 
Solid-state. Replaces choppers etc. 
for communications systems and 
gas analysis. Consumes mW. 
Modulates up to 100 kH z. 
Samples 110\1' availablefi·om stock. 
Sensible prices. 

Write today : 
U .S. enquiries to Mu Il a rd Inc. 
I 00 Finn Court, Farmingdale, 
Long Island , New York. 
11735 U.S.A. Telephone: 
(516) 694-8989. Telex: 961455 
Otherenquiries to Mu Ila rd Ltd ., 
Mullard House, 
Torrington Place, London. 
W.C. I , England. 

Other products available now: 
Tri-glycine sulphate bolometer. 
Cadmium mercury telluride 
detectors. Indium antimonide 
labyrinths and arrays. Filtered lead 
sulphide and doped germanium 
photo-conductive detectors. Also 
custom building. 
Send us your spec. for quotation . 

Mullard 
INFRARED 
DETECTORS 
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NEW LITERATURE 

Electronic calculators 
Just released, a 40-page catalog

illustrates and describes 11 calcu
lators, including economical time
sharing models and models offering 
advanced features such as square 
root, logarithm, and exponent func
tions. Included are building-block 
accessories that arc required for ex
pansion to desk-top ca lculator/ 
computers. Detailed specifications. 
prices, and typical configurat ions 
are also presented. Wang Labora
tories, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 388 

Relay catalog 
Newly r evised, a 16-page catalog 

gives pertinent data and the latest 
prices for 60 standard relays in 
more than 800 different contact ar
rangements .and coi l voltages. Cata
log 100 also includes mercury-wet
ted, dry-reed. hi gh-performance. 
po larized, sensitive, special-pm·
pose, and power r elays. Potter & 
Brumfield Div. of American Ma
ch ine & Foundry Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 389 

Teflon tech tips 
A 12-page brochure describes 

properties. applications and ma
chining technique of fluorocarbon 
basic shapes. The brochure a lso 
conta ins data and uses for FEP 
fluorocarbon film. Charts and table:; 
show s izes ava ilable and where they 
can be obtained. Other graphs and 
tables show chemical, electr ica l and 
physica l properties. Cadi llac Plastic 
and Chemical Co. 

CIRCLE NO. 390 
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Semiconductor devices 
A semiconductor-device catalog 

that lists a wide variety of tran
sistors, diodes and rectifiers, con
tains a complete index of all EIA
type designations offered by the 
company. Included is applicable in
fo rmation on case style, polarity, 
voltage, dynamic impedance, zener 
current, zener voltage and other 
specifications. Semi-Elements, Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 391 

Scope topics 
Published monthly by Tektronix, 

Inc. , Service Scope cover s facts of 
interest to oscilloscope users and 
purchasers. A regular feature is a 
listing of used instruments for sale 
or wanted. Complimentary sub
scriptions are available. Tektronix, 
Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 392 

Industrial fasteners 
Design details and application 

information on a full line of lock
ing nuts are presented in a colorful 
12-page booklet. These one-piece, 
prevailing torque, all-steel lock nuts 
can be reused for a minimum of 15 
app li catio n s. SPS Industrial 
Fastener Div. 

CIRCLE NO. 393 

High vacuum products 
A 16-page catalog lists high 

vacuum products and provides tech
nical descriptions and other pur
chasing information. Prices are 
included. Veeco Instruments Inc. 

CIRCLE NO. 394 

Materials 
Technical information , in con

densed form, on silicones, ftuoro
si li cones and soli d-film Ju bricant 
formulations is offered in a color
fu l 12-page bimonthly publication. 
"Materials News" is avai lable free 
to qualified electronics personnel. 
Dow Corning Corp. 

CIRCLE NO. 395 
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Design Data from Manufacturers 
Advertisements of booklets, bTochuTes, catalogs and data sheets. To oTdeT use ReadeT-SeTVice CaTd. 

(Advertisement l 

NEW RELAY SOCKET ASSEMBLIES CATALOG 

·CURTIS The new Curtis line of printed circuit snap-in 
track-mounted relay socket assemblies is com
pletely illustrated in this new 2-color, 6 page cata
log. Variations include RS8 octal relay sockets, 
as well as RSll and RS15 with eleven and fifteen 
pin relay sockets. Complete dimensional draw
ings and list prices are included. All units snap 
in or pop out vertically from prepunched vinyl 
track and feature Curtis barrier terminal blocks. 
CSA approved. Send today for your free copy. 

Curtis Development & Mfg. Co. 
3236 North 33rd Street 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216 171 

Bus Bars For Noise Reduction 

11111v-·-

A 16 page Technical Bulletin is now available, 
describing a new concept in power or signal dis
tribution. Basic mechanical and electrical design 
principles , along with descriptive pictures and 
diagrams, are included in this bulletin. These 
compact buses can replace bulky cable harnesses 
and repetitive wiring for computer or modular 
application. This method of construction satisfies 
the demanding requirements of low inductance 
and resistance of high speed , solid state systems, 
while controlling electrical noises. 

Send For Free Sample 

Eldre Components, Inc. 
1239 University Avenue 

Rochester. New York 14607 172 

New, high-accuracy Pressure Sensor 
\Hlht -t!Ol 

=;.;::.:'!:' 

., ...... 

Bulletin 706368 describes a rugged , miniature 
bonded-strain-gage Pressure Transducer, Model 
406. Key features include: all -welded , hermetical
ly sealed construction ; mechanical isolation from 
vibration or installation forces; integral dia 
phragm /sensing element to minimize hysteresis; 
and a compensated temperature range from 
- 65° to +250°F. The Bulletin also contains 
typical performance curves and complete speci· 
fications. 

Kistler Instrument Corporation 
8969 Sheridan Drive 173 Clarence, N.Y. 14031 
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Electronic Design 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN'S function is: 

• To aid progress in the electronics 
manufacturing industry by promoting 
good design. 

• To give the electronic design engi
neer concepts and ideas that make his 
job easier and more productive. 

• To provide a central source of timely 
electronics information. 

• To promote two-way communication 
between manufacturer and engineer. 

Want a subscription? ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN is sent free to qualified engineers 
and engineering managers doing de
sign work, supervising design or set
ting standards in the United States 
and Western Europe. For a free sub
scription, use the postfree application 
form inside the back cover. If none is 
included, write to us direct for an ap
plication form. 

If you do not qualify, you may take 
out a paid subscription for $25 a year 
in the U.S.A., $35 a year elsewhere. 
Single copies are $1.50 each. 

If you change your address, send us an 
old mailing label and your new ad
dress; there is .generally a prepaid 
postcard for this inside the back cover. 
You will have to requalify to continue 
receiving ELECTRONIC DESIGN free. 

The accuracy policy of ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN is: 

• To make reasonable efforts to ensure 
the accuracy of editorial matter. 

• To publish prompt corrections when
ever inaccuracies are brought to our 
attention. Corrections appear at the 
end of the Letters column. 

• To refuse any advertisement deemed 
to be misleading or fraudulent. 

Microfilm copies are available of 
complet e volumes of ELECTRONIC DE
SIGN at $19.00 per volume, beginning 
with Volume 9, 1961. Work is now 
in process to complete the microfilm 
edition of Volumes 1-8. Reprints of 
individual articles may be obtained 
for $2.00 each, prepaid ($.50 for 
each additional copy of the same 
article) no matter how long the 
article. For further details and to 
place orders, contact the Customer 
Services Department, University Mi
crofilms, 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan 48106; telephone 
( 313) 761-4700. 

Want to contact us? If you have any 
comments or wish to submit a manu
script or article outline, address your 
correspondence to: 
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Howard Bierman, Editor, 
ELECTRONIC DESIGN, 
850 Third A venue, 

New York, N.Y. 10022. 

Design Data from 

ELECTRONIC DRAFTING AIDS CATALOG 
Just published! Bishop Industries' NEW Catalog 
No. 103. This NEW catalog shows Bishop's com
plete line of PreKut StikOn drafting patterns and 
symbols for the electronic/aerospace industries. 
These patterns save countless hours of repetitive 
drafting time. Use Bishop's Drafting Aids Sys
tems and save labor, time, money, and achieve 
perfect exactness every time! Bishop's NEW cata
log features pre-printed patterns for integrated 
circuits, printed circuits, micrologics, flat packs, 
tape, plus hundreds of symbols for varieties of 
pads, elbows, corners and dozens of other shapes. 
Send today for your NEW catalog and sample 
pack. 

Bishop Industries Corp. 
11728 Vose Street 174 

North Hollywood, California 91605 

How To Plate Electronic Parts 

~oaammmom0 .... ............... .... .......... 

Details step-by-step procedures for plating elec
tronic components - particularly with precious 
metals - to maintain functional reliability in the 
most severe environmental and end-use condi
tions. Provides a pictorial tour through the coun
try's largest plating facility designed for electron
ics-from pilot plant operations, to modern volume 
production techniques and stringent quality con
trol procedures. Also describes prototype sample 
plating service, to specifications, which the com
pany offers at no cost or obligation. 

Pia tronics, Inc. 
500 Commerce Road 

Linden. New Jersey 07036 175 

How To Write Technical Articles 

-~ 
....,,H,,.,,. Wn1~:;r1ida 

fw;~llSllll 

A guide for the engineer-author, "How to Write 
Articles for Electronic Design" shows how easy it 
is to write for publication-once the engineer 
knows what to write and how to write it. The 
Author's Guide includes a complete run-down of 
the types of articles published by Electronic Design 
-plus detailed instructions on how to prepare 
technical articles and short special features. A 
MUST for every "would-be-writer" in the electron
ics industry. Send for your complimentary copy by 
circling the number to the right. 

Electronic Design 
850 Third Avenue 

New York, N.Y. 10022 176 
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Manufacturers 
Advertisements of book.lets, brochures, catalogs and data sheets. To order use Read er-Serv iceCard . 

(Advertisement ) 

The Semiconductor Story 

"The Semiconductor Story" ... from the cat's 

whisker to the transistor to large scale integration 

... in language you will enjoy. Fully illustrated 

to tell the technical story and to introduce the 

personalities responsible for the explosive growth 

of the semiconductor industry. Additional copies 

$1.00 each. 

Schweber Electronics 
Westbury, New York 11591 

516-334-7474 177 

FUNDAMENTALS OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

®-==--
FIJNDAllOOALS OF 
lllTtGRATED CIRCUIT$ 
~~ 

:=...-=-:=-

A practical guide to integrated circuits , their 
theory, manufacture, and applications. This new 
guide by Lothar Stern offers compete , highly 
readable coverage of the various techniques of 
circuit fabrication , and their effect on circuit de
sign and performance. As to marketing con 
siderations, it compares the characteristics of the 
numerous IC structures devised to date in terms 
of economics and logistics. A volume in the 
Motorola Series in Solid-State Electronics. 198 
pages, 7 x 10, illustrated . $8.95 , clothbound . 
Send for 15-day examination copies. 

Hayden Book Company, Inc. 
116 West 14th Street 178 New York, N.Y. 10011 

Clamp or Tie Wire Bundles 
In Secondsl 

Six-page catalog contains complete ordering infor
mation for CAB-L-TITE® clamps and BUND-L-TITE® 
straps, devices which provide a fast and reliable 
means of securing wires and wire bundles. Units 
withstand loadings greater than 50 G's, are remov
able in seconds for re-routing wires, and are self
locking-no tying, no knots, no hitches to come 
loose. Lightweight Du Pont Zytel meets MIL-P-17091 
and MIL-P-20693. Proved in aircraft and missiles. 
Photos, dimensional drawings, tables, physical 
properties, specifications, price list. Request cata
log A. 

Dakota Engineering, Inc. 179 
4315 Sepulveda Blvd. 

Culver City, California 90230 
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COLUMBIA 
WIRE 

the name QUALITY 
made famous servicing the 

wire needs of industry ! 

Consistent quality , prompt de
livery. From a miniature wire 
to a multiconductor cable -
have established Columbia 's 
leadership. 

Regardless of your electrical 
or electronic need, for auto· 
mated systems, instrumenta
tion , communications or aero
space, military or consumer 
oriented , there is a Columbia 
wire, cable or power supply 
cord. 

Columbia can ship from 
stock. Normal inventory of 
over 100 million feet stock 
cords for every application. 

Columbia Custom Services 
For special cords or cables, count 
on Columbia for the finest service 
possible. To your specifications
any combination of conductors up 
to 2" in diameter, and the largest 
variety of molds. 

braiding, 
shielding, 
cabling, 
cutting, 
stripping, 
termination, 
striping, 
custom cord 
molding 
with our 
own production 
facilities . . 

COLUMBIA 
WIRE PRODUCTS COMPANY 

4045 N. Rockwall Ava. • Chicago 60618 
Phone: 312/267-3160 
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Heath Universal Digital Instrument 

only . .. $1250 
Now you need only one instrument, the 
Heath EU-805A to make any digital 
measurement you want. The UDI will 
measure all these functions: Frequency, 
Period, Ratio, Time-Interval, Events 
Count, Integrating DVM and Voltage In
tegrator. Combining in one standard rack 
package a DC-12.5 MHz Multi-Purpose 
Counter/ Timer with a 0.05 % accuracy 
Digital Voltmeter, the new Heath/ Malm
stadt-Enke EU-805A offers compactness 
on your bench and unmatched versatility. 
An original modular design based on 
plug-in cards with TTL IC's - cards stay 
in place for all 7 functions. And you can 
add new cards for other functions and pro
tect the instrument from obsolescence. 

The UDI features convenient fast cycling 
on slow time bases, unique summing func
tion for continuous summation without 
display reset, memory starts new count 
scaling before previous count has cleared, 
variable display time from 0.1 s to 30 s, 
6 digit read-out plus over-range. 

The two identical high-sensitivity (10 mV) 
input comparators provide 1 Mn im
pedance, complete range of trigger con
trols (including Automatic Mode), oscil
loscope monitoring of triggering point and 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN 24, November 21 , 1968 

four levels of input attentuation to accept 
up to 500 V. Input pulse resolution is 
better than 50 ns. Time base stability is 
better than 5 in J09 (short term) & 1 ppm 
(long term). Time bases range from 1 us 
to 10 s. Accuracy is ± 1 count. 

DVM section has Automatic Polarity In
dication, 5 x 109 ohm input impedance 
on separate 1 V range (10 Mn on the 
others) four ranges from 1 to 1000 V, 
10 uV resolution , 0.1 second to 10 second 
integrating time and V-F output available 
at rear panel. 

The EU-805A is obviously the instrument 
you need ... and it is obviously priced 
right: $1250. Less DVM order EU-805D 
at $940. DVM conversion pack costs $340. 

The UDI is part of the Heath Modular Digital 
System. Many of its cards may be used in 
the Heath /Malmstadt-Enke Analog Digital 
Designer EU-801 : 

\ - .. -· . 
• -- • ·~ ·• • ., • C'J ~ " 

- - · l ... ., "' ~ "' 
_ _ -- _ -· I f I I • ~·.j 
.~_;:_ ~:. :1 I I I I._. ___ .:.... · • 

The ADD permits investigation and design 
of various analog and digital circuits and 
Instruments, by plugging-in circuit cards 
to its power, binary and timing modules. 
Connections are made with ordinary wire 
and component leads. 

-----------1~•¥•¥&4¥•1---------------, 
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 580-21 

For more infor
mation send for 

the NEW 
HEATH 

Scientific 
Instrumentation 

Catalog 

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 I 
O Please Send Free EU-805 UDI Spec. Sheet 
O Please Send Free EU -801 ADD Spec. Sheet 
O Please Send Free New Scientific Instrumentation Catalog 

City State Zip ___ _ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

(prices & specifications subject to change without notice) EK-253 I 
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Information Retrieval service 
~II products, desi~n aids (DA): application notes (AN), new literature (NL), and reprints (R) 
in this issue are listed here with Page and Information Retrieval numbers. Reader requests 
will be promptly processed by computer and mailed to the manufacturer within three days. 

Category Page IRN Category Page IRN Category 

Components semiconductors (NL) 139 391 lead bender and cutter 
shift registers, MOS 120 340 photoelec controls (NL) 

capacitor data (AN) 130 366 shift registers 64-bit 122 343 programmer 
cathode-ray tubes (AN) 130 363 transistors, Si _121 341 scriber, wafer 
filters, broadband 102 289 teflon techniques (NL) 
indicators, numeric 94 106 
permanent magnets (AN) 130 361 Instrumentation 

relay catalog (NL) 138 389 
relays (NL) 137 387 clock, digital 126 407 
relay, crystal can 98 286 instrumentation (NL) 134 378 

New Literature resistors, thick-film 102 291 logic unit, 200-MHz 127 411 
rf coils (NL) 132 372 ohmmeter, digital 127 410 
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thermistors, chip 100 288 oscilloscope, portable 126 408 connectors, miniature 

time delay modul~ 100 287 probes, four-point 127 412 disc-pack tester 

trimmer pot, PC 98 285 electronic calculators 

va ristors (AN) 130 364 Microwaves & Lasers 
electronics catalog 
fasteners 
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Data processing converter, S-band 118 338 government specs 
elements, MIC 117 335 grommets, rubber 

computer 84 255 ferrite, lossy 117 334 heat sinks 

computer, analog/hybrid C74 259 generator, fm signal 118 339 high vacuum products 

computer, desk-top 84 254 laser, cw ion 116 330 instrumentation 

computer, IC 84 274 limiter, low-level 118 337 lighting guide 

computer, small C66 251 multiplier, varactor 116 331 magnet wire 

computer, 16-bit 86 276 preamplifier, S-band 116 332 material data 

controller, digital 90 281 switch , diode 118 336 numerical displays 

core test system C68 273 waveguide, flexible 117 333 op amps 

data coupler C80 267 photoelectric controls 

data display system 88 278 pressure transducers 

data processor, digital C74 258 Modules & Subassemblies relay catalog 

data set C72 262 relays 

data set 86 277 attenuator, 4 -channel 125 349 relays & switches 

data set 90 280 comparator, IC level 125 348 resistance alloys 
data terminal C70 261 counter /display 124 347 rt coils 

data terminal C72 256 filters, active 124 346 scientific apparatus 

data terminal, acoustic 84 252 op amps 132 370 scope topics 

delay-line system C77 270 semiconductors 
digitizer, graphic C78 264 Packaging & Materials 

teflon techniques 

disc-pack wire catalog 

tester (NL) 132 374 
display terminal 84 253 cable kits 104 292 
duplicator computer data C82 268 ceramic, opaque 104 293 
electronic connectors , 
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calculators (NL) 136 382 miniature (NL) 132 367 APPiication Notes jumper, intra -frame coating, epoxy 106 295 
computer 92 283 fasteners (NL) 139 393 capacitor data 130 

logic cards, TIL C72 263 fibers optics kit 111 321 
memories, plated-wire 84 275 gold plating (NL) 132 368 

cathode-ray tubes 130 

memory, disc 92 282 grommets, rubber (NL) 132 369 
coax handbook 130 

memory, disc C70 260 heat sinks 132 373 
de clutches & brakes 130 

memory system, tape 82 269 insulator, conformal 111 299 
op amp manual 130 

memory, 3-wire 3-D C68 272 magnet wire (NL) 135 379 
permanent magnets 130 

plotter, digital C78 265 package, ceramic-metal 110 298 plating data 130 

op amps (NL) 132 370 racks , PC-board 110 297 
recording tape 130 

printer, digital C77 271 resistance alloys (NL) 137 386 
varistors 130 

printer, serial impact 88 279 sockets, tu be/ relay 110 296 
vibration isolation 130 

recorder, tape data C72 257 solvent, aerosol 106 294 
tape cleaner C80 266 
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ICs & Semiconductors Design Aids alignment system, mask 115 329 
electrometers, MOSFET 122 345 chip handler 114 326 decimal equivalents 128 
photod iodes 122 344 cleaner, soldering tip 112 324 designer's worksheet 128 
rectifiers , silicon 122 342 heaters, portable 115 328 fault -current calculator 128 
scope topics (NL) 139 392 intercom, wireless 114 327 cryogenic calculator · 128 
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The 
counterpart. 

Dale's new 8100 film T-Pots offer 
RJ-11 advantages at industrial prices 

Dale's new 8100 Series makes it easy to ap
proach RJ -11 performance at highly com
petit ive industrial prices. Buy it sealed or 
unsealed - you're the boss. Get essentially 
infinite resolution ... a broad 10 ohm to 2 Meg
ohm resistance range .. . plus ability to dissi
pate 3.4 watt at 70°C. The 8100 is part of a wide 
range of film element and wirewound T-Pots 
now available from Dale for industrial and 
commercial use. Common parameters: Low 
price, quick del ivery. See your Dale distr ibutor 
or call usat402-564-3131 forcompletedetails. 

8100 FILM-T-POT SPECIFICATIONS 

Standard Resistance Range: 10 ohms to 2 Megohms 

Resistance Tolerance: :!:10% 100 ohms through SOOK ohms; 
:!:20% all other values 

Resolution: Essentia lly infini te 

Power Rating: . 75 watt at 70' C, derating to 0 at 125' C 

Operating Temperature Range: - 65' C to +125' C 

Mechanical Adjustment: 25 :!: 2 turns. Clutch prevents 
overt ravel damage 

Dimensions: .28" H x .31" W x 1.25" L 

Models: 8187, printed circuit pins: 8188, stranded 
vinyl leads; 8189, so lder hook; 8184, panel mount 
version of 8189; 8186, panel mount version of 8188 

DALE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
132S-28th Avenue, Columbus, Nebr. 68601 

In Canada: Dale Electronics Canada, Ltd . 
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From 2 A to 40A 

RCA Thyristors are the greatest 
for appliances, power tools, 
heating controls, photocopiers, 
air conditioning, radar, 
alarm systems, welders, 
vending machines, 
and many control and 
switching applications. 

Triacs, Diacs, SC R's: in package styles and current 
ratings to fit most applications. Packages: 2-lead; 
3-lead; press fit; stud; plastic;Jedec T0-66, T0-8, 
T0-3. Current ratings: for Triacs from 2.5 A to 40 A, 
for SCR's from 2 A to 35 A. Our new full-line 
Thyristor catalog tells the story .. . including quick-
reference data for all RCA types, package outlines"" 

Send for our latest full-line Thyristor catalog today! and typical applications. It's hot off the press. 

DDJ]3LJD 
r------------------------

RCA Electronic Components 
Commercial Engineering, Department No. R-G-11-2 
415 South 5th Street, Harrison, N. J . 07029 

Okay, RCA Thyristors are the greatest. But just so I can check 
for myself, send me my FREE copy of catalog SCR-5000, " RCA 
Thyristors for Commercial , Industrial, and Military Applications" . 

Name---------------~ 

Title'-----------------

Company·----------------

Address: _______________ _ 

City. ______ state _____ ip.:../ __ _ 
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